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Gradual typing is a principled approach to integrating static and dynamic type checking. To clarify what
gradual typing means, Siek and collaborators articulated criteria for gradually typed languages: essentially
that type checking and execution must smoothly transition between the two type checking regimes. However,
these criteria say nothing about the relationship between the semantics of gradual and static types. This
absence, which can be ascribed to gradual typing’s tendency to focus on simple types, becomes critical for
advanced type disciplines, where type safety does not imply type soundness. We assert a semantic criterion for
gradual types. To coherently blend static and dynamic checking of a particular type discipline, a gradual type
system must enforce the same invariants as those intended by its purely-static counterpart. We justify this
stance by considering several type disciplines, highlighting key challenges and opportunities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
After decades of acrimony between proponents of statically typed languages and dynamic lan-
guages, an air of cooperation has swept the community. Programmers and language designers alike
acknowledge that static and dynamic languages have complementary strengths, and many modern
languages aspire to combine the perceived bene�ts of both styles while evading their shortcomings.
This aspiration is not new, but a spate of recent industrial-strength languages has precipitated
new approaches to designing hybrid languages and inspired researchers to enrich programming
language theory to accommodate them [Savage 2014].

Arguably the most prominent current theory for designing such languages is gradual typing [Siek
and Taha 2006]. It introduces new notions to programming language design, like gradual types and
consistency, while building on prior techniques like casts and coercions. In addition to its technical
aspects, gradual typing researchers have introduced correctness criteria and formal foundations,
which together partially circumscribe what counts as a proper gradual language and how to extend
its fundamental notions to new languages and type disciplines [Garcia et al. 2016; Siek et al. 2015].

Since gradual typing builds directly on static typing, it is only natural that it inherits decades of
research into the design, evaluation, and implementation of statically typed languages. However,
because of its integration of notions from dynamic languages, which were not developed with types
in mind, gradual typing immediately highlights signi�cant issues with our present understanding
of type systems, issues that do not necessarily arise when designing purely static languages. In
fact, these issues go to the very heart of type systems research, let alone gradual type systems, and
echo earlier distinctions about type systems that have fallen from prominence but �nd new life in
gradual typing.

Designing and characterizing principled gradual type systems forced us to revisit our understand-
ing of type safety and type soundness, which are often con�ated in the literature. This con�ation
causes no obvious technical problem for many type disciplines, but it becomes particularly critical
as we consider what guarantees a gradual type system should provide to programmers, how those
guarantees relate to those enforced by static and dynamic languages, and how these notions scale
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when gradualizing more sophisticated type disciplines. In fact, this distinction even expands the
design space of type systems that have already been gradualized, as we demonstrate by example.
Following a brief introduction to the principles of gradual typing that have developed over the

past decade, we highlight how certain fundamental concerns repeatedly arise when designing
gradual type systems. We point to type soundness as a critical and often misunderstood notion that
can be rehabilitated to address those concerns. To unpack these notions, we discuss several case
studies that highlight how type soundness should be a critical guiding principle for gradually-typed
languages.

2 GRADUAL TYPING IN A NUTSHELL
We brie�y introduce gradual typing with the Gradually-Typed Lambda Calculus (GTLC) [Siek and
Taha 2006]; though simple, it exhibits most of the fundamental ideas. GTLC is a pure extension
of the Simply-Typed Lambda Calculus (STLC): every STLC program is a GTLC program, e.g.,
(� f : Int ! Int. f 7) (�x : Int. x). GTLC’s only syntactic addition is a new atomic type ?, called the
unknown type, which represents the omission, or intentional obscuring, of static type information.
It combines with static type information to form gradual types, like ? ! Int and Bool ! ?, which
represent imprecise static type information. Thanks to ?, programs that cannot be typed in STLC
can be typed and executed in GTLC, e.g., (�x : ? ! ?. (x x) 7) (�x : ?. x) evaluates to 7.
GTLC statically rejects programs with local type inconsistencies, e.g., (�x : ? ! ?. x 7) 8 is re-

jected since the number 8 could never have function type ? ! ?. But type inconsistencies are
only checked locally, so ? can be used to obscure type inconsistencies, e.g., (�x : ? ! ?. x 7) (8 :: ?)
ascribes the unknown type to 8, and the expression 8 :: ? could have any type so might have a
function type. GTLC accepts this program, but signals a runtime type error at this function call. This
ability to obscure type information enables GTLC to represent any program in the fully dynamic
lambda calculus (DLC), which has no type annotations and statically rejects only syntactically
ill-formed programs. For example, the (absurd) DLC program 7 3 is represented as the (still absurd)
GTLC program (7 :: ?) (3 :: ?).
Combining the bene�ts of static and dynamic languages was the initial inspiration for gradual

typing, and the main force driving its development. But the concepts scale beyond e.g., Python vs.
OCaml. In fact, “static” and “dynamic” can be viewed as relative concepts, where e.g., Scheme-style
unityping is more dynamic than OCaml-style static typing is more dynamic than Liquid Haskell-
style re�nement typing [Vazou et al. 2014]. We now describe the principles of gradual typing, which
undergird a variety of gradual type systems [Bañados Schwerter et al. 2016; Jafery and Dun�eld
2017; Lehmann and Tanter 2017].

Formalities. Gradual types are partially ordered by a precision relation v directed along increasing
imprecision, with fully static types as minimal elements. In GTLC, for instance, the chain Bool !
Int v Bool ! ? v ? ! ? v ? spans from a fully-precise static type to the fully imprecise unknown
type. Unlike subtyping, precision is covariant for function types because a ? in any position of a
type indicates missing static type information.

GTLC’s static semantics replaces type equality T = T with the novel consistency relation T ⇠ T .
Consistency generalizes type equality to gradual types, interpreting imprecise type information
optimistically. It can be characterized in terms of precision: T1 ⇠ T2 holds for two gradual types
if and only if T1 w T 0

1 = T 0
2 v T2 holds for some static types T 0

1 ,T
0
2 . In other words, consistency

lifts static type equality along the precision relation. This lifting applies to other type relations,
e.g. lifting subtyping to consistent subtyping [Garcia et al. 2016]. Since static types are minimal
with respect to precision, it immediately follows that consistency (resp. consistent subtyping)
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conservatively extends type equality (resp. subtyping): both relations are identical on static types.
The conservative extension of static typing concepts is a recurring theme in gradual typing.

Since gradual programs omit some static type information, their dynamic semantics must account
for gaps using runtime checks. Thus, a gradual program that successfully type checks may signal a
runtime check error, just like a dynamic language program.

Criteria. Over time, researchers have established formal criteria that gradually-typed languages
must satisfy [Siek and Taha 2006; Siek et al. 2015]. We brie�y reprise those criteria, which we call
the STVCB criteria after their progenitors.
First, a gradual language conservatively extends some pre-conceived “fully static” language. In

GTLC’s case that language is STLC: GTLC accepts and rejects exactly the same precisely-typed
programs as STLC, and well-typed programs behave identically in both languages. Second, a
gradual language macro-expresses some pre-conceived “fully dynamic” language: source programs
can be desugared into the gradual language using only local compositional rewrites [Felleisen 1991].
For GTLC, that language is the dynamic calculus DLC. These criteria ensure that both extremes,
fully-static and fully-dynamic, can be combined seamlessly in a single language. One can even
de�ne a hybrid language that blends STLC and DLC by straightforward translation to GTLC, which
acts as a unifying runtime [Garcia and Cimini 2015].
The third STVCB criterion constrains how typability and execution vary as the precision of a

program’s type information varies. These gradual guarantees are formalized in terms of successful
typing and execution, but are best understood in contrapositive form. The static gradual guarantee
ensures that an ill-typed gradual program will remain ill-typed no matter which way its types
are made more precise. The corresponding dynamic gradual guarantee ensures that a well-typed
program that signals a runtime check error will continue to do so, or become ill-typed, no matter
which way its types are made more precise. Both guarantees ensure that static and dynamic type
errors indicate some fundamental inconsistency with the underlying static type discipline.

The STVCB criteria still leave open a substantial design space, even after the dynamic and static
type disciplines are chosen [Siek et al. 2009]. This paper argues that this design space requires
further type-driven constraint if gradual typing is to reach its full potential.

3 GRADUAL TYPING IS ABOUT TYPING
In the above discussion of gradual typing, we intentionally omit a stated criterion for gradually
typed languages: that they must satisfy type safety, by which we mean that the semantics satisfy
a Wright-Felleisen style Progress and Preservation theorem, that well-typed programs don’t get
stuck [Wright and Felleisen 1994]. This theorem is often called type soundness, as though the
two notions are identical, and both are also associated with the tag line “well-typed programs
don’t go wrong [Milner 1978].” As observed by Siek et al. [Siek et al. 2015], this conception of
“soundness” is unsatisfying for gradual typing because, though well-typed programs don’t get stuck,
they de�nitely produce runtime type errors, i.e., they go wrong! In fact they must, otherwise GTLC
could not embed all DLC programs. Indeed, progress and preservation generally guarantee only
that the operational semantics is fully de�ned, i.e. that the only terminal runtime con�gurations
are the intended ones. It is in this sense that a language like DLC can be deemed type safe, thanks
to an especially boring type system [Harper 2012]!

Gradual typing researchers, ourselves included, have sought to clear this �y from the ointment
by adapting notions of blame from the contracts community [Findler and Felleisen 2002]. We argue
instead that much of this trouble can be addressed by recalling that type soundness and type safety
are not identical notions but are often closely related: type safety often implies type soundness.
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History. The �rst formalization of type soundness is due to Milner [Milner 1978], and though
that paper does in fact prove that well typed programs don’t go wrong, this fact is a corollary
to the soundness theorem, not the theorem itself. Soundness for type systems draws directly
from its analogue in mathematical logic, static analysis, and program logics. It states that, given
a system of logical judgments, a syntactic proof system for those judgments, and an intended
formal interpretation of those judgments, the proof system can prove a judgment only if its formal
interpretation holds semantically.
In mathematical logic, the quintessential example, a judgment is typically interpreted in set-

theoretic structures. Milner’s insight was to interpret typing judgments using denotational seman-
tics.1 In modern notation, he de�nes a judgment � |= t : T which is de�ned directly in terms of
the dynamic semantics of programs. This semantic judgment is taken as the intended behavioral
meaning of types. Then, he separately de�nes a syntactic judgment � ` t : T essentially in the
standard inductive way. Armed with these, the statement of semantic type soundness is simply “if
� ` t : T then � |= t : T ”, i.e., the type checker guarantees interesting local behavioral properties of
program fragments.
Milner’s theorem guarantees that programmers can use types to reason about their programs

in rich local ways, but nowadays, language researchers often recall the pithy corollary more than
the theorem.2 While the ability to eradicate an entire class of program bugs has great value, that
property has not carried over to gradual typing intact. We believe that type soundness can, and
should.

Is GTLC type sound? (take 1) On its own, this question does not make any sense, because as
recalled above from Milner, a type system is sound with respect to a given semantic judgment. So
before answering the question of whether GTLC (or any typed language for that matter) is sound,
one ought to be explicit about the intended meaning of types. As it turns out, several such meanings
can be formulated for any given typing discipline, even for a discipline as straightforward as simple
types, as we will see shortly.
Once the intended meaning of types is clearly stated, one can explicitly identify the type-based

reasoning principles that the type discipline enables. Type-based reasoning is a key asset for software
engineering because it is: i) modular : one can reason about a function or module just based on its
interface, independently of its implementation; ii) compositional: one can deduce new facts about
a program by combining knowledge about its parts, in a syntax-directed manner; iii) static: one
deduces information about the runtime behavior of a program without having to actually run it.

Reasoning with simple types. The simple typing discipline of STLC denotes the kinds of values
that can be obtained by reducing an expression. Crucially, value classi�cation can be interpreted in
two ways, corresponding to partial or total correctness properties.3 The partial interpretation says
that if the reduction of a well-typed term terminates to a value, then that value has the predicted
type. Formally:4

If ` t : T and t !⇤ � then � : T
The total interpretation is stronger, saying that a well-typed term necessarily terminates, and

does so to a value of the predicted type. Formally:

1Milner and Tofte later adapted this to operational semantics [Milner and Tofte 1991].
2The original conception persists e.g. in work on foundational proof carrying code [Ahmed 2004].
3This nomenclature comes from program logics, where the distinction is common.
4For simplicity, we inline implications of type soundness, phrasing principles in terms of syntactic typing.
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If ` t : T then t !⇤ � and � : T
This corresponds exactly to strong normalization proofs for STLC, which is an explicitly desired
property in some contexts [Pierce 2002].

Additionally, the simple typing discipline o�ers reasoning principles on values, i.e. canonical form
lemmas, that are valid regardless of the chosen interpretation regarding partial or total correctness.
Examples of such reasoning principles are:

If ` � : Int then � = n, for some integer n
If ` � : T1 ! T2 then � = �x : T1.t , such that x : T1 ` t : T2

These reasoning principles are exploited to achieve safety without requiring runtime tag checks
before computational steps.
The fact that the STLC is strongly normalizing can be seen as a “side bonus” of the typing

discipline, if one is mostly interested in avoiding stuck terms without having to resort to dynamic
checks; this is by far the most common view on simple types, as presented in the classic literature
on type systems [Pierce 2002]. Alternatively, strong normalization can be considered a determining
feature of the discipline—and now safety-without-checks comes as a side bonus. Really the di�erence
is in the eyes of the beholder: both perspectives are legitimate, and the language designer must set
forth his or her intended principle.

Is GTLC type sound? (take 2) If simple types are meant to ensure partial correctness of value
classi�cation, then GTLC is sound. The runtime semantics of GTLC does ensure that primitive
operators do not require exhaustive runtime checks; instead checks are only executed when
necessary to ensure that statically-made assumptions are not violated. Conversely, if simple types
are meant to ensure total correctness of value classi�cation, then GTLC is unsound because
GTLC is not strongly normalizing. Indeed, one can de�ne and run (inde�nitely) the term omega
(�x : ?.x x) (�x : ?.x x) in GTLC. While this distinction may seem contrived for purposes of
programming languages, it represents a simple example of a circumstance where adding gradual
types can fundamentally change the properties that types guarantee. We analyze more advanced
examples in the next sections.

We observe that despite the attention that gradual typing has drawn, no termination-preserving
gradual language has been developed. Recent work in the contract literature demonstrates that
reasoning about termination can be codi�ed and enforced using runtime monitors [Nguyễn et al.
2019]. As has often been the case with ideas from contracts, this technique may transfer smoothly
to gradual typing. well for gradual typing Garcia et al. [Garcia et al. 2016] do mention the possibility
of designing a language in which the unknown type only possibly denotes base types, but neither
develop such a design nor relate it to the termination property.5

Type safety vs. type soundness. In any typing discipline where types speci�cally denote the
class of values that a computation may return to the current program point—if the computation
yields any such value at all—a type safety proof plus the canonical forms lemma implies soundness
with respect to that interpretation. This logical implication explains the tendency for blurring the
di�erence between type safety and type soundness. In fact, Wright and Felleisen [1994] observe
a distinction between weak and strong soundness theorems, where the weak theorem directly
corresponds to Milner’s corollary and “establishes that a static type system achieves its primary
goal of preventing type errors...”. The paper takes this goal as the blueprint for syntactic type
safety, but they note that “it is possible to demonstrate a stronger property that relates the answer
produced to the type of the program.” This stronger theorem corresponds to Milner’s soundness
5Eremondi et al. [2019] use approximate normalization to ensure termination of compile-time evaluation at the type level.
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theorem, though the paper deems classi�cation a side bene�t compared to proving that well-typed
programs don’t go wrong.
In addition to simple types, other examples of such “partial value-based classi�cation” typing

disciplines include subtyping, be it with records, objects, or even more semantic subtyping such as
types re�ned with logical formulas [Rondon et al. 2008]. For many expressive typing disciplines,
however, type safety does not imply type soundness, even when one is only concerned with partial
correctness. The next two sections present concrete examples of typing disciplines where this
disconnect arises: universally quanti�ed polymorphic types and information-�ow security types.

4 THE MEANING OF UNIVERSALLY QUANTIFIED TYPES
“I am convinced that a satisfactory model [of parametric polymorphism] should exclude
ad hoc polymorphism.”
– John Reynolds, 1983.

Universal quanti�cation allows the de�nition of programs that are parametrized by types, using
type abstraction (�T .t ) and type application (t [T ]). In addition to the partial/total correctness
distinction, universal quanti�cation admits two possible semantic interpretations.

Parametricity vs. genericity. Parametricity is the interpretation of type parameters that dictates
that a polymorphic value must behave uniformly for all possible instantiations [Reynolds 1983].
This implies that one can derive theorems about the behavior of a program by just looking at its
type, hence the name “free theorems” coined by Wadler [Wadler 1989]. For instance:6

If ` � : 8� .� ! � , then for all ` � 0 : T , we have � [T ] � 0 ⇡ � 0.

Languages with quanti�cation that also support intensional type analysis or re�ection, like Java,
make it possible to de�ne non-parametric functions. For instance, in Java, a generic method of type
8� .� ! � can use instanceof to discriminate when � is in fact String and behave di�erently in
such a case. For these languages, one can formulate a weaker property of quanti�ed types that does
not dictate uniform behavior. We call this property genericity, by analogy to the name generics in
use in object-oriented languages like Java and C#.7 Genericity simply captures the fact that a value
of a quanti�ed type can be instantiated at any type, and satisfy the resulting signature as expected.
For instance:

If ` � : 8� .� ! � , then for all ` � 0 : T , we have � [T ] � 0 : T .

Concretely, this means that if a value f has type 8� .� ! � , then genericity only tells us that
f [Int] 5 (if it terminates) reduces to some integer n, while parametricity tells us that f [Int] 5 (if it
terminates) reduces to 5.

Gradual genericity vs. gradual parametricity. Consider the following well-typed gradual pro-
gram, in which the add1 function is �rst given the unknown type, and then passed as argument to
functions g and h, both of which expect a function of type 8� .� ! � :
let add1 : ? = fun x => x+1
let g : (forall a.a->a) -> Int = fun f => if (f [Bool] true) then 1 else 0
let h : (forall a.a->a) -> Int = fun f => f [Int] 0
(g add1) + (h add1)

6Contextual equivalence ⇡ speci�es that two expressions cannot be distinguished in any valid context.
7The literature typically uses genericity and parametricity interchangeably, while for Java or C++ programmers, genericity
does not suggest the strong meaning of parametricity.
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The g function instantiates its argument at type Bool, while h instantiates it at type Int. When
executing g add1, a runtime cast error should be reported, in order to ensure safety. This error
re�ects the fact that add1 is not a generic function.

In contrast, h add1 is safe, because add1 is an Int ! Int function. Whether or not this application
violates soundness depends on the intended meaning of quanti�ed types. If one is interested only
in genericity, then h add1 should execute without errors. If one expects parametricity, though, a
runtime violation should be reported: the type-based reasoning principle induced by parametricity
means that the programmer can legitimately expect any function of type 8� .� ! � (which is fully
precise) to be equivalent to the identity function.
Ahmed et al. �rst identi�ed the challenges of respecting parametricity when introducing the

unknown type [Ahmed et al. 2011]. They introduce a cast calculus, not a gradual source language,
and have not formally established parametricity (it remains a conjecture). Cimini and Siek [Cimini
and Siek 2017] automatically derive a gradual language with universally quanti�ed types, but only
prove type safety, so the gradual language satis�es (what we call) genericity, not parametricity.
Igarashi et al. [2017] introduce a polymorphic gradual calculus which, by safety, satis�es genericity.
Parametricity and the dynamic gradual guarantee are left as future work. More recently, Ahmed
et al. [2017] de�nes a polymorphic blame calculus that satis�es a relational parametricity theorem,
and demonstrate by example the utility for parametricity and their approach to achieving it.
Building on this work, Toro et al. [2019] de�ne a gradually typed variant of System F which satis�es
parametricity, but in doing so highlights a possibly fundamental tension between parametricity
and the dynamic gradual guarantee. While progress and preservation are proven in the latter
two works, these theorems are not the basis for proving soundness. Each uses step-indexed logical
relations, an extension of techniques used in Reynolds [1983] to prove parametricity. These models
associate types with pairs of program fragments, so as to formalize rich behavioral invariants
like parametricity. Semantic typing for programs is de�ned in terms of this binary relation, and
syntactic typing is proven sound with respect to semantic typing. Ahmed [2004] provides a clear
and motivating introduction to this technique.

5 THE MEANING OF SECURITY TYPES
Information-�ow security typing enables statically classifying program entities with respect to
their con�dentiality levels, expressed via a lattice of security labels [Denning 1976]. For instance, a
two-level lattice L < H allows distinguishing public or low data (e.g. IntL) from con�dential or high
data (e.g. IntH). An information-�ow security type system statically ensures noninterference: high-
con�dentiality data may not �ow directly or indirectly to lower-con�dentiality channels [Volpano
et al. 1996]. To do so, the security type system tracks the con�dentiality level of computation
based on the con�dentiality of the data involved. Note that similar to total vs. partial correctness, a
security type system can be designed to guarantee either termination-sensitive noninterference or,
more commonly, termination-insensitive noninterference.

Like parametricity, the reasoning principles supported by security typing dictate precise knowl-
edge about the (noninterfering) behavior of functions. For instance:

If ` � : IntH ! IntL, then for all ` �1,�2 : IntH, we have � �1 = � �2 (if both terminate).

In words, because the argument is a secret and the return value is public, the result of applying the
function cannot possibly depend on its argument.
Disney and Flanagan [Disney and Flanagan 2011], and then Fennell and Thiemann [Fennell

and Thiemann 2013], designed security-typed languages dubbed gradual. They are both, however,
not gradual in the sense of the STVCB criteria (Sect. 2), because they are not based on precision
and the corresponding notion of consistency. In these languages, security types do not denote
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noninterference guarantees; they denote upper bounds on value labels. For instance, given a function
of type IntH ! IntL, the only guarantee is that the argument is at most private; i.e. it can also
be public. Surprisingly, IntL as a type is more informative than IntH. Consequently, the function
can very easily reveal its argument, using a runtime security cast: �x .hIntLix . At runtime, if the
argument value is labeled H, a runtime error is raised; if the argument is labeled L, the function
behaves as the identity, thereby violating the noninterference reasoning principle stated above.
This situation parallels the previous discussion about gradual parametricity. In these languages,
“value-label-based” noninterference is guaranteed by the runtime system; type-based reasoning
provides no static information about noninterference. Toro et al. [2018] introduces a gradually-
typed security language where gradual security types are fundamentally connected to modular
noninterference guarantees as well as to Siek et al. [2015]-style precision. Once again, progress and
preservation are proven for the type system in question, but the semantic soundness of security
types is established using step-indexed logical relations. The language achieves noninterference at
the expense of the dynamic gradual guarantee, and it remains an open question whether and to
what extent a language with the present feature set can achieve both simultaneously.

6 DESIGNING SOUND GRADUAL LANGUAGES
Designing a sound gradual language is not free of challenges, especially when the intended meaning
of types is a rich semantic property.
Recently, a couple of approaches have addressed the question of systematizing the design of

gradual languages. For instance, the Gradualizer aims at the automatic construction of a gradually-
typed language from the de�nition of statically-typed one [Cimini and Siek 2016, 2017]. The
Gradualizer’s scope, however, is restricted to adding only the unknown type to value-based type
disciplines.

Another approach, wider in scope but not automatic, is Abstracting Gradual Typing (AGT) [Gar-
cia et al. 2016]. AGT exploits an understanding of gradual types through the eyes of abstract
interpretation [Cousot and Cousot 1977] to allow for the systematic derivation of gradual lan-
guages. AGT has been applied to typing disciplines outside the scope of the Gradualizer, such as
e�ects [Bañados et al. 2014; Bañados Schwerter et al. 2016], re�nement types [Lehmann and Tanter
2017], and the type disciplines of the previous two sections.
Both the Gradualizer and AGT do not directly address the soundness of the gradual language

with respect to the intended meaning of types. For instance, applying either approach to STLC
yields GTLC, which is non-terminating. Because soundness of re�nement types is value-based,
applying AGT to a language with re�nements yields a sound gradual language [Lehmann and
Tanter 2017]. However, in the case of security typing, we have shown that noninterference is
lost when the language includes references. A similar situation seems to occur with parametric
polymorphism: applying either methodology preserves genericity, but not the type-based reasoning
expected from parametricity. Recovering type-based reasoning demands ingenuity.
Recent work demonstrates that even gradual languages with value-classifying types bene�t

from formalizing the semantics of types as (binary) relational properties. New and Ahmed [2018]
and New et al. [2019] construct semantic models of simple gradual types to more easily prove the
gradual guarantees for bespoke language designs and to justify type-based program optimizations.
This line of work points toward further practical and conceptual bene�ts for focusing on the
semantics of gradual types.

The current state-of-the-art in gradual language design is therefore greatly limited with respect
to type soundness; we believe that this is a major open challenge for gradual typing research. This
soundness challenge interferes with the expected graduality of the language. For instance, if one
would be willing to restrict gradual types to denote only base types, the resulting gradual language
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would trivially be terminating; however, such a gradual language could not macro-express DLC
anymore (Sect. 2).

Finally, other recent work points to shortcomings in the present criteria for gradual languages and
propose new criteria that we believe complement the consideration of type soundness. Greenman
et al. [2019] adapt the concept of complete monitoring from the behavioral contract literature to
gradual typing [Dimoulas et al. 2012]. They �nd that doing so provides another means for drawing
meaningful distinctions between the semantics of di�erent gradual counterparts to the same static
type discipline.

7 CONCLUSION
We believe that it is important to develop a �rm understanding of the pragmatic and theoretical
issues facing gradual typing if its ideas are to successfullymake their way intomainstream languages.
In particular, a proper generalization of gradual typing concepts can make complex type disciplines
usable in practice, by lowering the barrier to entry. However, for this to happen, we believe it’s
important to have a strong understanding of the conceptual challenges that gradual typing poses
to our current understanding of how to design and evaluate typed programming languages.
This submission distills some of our recent experience with designing and evaluating type

systems, focusing on how researchers think about types and what they bring to the table. Our
recent struggles with designing gradual type systems for increasingly sophisticated type disciplines
has uncovered some notable challenges in our understanding that must be addressed in order
to move forward. We �nd that certain simpli�cations (notably the con�ation of type safety and
type soundness), which have been very fruitful for a long time, now haunt us when we try to
understand whether a gradual type system “makes sense.” Siek et al. [2015] already aimed at more
precisely characterizing what makes a language gradual. We believe it was a valuable �rst step,
and facilitated a substantial stream of advances in the gradual typing literature, as well as our
understanding of how to analyze and evaluate gradually typed language designs. We believe that
substantial conceptual gains are to be had by moving beyond type safety, which insu�ciently
foregrounds the broader importance of considering the intended semantics of types.

Designing a gradually-typed language means much more than throwing in dynamic checks and
making sure that programs do not get stuck. We believe gradual language designers should be very
explicit about their intent with respect to both the spectrum of graduality—i.e. clearly specifying
what type disciplines bracket both ends—as well as with respect to the meaning of types—i.e. what
reasoning principles are preserved in the gradual language.
However, because most type systems focus on partial correctness for value classi�cation, the

gradual typing community has tended to take type-based reasoning principles for granted, leaving
them un(der)speci�ed. We have shown through three di�erent examples that there are signi�cant
semantic issues involved, which challenge current language designs.

In fact, our analysis calls for a type-soundness analogue to the gradual guarantee, capturing the
continuity of type-based reasoning with type precision. For instance, in security typing, when given
a function of type IntH ! Int? ! IntL, one cannot say whether the second argument in�uences
the result, but one must be �rm about the �rst argument.

Finally, while there has been steady progress in systematizing the design of safe gradual languages
that satisfy the criteria of Siek et al., much remains to be done to understand how to design gradual
languages that are sound with respect to rich, possibly not value-based, semantics of types—if at
all possible. For instance, the AGT methodology is built on type safety proofs; gradual languages
derived through AGT inherit safety from this approach. Extending AGT to address soundness
might require adapting the whole conceptual framework to take the purely static type soundness
proofs as a source of design insight.
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What is a good gradual language? Siek et al. have previously proposed the re�ned criteria, which specify
certain guarantees about semantic correspondence and preservation of well-typedness and type-safety in the
presence of untyped code. However, because of their exclusive focus on syntactic properties, they are not
the whole story. Rich semantic properties like parametricity or non-interference, which hold in the static
language, should also continue to hold upon gradualisation.

In this paper, we investigate and argue for a new criterion previously hinted at by Devriese et al.: the
embedding from the static to the gradual language should be fully abstract. We illustrate in a simple setting
that the criterion is useful; it can weed out an erroneous gradualisation that satis�es the re�ned criteria. We
illustrate that it is realistic, by giving a proof sketch for the natural gradualisation of STLC` .
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1 INTRODUCTION
What do we want from a gradually typed language? To formally answer this question, Siek et
al. have put forward a set of re�ned criteria [14]. While these do a great job at formally describing
some of the intuitive requirements for a gradual language, they are not the whole story.
Generally, a gradual language should preserve the guarantees o�ered by the static language,

even when interacting with untyped code. In an unpublished draft, Tanter et al. have argued that
the re�ned criteria successfully capture this intuition, but only for one type of guarantees: those
concerning type safety [7].1 In many settings, static type systems o�er other types of guarantees.
For example, the parametricity in System F and related languages is a crucial language property,
but can be broken without compromising type safety. Indeed, in a paper on gradual parametricity,
Toro et al. report that a naive evidence-based semantics produces a well-behaved gradual language
satisfying all the re�ned criteria but not parametricity. They continue to design a gradual language
satisfying parametricity but not the re�ned criteria. The situation is remarkably similar in the
context of gradual security type systems, where Toro et al. again sacri�ce one of the re�ned criteria
to salvage the static language’s non-interference guarantee [15].
As an aside, we note that both for gradual parametric type systems and for gradual security

type systems, it has been suggested that type-based reasoning principles (parametricity resp. non-
interference) are incompatible with one of the re�ned criteria. However, this incompatibility is not
currently agreed upon: at least in the setting of gradual parametricity, we are aware of promising
ongoing work by two separate groups to reconcile them.

In this work, we propose and investigate a new formal criterion for the gradualisation of a static
language, previously suggested by Devriese et al. [5]. We propose that the embedding from the
static to the gradual language should be fully abstract [1, 2]. That is, contextual equivalences in the
1In this text, we use the word type safety to capture syntactic type safety properties, typically embodied by progress and
preservation theorems.
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static language should be preserved in the gradual language. Concretely, if two static terms always
behave the same in the static language (i.e. no static context could ever distinguish the two), then
they should always behave the same when viewed as fully static programs in the gradual language
(i.e. no gradual context can ever distinguish the two).

Intuitively, this is a way of specifying that the gradual part of the language should not introduce
more distinguishing power over static terms and that abstractions and reasoning principles from
the static language should remain valid in the gradual language. Practically, it means, for example,
that refactorings and compiler optimizations which are semantics-preserving in the static language
are also sound in the gradual extension. As a concrete example, in any gradualisation of System F,
we should –at the least– expect that a fully static implementation of 8U .U ! U is always equivalent
to ⇤U ._G : U .G , ⇤U . _G : U .l or ⇤U .l . Likewise, in a gradualisation of a security-typed language,
we should –at the least– still have that our secret value 6 : N� inside _5 : N� ! N! .5 (6 : N� )
can never be leaked.

In this paper, it is not our ambition to revisit gradual typing in challenging settings. We also do
not claim that our criterion is the de�nitive characterisation of a good gradual language. Instead, we
aim to demonstrate that our criterion is (1) interesting and (2) realistic. We demonstrate the former
in §2, by exhibiting a simple gradual security-typed language, which is clearly unsatisfactory but
satis�es all the re�ned criteria. However, the problem is adequately detected by our criterion.

Next, in §3, we show that full abstraction is realistic, by exhibiting a proof of the property for a
representative example; the GTLC` . Taking inspiration from similar proofs in the context of secure
compilation [4, 9], we prove that there is a fully abstract embedding of STLC` into GTLC` .

We discuss a couple of remarks and future work in §4. We conclude in §5.

2 EXAMPLE IN FAVOUR OF FAE BESIDES REFINED CRITERIA
To explain why the re�ned criteria alone are not enough, this section presents a simple but
representative example. We start with the STLC`,sec, a simple variant of _sec [6], in which every
type g comes in only two �avours; g� and g! , corresponding respectively to sensitive data and
non-sensitive data. A value 6 for example, can be typed both as a value of N� as well as N! . The
former denotes that 6 must be treated as sensitive data, the latter denotes insensitive data.

The typing rules are de�ned in such a way that sensitive data can never leak into insensitive data.
That is, any computation that uses a sensitive value is also marked sensitive, e.g., if 1 then 4 else 4 0
where 1 is sensitive. Consequently, in this system a function of type B� ! B! is not able to
use its input argument, as doing so would leak sensitive information. In other words, such a
function is necessarily a constant function. This property is generally formalised by the notion of
“non-interference” [6].

Now imagine an incorrect gradualisation of this language, which does not properly respect
security labels of types, for example, by allowing a cast (E : B� ) ¢ ) B!) ! E to succeed.
This issue alone will not break the re�ned criteria for gradual type systems. This is essentially
because these criteria are exclusively concerned with syntactic criteria, such as well-typedness and
type safety, but turn a blind eye to semantic properties such as non-interference, preservation of
contextual re�nements, etc.

Let us look at the gradual guarantee, for instance. The �rst part states that if a closed term, say
4 , is well-typed, removing type annotations will result in a less precise term, say 4 0, that is still
typed for a less precise type. Trivially, adding this erroneous cast does not invalidate this. Secondly,
it states that if 4 + E then 4 0 + E 0 with E less precise than E 0, or if 4 * then 4 0 *. In other words,
stripping type-annotations from a program that does not give any run-time errors, should not
change its behaviour. Again, we can add this erroneous cast rule without breaking that statement.

2
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Similar intuition applies to the third part of the gradual guarantee, which states that adding correct
type annotations to a gradual term does not change its behaviour.
However, embedding the STLC`,sec into such an erroneous gradual language will not be fully

abstract. To understand this, remember that any function of type B� ! B! must necessarily be
constant. That is, the following contextual equivalence holds:

(_5 : (B� ! B!). 5 true) ⇡ (_5 : (B� ! B!). 5 false)

However, the same equivalence will not hold in our erroneous gradual language. A context like the
following can distinguish the two programs:

[] (_G : B� . G : B� ) ¢) B!)

From a more high-level perspective, what this example shows is that the re�ned criteria exclu-
sively focus on typability and syntactic type safety, consequently failing to consider more semantic
aspects of type systems. Particularly, it fails to require preservation of language properties like
parametricity or non-interference. Our FAE criterion does at least partially: it requires preservation
of at least contextual equivalences that follow from those properties, such as the example discussed
earlier. For other properties like the validity of refactorings and compiler optimizations, it does so
completely.

3 REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE SATISFYING FAE
The previous example shows that our FAE criterion can detect problems in gradual languages that
are missed by the re�ned criteria. But is the criterion realistic to expect from a gradual language. In
this section, we argue that it is, by proving that the criterion holds for a representative gradual
language: the gradually typed lambda calculus GTLC` , extended with (iso-)recursive types. This
proof is the more technical part of this work, and we are working to prove the result mechanically
in Coq, using the Iris framework [8].

First, in §3.1, we sketch GTLC` as the gradual extension of STLC` , the STLC with sum, product,
and (iso-)recursive types. Next, we formally state the FAE-criterion in §3.2. In §3.3, we present a
proof sketch for FAE in this setting. The proof sketch relies on the notion of a back-translation,
which we lay-out in §3.4.

3.1 Definition GTLC`

We sketch GTLC` here. Its formal de�nition follows the pattern of GTLC de�ned as a ground-type
cast-calculus [13, 14]. The presentation here is not entirely self-contained, and so we advise the
unfamiliar reader to �rst get acquainted with the presentation in [14].

We have the following types.

g ::= ⌫ | g ! g | g ⇥ g | g + g | - | `- .g | ¢

Here, ⌫ denotes a base type, so we have, for instance ⌫ ::= 1 | N | B.
We then de�ne the following consistency relation on types.

� ` ¢ ⇠ g � ` g ⇠ ¢ � ` ⌫ ⇠ ⌫
� ` g0 ⇠ g 00 � ` gA ⇠ g 0A
� ` g0 ! gA ⇠ g 00 ! g 0A

� ` g1 ⇠ g 01 � ` g2 ⇠ g 02
� ` g1 + g2 ⇠ g 01 + g 02

� ` g1 ⇠ g 01 � ` g2 ⇠ g 02
� ` g1 ⇥ g2 ⇠ g 01 ⇥ g 02

�,- ⇠ . ` g ⇠ g 0

� ` `- .g ⇠ `. .g 0
- ⇠ . 2 �

� ` - ⇠ .
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It is mostly standard, except for the fact that we keep track of a list of assumptions in order to
deal with the consistency between recursive types. So two closed types g and g 0 are consistent,
written g ⇠ g 0, if they are consistent in the empty list of assumptions, i.e. [] ` g ⇠ g 0.

Following the scheme in [13, 14], we have the following ground types.

⌧ ::= ⌫ | ¢! ¢ | ¢ +¢ | ¢⇥¢ | `- .¢

We have the usual factorisation of casts through their ground-types.
Below, we have the dynamics for the cast rule between sum types [13]. Casting a value between

g1 + g2 and g 01 + g 02, will boil down to either a cast from g1 to g 01, or from g2 to g 02.

E : g1 + g2 ) g 01 + g 02 ! case E of _G1 : g1. inl (G1 : g1 ) g 01)
| _G2 : g2. inr (G2 : g2 ) g 02)

Below, we have the dynamics for the cast rule between product types [13]. Casting a value from
g1 ⇥ g2 to g 01 ⇥ g 02, will boil down to a cast from g1 to g 01 for the �rst projection, and from g2 to g 02 for
the second projection.

E : g1 ⇥ g2 ) g 01 ⇥ g 02 ! (c1 E : g1 ) g 01, c2 E : g2 ) g 02)
For casting a value from one recursive type to another, we �rst unfold it and perform the cast

between the two types unfolded, after which we fold the result.

E : `- .g ) `- .g 0 ! fold (unfold E : g [- 7! `- .g] ) g 0[- 7! `- .g 0])

3.2 Formal statement and high-level overview of proof
We state the FAE-criterion formally here.

T������ 3.1 (F���� �������� ���������). The embedding from STLC` to GTLC` is fully
abstract. That is, for all static terms 41, 42 we have that 41 ⇡( 42 i� d41e ⇡⌧ d42e.

Here, d_e denotes the natural embedding from STLC` intoGTLC` . The equivalence in STLC`/GTLC`

is denoted by ⇡( /⇡⌧ . In both static and gradual language, we use the standard notion of contextual
equivalence as equi-termination under an arbitrary context.

We give a proof that is similar to proofs given in the context of secure compilation, where fully
abstract compilation is often used to characterise security of a compiler [4, 9, 10].

3.3 Proof sketch
Theorem 3.1 can be split up into the two directions.

The if-part is often denoted as re�ection of equivalence. In this context, the proof is relatively
easy as every static context can be seen as a gradual one, and the operational semantics of the two
languages correspond adequately. For brevity, we do not go into this part of the proof.
The only-if-part – the preservation of equivalences – is more interesting. Given 41 and 42 such

that � ` 41 ⇡( 42 : g , we have to prove d41e ⇡⌧ d42e. In general, a gradual context can seem to
have more distinguishing power than a mere static one; it is our job to prove that it is not the case.
So given an arbitrary gradual context, say ⇠⌧ , we have to prove that ⇠⌧ [d41e] + i� ⇠⌧ [d42e] +.
The proof of the if part and the only-if part are similar, here we assume ⇠⌧ [d41e] + and prove
⇠⌧ [d42e] +. To do this, we will de�ne a so-called “back-translation”. This is a function that maps a
gradual context to a static one that emulates its behaviour, hence proving that it indeed does not
provide any more distinguishing power. Putting it formally, we want our back-translation to satisfy
the following speci�cation.
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T������ 3.2 (S���. ����������������). Given arbitrary well-typed static term, � `( 4( : g , and
arbitrary target context, say ⇠⌧ : (�; g) ! ( []; 1), we must have that hh⇠⌧ ii [4( ] + i� ⇠⌧ [d4(e] +.

Given such a back-translation, we have that ⇠⌧ [d41e] + implies hh⇠⌧ ii [41] +. Because hh⇠⌧ ii is a
source context, we know – given 41 ⇡( 42 – that hh⇠⌧ ii [42] +. Using our speci�cation one more
time, we conclude ⇠⌧ [d42e] +.

3.4 Back-translation
Of course, the di�cult part is �nding a back-translation that satis�es the speci�cation in theorem 3.1.
We start by de�ning the back-translation, denoted by hh_ii, on types. A term of type g will be

back-translated to a term of type hhgii.
hh⌫ii = ⌫ hhg1 ⇥ g2ii = hhg1ii ⇥ hhg2ii hhg1 + g2ii = hhg1ii + hhg2ii

hhg1 ! g2ii = hhg1ii ! hhg2ii hh- ii = - hh`- .gii = `- .hhgii hh¢ii = U

The de�nition is mostly trivially recursive; we maintain as much information as possible when
we back-translate a gradual term.

In the case of ¢, we back-translate to a universal type in STLC` as inspired by [4, 9].

U := `U .(⌫ + (U ! U) + (U + U) + (U ⇥ U) + U)
The last case in the disjoint sum is the case for a folded value of a recursive type.

The back-translation is most easily de�ned on terms of the cast-calculus itself. Most of it is
simply recursive. The only interesting case is the one for casting.

hh4 : g ) g 0ii = F ⌃
g)g 0 hh4ii

That is, for all types g , g 0, we de�ne a cast from g to g 0 as a –to be de�ned– simply-typed function
F ⌃

g)g0 of type hhgii ! hhg 0ii.
We �rst go over functions of the form F ⌃

⌧)¢ :

F ⌃
⌫)¢ : ⌫ ! U

F ⌃
¢⇥¢)¢ : (U ⇥ U ) ! U

F ⌃
¢+¢)¢ : (U + U ) ! U

F ⌃
¢!¢)¢ : (U ! U ) ! U

F ⌃
`- .¢)¢ : `- .U ! U

These have the e�ect of injecting terms into our universal type; they are all implemented by a
tedious yet straightforward use of inl ’s, inr ’s, and folds.

We now de�ne the functions of the form F ⌃
¢)⌧ :

F ⌃
¢)⌫ : U ! ⌫

F ⌃
¢)¢⇥¢ : U ! (U ⇥ U )

F ⌃
¢)¢+¢ : U ! (U + U )

F ⌃
¢)¢!¢ : U ! (U ! U )

F ⌃
¢)`- .¢ : U ! U

These are implemented by unfolding the input argument, after which a series of case matches
are introduced to determine whether the input argument is of the right form. If it is, we just return
it in the unfolded form. If it is not, we just diverge.
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As a sanity check, we can indeed convince ourselves of the following contextual equivalences.

(_G : hh⌧ii. G) ⇡( (_G : hh⌧ii. F ⌃
¢)⌧ (F ⌃

⌧)¢ G))

(_G : hh⌧1ii. ⌦ hh⌧2 ii) ⇡( (_G : hh⌧1ii. F ⌃
¢)⌧2

(F ⌃
⌧1)¢ G)) where ⌧1 < ⌧2

To implement F ⌃
g)¢ and F ⌃

¢)g where g < ¢ and where g is not equal to a ground type, we
straightforwardly emulate the factorisation through its unique ground type, say ⌧ , as follows.

F ⌃
g)¢ = _G : hhgii. F ⌃

⌧)¢ (F ⌃
g)⌧ G)

F ⌃
¢)g = _G : U . F ⌃

⌧)g (F ⌃
¢)⌧ G)

It remains only to de�ne the emulation functions for casting between sum types, product types,
function and recursive types. Between sum types, we have the following.

F ⌃
g1+g2)g01+g02

= _B : hhg1ii + hhg2ii. case B of _G1 : hhg1ii. inl (F ⌃
g1)g01

G1)
_G2 : hhg2ii. inr (F ⌃

g2)g02
G2)

Between products, we have the following.

F ⌃
g1⇥g2)g01⇥g02

= _? : hhg1ii ⇥ hhg2ii. (F ⌃
g1)g01

(c1 ?), F ⌃
g2)g02

(c2 ?))

For function types, we have the following.

F ⌃
g0!gA)g 00!g0A

= _5 : hhg0 ! gA ii. _0 : hhg 00ii. F ⌃
gA)g 0A

(5 (F ⌃
g00)g0

0))

The superscript is used to keep track of recursive calls, and it is used for casting between recursive
types.

F ⌃
`- .g)`- 0.g0 = (rec (5 : `- .hhgii ! `- 0.hhg 0ii) A = fold (F ⌃,- :5

g)g0 (unfold A )))

F ⌃, - :5 , ⌃0
-)- 0 = 5

Showing that this back-translation satis�es theorem 3.2 demands a proof, to be carried out
with step-indexed logical relations, in a style similar to [4, 9]. We hope to signi�cantly ease this
proof-burden by using the state-of-the-art program logic Iris [8].

4 DISCUSSIONS
Contextual equivalence in GTLC` . We state the full abstraction of the embedding from STLC` to

GTLC` wrt the standard notion of contextual equivalence by equi-terminations in both STLC` and
GTLC` . Below, we have it in full for GTLC` .

De�nition 4.1 (Contextual equivalence in Gradual Language). Two terms 41, 42 in GTLC` are
equivalent, written 41 ⇡⌧ 42, i� � ` 41, 42 : g and for all gradual contexts ⇠⌧ : (�;g) ! ( [];1), we
have ⇠6 [41] + i� ⇠6 [42] +.

Note that this notion entails that if � ` 4 ⇡⌧ 4 0 : g for some 4 and 4 0, there can be a gradual
context, say ⇠⌧ : (�;g) ! ( [];1), for which ⇠⌧ [4] diverges and ⇠⌧ [4 0] gives a runtime error.
Equating divergence with runtime errors allows us to simplify the formalities (otherwise, we
would need to add runtime errors in STLC` ). We also believe it can often be justi�ed, at least in
settings where runtime type errors cannot be caught, as for many purposes, the di�erence between
divergence and uncatchable runtime errors is not practically important.

6
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Why consider STLC` and not STLC without recursion? Well, the embedding of STLC into the
archetypal GTLC is not fully abstract. As every function in STLC is terminating, we have that, e.g.,
_5 : B ! B. 43 and _5 : B ! B. c2 (5 CAD4, 43) are contextually equivalent in the static language.
Considering their embeddings as part of the gradual language though, they are not any more. As
GTLC embeds the untyped lambda calculus, it allows general recursion, and so we can construct a
gradual context [] (_1 : B. ⌦) that will be able to distinguish the two.

Is the lack of FAE for the archetypal gradualisation of STLC an argument against our criterion?
We think not. It simply shows that GTLC should not be considered as the gradualisation of STLC
as it does not uphold the termination guarantees which are part of the meaning of STLC types.
Whether such an enforcement is possible and how it would work is, of course, a separate question.
Instead,GTLC should be considered the gradualisation of a non-terminating variant of STLC. Tanter
et al. [7] also discuss this and note that type soundness is broken with respect to total correctness.
This compromise can also be formalised by noting that instead of “full” full abstraction of the

embedding, the embedding still satis�es full abstraction with respect to a weaker termination-
insensitive contextual equivalence in the gradual language.

Why add recursive types instead of just plain recursion using a �x operator? “Why bother with
recursive types,” the reader may wonder, “if adding recursion to STLC with just a fix operator
will do the trick”. Admittedly, we believe that the natural gradualisation of STLC�x satis�es the
FAE-criterion.

Nevertheless, FAE seems much easier to prove for the gradualisation of STLC` as it allows for a
true universal type [9, 10]. Futhermore, given proofs of full abstraction for the following,

(a) the embedding from STLC`,�x into its gradualisation
(b) the embedding from STLC�x into STLC`

2

a proof of the FAE-criterion for the gradualisation of STLC�x is easily obtained.
Indeed, full abstraction is preserved upon composition, and thus we would know that the

embedding from STLC�x into GTLC`,�x is fully abstract. Moreover, as the operational semantics
of GTLC�x is trivially contained in GTLC`,�x, every context in GTLC�x can be seen as a context
in GTLC`,�x; we could then conclude that the embedding from STLC�x into GTLC�x preserves
contextual equivalences as well.3

Decomposing the proof as traced out above, we delegate the distracting technicalities (b), allowing
us to focus on the crux of the matter (a).4

Future work. Do current state-of-the-art gradual languages or even gradualisation mechanisms
satisfy the FAE criterion? In contrast to the obviously naive example in 3, we might begin to look
at a serious gradualisation of an information-�ow language as presented in [6]. To what extent
does the FAE criterion further weed out erroneous gradualisations? That is, to what extent do we
have unsatisfactory gradualisations that still satisfy the re�ned criteria but not the FAE-criterion?
Investigating these questions for gradual languages proposed in the literature, is an interesting
exercise that we leave for future work.

The FAE is essentially a secure compilation property in which the compiler is merely the trivial
embedding. It would be interesting to see if other concepts from secure compilation have interesting
interpretations when considering the trivial embedding as compiler. Of special interest here could

2Using the idea of a family of approximate back-translations[4], a proof of this seems very feasible; the possibility is explicitly
mentioned in [10] and we know that the authors of that paper are currently working on it.
3Of course, re�ection of contextual equivalences follows from the re�ned criteria[14].
4We strip the latter a bit more by considering the gradualisation of STLC` .
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be the robust safety properties [12] and other variants of full abstraction [3, 11]. Moreover, we
intend to investigate whether some of the re�ned criteria might be implied by such a variant.

5 CONCLUSION
As argued in the introduction, it is not a controversial statement to say that the re�ned criteria can
be further re�ned. We have argued for the criterion of full abstraction as previously suggested by [5].
We have shown that it is satis�ed by the natural gradualisation of STLC` , and that it can indeed
weed out undesirable gradual languages. We expect that our new criterion excludes languages such
as those mentioned in the introduction (violating parametricity and non-interference), but we have
not investigated this thoroughly yet.
In summary, we propose the FAE-criterion as a sensible requirement that a gradual language

may satisfy, worthy of further investigation.
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Algebraic data types are a distinctive feature of statically typed functional programming languages. Existing
gradual typing systems support algebraic data types with set-theoretic approaches, e.g., union and intersection
types. What would it look like for a gradual typing system to support algebraic data types directly? We
describe our early explorations of the design space of gradually typed algebraic data types using AGT [Garcia
et al. 2016].
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1 INTRODUCTION
Algebraic data types (ADTs) are one of the de�ning features of statically typed functional program-
ming languages: it is di�cult to imagine writing OCaml, Haskell, or Coq code without making use
of algebraic data types (via the type, data, and Inductive keywords, respectively). While they
are a critical feature, existing work on gradual types has taken a set-theoretic rather than algebraic
approach [Castagna and Lanvin 2017; Castagna et al. 2019; Siek and Tobin-Hochstadt 2016]. What
would it look like to relax the typing discipline of a language with ADTs?

We present progress on an account of a gradual type system with support for ADTs, in three
parts:

• A series of motivating examples identifying the kinds of programs that are challenging to
write in existing static regimes but may be easier with gradual typing (Section 2);

• A relaxation of a statically typed system with ADTs (�DT, Section 3) to include the unknown
type (�DT?, Section 4); and

• A relaxation of �DT to include open data types and unknown constructors, possibly generated
at runtime (�DT¿, Section 5).

As a general approach, we follow AGT [Garcia et al. 2016], deriving gradual systems from static
system by means of Galois connections. We have by no means exhausted the design space, and
critical questions remain both within our work itself and in how our work relates to existing work;
we discuss these issues in Section 6 and anticipate further, productive discussion at the workshop.

2 EXAMPLES
Early in the design of any gradual type system, it is critical to ask: what programs am I seeking to
allow that were previously disallowed by more rigid static checking? We o�er two examples, both
drawn from Greenberg’s challenge problems [Greenberg 2019]: the flatten function on arbitrarily
nested lists (i.e., heterogenous tries); and XML processing. We give our examples in the concrete
syntax of our web-based prototype.1

1https://agtadt.herokuapp.com

WGT20, January 25, 2020, New Orleans
2020. ACM ISBN 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM.
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Lest we get mired in the “Turing tarpit” [Perlis 1982], we should make it very clear that existing
languages of all stripes can more or less handle these examples: CDuce can handle them grace-
fully [Benzaken et al. 2003], while Haskell and OCaml do so with more di�culty (see Section 6 and
Greenberg [2019]). Our question is not one of whether these programs can be written, but how we
write them.

2.1 ADTs + gradual types = flatten

One of the canonical dynamic idioms is the flatten function [Fagan 1991], which amounts to a
linearization of a heterogeneous list of lists (of lists, of lists, etc.). In Scheme:

(define (flatten l)
(cond

[(null? l) l]
[(cons? l) (append (flatten (car l)) (flatten (cdr l)))]
[else (list l)]))

The flatten function is canonical because it is so simple, yet conventional static type systems
cannot accommodate the type of the variable l.2
In our prototype, we can express flatten with only a minimum of additional annotation by

giving l the unknown type:

let flatten (l:?) =
match l with

| Nil => Nil
| Cons v l� => append (flatten v) (flatten l�)
| _ => Cons l Nil

end

The de�nition of flatten relies on the de�nition of a list ADT where the values can be of any
type, i.e., heterogeneous lists.3

data List = Nil | Cons ? List

The de�nition of append is conventional and entirely statically typed. When we evaluate a call to
append, no dynamic checks will be necessary.

let append (l1:List) (l2:List) =
match l1 with

| Nil => l2
| Cons v l1 � => Cons v (append l1 � l2)

end

The most interesting part of the implementation is flatten itself. Scheme uses cond and predi-
cates like null? and cons?; these predicates have (notional) type ? ! bool. Our implementation,
on the other hand, uses a conventional pattern match on l, a variable of unknown type ?. The code
for flatten has three cases: one for each List constructor, and a catch-all case for values of any
other type. We have reached a critical design question:

Which constructors can/may/must we match on for dynamically typed scrutinees?

2Complicated circumlocutions using typeclasses or Dynamic allow Haskell to express flatten, but it is di�cult to imagine
actually using these approaches for the sort of ad hoc programming that calls for functions like flatten. In any case,
flatten is merely emblematic of the kinds of programs we might want to write.
3Readers may expect polymorphic lists, but we’ve restricted ourselves to monomorphic types so far. See Section 6.
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Our intention here is to have the branches of the match behave exactly like the corresponding
cases of the Scheme cond, matching the empty list, a cons cell, and everything else, respectively.
The precise choices we make for our static model of ADTs will yield di�erent answers; see the
discussion of the predicate complete in Section 3.1.

2.2 Open data types for XML processing
Dynamic languages can deal with semi-structured data—XML, JSON, etc.—with loosely structured
data types, e.g., S-XML [Kiselyov 2002]. Statically typed languages tend to either use ‘stringy’
representations or �xed, static schemata. Can gradual typing help here?
Inspired by S-XML, we de�ne XML data as either (a) textual CDATA or (b) tags represented as

constructors. In our prototype, we might write:

data Attribute = ¿
data XML = Text String | ¿
parseXML : String -> XML

The Text constructor models CDATA. The constructors representing tags will be determined at
runtime by the parseXML function. The technical means we use to accomplish this is the unknown
constructor, written ¿. When a datatype is de�nedwith ¿ in its constructor list, like XML or Attribute,
then that ADT is open, i.e, it can include arbitrary other constructors.

The parseXML function takes advantage of XML’s openness by mapping tag names to constructors.
Let us assume that, as its output contract, parseXML guarantees that each constructor will take two
arguments: a list of attributes and a list of children. As a concrete example, consider the following
XML:
<books>

<book id=�1� title=�Solaris�>
<author name=�Stanislaw Lem� age=�98�>

</book>
<book id=�2� title=�Foundation�>
<author name=�Isaac Asimov�>
<review>Best of the series!</review>

</book>
</books>

The output of parseXML ought to have the following form, using Haskell list notation for legibility:

Books [] [
Book [Id 1, Title �Solaris�] [

Author [Name �Stanislaw Lem�, Age 98] []
],
Book [Id 2, Title �Foundation�] [

Author [Name �Isaac Asimov�] [],
Review [] [Text �Best of the series!�]

]
]

Each attribute corresponds to a unary constructor whose name matches the attribute name and
whose argument encodes the attribute value, e.g., id=�1� corresponds to the Id constructor applied
to the number 1. Each tag corresponds to a binary constructor where (a) the name matches the
tag name, (b) the �rst argument to the constructor is a list of attributes (of type Attribute), and

3
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(c) the second argument to the constructor is a list of child elements (of type XML). (To be clear, we
cannot yet implement parseXML in our prototype implementation; see Section 6.)

Now, let us say we want to collect all the author names in this structure, i.e., the child elements
of every <author> tag. As with any standard ADT, pattern matching is our best option.

let collectAuthors (xml : XML) : List =
match xml with
| Text str => Nil
| Author attrs elems => Cons attrs Nil
| ¿ attrs elems => concat (map collectAuthors elems)
end

The XML data type declares only one constructor, Text, which represents CDATA; other tags are
represented using unknown constructors. The collectAuthors function �rst explicitly matches
on Text, to ignore it. It also explicitly matches on the Author constructor (which models <author>
tags), returning the attributes, attrs. The last case matches all other tags; the pattern ¿ attrs elems
matches any constructor with two arguments, i.e., any other tag.

Running collectAuthors on the example XML above yields the following list of attributes:4

[[Name �Stanislaw Lem�, Age 98],
[Name �Isaac Asimov�]]

Continuing with the example, we can continuously evolve the datatypes making them progres-
sively more static, e.g. by adding constructors to them as we have certainty of their shape and
name. After adding the constructors relevant to collectAuthors the data de�nitions may look as
follows:

data Attribute = Age Int | Name String | ¿
data XML = Text String | Author List List | ¿

Eventually, we can make both types fully static adding every tag and attribute used in the XML
as a constructor to the respective ADT and closing them (removing ¿ from the list of variants).
Interestingly, the functions that use these datatypes shouldn’t change in this process.

3 A STATIC MODEL OF ADTS
To use AGT [Garcia et al. 2016] to derive a gradually-typed language, one must start with a
statically-typed language and then provide an interpretation of gradual types in terms of sets of
static types. Our static system, �DT, is a monomorphic lambda calculus with support for algebraic
data type de�nitions (Figure 1). At the term level, �DT extends the simply typed lambda calculus
with constants k , type ascriptions (e :: T ), constructor applications c e , and pattern matching.
We use the metavariable k for constants, c for constructors, and C for sets of constructors. As a
notational convention, we put lines over vectors of terms (see, e.g., M����). We write A = B to
mean the proposition that A and B are equal; we write A ⌘ B to mean that A is de�ned to be B.

At the type level, �DT collects algebraic data types in a datatype context �, which maps each ADT
A to a set of constructors C; the types of individual constructors are held in constructor contexts

4Sadly there is no way in our model of fully enforcing parseXML’s output contract: how can we ensure that each tag’s
constructor takes exactly two arguments, a list of attributes and a list of child elements? We haven’t fully worked out the
formal details, but we can imagine partially open ADTs that only accept unknown constructors with a speci�c shape, as in
data Attribute = #? String | #? Int.

Further, a reviewer notes that our behavior on a <text> tag is ambiguous! A real implementation would have to
somehow distinguish such unknown constructors from de�ned ones.
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Datatypes
Datatype names A 2 DTName
Constructor names c 2 CtorName
Constructor sets C 2 Ctors ✓ CtorName

Types
Base types B ::= int | . . .
Types T ::= B | T ! T | A

Contexts
Type contexts � ::= · | �,x : T
Datatype contexts � ::= · | �,A : C
Constructor contexts � ::= · | �, c : T ⇥ · · · ⇥T

Terms
Expressions e ::= x | k | e e | �x :T . e | (e :: T ) | c e . . . e |

match e with {c x . . . x 7! e; . . . ; c x . . . x 7! e}
Values � ::= k | �x :T . e | c � . . .�
Constants k ::= 0 | 1 | . . .

+ | . . .

Fig. 1. �DT syntax

�, which maps each c to a product of zero or more types.5 Our model calculus assumes that you
provide a single, global � and � for all algebraic datatypes. Our prototype uses the syntax in
Section 2.
The static semantics for �DT is more or less standard (Figure 2), though some care should be

taken with the context well-formedness rules for � and �. Well-formed datatype contexts � never
assign the same constructor to two di�erent datatypes. Well-formed constructor contexts � assign
constructors well-formed types to constructors that are already associated with an ADT A in �. We
have omitted the type well-formedness rules, which demand that all referenced ADTs A be de�ned
in �. Our formal model does not have recursion, but our prototype does.

The typing rules for constructors (C���) and pattern matching (M����) make use of some helper
functions and predicates—making these helpers explicit is part of the AGT approach [Garcia et al.
2016]. The interesting helpers here do characterize: which type a constructor belongs to (cty�),
the arity and argument types of a given constructor (carg�), whether or not a match is complete
(complete�), and whether or not the branches of a match all return the same type (equaten). To
�nd the type of a constructor c , the helper cty�(c) does a reverse lookup in the datatype context, �.
Looking up the arguments of a constructor c by carg�(c) merely looks up the given constructor in
the constructor context �. According to complete�(C,A), the constructors C are a complete match
for A when C is exactly the set of A’s constructors in �. And, �nally, equaten returns its identical
inputs or is unde�ned on non-equal inputs.

5We could have instead added tuples and the unit type to the language and had each constructor take a single argument,
but our approach seems more fundamental as we can then derive the unit and tuple types (at the cost of some metatheoretic
complexity).
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Context well-formedness rules ` � � ` � �;� ` �

` ·
��E����

` � A < dom(�) 8A0 2 �, �(A0) \C = ;
` �,A : C

��E��

` �

� ` ·
��E����

� ` � �;� ` Ti 9A 2 dom(�), cty�(c) = A

� ` �, c : T1 ⇥ · · · ⇥Tn
��E��

� ` �
�;� ` ·

��E����
�;� ` � �;� ` T

�;� ` �,x : T
��E��

Typing rules �;�; � ` e : T
�;� ` � T ⌘ �(x)

�;�; � ` x : T
V��

�;� ` � T ⌘ ty(k)
�;�; � ` k : T

C����

�;�; � ` e1 : T1 �;�; � ` e2 : T2 T2 = dom(T1) T ⌘ cod(T1)
�;�; � ` e1 e2 : T

A��

�;�; �,x : T1 ` e : T2
�;�; � ` �x :T1. e : T1 ! T2

L��
�;�; � ` e : T

�;�; � ` e :: T : T
A������

(8i .1  i  n) �;�; � ` ei : Ti carg�(c) = T1 ⇥ · · · ⇥Tn A ⌘ cty�(c)
�;�; � ` c e1 . . . en : A

C���

(8i .1  i  n) �;�; � ` e : T complete�({c1, . . . , cn} ,T ) T ⌘ equaten(T 0
1 , . . . ,T

0
n)

Ti1 ⇥ · · · ⇥Timi ⌘ carg�(ci ) �;�; �,xi1 : Ti1, . . . ,ximi : Timi ` ei : T 0
i

�;�; � ` match e with {c1 x11 . . . x1m1 7! e1; . . . ; cn xn1 . . . xnmn 7! en} : T
M����

Helpers

cty�(c) =
(
A c 2 �(A)
? otherwise carg�(c) = �(c) complete�(C,A) , �(A) = C

dom(T1 ! T2) = T1
dom(_) = ?

cod(T1 ! T2) = T2
cod(_) = ?

equaten(T , . . . ,T ) = T

equaten(_, . . . , _) = ?

Fig. 2. �DT static semantics

We omit the completely conventional operational semantics, but we have de�ned them formally
as call-by-value small-step semantics using reduction frames. We have proved our static semantics
sound using the standard, syntactic, progress/preservation-based approach [Wright and Felleisen
1994].

3.1 The design space of complete match expressions
The complete predicate is used inM���� to determine whether a pattern match su�ciently covers
the type of the scrutinee. If a pattern match’s set of constructors do not pass complete’s muster,
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data A = A0 | A1 in
data B = B0 | B1 in

match A0 with
| A0 -> 0
end

(a) A sober-only program

data A = A0 | A1 in
data B = B0 | B1 in

match A0 with
| A0 -> 0
| A1 -> 1
end

(b) An exact program (that type
checks in sober and complete, too)

data A = A0 | A1 in
data B = B0 | B1 in

match A0 with
| A0 -> 0
| A1 -> 1
| B0 -> 2
end

(c) A complete-only program

Fig. 3. Programs for each non-trivial complete� semantics

then the program does not typecheck. We have identi�ed four possible semantics for complete,
each of which treats the set of constructors C forming the branches of the match di�erently in
terms of the hypothetical ADT A it is matching against:

• Sober: �(A) ◆ C

The set of constructors C need not be exhaustive, but only a single ADT’s constructors can
be used.

• Exact: �(A) = C
The set of constructors C exactly matches the constructors of an ADT A.

• Complete: �(A) ✓ C

The set of constructorsC matches all of the constructors of an ADT A, but may match others.
• Whatever: >
All matches are considered complete.

The general relationship between the four possible semantics is implied by the underlying
relations: ◆ for sober; = for exact; and ✓ for complete; and a trivial, total relation for whatever.
We can expect pattern matches that type check in the exact regime to typecheck in the other
two non-trivial ones, but the di�erences are perhaps best understood by example: three programs
su�ce to distinguish the non-trivial semantics (Figure 3). We ignore the fourth, trivial ‘whatever’
semantics in this comparison. The sober semantics allows incomplete matches—like Haskell without
-fwarn-incomplete-patterns. Therefore this semantics cannot guarantee that a match does not
get stuck. The �rst program (Figure 3a) only typechecks using the sober semantics, because the
match expression only has cases for constructor from A. The second program (Figure 3b) typechecks
with the exact (and all other) semantics. The third program (Figure 3c) only typechecks with the
complete semantics. The match expression has a case for each constructor in A—and some additional
ones.
For conventional notions of errors and soundness, sober is unsound (change the scrutinee to

A1 in Figure 3a) and both exact and complete are sound. To our knowledge, no statically typed
language follows the complete semantics, presumably because such unreachable cases indicate
some kind of logic error. But matching on constructors from more than one ADT seems like quite
a useful feature in a gradually typed system. The exact and complete semantics are both appealing
candidates, and both yield interesting gradually typed systems under AGT.
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Types G ::= B | G ! G | A | ?
Terms e ::= � | x | �e :: G | e e | c e . . . e |

match e with {c x . . . x 7! e; . . . ; c x . . . x 7! e}
Patterns p ::= c | _

Fig. 4. �DT? syntax

4 GRADUAL ADTS
We use AGT to to lift �DT into �DT?. The general idea is as follows: we extend the syntax of �DT to
use gradual typesG , which include the unknown type ? (Figure 4). We then de�ne two functions: a
concretization function � , which maps gradual typesG to sets of static �DT types; and an abstraction
function � , which maps sets of static types back to gradual types. The core AGT methodology
generates rules and helpers for the gradual calculus (here, �DT?) by ‘lifting’ the corresponding parts
of the static calculus (here, �DT) via � and � (Figure 5).

The lifted versions of functions aremarkedwith a tilde.While we generally refer those not familiar
with the technique to the original paper [Garcia et al. 2016], the rule for ûequaten(G1, . . . ,Gn) is
exemplary: to applyT -type operator to aG-type, we use the original predicate on each type in � (G);
to get back from the set of T -types to a G-type, use � . Some of our predicates use only one of � or
�—the other direction isn’t necessary. For example, ücomplete�(C,G) only needs � and gcarg�(c) only
needs � . We compute concise forms for each of our lifted predicates directly in Figure 5—though of
course these concise forms must be proved correct, not merely sketched. A wildcard (_) can be used
in a pattern match to match anything, even non constructors. This is crucial to allow expressions
of an unknown type (?) to be matched in match expressions as seen in the example of Section 2.1.
We have developed a version of �DT? that uses evidence to derive an operational semantics

with runtime checks. We omit it here beyond the syntactic term �e :: G, but su�ce to say that
the conventional approach generates a semantics that can appropriately combine ADTs and the
unknown type such that there are no stuck states at runtime—only correct runs and evidence
failures (which correspond to failed casts).

5 GRADUAL CONSTRUCTORS
While �DT? extends �DT by adding the unknown type ?, we can extend �DT on a di�erent axis:
by adding ¿, the unknown constructor, and ?A, the type of unknown open datatypes. Where ? is
interpreted by � as the set of all possible types, ¿ is interpreted as the set of all possible constructors
and ?A as the set of all open datatypes (Figure 6). The unknown constructor can be listed in �(A)
as a constructor of A to indicate that A is an open datatype, where arbitrary new constructors may
appear. The unknown constructor can be listed in a pattern match to match arbitrary constructors
of a given arity (M����). The unknown constructor cannot, however, be used to actually construct
data! One must actually name the constructor. Some sort of syntactic a�ordance may be needed to
di�erentiate the three kinds of constructors: statically known and in �; statically known but not
mentioned in �; and dynamically generated. (See Section 6 for more discussion.) Superscripts on
constructors make arity explicit; explicit notation ensures that gcarg� of an unknown constructor
returns the correct number of types. We have made several particular choices here: according togcarg�(¿), arbitrary constructors take arguments of type ?, i.e., any type; complete matches are those
where the statically listed constructors cover all of the possibilites of some datatype.
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P ✓ CtorName [ {_}
p ::= c | _

Galois connection � : GType ! P⇤(Type) � : P⇤(Type) ! GType

�⇥ : ÆGType ! P⇤( ÆType) �⇥ : P⇤( ÆType) ! ÆGType

� (B) = {B}
� (A) = {A}

� (G1 ! G2) = {T1 ! T2 | T1 2 � (G1),T2 2 � (G2)}
� (?) = Type

�({B}) = B

�({A}) = A

�(
n
Ti1 ! Ti2

o
) = �(

n
Ti1

o
) ! �(

n
Ti2

o
)

�(
n
T

o
) = ? otherwise

� (G1 ⇥ · · · ⇥Gn) = {T1 ⇥ · · · ⇥Tn | Ti 2 � (Gi )}
�(

n
Ti1 ⇥ · · · ⇥Tin

o
) = �(

n
Ti1

o
) ⇥ · · · ⇥ �(

n
Tin

o
)

�(
n
T

o
) = {?, ? ⇥ ?, ? ⇥ ? ⇥ ?, . . .}

Static semantics �;�; � ` e : G

(8i .1  i  n) �;�; � ` ei : G 0
i �;� ` Gi ⇠ G

0
i

G1 ⇥ · · · ⇥Gn ⌘ gcarg�(c) A ⌘ cty�(c)
�;�; � ` c e1 . . . en : A

C���

(8i .1  i  n) �;�; � ` e : G ücomplete�({p1, . . . ,pn} ,G) Gi1 ⇥ · · · ⇥Gimi ⌘ gcarg�(pi )
�;�; �,xi1 : G 0

i1, . . . ,ximi : G 0
imi

` ei : G 0
i �;� ` G 0

i1 ⇠ Gi1 . . . �;� ` G 0
imi

⇠ Gimi

�;�; � ` match e with {p1 x11 . . . x1m1 7! e1; . . . ;pn xn1 . . . xnmn 7! en} : ûequate�n(�G 0
1, . . . ,G

0
n
 
)

M����

Helpers

ücomplete�(P ,G) = _ 2 P _ 8T 2 � (G), complete�(P \ {_} ,T )

ûequaten(G1, . . . ,Gn) = �(
�
equaten(T1, . . . ,Tn) | Ti 2 � (Gi )

 
)

=
.n

i=1Gi

gcarg�(c) = �({�(c)}) = carg�(c)gcarg�(_) = hi

gdom(G1 ! G2) = G1gdom(?) = ?gdom(G) = ?

gcod(G1 ! G2) = G2gcod(?) = ?gcod(G) = ?

Fig. 5. �DT? typing rules and predicates

6 DISCUSSION
What about OCaml’s polymorphic and extensible variants, Haskell’s Dynamic, and CDuce [Benzaken
et al. 2003; Garrigue 2000; Peyton Jones et al. 2016; Zenger and Odersky 2001]? CDuce, in particular
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�nds it easy to type a function like flatten, as shown in Greenberg [2019]. We are slightly
embarrassed that we have not yet discovered things that our systems can do that these others
cannot! Gradual algebraic data types surely smoothen the path from polymorphic variants to
standard data types, but can they capture novel idioms? Perhaps the better question to ask is: how
can we integrate CDuce’s features with those in more conventional functional languages?

What does it look like to name a constructor not statically included in any datatype? OCaml uses
backticks for polymorphic variants. What does it look like to generate constructors at runtime?
Technically, we can simply say that there is some function constant mkCtor : String ! ?. But
can traditional, e�cient implementations of ADTs accommodate such generated constructors?
Extensible variants in OCaml typically know all of the constructor names at link time, while an
XML parser would not know the names until run time. Research on open data types and open
functions is closely related [Löh and Hinze 2006].

Gradual type systems often talk about their “fully static” and “fully untyped” variants. A reviewer
asks what a “fully untyped” program is in our model. Depending on our notion of complete�, the
fully untyped con�guration may be � = � = ·, we revert to plain lambda calculus or it may be
� = Any : {¿}.
What about models of nested matching? When should we communicate mismatched branch

types to the programmer and when should they be coerced to the dynamic type?
Finally, a reviewer points out the connection between our work and New et al.’s work on gradual

typing and parametricity [New et al. 2019]. Their dynamic type is a recursive open sum type which
can accommodate runtime-generated types, while we are instead interested in runtime-generated
constructor names. How might these ideas be related?
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Types G ::= B | G ! G | A | ? | ?A

O ✓ GtorSet = CtorName [ {¿, _}
o ::= c | _ | ¿

Galois connection �� : GType ! P⇤(Type) � : P⇤(Type) ! GType

��(B) = {B}
��(A) = {A}

��(G1 ! G2) = {T1 ! T2 | T1 2 ��(G1),T2 2 ��(G2)}
��(?A) = {A | ¿ 2 �(A)}
��(?) = Type

�({B}) = B

�({A}) = A

�(
n
Ti1 ! Ti2

o
) = �(

n
Ti1

o
) ! �(

n
Ti2

o
)

�(
n
A

o
) = ?A

�(
n
T

o
) = ? otherwise

�� : GtorSet ! P(Ctors) � : P(Ctors) ! GtorSet

��(O) =
(
{O} {¿, _} * O

{(O \ {¿, _}) [C | C 2 Ctors \ �} otherwise
�(C) =

8>><
>>:
C C = {C}
{¿} [

Ÿ
C 2C

C otherwise

Static semantics
�;�; � ` e : G

(8i .1  i  n) �;�; � ` ei : G 0
i �;� ` Gi ⇠ G

0
i

G1 ⇥ · · · ⇥Gn ⌘ gcarg�(cn) G ⌘ fcty�(c)
�;�; � ` c e1 . . . en : G

C���

(8i .1  i  n) �;�; � ` e : G ücomplete�({o1, . . . ,on} ,G) Gi1 ⇥ · · · ⇥Gimi ⌘ gcarg�(omi
i )

�;�; �,xi1 : G 0
i1, . . . ,ximi : G 0

imi
` ei : G 0

i �;� ` G 0
i1 ⇠ Gi1 . . . �;� ` G 0

imi
⇠ Gimi

�;�; � ` match e with {o1 x11 . . . x1m1 7! e1; . . . ;on xn1 . . . xnmn 7! en} : ûequate�n(�G 0
1, . . . ,G

0
n
 
)

M����

Helpers

fcty�(c) = �({A | c 2 ��(�(A))})
gcarg�(cn) = �({�(c)}) = carg�(c)gcarg�(¿n) = ?1 ⇥ · · · ⇥ ?ngcarg�(_n) = hi

ücomplete�(O,G) = _ 2 O _ 8T 2 ��(G), 9C 2 ��(O), complete�(C,T )

ûequate�n(G1, . . . ,Gn) = �(
�
equaten(T1, . . . ,Tn) | Ti 2 ��(Gi )

 
)

=
.n

i=1Gi

Fig. 6. �DT¿ syntax and Galois connection
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This work studies gradual typing for row types and row polymorphism. Key ingredients in this work are the
dynamic row type, which represents a statically unknown part of a row, and consistency for row types, which
allows injecting static row types into the dynamic row type and, conversely, projecting the dynamic row type
to any static row type. While consistency captures the behavior of the dynamic row type statically, it makes
the semantics of a gradually typed language incoherent when combined with row equivalence which identi�es
row types up to �eld reordering. To solve this problem, we develop consistent equivalence, which characterizes
composition of consistency and row equivalence. Using consistent equivalence, we propose a polymorphic
blame calculus F�C for row types and row polymorphism. In F�C, casts perform not only run-time checking with
the dynamic row type but also �eld reordering in row types. To simplify our technical development for row
polymorphism, we adopt scoped labels, which are employed by the language Koka and are also emerging in
the context of e�ect systems. We give the formal de�nition of F�C with these technical developments and prove
its type soundness. We also sketch the gradually typed surface language F�G and type-preserving translation
from F�G to F�C and discuss conservativity of F�G over typing of a statically typed language with row types and
row polymorphism.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → General programming languages; • Social
and professional topics → History of programming languages.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: gradual typing, row types, row polymorphism
ACM Reference Format:
Taro Sekiyama and Atsushi Igarashi. 2020. Gradual Typing for Extensibility by Rows. In Informal Proceedings
of the �rst ACM SIGPLAN Workshop on Gradual Typing (WGT20). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 28 pages.

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background: extensibility by rows and gradual typing
Extensibility is a measure of how open and how adaptive software is to future extensions or
changes of system requirements. Extensibility is important not only for maintenance and adding
new features but also for continuous, evolutionary software engineering practices such as Agile
development. For example, consider a software system using a database. We may like to add a new
column to a table in the database when extending the system, and to change the name of an existing
column for refactoring. For such changes, software should be extensible—i.e., no modi�cation to
the existing code should be necessary except for the parts directly in�uenced by the changes.
One type-based approach to software extensibility is row types [Wand 1987], which address

extensibility in terms of data types. A row type is a �nite sequence `1 : A1; ...; `n : An of pairs of a
label `i and its type Ai; it captures a common form of data types, such as record types and variant
types, ubiquitous among various programming paradigms.
Row types are prominent in research on static typing and have been used in practice in many

situations. From the outset, row types were developed for extensibility—Wand proposed row
types for achieving extensibility originating from inheritance in object-oriented programming
by records [Wand 1987, 1991]. That embedding of object-oriented features by row types is also
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adopted by the object system of OCaml in a more sophisticated way [Rémy and Vouillon 1998].
Row types are also able to make variant types extensible. Extensible variant types, also called
polymorphic variants, are one of the techniques to resolve the Expression Problem [Garrigue 2000],
which is a litmus test to evaluate the suitability of a language for modular software development.
Extensible variant types also provide a theoretical foundation for exceptions open to extension
with user-de�ned errors. These extensible record and variant types with row types are implicitly
or explicitly available in many languages such as OCaml, Haskell, PureScript, Gluon, Koka, etc.
Another, more recent application of row types is to support e�ect systems for algebraic e�ects
and handlers [Plotkin and Pretnar 2009], and multiple languages with such an e�ect system are
emerging [Hillerström and Lindley 2016; Leijen 2014, 2017; Lindley et al. 2017].

While the practicality of row types has been demonstrated with many applications, strict enforce-
ment of this static typing discipline might interfere with rapid software development, and in such
contexts a dynamic typing discipline would be more suitable. On the other hand, as development
progresses and software is scaled up, static typing provides more bene�ts, such as extensibility in a
safe manner as well as early error detection and better maintainability.
Gradual typing, proposed independently by Siek and Taha [2006] and Tobin-Hochstadt and

Felleisen [2006], has been studied for resolving the con�ict between static and dynamic typing
and for enabling gradual, smooth evolution from fully dynamically typed code to fully statically
typed code. Gradual typing was �rst proposed for higher-order functions and later extended with
various programming features such as subtyping [Siek and Taha 2007; Xie et al. 2018], parametric
polymorphism [Ahmed et al. 2011, 2017; Igarashi et al. 2017; Toro et al. 2019; Xie et al. 2018], control
operators [Sekiyama et al. 2015; Takikawa et al. 2013], and type inference [Garcia and Cimini 2015;
Miyazaki et al. 2019; Siek and Vachharajani 2008]. A key ingredient for achieving gradual evolution
is the dynamic type, denoted by ?, which is the type of dynamically typed code. The dynamic type
makes it possible to inject any statically typed values into the dynamic type and, conversely, to
project dynamically typed values to any static type with run-time type conversions, called casts.
Gradual type systems re�ect this semantic ability of the dynamic type to consistency. Consistency
plays the role of type equality in gradual typing and tells where the cast is necessary. Consistency
is designed to be �exible enough to allow possibly successful casts—e.g., between int and ? and
between int ! ? and?! bool—but strict enough not to miss de�nitely unsafe casts, e.g., between
int and bool and between int ! ? and bool ! ?.

1.2 Our work
This work aims at gradual evolution between dynamically typed code and statically typed, safely
extensible code, and to this end we study gradual typing for row types. Key ingredients in our work
are the dynamic row type, denoted by the same notation? as the dynamic type, and consistency for
row types. The dynamic row type has been proposed �rst by Garcia et al. [2016] for making the
e�ective use of monomorphic record types in gradual typing, and we extend it to handle variant
types as well. The dynamic row type intuitively represents a statically unknown part of a row. For
example, row type ` : int;? ensures that there is an ` �eld coupled with type int but it guarantees
nothing about other �elds, neither their presence nor absence. Thus, a record with that row type
must have an ` �eld holding an integer value andmay have other �elds; a variant with that row type
requires consumers of the variant to handle the case where the variant is constructed by injecting
an integer value with label ` and allows them to handle other cases. We de�ne consistency for
row types taking into account this intuition. Interestingly, the dynamic row type not only enables
gradual evolution of code with record and variant types but also provides �ne-grained control over
interfaces of program components, as seen in Section 2.

2
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To bring extensibility achieved by static row typing into gradual typing, we also deal with row
polymorphism [Gaster and Jones 1996; Wand 1987],1 which gives great modularity and reusability
to components with row types by enabling a type signature of an expression to expose interesting
�elds and to abstract and take the remaining, uninteresting row information as a parameter.
Introduction of row polymorphism to gradual typing, however, gives rise to two technical issues.
The �rst is on row parametricity. To ensure row parametricity, we need to protect polymorphically
typed values from untyped code. We resolve this issue by applying the idea in the earlier work
on polymorphic gradual typing [Ahmed et al. 2011, 2017; Igarashi et al. 2017; Toro et al. 2019]
to row polymorphism. The second issue is on row equivalence. In a monomorphic setting, we
can assume that the label set is totally ordered and consider only the canonical form of a row.
In a polymorphic setting, however, a row type obtained by substitution for a row type variable
may not be in a canonical form, and therefore row types may be syntactically di�erent even if
they are semantically equivalent. A standard approach to this issue is to identify row types up
to �eld reordering [Gaster and Jones 1996]. However, perhaps surprisingly, the semantics based
on the earlier polymorphic gradual typing is not well de�ned in the sense that the behavior of
some program changes depending on representative row types. To solve this problem, we develop
consistent equivalence, which characterizes composition of consistency and row equivalence, and
incorporate it into our gradually typed language instead of consistency and row equivalence.
Thanks to consistent equivalence, the behavior of programs in the language—especially, the order
of run-time checks—is determined by type annotations, not by representative row types. Thus, the
behavior of a program is determined to be unique.

To ease technical development for row polymorphism, we allow duplicate labels in a single row;
such labels are also called scoped [Leijen 2005]. An alternative approach to row polymorphism is to
assume labels in a row to be unique and to introduce quali�ed types [Gaster and Jones 1996] or
a kind system [Pottier and Rémy 2005] which assert that a row type variable can be instantiated
only with rows without some labels. While we could give a gradually typed language with such a
restriction on row variables, it would make the run-time checking of the language complicated.
By contrast, row polymorphism with scoped labels does not need restriction on row variables
and simpli�es our technical development. In addition, the fact that emerging applications of row
types—i.e., e�ect systems for algebraic e�ect handlers—adopt scoped labels [Biernacki et al. 2018;
Leijen 2014, 2017; Lindley et al. 2017] motivates us to take this approach.
Employing scoped labels also enables us to use the embedding operation [Leijen 2005], which

embeds a variant expression into a variant type with a wider row statically and wraps a variant
value by a dummy label dynamically. The embedding operation was originally proposed to align
rows in variant types with a polymorphic row variable, and its usefulness is also found in e�ect
systems [Biernacki et al. 2018; Leijen 2014]. The embedding operation also plays an important role
to make the type system of our calculus syntax-directed.

Below is a summary of the contributions by this work.
• We de�ne consistency for value and row types. While consistency captures the essence of
the dynamic type and the dynamic row type, it is problematic when used together with row
equivalence. To solve the problem with consistency, we also give consistent equivalence.

• We de�ne a polymorphic �-calculus F�C equipped with run-time checking by casts, row types
with scoped labels, the dynamic row type, record and variant types, row polymorphism, and
the embedding operation, using consistent equivalence.

• We show that consistent equivalence characterizes composition of consistency and row
equivalence and that F�C satis�es type soundness. We sketch a surface language F�G for F�C and

1Another major form of polymorphism is subtyping possibly with bounded polymorphism [Cardelli and Wegner 1985].
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type-preserving translation from F�G to F�C and also state conservativity of F�G over typing of
a statically typed language for row types and row polymorphism.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents motivating examples of records
and variants with the dynamic row type. Next, we review a statically typed language F� with row
types and row polymorphism in Section 3. Section 4 de�nes consistency and consistent equivalence
that support the dynamic row type and Section 5 formalizes F�C. Section 5 also sketches F�G and
translation from F�G to F�C and states properties of F�C and F�G. After discussing related work in
Section 6, we conclude in Section 7.

This paper omits some parts of de�nitions and the details of proofs. The full de�nitions, including
those of F�G and the translation from F�G to F�C, and the complete proofs are found in the full
version [Sekiyama and Igarashi 2019].

2 PROGRAMMINGWITH GRADUAL TYPING FOR ROW TYPES
Records and variants are fundamental building blocks to represent and manipulate data structures.
Records provide a means to put several pieces of data together and to access them by specifying
labels. Variants enables us to do case analysis on labels safely. This section showsmultiplemotivating
examples of gradual typing for record and variant types. The programs presented in this section
are in the surface language F�G, but it is easy to translate them to F�C.

2.1 Records
Gradual evolution of data structures. A trivial application of “gradualizing” record types is evolving

shapes of data structures gradually. For instance, let us consider development of a window system.
Assume that we have a function window that returns the current window frame.

When development starts with fully dynamic typing, window is given the dynamic type?. Since
a value of ? can be supposed to have any type, we can use window as a function of unit ! ?. We
also assume that a window frame is represented by a record. Then, for example, an expression
checking that the current window is valid can be given as follows:

M def
= letw = window () inw.width  2560 & w.height  1440.

which checks that the width and height of the current window frame are valid. Variable w bound to
the current window is assigned type ? and used as a record holding width and height �elds having
integer values. The static assumptions—whether window is a function and whether w is such a
record—are checked at run time; for example, if the width �eld has a string value, then the run-time
check for the width �eld will fail and an exception will be raised.
As development progresses, type speci�cations would gradually become concrete and stable.

Now, suppose that the type ofwindow is re�ned to be unit ! [width : int; height : int;?], where? is
the dynamic row type and [�] is a record type with row type �. Thus, this function type means that a
window frame is represented by a record that holdswidth and height �elds with integer values surely
and, in addition, may hold other �elds. Since this re�nement is consistent with the assumptions on
window and w inM , the expressionM works still without any change. If the change is inconsistent
with the assumption—e.g., the type of window is changed to unit ! [width : str; height : str;?]—the
type system would detect the type mismatch statically.
The dynamic row type ? left in the record type indicates a possibility that a window frame

has other �eld speci�cations which are not �xed. This gives the ability to develop a prototype
implementation rapidly. For example, let us consider prototype development of window drawing in
the stack order, where a window frame with lower depth �eld is drawn in front of other windows
with greater depth �elds. Since window returns the current window frame, it should be the topmost,
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i.e., its depth �eld should be 0. Thus, the checking expression would be rewritten as:
letw = window () inw.width  2560 & w.height  1440 & w.depth = 0.

Here, we do not need to change the type of window because the dynamic row type allows us to
suppose the window frame to have a depth �eld. This �exibility of the dynamic row type lets us
concentrate on extending software and avoid being bothered by type puzzles. Once it is decided to
deploy this drawing system into production, we could opt to detect typing errors statically and
make the software safer by changing the record type to [width : int; height : int; depth : int;?].

Optional information. Record types combined with the dynamic row type are also useful to attach
optional information. For example, let us consider a function that tests if a given string matches a
given regular expression and returns not only the testing result of Boolean but also a matching
substring if the test succeeds. We also suppose that users have to give an option in order to make
the function return the matching substring for reducing memory consumption. We can give such a
function matching the following type:

val matching : [re : str;match : str;?] ! [res : bool;?].
The �elds that appear explicitly in the argument type are mandatory arguments: users have to give
a regular expression by the re �eld and a string to match by the match �eld. The dynamic row type
there corresponds to optional arguments: in order for the function to return a matching substring,
one sets the return_sub �eld to true:2

M def
= matching {re = �o⇤�;match = �foo�; return_sub = true}.

The return type of matching means that matching returns whether the string matches the pattern
by the Boolean res �eld. The dynamic row type in the return type enables augmenting the Boolean
result with the matching substring, if any, by the substr �eld. Then, we can write a program that
returns the length of the matched substring (if any) or returns -1.

let x : [res : bool;?] = M in if x .res then (length x .substr) else �1
matching does not produce the matching substring if the return_sub �eld is missing or set to false:

let x : [res : bool;?] = matching {re = �o⇤�;match = �foo�} in x .substr �!⇤ exception

Thus, the dynamic row type can give natural and �exible type interfaces beyond gradual evolution.

Dynamic data type de�nition. The dynamic row type in record types is also useful when one
deals with values whose structures are determined by external environments. For example, loading
JSON �les and constructing object-relational mappings by analyzing SQL queries at run time are
such practical applications.

2.2 Variants
A key operation on variants is injection, which injects values of di�erent types into a single type
representation, a variant type h�i, by tagging the values with labels that occur in row type �.
The injected values can be projected to the �eld types of � safely. Variants are seen through-
out programming–their applications include enumerated types, heterogeneous collections, and
algebraic data types, sometimes together with recursive types.
Variant types combined with the dynamic row type not only allow gradual evolution of code

with variant types but also can represent cases with uncertainty. For example, let us consider a
function input_event that returns an input event from users. There are several kinds of events,
2Here we assume that a language supports dynamic �eld testing on records. We do not deal with such an operation in this
paper, but it is easy to add, like type testing on dynamically typed values [Ahmed et al. 2011].
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such as key down, key up, mouse move, mouse click, etc. We can use variant types to represent
what event happens with additional information of the event (e.g., key codes if key events happen).

val input_event : unit ! hkey_down : int; key_up : int; ...; ·i
where · is the empty row. Suppose that we have to handle all key and mouse events but do not have
to handle events from other input devices such as touchscreens and gamepads. We could naturally
imagine that input_event is changed to take optional arguments to specify what additional events
we are interested in:

val input_event : [?] ! hkey_down : int; key_up : int; ...; ·i.
For example, if we are interested in touchscreen events as well, we would call input_event with an
additional argument to enable monitoring touchscreen events, like:

input_event {touch = true}.
For the return type of input_event, enumerating all possible events in the variant type would be
inconvenient from the viewpoints of both e�ciency and engineering because it seems that we
have to handle even uninteresting, not happening events. Variant types with the dynamic row type
allow us to take care of only mandatory and interesting events by changing the type signature of
input_event as:

val input_event : [?] ! hkey_down : int; key_up : int; ...;?i
where key_down, key_up, ... are mandatory events that must be handled and ? in the return type
is for events handled only when interesting. If we do not have additional interesting events, we can
convert ? to the empty row ·:

input_event {} : hkey_down : int; key_up : int; ...; ·i.
If interested in touchscreen devices, we can convert ? to �elds for touchscreen events:

input_event {touch = true} : hkey_up : int; ...; touch_start : pos; touch_end : pos; ·i
where pos is the type of positions. While we can choose optional events by passing an optional
argument and converting ?, we cannot drop mandatory events, such as key_up and key_down.
Furthermore, the �exibility of the dynamic row type makes it possible to monitor events even

from devices unknown to the provider of input_event. Let us suppose that input_event supports
dynamic loading of device driver libraries to monitor events from unknown devices. Such events
could not appear in a type signature of input_event because input_event does not know at compile
time what events will be triggered by an unknown device, though it can know at run time by
dynamic library loading. The dynamic row type enables users of input_event to assert what events
are monitored by input_event when a device driver is loaded. For example, if a barcode reader is
not supported by input_event but it provides a device driver library, we can assert that an event
from the barcode reader may happen by converting ?:

input_event {load = �barcode_lib�} : hkey_up : int; ...; barcode : str; ·i.
It would be di�cult to give this �exibility only by static typing.

3 A POLYMORPHICALLY TYPED LANGUAGE FOR ROW TYPES
We start with reviewing a statically typed language F� with row types and row polymorphism. Our
language F� is a variant of the language given by Hillerström et al. [2017], from which F� di�ers in
that it adopts scoped labels and incorporates row equivalence as a typing rule.
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Variables for types and rows X Kinds K ::= T | R
Base types � ::= bool | int | ... Constants � ::= true | false | 0 | + | ...
Types and rows A,B,C,D, � ::= X | � | A ! B | 8X :K .A | [�] | h�i | · | ` : A; �
Terms M ::= x | � | �x:A.M | M1M2 | �X :K .M | M A |

{} | {` = M1;M2} | let {` = x; y} = M1 inM2 |
`M | caseM with h` x ! M1; y ! M2i |" h` : AiM

Values w ::= � | �x:A.M | �X :K .M | {} | {` = w1;w2} | w` w` ::= `w |" h` : Aiw`

Evaluation contexts F ::= [ ] | F M2 | w1 F | F A |
{` = F ;M2} | {` = w1; F } | let {` = x; y} = F inM2 |
` F | case F with h` x ! M1; y ! M2i |" h` : Ai F

Typing contexts � ::= ; | �, x:A | �,X :K

Fig. 1. Syntax of F� .

3.1 Syntax
Figure 1 de�nes the syntax of F� , a statically typed �-calculus equipped with polymorphism, records,
variants, and a kind system to classify value types and row types. Metavariable X ranges over
type and row variables and K over kinds. Kind T is the kind of value types, and R is that of row
types. We often just say “types” for value types and “rows” for row types. Evaluation contexts F
and typing contexts � are de�ned in a standard manner.

Types and rows. We use A, B, C, and D to mean types and � to mean rows. Types are: variables X ;
base types �; function types A ! B; universal types 8X :K .A, where X is bound in A and it will be
instantiated with inhabitants of K ; record types [�]; or variant types h�i. Rows are variables, the
empty row ·, or extension (` : A; �) of row � with label ` and A. For example, (`1 : int; `2 : bool; ·) is
a row type having two �elds, `1 with int and `2 with bool. Record type [`1 : int; `2 : bool; ·] is given
to records that hold an integer value accessed by `1 and a Boolean value accessed by `2. Variant
type h`1 : int; `2 : bool; ·i is given to an integer value tagged with `1 or a Boolean value tagged
with `2. Types and rows are not distinguished by the syntax; they are by the kind system given in
Section 3.3.
We make a remark on scoped (i.e., duplicate) labels. For example, scoped labels allow row type

(` : int; ` :bool; ·) though the same label ` occurs twice there. Scoped labels make row polymorphism
easy to use. For example, let us consider a function that removes �eld `1 :A from a given record and
instead appends �eld `2 : B to it. A promising type of that function would be 8X :R. [`1 : A;X ] !
[`2 : B;X ], and, indeed, F� would allow it to have that type. Similarly, a function that handles only
the case that a given variant is tagged with label `1 would be able to have type 8X :R. h`1 :A;Xi ! B
for some type B. These type representations are acceptable thanks to scoped labels. In other words,
if labels in F� were not scoped (i.e., had to be unique in a row), F� would not allow such type
representations because row variable X may be instantiated with a row including a �eld with label
`1 or `2.

Terms and values. Terms are ranged over by M . In Figure 1, the �rst line for terms—i.e., variables
x; constants �; functions �x:A.M , where x is bound in M; function applications M1 M2; type
abstractions �X :K .M , where X is bound in M; and type applications M A—comes from System
F [Reynolds 1974]. The only di�erence from System F is that type abstractions abstract not only
over value types but also over row types.
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The second line shows operations on records: {} is the empty record; {` = M1;M2} is the
extension of record M2 with M using label `; and record decomposition let {` = x; y} = M1 inM2
decomposes the record ofM1 into a value held by the outermost ` �eld and the rest of the record and
binds x to the value and y to the remaining record inM2. These operations are fundamental enough
to implement the basic operations on records [Cardelli and Mitchell 1991; Leijen 2005]: Extension
just corresponds to the record extension {` = M1;M2}; Restriction, which removes an ` �eld from
a record M , is implemented by let {` = x; y} = M in y; Extraction (written M .` in Section 2),
which extracts the value of an ` �eld from a record M , is by let {` = x; y} = M in x. The notation
{`1 = M1; ... ; `n = Mn} used in Section 2 is an abbreviation of {`1 = M1; { ... ; {`n = Mn; {}} ... }}.
Terms in the third line are for variants. Injection (`M) tags the value ofM with `. Case expression

caseM with h` x ! M1; y ! M2i (where x and y are bound in M1 and M2 respectively) tests the
variant value of M on `; if it is tagged with `, M1 will be evaluated with binding of x to the
injected value; otherwise, M2 will be evaluated with binding of y to the variant. The last is the
so-called embedding operation [Leijen 2005], tailored to variant types with scoped labels. Embedding
" h` : AiM embeds the variant value of M into a variant type extended with �eld ` : A. That is,
if M has type h�i, the type of embedding term " h` : AiM is h` : A; �i. The embedding operation
may seem to be just an operation to enable width subtyping. This is the case if it is sure that �
never contains any ` �eld. However, if � could contain an ` �eld—this includes the case that � ends
with a row variable because it may be instantiated with a row holding an ` �eld—it is not the case.
In such a case, the embedding operation works as inserting a dummy �eld with label `, and the
label ` attached by the embedding operation does not match with the label ` in a case expression.
Instead, the case expression peels o� the label given by the embedding operation. For instance, case
expression case " h` : Ai (`M)with h` x ! M1; y ! M2i will be reduced to M2 with binding of y
to the value of (`M). The embedding operation is useful especially to align variant types containing
row variables. For example, suppose that an expression M has type hXi and consider writing a
program that returns M if some condition M 0 holds and, otherwise, returns ` 0. We can make such
a program acceptable using the embedding operation:

if M 0 then " h` : intiM else (` 0).

Without the embedding operation, the program would be rejected because terms of hXi could not
have any variant type including an ` �eld. More practical applications of the embedding operation
can be found in the literature on e�ects [Biernacki et al. 2018; Leijen 2014].

Values, ranged overw , are constants, functions, type abstractions, the empty row, records holding
only values, or variant values. Variant values, ranged over by w` , are values injected with label
` or application of the embedding operation to a variant value with `. Note that injection and
embedding in a variant valuew` shares the same label `.

Notation. We introduce standard notions and notation. The set of type and row variables that
occur free inA is written �v(A). We de�ne capture-avoiding substitutionM [w/x] (resp.M [A/X ]) of
w (resp. A) for x (resp. X ) inM as usual. We also write A[B/X ] for the capture avoiding substitution
of B for X in A. Filling the hole of evaluation context F with term M is denoted by F [M]. We write
dom (�) for the set of variables (both x and X ) bound by �. We use similar notation for other syntax
classes throughout the paper.

3.2 Semantics
The semantics of F� is given by two relations between terms: the reduction rule  s and the
evaluation relation �!s , which are de�ned by the rules in Figure 2.
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Reduction rules M1  s M2 Evaluation rule M1 �!s M2

�1 �2  s � (�1,�2) R�_C���� (�x:A.M)w  s M [w/x] R�_B��� (�X :K .M)A s M [A/X ] R�_T�B���
let {` = x; y} = w inM2  s M2 [w1/x,w2/y] (ifw .` w1,w2) R�_R�����

" h` : Ai (w`0)  s w`0 (if ` , `0) R�_E����
case (`w)with h` x ! M1; y ! M2i  s M1 [w/x] R�_C���L

case " h` : Ai (w`)with h` x ! M1; y ! M2i  s M2 [w`/y] R�_C���R1
casew`0 with h` x ! M1; y ! M2i  s M2 [w`0/y] (if ` , `0) R�_C���R2

F [M1] �!s F [M2] (if M1  s M2) E�_R��

Fig. 2. Semantics of F� .

The reduction rules are shown at the top of Figure 2. The �rst three rules are standard. Reduction
of constant application �1 �2 depends on the denotation mapping � , which maps a pair of constants
to the constant corresponding to their denotation. Function and type applications reduce to the
bodies of the abstractions with substitution of the arguments. The rule (R�_R�����) splits a record
valuew intow1, which is associated to `, andw2, which is the result of removingw1 from recordw .
The valuesw1 andw2 are obtained by splitting function .` de�ned as follows.

D��������� 1 (R����� ���������). w .` w1,w2 is de�ned as follows:

{` = w1;w2} .` w1,w2 {`0 = w1;w2} .` w21, {`0 = w1;w22} (if ` , `0 andw2 .` w21,w22)

Then, the subsequent term M2 will be executed after substitutingw1 andw2.
The last four reduction rules are for variants. The �rst is for embedding terms, and it means that

embedding is discarded if a label of an embedding term is di�erent from the one of the variant
valuew` . This is justi�ed by the fact that a variant type ofw` can contain any �eld other than `
�elds and, therefore, only retaining applications of the embedding operation with the same label
` is important. The other rules are for case expressions casew`0 with h` x ! M1; y ! M2i. Ifw`0

is an injection with `, the branch M1 will be evaluated with substitution of the injected value for
x (R�_C���L). Ifw`0 is an embedding term with `, as explained above, M2 will be evaluated with
substitution of the underlying variant value for y (R�_C���R1). If ` , `0, M2 will be evaluated
with substitution of the same variant value for y (R�_C���R2).

3.3 Type system
As other type systems for row types, the type system of F� also identi�es row types up to reordering
of �elds only with distinct labels [Berthomieu and le Moniès de Sagazan 1995; Leijen 2005].

D��������� 2 (T����������� ����������). Type-and-row equivalence A ⌘ B is the smallest
congruence relation satisfying the following rule:

` , `0

` : A; `0 : B; � ⌘ `0 : B; ` : A; � E�_S���

For example, this de�nition deems row type (`1 : int; `2 : bool; �) equivalent to (`2 : bool; `1 : int; �)
if and only if `1 , `2. The restriction on inequality of labels is necessary for type soundness. For
example, a record {` = 0; {` = true; {}}} should not be typed at [` : bool; ` : int; ·] because record
decomposition for ` extracts the value of the outermost ` �eld.
The type system of F� is given by three judgments: well-formedness of typing contexts `s �,

well-formedness of types � `s A : K , and typing judgment � `s M : A. The inference rules of
these judgments are in Figure 3 (where trivial well-formedness rules are omitted), and most of
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Well-formedness rules (selected) `s � � `s A : K
`s � X :K 2 �

� `s X : K
WF�_T�V��

�,X :K `s A : T
� `s 8X :K .A : T

WF�_P���
� `s � : R
� `s [�] : T WF�_R�����

� `s � : R
� `s h�i : T WF�_V������

`s �
� `s · : R WF�_RE��

� `s A : T � `s � : R
� `s ` : A; � : R

WF�_C���

Typing rules � `s M : A
`s � x:A 2 �

� `s x : A
T�_V��

`s �
� `s � : ty(�) T�_C����

�, x:A `s M : B
� `s �x:A.M : A ! B

T�_L��

� `s M1 : A ! B � `s M2 : A
� `s M1M2 : B

T�_A��
�,X :K `s M : A

� `s �X :K .M : 8X :K .A T�_TL��

� `s M : 8X :K .A � `s B : K
� `s M B : A[B/X ] T�_TA��

`s �
� `s {} : [·] T�_RE��

� `s M1 : A � `s M2 : [�]
� `s {` = M1;M2} : [` : A; �]

T�_RE��
� `s M1 : [` : A; �] �, x:A, y:[�] `s M2 : B

� `s let {` = x; y} = M1 inM2 : B
T�_RL��

� `s M : A � `s � : R
� `s `M : h` : A; �i T�_VI��

� `s M : h�i � `s A : T
� `s" h` : AiM : h` : A; �i T�_VL���

� `s M : h` : A; �i �, x:A `s M1 : B �, y:h�i `s M2 : B
� `s caseM with h` x ! M1; y ! M2i : B

T�_VC���

� `s M : A A ⌘ B � `s B : T
� `s M : B

T�_E���

Fig. 3. The type system of F� .

them are standard or easy to understand. We explain only the key rules in what follows. The rules
for well-formedness of types assign kind T to value types and R to row types; the kind of a type
variable is given by a typing context (WF�_T�V��). The type of a constant � is assigned by function
ty (T�_C����); we assume that the type respects the denotation of �. Injection `M can be given
any variant type where the �rst ` �eld has the same type as M . Embedding " h` : AiM extends the
variant type of M with �eld ` : A. For case expression caseM with h` x ! M1; y ! M2i, matched
expression M must have a variant type holding an ` �eld and branchesM1 andM2 are typechecked
under the assumptions that x and y are bound to a value injected with ` and a variant value
discarding the �rst ` �eld, respectively. The last rule (T�_E���) allows reordering of �elds with
distinct labels by employing type-and-row equivalence. Thanks to (T�_E���), the type system
can accept terms like:

�f :8X :R. [`1 : int;X ] ! A.f (`2 : bool; ·) {`2 = true; {`1 = 0; {}}}.

This term would be rejected without (T�_E���), because f (`2 : bool; ·) requires arguments of
[`1 : int; `2 :bool; ·] but the type of the actual argument {`2 = true; {`1 = 0; {}}} is [`2 :bool; `1 : int; ·],
which is syntactically di�erent from the type required by f (`2 : bool; ·). Type-and-row equivalence
makes these two record types interchangeable and, therefore, the above function application is
accepted by giving [`1 : int; `2 : bool; ·] to the argument record.
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4 CONSISTENCY AND CONSISTENT EQUIVALENCE
This section presents consistency. Consistency for row types allows the dynamic row type to be
interpreted as any row. However, consistency does not consider type-and-row equivalence, which
is problematic when we derive a gradually typed language from F� with implicit type conversion by
type-and-row equivalence. To resolve the issue on consistency, we introduce consistent equivalence,
which characterizes composition of type-and-row equivalence and consistency.

In this section, we consider gradual types and rows, which are obtained by extending static types
given in Figure 1 with ?, which denote the dynamic type or the dynamic row type depending on
contexts.

A,B,C,D, � ::= X | ? | � | A ! B | 8X :K .A | [�] | h�i | · | ` : A; �
We show the kind system for the extended types in Section 5.

4.1 Consistency
Consistency ⇠ is fundamental to the static aspect of gradual typing and decides possible interaction
between statically typed and dynamically typed code. Usually, it is de�ned as a binary relation
between types and, intuitively, types are consistent if casts between them could be successful. For
example, statically typed values can be injected to the dynamic type and, conversely, dynamically
typed values could be projected to any type (whether a cast succeeds depends on whether run-time
values can behave as the target type of the cast, though). This is axiomatized by the following rules.

A ⇠ ? ? ⇠ A

Consistency is also de�ned so that type constructors are compatible with it. For example, a consis-
tency rule for function types is:

A1 ⇠ B1 A2 ⇠ B2
A1 ! A2 ⇠ B1 ! B2

In what follows, we discuss how to extend consistency to deal with row types and universal
types and then give its formal de�nition. After that, we show issues with consistency in designing
a gradually typed language with it. These issues motivate us to introduce consistent equivalence.

4.1.1 Consistency for row types. A trivial extension of consistency to row types is to allow relating
the dynamic row type to any row type (� ⇠ ? and? ⇠ �) and to add the following compatible rules
for the empty row and row extension.

· ⇠ · A ⇠ B �1 ⇠ �2
` : A; �1 ⇠ ` : B; �2

These rules make, e.g., (` : int; ·) and (` :?; ·) consistent.
While necessary and reasonable, these compatibility rules are not su�cient to contain all pairs

of row types such that casts between them could be successful. The problem is in a case that row
types to be related end with? (i.e., they take the form `1 :A1; ...; `n :An;?) and they hold �eld labels
distinct from those of each other. For example, let us consider row types `1 :int;? and `2 :str;?where
`1 , `2. While these row types are not consistent only with the above extension of consistency, it
is desirable that they are consistent because casts between record types and between variant types
with these rows could be successful. Casts between record types [`1 : int;?] and [`2 : str;?] could be
successful because a record value of either of them could hold both `1 and `2 �elds. Similarly, casts
between variant types h`1 : int;?i and h`2 : str;?i could be successful because they accommodate
both of values injected with `1 and `2. It is notable that the assumption that `1 and `2 are distinct
labels is critical here. For example, [`1 : int;?] and [`1 : str;?] should not be consistent since the
types int and str of their ` �elds are inconsistent.
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The example showing the insu�ciency of the simple extension above guides the design of a
new consistency rule for row extension: given consistent row types �1 and �2, extension of �1 with
label ` preserves consistency with �2 if �2 ends with ? and ` does not appear in �2 . Formally:

` < dom (�2) �2 ends with ? �1 ⇠ �2

` : A; �1 ⇠ �2
C_C���L

where dom (�2) is the set of the �eld labels of �2. This rule is justi�ed by the intuition that: �rst, the
occurrence of ? in �2 allows assuming that �2 could contain a �eld of ` :?; and then the ` �eld can
move to the head of �2 by type-and-row equivalence since �2 is assumed not to have other ` �elds.
We can apply the same discussion for extension of �2 and indeed require consistency to satisfy the
symmetric version of (C_C���L). Then, row types (`1 : int;?) and (`2 : str;?) are consistent.
4.1.2 Consistency for universal types. Consistency for universal types in this work follows the
earlier work on polymorphic gradual typing by Igarashi et al. [2017]. Their consistency relates
a universal type not only to another universal type but also to what they call a non-8 type (i.e.,
a type such that its top type constructor is not 8). The �exibility of their consistency enables
interaction between statically typed code with polymorphism and dynamically typed code without
polymorphism. For example, in their work, universal type 8X :T.X ! X is consistent with non-8
type ?! ?. Igarashi et al. present a few conditions on non-8 types to be consistent with universal
types; non-8 types satisfying the conditions are called quasi-universal types3 because they are not
actual universal types but could behave as such by casts. We adjust their notion of quasi-universal
types to our setting with row types.

D��������� 3 (�������������� �����). The predicate QPoly (A) is de�ned by: QPoly (A) if and
only if (1) A is none of 8X :K . B, · (the empty row), and ` : B; � for any X , K , B, `, and �; and (2) ?
occurs somewhere in A. Type A is a quasi-universal type if and only if QPoly (A).

Then, we introduce a consistency rule

QPoly (A2) X < �v(A2) A1 ⇠ A2

8X :K .A1 ⇠ A2
C_P���L

and its symmetric version.
We make a remark on other choices of consistency for universal types. Ahmed et al. [2011,

2017] give compatibility instead of consistency. Their compatibility is designed to capture as many
possibly successful casts as possible, and, as a result, it deems even perhaps apparently incompatible
types—e.g., 8X :T.X ! X and int ! str—compatible. In return for this great �exibility, their
calculus lacks conservativity over typing of System F, the underlying calculus of their gradually
typed language (i.e., a static typing error found by System F may not be found by their gradual
type system). Another de�nition of consistency is given by Toro et al. [2019]. Their consistency
relates a universal type only to another universal type and not to any non-8 type. Their gradually
typed language achieves conservativity over typing of System F, but the strict distinction between
universal types and non-8 types prevents dynamically typed code, where no type information
appears, from using polymorphic values.

We follow Igarashi et al. [2017] because of its balance between �exibility—it allows dynamically
typed code to use polymorphic values—and strictness—it makes a gradually typed language con-
servative over typing of System F. However, we believe that how to deal with universal types in
consistency is orthogonal to consistency for row types and that we can choose a suitable treatment
depending on cases.
3Igarashi et al. call such types quasi-polymorphic types, but we use that term for consistent use of terminology.
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Xie et al. [2018, 2019] study gradual typing for implicit polymorphism where universal types
are instantiated by subtyping. Their consistency is therefore based on subtyping and also allows
universal types to be instantiated implicitly. This work does not take their approach because
polymorphism is explicit in our underlying, statically typed language F�—i.e., type abstraction
and application appear explicitly there—but their development would be helpful in considering an
implicitly typed version of F� .

4.1.3 Formal definition. Now, we present a formal de�nition of consistency. We say that a relation
between types is compatible if and only if it is closed under type and row constructors.

D��������� 4 (C����������). Consistency A ⇠ B is the smallest compatible symmetric relation
satisfying (1) ? ⇠ A for any A, (2) (C_C���L), and (3) (C_P���L).

4.1.4 Consistency issues. Consistency does not subsume type-and-row equivalence. Thus, if a
gradually typed language employed consistency directly, it would be combined with type-and-row
equivalence, particularly in the form of composition ⌘ � ⇠. However, use of that composition gives
rise to two issues, which were �rst found in the work on gradual typing for subtyping [Siek and
Taha 2007].

The �rst issue is on typechecking. A typechecking algorithm for a type system using ⌘ � ⇠ for
type comparison would have to decide whether given two types A and B are in ⌘ � ⇠. Thus, it
would need to �nd an intermediate type C such that A ⌘ C and C ⇠ B. But, how? This issue may
not be as serious as the case of subtyping [Siek and Taha 2007] because ⌘ just reorders �elds in a
row, but it should be still resolved.

The second issue is more serious: incoherent semantics. For example, let us consider the following
gradually typed term:

M def
= {`1 = �X :K .M1; {`2 = �X :K .M2; {}}} : ?

where we suppose that `1 and `2 are distinct, M1 is a divergent term, and M2 is a term involving
run-time checking that always fails; ascriptionM 0 : A is a shorthand of (�x:A.x)M 0. In this example,
the record value is injected into the dynamic type ?. In the course of the injection, each �eld value
would be also injected into ? so that it can be used in dynamically typed code. The problem here
is that (1) under the semantics of earlier polymorphic gradually typed languages [Ahmed et al.
2011, 2017; Igarashi et al. 2017], the evaluation result of M changes depending on which �eld value
is injected into ? �rst and (2) the use of ⌘ � ⇠ prevents determining the order of the injections
to be unique. Let us start with seeing the �rst observation. In the semantics of earlier work on
polymorphic gradual typing [Ahmed et al. 2011, 2017; Igarashi et al. 2017], injection of the type
abstractions �X :K .M1 and �X :K .M2 into? reduces to terms containingM1 [?/X ] andM2 [?/X ] as
redexes, respectively. Thus, if �X :K .M1 is injected �rst, the evaluation result would be divergence
sinceM1 is a divergent term; otherwise, if �X :K .M2 is �rst, the result would be a failure of run-time
checking since M2 contains a failing check. Therefore, in order for the semantics to be coherent,
the order of injections of �X :K .M1 and �X :K .M2 into? has to be unique. However, a gradual type
system employing ⌘ � ⇠ could not determine the order to be unique. Why not? In gradual typing,
how to inject values into ? is decided by instances of consistency appearing in a typing derivation.
In the example term M , composition ⌘ � ⇠ would be used to compare [`1 : 8X :K .A; `2 : 8X :K . B; ·]
and? (where A and B are types ofM1 andM2, respectively), and there are two possible instances of
consistency to derive [`1 :8X :K .A; `2 :8X :K . B; ·] (⌘ � ⇠) ?: one is [`1 :8X :K .A; `2 :8X :K . B; ·] ⇠ ?
and the other is [`2 : 8X :K . B; `1 : 8X :K .A; ·] ⇠ ?. If a typing derivation with the former instance is
given, �X :K .M1 would be injected into ? �rst; otherwise, if one with the latter instance is given,
�X :K .M2 would be �rst—thus, the evaluation result ofM depends on which consistency instance a
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given typing derivation has. Although we might be able to design coherent semantics with respect
to choice of consistency instances, we take another approach, consistent equivalence, which seems
more standard in gradual typing [Siek and Taha 2007; Xie et al. 2018].

4.2 Consistent equivalence
To resolve the issues on consistency, we give consistent equivalence ', which characterizes com-
position of consistency and type-and-row equivalence. Our idea is to extend the consistency rule
(C_C���L) for row extension in such a way as to take into account when a label used for extension
on the left-hand side does and does not appear in a row on the right-hand side. (The rule (C_C���L)
in Section 4.1.1 handles only the latter case.) A promising rule that handles only the former case is:

�2 ⌘ ` : B; � 02 A ' B �1 ⇠ � 02
` : A; �1 ' �2

We merge this rule and (C_C���L) into a single rule as follows. First, we split �2 into the �rst
�eld labeled with ` and the remaining row; these �eld and row correspond to ` : B and � 02 in the
rule above, respectively. Even in the case that �2 includes no �eld labeled with `, if �2 ends with ?,
then we can suppose that �2 includes a ` �eld because the dynamic row type can be supposed to
be any row. Since we cannot know what type such a missing ` �eld has, we regard the type as ?
conservatively. Finally, we check consistency between A and the type of the ` �eld extracted from
�2 and between �1 and the remaining row.

The idea above is formalized by the following consistent equivalence rule, which subsumes even
the compatibility rule for row extension (shown in the beginning of Section 4.1.1):

�2 .` B, � 02 A ' B �1 ' � 02
` : A; �1 ' �2

CE_C���L

where �1 .` A, �2 is a formalization of the “split” operation on row types, de�ned as follows.

D��������� 5 (R�� ���������). Row splitting �1 .` A, �2 is de�ned as follows.

? .` ?,? ` : A; � .` A, � `0 : B; �1 .` A, (`0 : B; �2) (if ` , `0 and �1 .` A, �2)

D��������� 6 (C��������� ����������). Consistent equivalenceA ' B is the smallest compatible
symmetric relation satisfying (1) ? ' A for any A, (2) (CE_C���L), and (3) the rule of the same form
as (C_P���L).

We can con�rm that consistent equivalence subsumes both consistency and type-and-row
equivalence by examples. For example, `1 : int;? ' `2 : str;? and (`1 :A; `2 :B; ·) ' (`2 :B; `1 :A; ·) are
derivable if `1 , `2. More generally, it subsumes the composition of consistency and type-and-row
equivalence. We can show (and indeed have shown) that ' coincides with ⌘ � ⇠, but, following
Xie et al. [2018], we prove another form of equivalence between ' and combination of ⌘ and ⇠; the
statement in this form expects us to incorporate implicit higher-order polymorphism easily.

T������ 4.1. A ' B if and only if A ⌘ A0 and A0 ⇠ B0 and B0 ⌘ B for some A0 and B0.

We can develop a row-polymorphic gradually typed language easily by using consistent equiv-
alence (we give it in the supplementary material). The language does not rest on consistency
and, therefore, does not cause the issues on typechecking nor semantics raised by consistency. A
typechecking algorithm for that language does not need to infer an intermediate type because it is
enough to check if given two types are in a single relation, consistent equivalence. At �rst glance,
one might consider that it is problematic that consistent equivalence is not syntax-directed. For
example, when we would like to show (`1 : A; `2 : B; ·) ' (`2 : B; `1 : A; ·), it may appear unclear
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Blame labels p, q Type-and-row names � Conversion labels � ::= +� | ��
Types and rows A,B,C,D, � ::= X | � | ? | � | A ! B | 8X :K .A | [�] | h�i | · | ` : A; �
Ground types G,H ::= � | � | ?! ? | [?] | h?i
Ground row types � ::= � | · | ` :?;?
Terms e ::= x | � | �x:A.e | e1 e2 | �X :K .e :: A | e A |

{} | {` = e1; e2} | let {` = x; y} = e1 in e2 |
` e | case ewith h` x ! e1; y ! e2i |" h` : Ai e |
e : A

p
) B | e : A �) B | blame p

Values v ::= � | �x:A.e | �X :K .e :: A | {} | {` = v1; v2} | ` v |" h` : Ai v |
v : G

p
) ? | v : [� ]

p
) [?] | v : h� i

p
) h?i |

v : A
��) � | v : [�] ��) [�] | v : h�i ��) h�i

Evaluation contexts E ::= ... | E : A
p
) B | E : A

�) B Name stores � ::= ; | �,� :K := A

Fig. 4. Syntax of F�C.

which rule of (CE_C���L) and its symmetric version should be applied �rst. Fortunately, either
is �ne, which is shown by the following inversion lemma together with symmetry of consistent
equivalence.

L���� 4.2. If ` : A; �1 ' �2, then �2 .` B, � 02 and A ' B and �1 ' � 02.

For semantics, use of consistent equivalence makes the typing rules syntax-directed and, therefore,
derivations for a typing judgment and instances of consistent equivalence appearing there are
determined uniquely.

5 BLAME CALCULUS F�C
This section de�nes a polymorphic blame calculus F�C equipped with row types, record and variant
types, and row polymorphism. As earlier polymorphic blame calculi [Ahmed et al. 2011, 2017;
Igarashi et al. 2017; Toro et al. 2019], our calculus is designed so that parametricity holds. In fact,
our calculus is a variant of �B by Ahmed et al. [2017], but it di�ers from �B in two points. First, the
behavior of casts for universal types follow Igarashi et al. [2017]. Second, more importantly, F�C
deals with casts for record and variant types. In what follows, after de�ning the syntax, we show
the type system of F�C and then present the semantics.

5.1 Syntax
The syntax of F�C is presented in Figure 4, where the parts overlapping with that of F� are displayed
in gray. To explain some extended parts, we �rst review run-time enforcement of parametricity by
Ahmed et al. [2011, 2017]. After that, we detail the extended syntax of F�C.

5.1.1 Run-time enforcement of parametricity. Ahmed et al. [2011] found that type application with
normal substitution-based semantics breaks parametricity. To recover parametricity in gradual
typing, Ahmed et al. [2017] give a semantics that type application (�X :T. e)A generates a fresh type
name � and substitutes � for X in e, where type name � works like an abstract, “fresh base type”: if
a value of type � is injected to the dynamic type, the resulting value can be projected successfully
only to � and projection to other types always fails. While abstract inside e, � should be visible as A
outside e. Ahmed et al. [2017] control such revelation and concealment of actual type information
A of � by explicit type conversion. With a global store mapping � to A, conversion e : B

+�) C reveals
actual type A of � in type B of term e. By contrast, conversion e : B

��) C conceals A in B by � .
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Type C is the result of the revelation or concealment. For example, let us consider type application
of Idint

def
= �X :T. �x:X .(x : ?) : int which would otherwise break parametricity. In Ahmed et al.’s

semantics, application Idint Av (where v is a value of A) is evaluated as follows:

Idint Av �! ((�x:X .(x : ?) : int)[�/X ] : � ! int
+�) A ! int) v

�!⇤ ((x : ?) : int)[v : A
��) �/x] : int +�) int

= (((v : A
��) �) : ?) : int) : int +�) int.

The type application generates a fresh type name � , substitutes it for bound type variable X , and
reveals A to the outside (here, function application to v) by conversion � ! int

+�) A ! int.
Applied to argument v, the conversion conceals the type A of v by � , as v : A

��) � , and passes
the abstracted value to the original function �x:� .(x : ?) : int (reduction from the �rst to the
second line). From the result in the third line, we can �nd that it will be tested if v : A

��) � is
an integer value. Since type name � works like a fresh base type and matches only with � itself,
that test will fail whatever A is–even if A = int. Therefore, Idint behaves uniformly—raises an
exception—whatever type is substituted for X . Our blame calculus F�C applies this idea for row
parametricity as well.

5.1.2 The extended syntax of F�C. Types and rows are augmented with type-and-row names, ranged
over by � . Ground types, ranged over by G and H , are type tags given to a value injected to the
dynamic type. Similarly, ground row types, ranged over by � , are row tags given to a row injected
to the dynamic row type, being a row name, the empty row, or a row extension of the form ` :?;?.
Terms, ranged over by e, have three additional constructors. A cast e : A

p
) B between

consistently equivalent types A and B checks if the value of e can behave as B at run time. Blame
label p represents the location of the cast. A conversion e : A

�) B with conversion label � conceals
or reveals type information by the type name of �. Blame “blame p” is an (uncatchable) exception
indicating failure of a cast with p. We write e : A

p
) B

q
) C for (e : A

p
) B) : B

q
) C and

e : A
�1) B

�2) C for (e : A �1) B) : B �2) C. Evaluation contexts, ranged over by E, are also extended
with casts and conversions. Type abstraction �X :K .e :: A is augmented with the type A of e.

Values, ranged over by v, have six additional constructors: the �rst three values are injections
into ?, [?], and h?i with tag G, [� ], and h� i, respectively. The next three values are conversions
that conceal A or � by � .
It is notable that embedding " h` : Ai v is a value even if embedded value v is injection `0 v 0

where `0 , `, while in F� ` and `0 have to be the same in order for the embedding term to be a
value. This is because we would like to make the type system of F�C syntax-directed and, for that,
we drop the implicit type conversion rule (T�_E���) from F�C. Thus, for example, injection ` v can
be given type h` : A; `0 : B; ·i but cannot be given h`0 : B; ` : A; ·i in F�C. In order to embed ` v into
h`0 : B; ` : A; ·i, we use embedding: embedding value " h`0 : Bi (` v) can have type h`0 : B; ` : A; ·i.
Conversely, if the type of value v is a variant type h` : A; �i, then v must be either an injection
value ` v 0 or an embedding value " h` : Ai v 0 for some v 0. Thus, the embedding operation is not
only useful to make variant types easy to use in the setting with row polymorphism—this motivates
Leijen [2005] to introduce the embedding operation—but also crucial to make a type system for
variant types syntax-directed.

Name stores, ranged over by �, bind names generated during evaluation to their actual types
or rows. We suppose that names bound by � are unique. We write �(�) = A if and only if
� :K := A 2 �.
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Convertible rules � ` A �� B

name(�) , �

� ` � �� �
C�_T�N���

�(�) = A
� ` � �+� A

C�_R�����
�(�) = A

� ` A ��� �
C�_C������

� ` A2 �� A1 � ` B1 �� B2
� ` A1 ! B1 �� A2 ! B2

C�_F��

Well-formedness rules for types and rows �; � ` A : K

� ` � � :K := A 2 �

�; � ` � : K
WF_T�N���

� ` �

�; � ` ? : K
WF_D��

Typing rules �; � ` e : A
�; �,X :K ` e : A

�; � ` �X :K .e :: A : 8X :K .A T_TL��
�; � ` A : T

�; � ` blame p : A
T_B����

�; � ` e : A �; � ` B : T A ' B

�; � ` e : A
p
) B : B

T_C���
� ` � �; ; ` e : A �; ; ` B : T � ` A �� B

�; � ` e : A �) B : B
T_C���

Fig. 5. The type system of F�C (selected rules).

5.2 Type system
The type system of F�C also has three judgments taking forms augmented with �: well-formedness
judgments for typing contexts � ` � and for types �; � ` A : K , and typing judgment �; � ` e : A.
Most of the inference rules of these judgments are similar to those of F� except for three points.
First, the inference rules are also augmented with �. Second, new rules for the dynamic type, type-
and-row names, casts, conversions, and blame are added and the typing rule for type abstractions is
adapted for change of syntax; these rules are shown in Figure 5. Third, the implicit type conversion
rule (T�_E���) with type-and-row equivalence is dropped and �eld reordering is covered by casts.
Hence, the inference rules of F�C are syntax-directed. Figure 5 shows only key rules, and the other
rules have the same forms as those of F� ; interested readers can �nd the complete de�nition of the
type system in the supplementary material.
There are two additional well-formedness rules for names and the dynamic type. The dynamic

type ? can be used as both the dynamic value type and the dynamic row type (WF_D��). A
type-and-row name is given kind K assigned by � (WF_T�N���).
New typing rules are added for new constructors. Types in a cast have to be consistently

equivalent. A conversion e : A
�) B converts type A of e to type B by revealing type information

�(�) of � in A if � = +� , or concealing it if � = �� . This idea is formalized by convertibility
� ` A �� B, which means that, if � = +� , B is obtained by substituting �(�) for � in A and that, if
� = �� , A is obtained by substituting �(�) for � in B. Convertibility is the smallest relation such
that (1) it satis�es the rules given at the top of Figure 5 and (2) it is closed under type and row
constructors other than names and function types. The convertibility rules use two operations on
�: name(�) returns the name of �, i.e., name(+�) def

= name(��) def
= � ; � is the negation of �, i.e.,

+�
def
= �� and �� def

= +� . The rules (C�_R�����) and (C�_C������) re�ect the above intuition of
convertibility. The rule (C�_T�N���) means that type information of name(�)must be revealed or
concealed. The rule (C�_F��) means that convertibility is contravariant on argument types with
the negated � and covariant on return types with �.
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Reduction rules e1  e2

�1 �2  � (�1,�2) R_C���� (�x:A.e) v  e[v/x] R_B���
let {` = x; y} = {` = v1; v2} in e2  e[v1/x, v2/y] R_R�����
case (` v)with h` x ! e1; y ! e2i  e1[v/x] R_C���L

case " h` : Ai vwith h` x ! e1; y ! e2i  e2[v/y] R_C���R

v : A
p
) A  v (if A = ?, �, or � ) R_I�

v : A
p
) ?  v : A

p
) G

p
) ? R_T�D��

(if A ' G and A , G and A , ? and A , 8X :K . B)
v : ?

p
) A  v : ?

p
) G

p
) A R_F���D��

(if A ' G and A , G and A , ? and A , 8X :K . B)
v : G

p
) ?

q
) G  v R_G����� v : G

p
) ?

q
) H  blame q (if G , H ) R_B����

v : A1 ! B1
p
) A2 ! B2  �x:A2.v (x : A2

p
) A1) : B1

p
) B2 R_W���

v : 8X :K .A1
p
) 8X :K .A2  �X :K .(v X : A1

p
) A2) :: A2 R_C������

v : 8X :K .A
p
) B  (v?) : A[?/X ]

p
) B (if QPoly (B)) R_I���

v : A
p
) 8X :K . B  �X :K .(v : A

p
) B) :: B (if QPoly (A)) R_G��

v : A
��) B

+�) A v (if (1) B = � ; (2) B = [�] and A = [�]; or (3) B = h�i and A = h�i) R_CN���

v : A
�) A v (if A = ?, � , �, [?], [�], [·], h?i, or h�i for � , name(�)) R_CI�

v : A1 ! B1
�) A2 ! B2  �x:A2.v (x : A2

�) A1) : B1
�) B2 R_CF��

v : 8X :K .A1
�) 8X :K .A2  �X :K .(v X : A1

�) A2) :: A2 R_CF�����

v : [` : A; �1]
�) [` : B; �2] let {` = x; y} = v in {` = x : A

�) B; y : [�1]
�) [�2]} R_CRE��

v : h` : A; �1i
�) h` : B; �2i  case vwith h` x ! ` (x : A

�) B); y !"h` : Bi (y : h�1i
�) h�2i)i R_CV��

Fig. 6. Reduction rules of F�C except casts for record and variant types.

5.3 Semantics
The semantics of F�C consists of two relations: the reduction relation e1  e2, which handles basic
computation irrelevant to name stores, and the evaluation relation �1 | e1 �! �2 | e2, which
reduces a subterm, lifts blame, or handles type application with name generation.

5.3.1 Reduction except cast for records and variants. The reduction rules except cast for record and
variant types are shown in Figure 6. Most of the reduction rules for casts and conversions there
come from Ahmed et al. [2017]. Cast semantics for universal types follows Igarashi et al. [2017].
The �rst �ve rules are for function application, record decomposition, and case matching. The

rule (R_R�����) for record decomposition assumes that the �rst �eld label of a record matches
with the pattern label, while the reduction rule (R�_R�����) of F� does not assume that and looks
for the ` �eld from a record. This assumption is valid in F�C because F�C reorders the record �elds
by casts so that the static assumption of (T_R�����)—the �rst �eld of a decomposed record has
the same label as the pattern—is ensured even at run time. Similarly, the rules (R_C���L) and
(R_C���R) for case matching also assume that a matched term has the same label as the pattern.
For variants, instead of �eld reordering, applications of the embedding operation are inserted.
Casts (except for record and variant types) behave as follows. Casts where both sides are the

dynamic type, a base type, or a type name behave as identity functions. If a value of A is injected
to the dynamic type, it is tagged with ground type G consistently equivalent to A (R_T�D��).
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Cast rules for records e1  e2

v : [�]
p
) [�]  v (if � = · or � ) R_RI�

v : [�]
p
) [?]  v : [�]

p
) [grow(�)]

p
) [?] (if � , grow(�)) R_RT�D��

v : [� ]
p
) [?]

q
) [�]  v : [� ]

q
) [�] (if � ' �) R_RF���D��

v : [� ]
p
) [?]

q
) [�]  blame q (if � ; �) R_RB����

v : [�1]
p
) [` : B; �2]  {` = (v1 : A

p
) B); v2 : [� 01]

p
) [�2]} (if v .` v1, v2 and �1 .` A, � 01) R_RR��

v : [�1]
p
) [` : B; �2]  v : [�1]

p
) [�1 @ ` : B]

p
) [` : B; �2] (if ` < dom (�1) and �1 , ?) R_RC��

Fig. 7. Reduction rules for casts between record types.

Conversely, if a value of ? is projected to A, it will be checked if the injected value is tagged with
G consistently equivalent to A (R_F���D��). If the check succeeds, the projection returns the
injected value (R_G�����); otherwise, it raises an exception (R_B����). Casts between function
types and between universal types produce a wrapper of a given value by decomposing the types.
Casts from a quasi-universal type to a universal type also produces a wrapper (R_G��). Casts from
a universal type to a quasi-universal type apply a given type abstraction to ? (R_I���).

The last six rules are for conversions. Revealing the concealed type A (or �) of a value reduces to
the value itself (R_CN���). If types in a conversion take the same “atomic” form, it is just like an
identity function (R_CI�). If types in a conversion are not atomic, a new term is constructed by
decomposing a given value and applying conversion with the type subcomponents to the result.

5.3.2 Cast reduction for records. The reduction rules for record casts are given in Figure 7.
If record types in a cast are the same and their rows are the empty row or a row name, the cast

behaves as an identity function (R_RI�).
If a record of type [�] is injected into the record type [?], it is tagged with a ground row

type consistently equivalent to � (R_RT�D��). However, such a ground row type is not always
determined uniquely especially if � is a row extension. For example, row extension (` : A;?) is
consistently equivalent to any ground row type of the form (`0 : ?;?). We �nd a ground row
type from � by using function grow, which is de�ned as follows: grow(·) def

= ·; grow(�) def
= � ; and

grow(` : A; �) def
= ` :?;?. If � = grow(�), term v : [�]

p
) [?] is a value, not needed to reduce.

If the type of a record to be cast is [?], then the record can be supposed to be tagged with a
ground row type � . If � is consistently equivalent to the target type � of a cast, the cast reduces
to another cast from � to � (R_RF���D��); otherwise, if � is not consistently equivalent to �, an
exception is raised (R_RB����). Note that a cast v : [?]

p
) [?] is handled by (R_RF���D��). One

might consider why reduction of cast v : [?]
p
) [�] is not de�ned as (R_F���D��) in Figure 6,

that is, the reduction does not proceed as the cast �rst reduces to v : [?]
p
) [grow(�)]

p
) [�]

and then tests equality of grow(�) and the ground row type � attached to v. We do not give such
reduction because a ground row type of � may not be determined to be unique and, therefore,
equality test of grow(�) and � may fail even if the record v can behave as grow(�). For example, if
� = (`1 : A; `2 : B; ·) and the ground row type � attached to v is `2 :?;?, then grow(�) = `1 :?;? is
di�erent from � (if `1 , `2), but the record v may hold both of �elds labeled with `1 and `2. Instead
of syntactic equality, use of consistent equivalence for comparison of grow(�) and � might work
better; indeed, the cast semantics given by (R_RF���D��) uses this approach.
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The other cast reduction rules (R_RR��) and (R_RC��) are applied to a cast v : [�1]
p
) [` :B; �2]

which tests whether record v of type [�1] has an ` �eld and, if so, whether the value of the ` �eld
and the other �elds can behave as B and �2, respectively. The rule (R_RR��) handles the case that
the source row type �1 holds an ` �eld. In this case, and only in this case, we can �nd the value v1
of the ` �eld from record v by record splitting v .` v1, v2, where v2 is the result of removing v1
from v. The record splitting on v is de�ned as De�nition 1. Row splitting �1 .` A, � 01 returns the
type A of v1 and the row type � 01 for the �elds of v2. As a result, the cast reduces to a record value

composed of an ` �eld holding v1 : A
p
) B and record v2 : [� 01]

p
) [�2]. If an ` �eld is not found in

�1 (i.e., ` < dom (�1)), the rule (R_RC��) is applied. In this case, we can �nd that �1 ends with ?
since ` < dom (�1) but �1 should be consistently equivalent with ` : B; �2. Thus, v may hold an `
�eld in the part hidden by ?. The reduction result tests it by the cast from [�1] to [�1 @ ` : B]. The
row type �1 @ ` : B is the same as �1 except that ` : B is added as the last �eld. Formally, � @ ` : A
is de�ned as follows.

D��������� 7 (F���� �����������). Field postpending � @ ` : A is de�ned as follows:

(`0 : B; �) @ ` : A def
= `0 : B; (� @ ` : A) ?@ ` : A def

= ` : A;?

Note that we can assume that �1 ends with ? and, therefore, �1 @ ` : B is well de�ned if the
reduced term is well typed. If record v holds an ` �eld and its value can behave as type B, then the
subsequent cast from [�1 @ ` : B] to [` : B; �2] will test if the other �elds of v can behave as �2.

Examples. Let us consider a few examples of reduction. In what follows, we shade subterms to
be reduced and underline their reduction results.

First, cast {`1 = 0; {`2 = true; {}}} : [`1 : int; `2 : bool; ·]
p
) [?] reduces as follows:

{`1 = 0; {`2 = true; {}}} : [`1 : int; `2 : bool; ·]
p
) [?]

�! {`1 = 0; {`2 = true; {}}} : [`1 : int; `2 : bool; ·]
p
) [`1 :?;?]

p
) [?]

�! {`1 = 0 : int
p
) ?; {`2 = true; {}} : [`2 : bool; ·]

p
) [?]} : [`1 :?;?]

p
) [?]

�! {`1 = 0 : int
p
) ?; {`2 = true; {}} : [`2 : bool; ·]

p
) [`2 :?;?]

p
) [?]} : [`1 :?;?]

p
) [?]

�! {`1 = 0 : int
p
) ?; {`2 = true : bool

p
) ?; {} : [·]

p
) [?]} : [`2 :?;?]

p
) [?]} : [`1 :?;?]

p
) [?]

where a term in an odd-numbered line reduces by (R_RT�D��) and one in an even-numbered line
by (R_RR��).

In order to access to an ` �eld of the above reduction result, we have to project it to, e.g., record
type [` : A;?]. The result can be written v : [`1 :?;?]

p
) [?] where

v 0 def
= {`2 = true : bool

p
) ?; {} : [·]

p
) [?]} v def

= {`1 = 0 : int
p
) ?; v 0 : [`2 :?;?]

p
) [?]}.

Then, v : [`1 :?;?]
p
) [?]

q
) [` : A;?] �! v : [`1 :?;?]

q
) [` : A;?] by (R_RF���D��).

If ` = `1, then the result reduces to:

{`1 = 0 : int
p
) ?

q
) A; v 0 : [`2 :?;?]

p
) [?]

q
) [?]}

by (R_RR��). Thus, if A = int, we can extract the integer value held by the `1 �eld in v. Otherwise,
if A , int, an exception blame q will be raised.
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Cast and conversion reduction rules for variants e1  e2

v : h�i
p
) h�i  v R_VI�N���

v : h�i
p
) h?i  v : h�i

p
) hgrow(�)i

p
) h?i (if � , grow(�)) R_VT�D��

v : h� i
p
) h?i

q
) h�i  v : h� i

q
) h�i (if � ' �) R_VF���D��

v : h� i
p
) h?i

q
) h�i  blame q (if � ; �) R_VB����

(` v) : h` : A; �1i
p
) h�2i  "�21 (` (v : A

p
) B)) R_VR��I��(if �2 = �21 � (` : B; ·) � �22 and ` < dom (�21))

(" h` : Ai v) : h` : A; �1i
p
) h�2i  #�21h`:Bi(v : h�1i

p
) h�21 � �22i) R_VR��L���

(if �2 = �21 � (` : B; ·) � �22 and ` < dom (�21))
(` v) : h` : A; �1i

p
) h�2i  "�2 (` v : h` : A;?i

p
) h?i) R_VC��I��(if ` < dom (�2) and �2 , ?)

(" h` : Ai v) : h` : A; �1i
p
) h�2i  R_VC��L���

(#�2h`:Ai(v : h�1i
p
) h�2i)) : h�2 @ ` : Ai

p
) h�2i (if ` < dom (�2) and �2 , ?)

Fig. 8. Reduction rules for casts between variant types.

Let us return to reduction of v : [`1 :?;?]
q
) [` : A;?]. If ` , `1, then:

v : [`1 :?;?]
q
) [` : A;?]

�! v : [`1 :?;?]
q
) [`1 :?; ` : A;?]

q
) [` : A;?] (R_RC��)

�!⇤{`1 = 0 : int
p
) ?; v 0 : [`2 :?;?]

p
) [?]

q
) [` : A;?]} : [`1 :?; ` : A;?]

q
) [` : A;?]

�! {`1 = 0 : int
p
) ?; v 0 : [`2 :?;?]

q
) [` : A;?]} : [`1 :?; ` : A;?]

q
) [` : A;?] (R_RF���D��).

As in the case of ` = `1, if ` = `2 and A = bool, we can extract the Boolean value held by the `2
�eld in v; if ` = `2 but A , bool, an exception blame q will be raised. If ` , `2, the last shaded
part in turn evaluates to:

v 0 : [`2 :?;?]
q
) [`2 :?; ` : A;?]

q
) [` : A;?] (R_RC��)

�!⇤ {`2 = true : bool
p
) ?; {} : [·]

p
) [?]

q
) [` : A;?]} : [`2 :?; ` : A;?]

q
) [` : A;?]

�!⇤ blame q (R_RB����)

This behavior is expected because v does not hold any �eld with label ` other than `1 and `2.

5.3.3 Cast reduction for variants. The reduction rules for casts between variant types are given in
Figure 8. The �rst four rules are similar to ones for records. The other four rules are for a cast from
h` : A; �1i to h�2i where �2 , ?. We can suppose that the cast variant value is an injection tagged
with ` or an embedding value with ` : A under the assumption that it is typed at h` : A; �1i.

The rules (R_VR��I��) and (R_VR��L���) are applied if �2 holds an ` �eld. We use row con-
catenation to split �2 into the preceding �elds �21 such that ` < dom (�21), the �rst ` �eld
with type B, and the following �elds �22 after the ` �eld. Row concatenation � is de�ned by:
(`1 : A1; ...; `n : An; ·) � �2 = `1 : A1; ...; `n : An; �2.
If the cast variant value is an injection ` v, the cast reduces by (R_VR��I��). Since the target

variant type h�2i requires a value injected with ` to be typed at B, the reduction result injects the
result of casting v to B with `. Furthermore, the injection ` (v : A

p
) B), which can be typed at
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h` : B; �22i, is embedded into h�21 � (` : B; ·) � �22i = h�2i by a sequence of applications of the
embedding operation with �elds in �21, which is de�ned as follows.

D��������� 8 (R�� ���������). Row embedding "� e is de�ned as follows:

"(` : A; �) e def
= " h` : Ai ("� e) "� e def

= e (if � is not a row extension)

The rule (R_VR��L���) is applied if the cast variant value is an embedding value " h` : Ai v. In
this case, the �eld ` :B in �2 is inserted by applying the embedding operation to the result of casting
v to the variant type h�21 � �22i with the other �elds. The insertion of �eld ` : B is performed by
the following operation.

D��������� 9 (F���� ���������). Function # �h`:Aie embeds a term e of type h� � � 0i into h� � (` :
A; ·) � � 0i. Formally, it is de�ned as follows:

# (`0:B0;�)
h`:Ai e def

= case ewith h`0 x ! `0 x; y !"h`0 : B0i (# �h`:Aiy)i
# �h`:Aie

def
= " h` : Ai e (if � is not a row extension)

Row embedding "� e is justi�ed as follows. If � is not a row extension (i.e., it is the empty row),
then e is typed at h� � � 0i = h� 0i and, therefore, " h` : Ai e has type h` :A; � 0i = h� � (` :A; ·) � � 0i.
If � is row extension `0 : B0; � 00, then it is checked whether e is an injection or an embedding term
with `0 by case matching. If e is an injection, it can have type h(`0 :B0; � 00)� (` :A; ·)� � 0i because in
general an injection with ` can be typed at h` : A; �i for any row �. Otherwise, if e is an embedding
term, the embedded value y is typed at h� 00 � � 0i. Thus, row embedding is recursively applied to
embed y into h� 00 � (` : A; ·) � � 0i, and then, the embedding operation with `0 : B0 is applied to the
result in order to embed it into h(`0 : B0; � 00) � (` : A; ·) � � 0i.
The last two rules (R_VC��I��) and (R_VC��L���) are for the case that �2 does not hold an

` �eld. In this case, we can suppose that �2 ends with ? under the assumption that the reduced
term is well typed. If the cast variant value is an injection ` v, it is cast to the variant type h?i and
then embedded into type h�2i (R_VC��I��). If the cast value is an embedding value " h` : Ai v, the
embedded value v is cast to h�2i and �eld ` : A is inserted, and then the result is cast to h�2i again
(R_VC��L���). The �eld insertion is necessary for dynamic gradual guarantee [Siek et al. 2015];
in this paper we do not prove that property, but we will show the need of the �eld insertion by
examples in the following.

Examples. First, let us consider cast (" h`2 : booli (`1 0)) : h`2 : bool; `1 : int; ·i
p
) h?i, which

reduces as follows.

(" h`2 : booli (`1 0)) : h`2 : bool; `1 : int; ·i
p
) h?i

�! "h`2 : booli (`1 0) : h`2 : bool; `1 : int; ·i
p
) h`2 :?;?i

p
) h?i (R_VT�D��)

�! "h`2 : ?i ((`1 0) : h`1 : int; ·i
p
) h?i) : h`2 :?;?i

p
) h?i (R_VR��L���)

�! "h`2 : ?i ((`1 0) : h`1 : int; ·i
p
) h`1 :?;?i

p
) h?i) : h`2 :?;?i

p
) h?i (R_VT�D��)

�! "h`2 : ?i ((`1 (0 : int
p
) ?)) : h`1 :?;?i

p
) h?i) : h`2 :?;?i

p
) h?i (R_VR��I��)

Next, let us cast the above result to h` :A;?i; let v def
= (`1 (0 : int

p
) ?)) : h`1 :?;?i

p
) h?i. Then,

(" h`2 : ?i v) : h`2 :?;?i
p
) h?i

q
) h` : A;?i �! (" h`2 : ?i v) : h`2 :?;?i

q
) h` : A;?i (1)

by (R_VF���D��).
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If ` = `2, then (1) reduces to " h`2 : Ai (v : h?i
q
) h?i) by (R_VR��L���). Thus, the cast just

changes the type given to the embedding operation.
If ` , `2, then, by (R_VC��L���), (1) reduces to:

(# `:A;?
h`2:?i( v : h?i

q
) h` : A;?i )) : h` : A; `2 :?;?i

p
) h` : A;?i. (2)

If ` = `1, then the shaded part in (2) reduces to `1 (0 : int
p
) ?

q
) A) by (R_VF���D��) and

(R_VR��I��). Thus, if A , int, blame q is raised; otherwise, (2) reduces to

(# `:A;?
h`2:?i(`1 0)) : h` : A; `2 :?;?i

p
) h` : A;?i

If ` , `1, then the shaded part in (2) reduces to " h` : Ai (`1 (0 : int
p
) ?) : h`1 :?;?i

q
) h?i) by

(R_VF���D��) and (R_VC��I��). Note that if ` : A;? in the shaded part were ` : A; ·, exception
blame q would be raised by using (R_VB����).
Finally, we show that the �eld insertion in (R_VC��L���) is crucial to prove dynamic gradual

guarantee. To con�rm that, let us suppose that (R_VC��L���) does not perform �eld insertion and
instead takes the following form.

(" h` : Ai v) : h` : A; �1i
p
) h�2i  v : h�1i

p
) h�2i (R_VC��L���’)

As an example, consider reduction of term e given as follows:

v def
= ` (0 : int

p1) ?) : h` :?;?i
p2) h?i

e def
= (" h` : booli v) : h` : bool;?i

p3) h`0 : str;Xi
p4) h` : bool;?i

Dynamic gradual guarantee [Siek et al. 2015] states that changing types in a program to ? does not
change its behavior. In the case of e, it means that, if e[(` : bool;?)/X ] does not raise blame, e[?/X ]
does not either. First, let us reduce e[(` : bool;?)/X ].

(# `0:str;·
h`:booli(v : h?i

p3) h`0 : str;?i)) : h`0 : str; ` : bool;?i
p4) h` : bool;?i (R_VR��L���)

�!⇤ (# `0:str;·
h`:booli(" h`

0 : stri v)) : h`0 : str; ` : bool;?i
p4) h` : bool;?i

�!⇤ (" h`0 : stri (" h` : booli v)) : h`0 : str; ` : bool;?i
p4) h` : bool;?i (R_C���R)

�!⇤ (" h` : booli v) : h` : bool;?i
p4) h` : bool;?i (R_VC��L���’)

�!⇤ "h` : booli v

Thus, e[(` : bool;?)/X ] evaluates to a value under use of (R_VC��L���’). If dynamic gradual
guarantee holds, so should e[?/X ]. However, it does not:

e[?/X ] �! v : h?i
p3) h`0 : str;?i

p4) h` : bool;?i (R_VC��L���’)

�!⇤ "h`0 : stri v : h`0 : str;?i
p4) h` : bool;?i (R_VF���D��) and (R_VC��I��)

�! v : h?i
p4) h` : bool;?i (R_VC��L���’)

�!⇤ ` (0 : int
p1) ?

p4) bool) (R_VF���D��) and (R_VR��I��)
�!⇤ blame p4 (R_B����)

We can con�rm that both e[(` :bool;?)/X ] and e[?/X ] evaluate to values if we use (R_VC��L���).
We show only the reduction of e[?/X ]; the reduction of e[(` : bool;?)/X ] is similar to the case of
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Evaluation rules �1 | e1 �! �2 | e2
� | E[e1] �! � | E[e2] (if e1  e2) E_R�� � | E[blame p] �! � | blame p (if E , [ ]) E_B����
� | E[(�X :K .e :: A)B] �! �,� :K := B | E[e[�/X ] : A[�/X ] +�) A[B/X ]] E_T�B���

Fig. 9. Evaluation rules of F�C.

using (R_VC��L���’).

(#`
0:str;?
h`:booli(v : h?i

p3) h`0 : str;?i)) : h`0 : str; ` : bool;?i
p3) h`0 : str;?i

p4) h` : bool;?i (R_VC��L���)

�!⇤ (#`
0:str;?
h`:booli(" h`

0 : stri v)) : h`0 : str; ` : bool;?i
p3) h`0 : str;?i

p4) h` : bool;?i

�! (" h`0 : stri (" h` : booli v)) : h`0 : str; ` : bool;?i
p3) h`0 : str;?i

p4) h` : bool;?i (R_C���R)

�! (" h`0 : stri ((" h` : booli v) : h` : bool;?i
p3) h?i)) : h`0 : str;?i

p4) h` : bool;?i (R_VR��L���)

�! (" h`0 : stri v0) : h`0 : str;?i
p4) h` : bool;?i (R_VT�D��) and (R_VR��L���)

(where v0 = (" h` : ?i v) : h` :?;?i
p3) h?i)

�! (#`:bool;?h`0:stri (v
0 : h?i

p4) h` : bool;?i)) : h` : bool; `0 : str;?i
p4) h` : bool;?i (R_VC��L���)

�!⇤ (" h` : booli (" h`0 : stri v)) : h` : bool; `0 : str;?i
p4) h` : bool;?i

�!⇤ (" h` : booli ((" h`0 : ?i v) : h`0 :?;?i
p
) h?i))

Thus, we believe that the �eld insertion is key to show dynamic gradual guarantee, though it is left
as future work.

5.3.4 Evaluation. The evaluation rules are shown in Figure 9. A term evaluates if its subterm
under an evaluation context reduces (E_R��), triggers an exception (E_B����), or involves type
application (E_T�B���). As discussed in Section 5.1, type application (�X :K .e :: A)B generates a
fresh name � , substitutes � for X in e, stores the actual type (or row) B of � in name store �, and
reveals B to evaluation context E.

5.4 Properties
We show type soundness of F�C via progress and subject reduction.

T������ 5.1 (T��� ���������). If ;; ; ` e : A and ; | e �!⇤ �0 | e0 and e0 cannot be evaluated
under �0, then either e0 is a value or e0 = blame p for some p.

We also show that our surface language F�G is conservative over typing of F�C. We omit the full
presentation of F�G, but, as usual [Siek and Taha 2006], it is obtained by changing F� so that (1)
types are extended with ? and (2) the typing rules use consistent equivalence instead of type
equality. We write � ` M : A if M has type A under � in F�G. For example, the typing rule for record
decomposition in F�G is

� ` M1 : A A . [�] � .` B, � 0 �, x:B, y:[� 0] ` M2 : C
� ` let {` = x; y} = M1 inM2 : C

T�_RL��

where type matching A . [�] is de�ned as: ? . [?] and [�] . [�]. Type-preserving translation
� ` M : A ,! e fromM of A under � in F�G to e in F�C is given by inserting casts where type matching
and consistent equivalence are used. The full de�nitions are found in the supplementary material.

T������ 5.2. If � ` M : A, then there exists some e such that � ` M : A ,! e and ;; � ` e : A.
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We state that the language F�G is a conservative extension of F� in terms of typing.

T������ 5.3 (C������������� ���� ������). Suppose that ? does not appear in �, A, and M . (1)
If � ` M : A, then � `s M : A. (2) If � `s M : A, then � ` M : B for some B such that A ⌘ B.

6 RELATEDWORK
6.1 Row types, row polymorphism, and their applications
Row types were introduced by Wand [1987], who has studied type inference for objected-oriented
languages and modeled objects in a variant of �-calculus equipped with record types and variant
types with rows. Wand also introduced row type variables for row type inference and discussed
row polymorphism informally. Although that work supposed labels in a row type to be unique, it
allowed record extension {` = M1;M2} even for record M2 holding an ` �eld; if M2 contains an `
�eld, its value will be overwritten by M1. However, this overwriting semantics causes an issue that
some programs do not have principal types [Wand 1991]. Gaster and Jones [1996] resolved this
issue by allowing record extension only when record M2 does not contain an ` �eld. With help of
presence and absence types [Rémy 1989], they gave a type inference algorithm that produces a
principal type (if any). In order for row type substitution to preserve uniqueness of labels, they
employed quali�ed types called “lacks” predicates, which constrain quanti�ed row type variables to
be instantiated only with row types that lack some �elds. The use of presence and absence types
also enabled them to deal with record restriction, which was not handled by Wand [1987, 1991].
Another approach to principal typing for rows is to lift the uniqueness restriction and to allow

scoped labels. Scoped labels were �rst discussed by Berthomieu and le Moniès de Sagazan [1995] in
the context of process calculi and later applied to functional programming by Leijen [2005], who
also developed a sound and complete uni�cation algorithm for inference of row types with scoped
labels. In this work we adopt scoped labels, which enable us not only to simplify the metatheory of
our calculus but also to use the embedding operation [Leijen 2005]. The embedding operation is
helpful to align variant types with di�erent row types in a polymorphic setting. In our work, it is
also important to make the type system of F�C syntax-directed.

Row types have been applied, e.g., to model objects [Rémy and Vouillon 1998; Wand 1987, 1991]
and polymorphic variants [Garrigue 1998] and have been found in many programming languages.
A more recent application of row types is an e�ect system for e�ect handlers [Plotkin and Pretnar
2009] with [Leijen 2014, 2017; Lindley et al. 2017] or without [Hillerström and Lindley 2016] scoped
labels. Actually, our formalization of scoped labels and the embedding operation is in�uenced by
Hillerström et al. [2017] and Biernacki et al. [2018], respectively.

6.2 Gradual typing for records and variants
Takikawa et al. [2012] studied gradual typing for �rst-class classes. They employed row types and
row polymorphism for expressing presence and absence of interesting methods. Thus, they did not
handle variant types and considered row polymorphism together with lacks predicates. Their work
dealt with speci�cations written in the form of contracts and supposed contracts to play a role
of interface for module components. This style of gradual typing is called “macro”-level gradual
typing. i.e., typed and untyped modules are mixed, while we focus on “micro”-level gradual typing,
where typed and untyped expressions are mixed. Technically, this di�erence appears, e.g., in the
need of consistency. In addition, as our work, they also protected polymorphically typed values
from untyped code. Their development, sealing contracts, has �ner-grained control than row names
in our work in that sealing contracts can expose absence of �elds, while row names cannot.
Garcia et al. [2016] proposed a general framework to derive a gradually typed language from a

statically typed one. They also developed gradual rows, which are rows possibly ending with the
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dynamic row type, for record types via application of their framework to a calculus with width and
depth record subtyping. Thus, a clear di�erence between their and our work is support for variant
types and row polymorphism. The consistency relation in their work involves row equivalence, and,
therefore, it seems to be equivalent to consistent equivalence given by the present work (modulo
support for variant types and row polymorphism).

Jafery and Dun�eld [2017] introduced dynamic sums for gradual datasort re�nement. A dynamic
sum A +? B can be interpreted as both of a single type A and B, and its value can be deconstructed
by a case expression having a single branch for A or B. In our calculus dynamic sums can be encoded
by two-fold variant type h`1 :A; `2 :B; ·i which are coerced to h`1 :A; ·i or h`2 :B; ·i in case matching
via injection to h?i. Unlike our work, they did not deal with labeled �elds and row polymorphism.

7 CONCLUSION
We have introduced the dynamic row type and consistency for gradual typing with row types
and row polymorphism. While consistency captures the static aspect of the dynamic row type,
we have found that it is problematic if combined with row equivalence. To solve the problem
with consistency, we have developed consistent equivalence and shown that it characterizes
composition of consistency and row equivalence. We also have given a polymorphic blame calculus
F�C with scoped labels, row types, row polymorphism, and consistent equivalence and proven its
type soundness as well as type-preservation of translation from surface language F�G to F�C and
conservativity of F�G over typing of F� . The cast semantics of F�C is designed carefully to take into
account criteria of gradual typing [Siek et al. 2015], but proving them is left as future work. Another
direction of future work is to extend our calculus to e�ect systems for e�ect handlers [Plotkin and
Pretnar 2009]. It is also interesting to “gradualize” other formalisms, such as presence and absence
types [Pottier and Rémy 2005] and a general framework for row types [Morris and McKinna 2019].
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Foreign Function Typing: Semantic Type Soundness for FFIs
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In practice, FFIs are implemented by translation to a target language and by conversions at the level of the
target. We wish to establish type soundness in such a setting, where there are two languages making foreign
calls to one another. In particular, we want a notion of convertibility, that a type �A from language A is
convertible to a type �B from language B, which we will write �A ⇠ �B , such that conversions between these
types maintain type soundness (dynamically or statically) of the overall system.

In this paper, we leverage the idea that sound FFIs are a generalization of sound gradual typing, except
unlike gradual typing, FFIs mediate between languages without a common underlying term language. We start
with two languages and de�ne type soundness in a manner inspired by the practical implementation strategy:
that the languages will be translated to a common target. We do this using a realizability model, that is, by
setting up a logical relation indexed by source types but inhabited by target terms that behave as dictated by
the source types. The conversions �A ⇠ �B that should be allowed, are the ones implemented by target-level
translations that convert terms that semantically behave like �A to terms that semantically behave like �B (and
vice versa). This means that the converted term must either produce a runtime cast failure or produce some
term or value that behaves as �B . With the notion of �A ⇠ �B in hand, we can type check a foreign function
call, and based on the semantics of �A ⇠ �B , we can prove that typing the foreign function call is sound.

ACM Reference Format:
Daniel Patterson and Amal Ahmed. 2020. Foreign Function Typing: Semantic Type Soundness for FFIs. In
Informal Proceedings of the �rst ACM SIGPLAN Workshop on Gradual Typing (WGT20). ACM, New York, NY,
USA, 12 pages.

1 INTRO
We study practical and principledways for safe interoperation between languages.While in principle
systems may involve many languages, a single interaction will be between two languages, so we
focus on interoperability between two languages. Our practical inspiration comes from Foreign
Function Interfaces (FFIs), which are the primary mechanism for reasonably high-performance
cross-language function calls. Our principled inspiration comes from research on gradual typing—
in particular, New et al.’s approach based on semantic foundations for gradual typing [New and
Ahmed 2018; New et al. 2019].

Why FFIs. The reason why FFIs are considered challenging is that the abstractions that one
language uses are not necessarily the abstractions of the other language. As a result, the reasoning
that one can normally do (i.e., type-based reasoning – that a string can’t be used as a number,
or reasoning based on polymorphism, etc.) may not hold once values are passed across the FFI.
For example, OCaml is a strongly typed, essentially type-sound language, but every value is
represented uniformly with a single value representation across the FFI boundary with C. It’s up
to the programmer to be sure that strings are used as strings, numbers are used as numbers, etc.
Even more insidiously, a value of type �a in OCaml crosses as the same value representation, and
thus can be inspected to �gure out what actual type it represents, even though in OCaml it isn’t
possible to tell (because of parametricity).
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2020. ACM ISBN 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM.
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Our approach. In practice, FFIs are implemented by translation to a target and by conversions
that happen at the level of the target. We want to �gure out how to show type soundness in such a
setting, where there are two languages making foreign calls to one another. In particular, we want
a notion of convertibility, that a type �A from language A is convertible to a type �B from language
B, which we will write �A ⇠ �B . But the question is: what types �A and �B can we allow conversions
between while still maintaining type soundness (dynamically or statically) of the overall system?

In this paper, we start with two languages and de�ne type soundness in a manner inspired by the
practical implementation strategy: that the languages will be translated to a common target. We do
this using a realizability model, that is, by setting up a logical relation that is indexed by source
types but inhabited by the sets of target terms that behave as dictated by the source types (e.g., à la
Benton and Hur [2009]; Benton and Tabareau [2009]). To understand what conversions �A ⇠ �B
should be allowed, we need to show that the target-level conversions that the implementation
provides have the property that they translate terms that behave like �A to terms that behave like �B
(and vice versa). More formally, if eA 2 J�AK then converting eA to language B using the conversion
C�A 7!�B , we have that C�A 7!�B (eA) 2 J�BK. According to our logical relation, this means that the
converted term must either produce a runtime cast failure or produce some term or value that
behaves as �B . Once we have the notion of �A ⇠ �B , we can type check a foreign function call and
based on the soundness of �A ⇠ �B , can prove that the typing of that foreign function call is itself
sound.

Connection to Gradual Typing. In many ways, the problem of two languages interacting over
an FFI is a generalization of the problem of gradual typing. The key di�erence is that gradual
typing is concerned with interaction between two languages that, after some type erasure, share
the same underlying syntax and operational semantics, whereas in the FFI setting there is no
common underlying term language. By recognizing that FFIs are actually implemented by �rst
translating to a common (target) language and de�ning the source-type-indexed logical relations by
which we reason over those common terms, we can recover a common term language and reason
about the soundness of conversions between terms that behave as types from di�erent languages,
which is similar to reasoning about casts/coercions between types in gradual typing. Indeed, the
convertibility relation �A ⇠ �B is analogous to consistency relations in gradual typing, and there
are some similarities in the properties we want it to satisfy. But there are also di�erences: since
there is no particular relationship between the two type systems, there is no (pre-ordained) notion
of type precision and indeed there may be many di�erent equally valid alternative options for ⇠. In
future work, we plan to investigate more closely how we can derive properties akin to the gradual
guarantee from a particular choice of precision, or what may prevent that from happening. Finally,
we note that if one of our two source languages was dynamically typed while the other is statically
typed, most of our treatment should look very similar to gradual typing.

A Case Study. In this paper, we illustrate our methodology for designing safe FFIs with a case
study involving two languages: a simply-typed linear language and a language with a simple
indexed type system, both compiled to a simply-typed target that has fewer type features than
either source. The target, indeed, could be dynamically typed—as will often be the case with practical
FFI implementations—but for simplicity, we retain some types in the target and our compilers
translate source terms by simply erasing extra type features in the source languages. We then
design and prove safe a foreign function interface between the two languages.

2 A PAIR OF LANGUAGES
To begin our study, we consider two source languages, which each extend the simply-typed lambda
calculus with interesting type features.
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B���D��� � ::= unit | int | � ( � | !� | �&� | � ⌦ �
e ::= () | x | a | �a : � .e | e e | e e | !e | let !x = e in e 0 |

he, e 0i | e .1 | e .2 | (e, e) | let (a,a0) = e in e 0

� ::= () | �a : � .e | !e | he, e 0i | (�,� 0)

�;a : � ` a : �
x : � 2 �

�; · ` x : � �; · ` n : int

�;�,a : �1 ` e : �2
�;� ` �a : �1.e : �1 ( �2

�;�1 ` e1 : �1 ( �2 �;�2 ` e2 : �1 �3 � �1,�2

�;�3 ` e1 e2 : �2

�; · ` e : �
�; · ` e : !�

�;�1 ` e : !� �, x : � ;�2 ` e 0 : � 0 �3 � �1,�2

�;�3 ` let !x = e in e 0

�;� ` e1 : �1 �;� ` e2 : �2
�;� ` he1, e2i : �1&�2

�;� ` e : �1&�2
�;� ` e .1 : �1

�;� ` e : �1&�2
�;� ` e .2 : �2

�;�1 ` e1 : �1 �;�1 ` e2 : �2 �3 � �1,�2

�;�3 ` (e1, e2) : �1 ⌦ �2

�;�1 ` e : �1 ⌦ �2 �;�2,a : �1,a0 : �1 ` e 0 : � 0 �3 � �1,�2

�;�3 ` let (a,a0) = e in e 0 : � 0

Fig. 1. Syntax and (very) selected static semantics for B���D���.

Our �rst source language is B���D���, a simply typed linear lambda calculus based on removing
polymorphism from PDILL[Zhao et al. 2010] and adding base types. Brie�y, B���D��� has both
linear variables, written a and tracked in the linear environment �, and unrestricted variables,
written x and tracked in the unrestricted environment �. In addition to the usual linear arrows
(given type(), we have both additive (�1&�2) and multiplicative (�1 ⌦ �2) linear pairs. The syntax
and a few typing rules are shown in Figure 1. The typing judgment has the form �;� ` e : � . (The
reader may consult [Zhao et al. 2010] for more details on the language B���D��� derives from.)

Our second source language is I����±, the simply-typed lambda calculus with integers enriched
with an positive/negative index algebra that can be used to track the sign of numbers. The syntax
and a selection of the typing rules are in Figure 2. Number types � capture our index system,
where literal numbers are either +0 (non-negative) or � (negative), and computations that return
numbers can degrade to the unknown-sign type num. Number type polymorphism allows functions
like e = �� .�x :� .x ⇤ 2, which has type 8� .� ! � ⇤ +0. Then e[+0]2 would have type +0, since
type application reduces +0 ⇤ +0 to +0. The typing judgment has the form H; � ` e : � where the
environment H keeps track of number-type variables � . The operational semantics are standard;
evaluation does not depend on indexes.

Note that each language has syntax for a foreign call to the other language. We defer the static
semantics for these foreign calls until later, as it is indeed the entire subject of this paper. The
foreign call mimics how FFIs typically work: a foreign function is applied to native arguments, with
the result being used natively. Without the static rules for foreign calls, programs involving them
would simply be ill-typed.
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I����± � ::= � | 8� .� | � ! � | � ⇥ �
� ::= � | +0 | � | num | �+� | �⇤�
e ::= n | x | e + e | e ⇤ e | �x : � . e | e e | e e

�� .e | e[�] | (e, e) | e .1 | e .2
� ::= n | �x : � . e | �� .e | (�,�)

n � 0
H; � ` n : +0

n < 0
H; � ` n : �

x : � 2 �

H; � ` x : �
H; � ` e1 : �1 H; � ` e2 : �2

H; � ` e1 + e2 : +(�1+�2)

H; � ` e1 : �1 H; � ` e2 : �2
H; � ` e1 ⇤ e2 : +(�1⇤�2)

H; �, x �1 ` e : �2
H; � ` �x .e : �1 ! �2

H; � ` e : �1 ! �2 H; � ` e 0 : �1
H; � ` e e 0 : �2

H,� ; � ` e : �
H; � ` �� .e : 8� .�

H; � ` e : 8� .�
H; � ` e[�] : +(� [�/�])

H; � ` e1 : �1 H; � ` e2 : �2
H; � ` (e1, e2) : �1 ⇥ �2

H; � ` e : �1 ⇥ �2

H; � ` e .1 : �1
H; � ` e : �1 ⇥ �2

H; � ` e .2 : �2

+(�1 + �2) = ++(+(n1), +(n2))
+(�1 ⇤ �2) = ⇤+(+(n1), +(n2))
+(�) = �

++(+0, +0) = +0
++(�, +0) = num
++(+0, �) = num
++(�, �) = �
++(num, _) = num
++(_, num) = num
++(�1, �2) = �1+�2

⇤+(+0, +0) = +0
⇤+(�, +0) = �
⇤+(+0, �) = �
⇤+(�, �) = +0
⇤+(num, _) = num
⇤+(_, numt�) = num
⇤+(�1, �2) = �1⇤�2

Fig. 2. Syntax and (very) selected static semantics for I����±.

3 A PAIR OF COMPILERS
Our work models FFIs as they work, and that means modeling interaction in the context of the
target language that the interacting source languages compile to. To show how this works, here
we compile both B���D��� and I����± to a simply-typed lambda calculus that has the possibility
of runtime failure, which we will use for cast failures. The target language syntax and selected
static semantics are presented below in Figure 3. We emphasize that, like many target languages,
this target has less static reasoning principles than either of our source languages, and indeed: our
approach is viable even in the presence of untyped, unsound targets.
The compilers for our two languages are presented in Figure 4, following the type translations

that guide the compilers, which essentially erase any extra type features not present in STLC.
We present the operational semantics for our target language in Figure 5. While the result of

evaluation is completely standard call-by-value and the language contains no particularly exotic
features, we do instrument the operational semantics in a certain way so that it allows us to reason
in our logical relation about the use of variables. What this means is that we run with a machine
con�guration h� , ei that pairs a variable store � with a term e . In the variable store, each variable
has a count of how many times it has been used. Variables are never removed from the store, and
thus the counts do not a�ect evaluation, but they can be reasoned about logically: a store binding
x

n7! � says that x has been accessed n times.
We present the evaluation using evaluation contexts; the evaluation contexts, which are standard,

appeared in the grammar above, while the reduction rules are given below. As noted above, we
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STLC � ::= int | � + � | � ⇥ � | � ! �
e ::= n | x | e + e | e ⇤ e | inl e | inr e | (e, e) | �x : � . e | e e

| match e withx {e}� {e} | let (x,�) = e in e | fail
| let x = e in e | ltn e e

E ::= [•] | E + e | � + E | E ⇤ e | � ⇤ E | inl E | inr E | (E, e) | (�, E) | E e | � E
| matchEwithx {e1}� {e2} | let (x,�) = E in e | let x = E in e
| ltn E e | ltn � E

� ::= n | inl� | inr� | �x : � . e

� ` n : int
� ` e1 : int � ` e2 : int

� ` e1 + e2 : int
� ` e1 : int � ` e2 : int

� ` e1 ⇤ e2 : int
� ` e : �

� ` inl e : � + � 0

� ` e : �
� ` inr e : � 0 + �

� ` e1 : �1 � ` e2 : �2
� ` (e1, e2) : �1 ⇥ �2

x : � 2 �

� ` x : �
�, x : �1 ` e : �2

� ` �x : �1. e : �1 ! �2

� ` e1 : �1 ! �2 � ` e2 : �1
� ` e1 e2 : �2

� ` e : �1 + �2 �, x : �1 ` e1 : � �,� : �2 ` e2 : �
� ` match e withx {e1}� {e2}

� ` e : �1 ⇥ �2 �, x : �1,� : �2 ` e 0 : �
� ` let (x,�) = e in e 0 : � � ` fail : �

� ` e : � �, x : � ` e 0 : � 0

� ` let x = e in e 0 : � 0

� ` e1 : int � ` e2 : int
� ` ltn e1 e2 : int + int

Fig. 3. Syntax and (very) selected static semantics for STLC.

maintain use counts for variables, so the rule for variable lookup increments that count, and all the
rules that add new bindings to the store set the initial count to 0.

4 A SOURCE-TYPE INDEXED LOGICAL RELATION
The �rst critical element of Foreign Function Typing is a logical relation inhabited by target terms
but indexed by source types—of both languages. In order to support linearity, our target operational
semantics is instrumented to maintain variables in a store which counts the number of times the
variables are accessed. Indeed, any realizability model for linear types, never mind whether it’s
in the FFI setting, would require some way to ensure that computations maintain the invariants
about variable use if our soundness theorem was to say anything about those linear invariants.
And importantly, while our “instrumented” semantics is necessary for the logical relation, it admits
a very straightforward erasure to an operational semantics without such tracking (as no operations
depend on the use counts), and thus programs will run equivalently under either semantics. While
the target language (intentionally) does not know about linearity and uses the store for all variables,
the invariant of our logical relation is that the store fragments that inhabit the relation only contain
the linear bindings. We present the full logical relation in Figure 6.

5 SOUNDNESS
We started this paper asking the question: how can we maintain soundness in the presence of
FFI calls, cross-language interaction, etc. We have now set up a logical relation, but on its own, a
logical relation doesn’t tell us anything about the programs we write, only about the programs
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B���D��� (� )+ = STLC �
(unit)+ = int
(int)+ = int

(�1 ( �2)+ = �1+ ! �2+

(!� )+ = �+

(�1&�2)+ = �1+ ⇥ �2+

(�1 ⌦ �2)+ = �1+ ⇥ �2+

B���D��� (e)+ = STLC e
(x : � )+ = x : �+
(a : � )+ = a : �+

(n : int)+ = n : int
(�a : �1.e : �1 ( �2)+ = �a : �1+.e+ : �1+ ! �2+

(e e 0 : � )+ = e+ e 0+ : �+
(!e :!� )+ = e+ : �+

(let !x = e in e 0:� )+ = let x = e+ in e 0+ : �+
he1, e2i : �1&�2)+ = (e1+, e2+) : �1+ ⇥ �2+

(e .1 : � )+ = let (x, _) = e+ in x : �+
(e .2 : � )+ = let (_, x) = e+ in x : �+

((e1, e2) : �1 ⌦ �2)+ = (e1+, e2+) : �+1 ⇥ �+2
(let (a,a0) = e in e 0 : � )+ = let (a,a0) = e+ in e 0+ : �+

I����± �+ = STLC �
(�)+ = int

(8� .� )+ = int ! �+

(�1 ! �2)+ = �1+ ! �2+

(�1 ⇥ �2)+ = �1+ ⇥ �2+

I����± (e)+ = STLC e
(n : �)+ = n : int
(x : � )+ = x : �+

(e1 + e2 : �)+ = e+1 + e
+
2 : int

(e1 ⇤ e2 : �)+ = e+1 ⇤ e+2 : int
(� x . e : �1 ! �2)+ = � x . e+ : �+1 ! �+2

(e1 e2 : � )+ = e+1 e+2 : �+
(�� . e : 8� .� )+ = �_.e+ : �+

(e1[�] : � )+ = e+1 0 : �+
((e1, e2) : �1 ⇥ �2)+ = (e+1 , e+2 ) : �+1 ⇥ �+2

(e .1 : � )+ = let (x, _) = e+ in x : �+
(e .2 : � )+ = let (_, x) = e+ in x : �+

Fig. 4. Compilers from I����± and B���D��� to STLC.

that are in the relation! What we have to prove is a soundness theorem, which says that if a term
is syntactically well typed, then it is semantically well typed—that is, terms in the relation either
terminate at values of the right (semantic) type, or fail with well-de�ned target-level errors. We
state this for open terms as follows:

�;� ` e : � ) 8� 2 GJ�K. 8� 2 DJ�K. (� ,� (e+)) 2 EJ� K.
H; � ` e : � ) 8� 2 GJ�K. 8� 2 RJHK. ({},� (e+)) 2 EJ� K�
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h� , ei 7! h� 0, e 0i

h�1 ] x
n7! �, xi 7! h�1 ] x

n+17! �,�i
h� ,n1 + n2i 7! h� ,n3i | n3 = n1 + n2
h� ,n1 ⇤ n2i 7! h� ,n3i | n3 = n1 ⇤ n2
h� , (� x : � .e) �i 7! h� ] {x 07! �}, ei
h� ,match (inl�)withx {e1}� {e2}i 7! h� ] {x 07! �}, e1i
h� ,match (inr�)withx {e1}� {e2}i 7! h� ] {� 07! �}, e2i
h� , let (x,�) = (�1,�2) in ei 7! h� ] {x 07! �1,�

07! �2}, ei
h� , let x = � in ei 7! h� ] {x 07! �}, ei
h� , ltn n1 n2i | n1 < n2 7! h� , inr 0i
h� , ltn n1 n2i | n1 >= n2 7! h� , inl 0i

h� , ei 7! h� , e 0i
h� , E[e]i 7! h� , E[e 0]i h� , E[fail]i 7! h� , faili

Fig. 5. STLC operational semantics.

VJunitK� = {({}, 0)} [ {({x 7!0}, x) | x is any variable}
VJintK� = {({},n)} [ {({x 7!n}, x) | n is any integer, x is any variable}
VJ�1 ( �2K� = {(�f , � x .e) | 8 (�a,�) 2 VJ�1K� , (�f ] �a, (� x .e) �) 2 EJ�2K� }
VJ!� K� = {({},�) | ({},�) 2 VJ� K� }
VJ�1&�1K� = {(� , (�1,�2)) | (� ,�1) 2 VJ�1K� ^ (� ,�2) 2 VJ�2K� }
VJ� ⌦ � K� = {(�1 ] �2, (�1,�2)) | (�1,�1) 2 VJ�1K� ^ (�2,�2) 2 VJ�2K� }
VJ+0K� = {({},n) | n � 0}
VJ�K� = {({},n) | n < 0}}
VJnumK� = {({},n) | n is any integer}
VJ�K� = {({},�) | � 2 �[�]}
VJ�1 + �2K� = {({},�1 +�2) | ({},�1) 2 VJ�1K� ^ ({},�2) 2 VJ�2K� }}
VJ�1 ⇤ �2K� = {({},�1 ⇤�2) | ({},�1) 2 VJ�1K� ^ ({},�2) 2 VJ�2K� }}
VJ8� .� K� = {({}, � _.e) | 8P ✓ VJnumK� , ({}, e) 2 EJ� K� ,� 7!P }
VJ�1 ! �2K� = {({}, � x .e) | 8 ({},�) 2 VJ�1K� , ({}, [�/x]e) 2 EJ�2K� }
VJ�1 ⇥ �2K� = {({}, (�1,�2)) | ({},�1) 2 VJ�1K� ^ ({},�2) 2 VJ�2K� }
EJ� K� = {(�s , e) | 8�r .�s ] �r ; e + � 0; fail _

�s ] �r ; e + � 0;� ^ � 0 = �f ] �r ^wf(�f � garbage(�f ,�s )) ^
(�f � garbage(�f ,�s ) � used(�f ),�) 2 VJ� K� }

wf(� ) = all(� , ref <= 1)
garbage(�1,�2) = dom(�1) � dom(�2)
used(� ) = �lter(� , ref = 1)
� ; e + � 0;� means no fail encountered.

Fig. 6. Source-type indexed logical relation.

Here we de�ne DJ�K, GJ�K, and GJ�K in the obvious way (mapping variables to values in the
value relation at the right type. For �, the mapping carries 0 as the count of uses, as the assumption
of a linear environment is that none of the variables have been used yet. RJHK maps type variables
to number predicates, re�ecting that our only polymorphism is on number types.

With all those (standard) preliminaries, we have that well-typed source terms, after compilation,
are in our relation, which means that they behave according to our EJ� K� relation which captures
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our notion of soundness: they either reduce to fail, or they run to a value that is in the relation at
the right type. Note that this is all de�ned over terms after compilation.
This is, indeed, the right property to have in realistic settings where the only operational

semantics, and indeed the only programs we run, are those we get after compilation.
We can prove that type soundness holds in the standard way, by induction over the typing

derivation. Here, we show for demonstration, a few compatibility lemmas.

L���� 5.1 (C������������nN�����������). H; � ` n : +0 ) 8� 2 GJ�K.8� 2 RJHK. ({},� (n+)) 2
EJ+0K�
P����. Given H; � ` n : +0 and � 2 GJ�K, � 2 RJHK, we need to show that: ({},� (n+)) 2 EJ� K� .

Since the compiler is the identity on numbers, and substitution will do nothing, this reduces to
showing ({},n) 2 EJ� K� . Since n is already a value, we need only show that ({},n) 2 VJ� K� . But
this holds based on the assumption from H; � ` n : +0: that n � 0. ⇤

L���� 5.2 (C������������ P���). H; � ` (e1, e2) : �1 ⇥ �2 ) 8� 2 GJ�K.8� 2 RJHK. ({},� ((e1, e2)+)) 2
EJ�1 ⇥ �2K�
P����. GivenH; � ` (e1, e2) : �1 ⇥ �2 and� 2 GJ�K, � 2 RJHK, we need to show that: ({},� ((e1, e2)+)) 2

EJ�1 ⇥ �2K� . The compiler and substitution pushes through the pair, meaningwe really need to show:
({}, (� (e1+),� (e2+)) 2 EJ�1 ⇥ �2K� . From the induction hypotheses, we know that ({},� (e1+)) 2
EJ�1K� , which means it will evaluate to a value in VJ�1K� (or else fail, and we’re done). The other
side evaluates as well, and we end up with a pair (�1,�2), where each element is in the respective
value relation at the right type. This, in turn, is how VJ�1 ⇥ �2K� is de�ned, so we are done. ⇤

L���� 5.3 (C������������ L�����V�������a). �;� ` a : � ) 8� 2 GJ�K.8� 2 DJ�K. (� ,� (a+)) 2
EJ� K.
P����. Given �;� ` a : � and � 2 GJ�K,� 2 DJ�K, we need to show that: (� ,� (a+)) 2 EJ� K. .

We know that a is not in �, so the substitution does nothing, and the compilation is the identity. We
also know that � is a singleton with a : � , which means that � is {a 07! �} where ({},�) 2 VJ� K·.
So we can simplify what we have to show to: ({a 07! �},a) 2 EJ� K. We can see that this will
evaluate according to the operational semantics to h{a 17! �},�i, which means we will need to
show that ({},�) is in VJ� K· (since the store entry would be removed by the “used” case). But this
is exactly what we have from our assumption, so we are done. This case demonstrates the way that
we use our instrumented operational semantics to reason about linear environments, even though
the target semantics doesn’t have any features speci�cally about linearity (the same underlying
features could be used for various substructural features, or ignored entirely, as with the semantics
for I����±). ⇤

Proving the rest of the typing rules via compatibility lemmas will show that well-typed programs
in our languages are sound with respect to our relation. As yet, however, well-typed programs
cannot involve foreign calls, as we have given no way to type them. The goal of the rest of this
paper is incorporating those calls into this setting and maintaining the same soundness result in
the presence of those calls.

6 CONVERTIBILITY
We incorporate type checking of foreign calls by means of a convertibility relation that de�nes
when we can safely convert between (terms of) a type in one language and (terms of) a type in the
other language, which is de�ned up to the possibility of (well-de�ned) operational failure. This is a
symmetric relation, written � ⇠ � . We can de�ne rules inductively for this relation, for example:
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int ⇠ +0
However, on its own, such a relation does not tell us how we would actually realize (implement)

the conversion. For this, we need a pair of target-language compilers/translations, C� 7!� and C� 7!� ,
which may insert runtime coercions, transform code, etc. Hence, the full declarative judgment
looks like:

(Cint 7!+0,C+07!int ) : int ⇠ +0
(C�1 7!�1,C�1 7!�1 ) : �1 ⇠ �1 (C�2 7!�2,C�2 7!�2 ) : �2 ⇠ �2

(C�1⌦�2 7!�1⇥�2,C�1⇥�2 7!�1⌦�2 ) : �1 ⌦ �2 ⇠ �1 ⇥ �2

Here the intention is that for rules with premises, the compilers below the line can use the
compilers from their premises in their implementations.
Having de�ned the judgment this way, we can de�ne a typing rule for a foreign function call:

we merely require that the argument and return types be convertible, and that the function itself
be closed. The latter highlights that this captures semantics of foreign function calls, rather than
multi-language semantics where bindings from both languages live in shared environments.

·; · ` e1 : �1 ! �2 �; � ` e2 : �1 _ : �1 ⇠ �1 _ : �2 ⇠ �2

�; � ` e1 e2 : �2
This admits a straightforward translation into the target, by using the corresponding compilers

at the right places: e e 0 C�2 7!�2 (e+ C�1 7!�1 (e 0+)).
However, up until this point, we haven’t made any requirements about what rules would be

admissible, or what the compilers could do, or indeed, whether the result is sound. In order to prove
soundness, we require that one lemma be proved, by induction on the convertibility derivation:

L���� 6.1 (C������������� S��������).
If

(C� 7!� ,C� 7!� ) : � ⇠ �

then
8(� , e) 2 EJ� K·, (� ,C� 7!� (e)) 2 EJ� K·

and
8(� , e) 2 EJ� K·, (� ,C� 7!� (e)) 2 EJ� K·

We read this as requiring that the two compilers take terms that are semantically well-typed in
one language to terms that are semantically well-typed in the other. The logical relation allows the
possibility of runtime casts that can fail via the explicit fail instruction.

The requirement that we prove this lemma ensures that we can prove soundness in the presence
of foreign calls, and indeed, may prevent us from de�ning convertibility between some types
for which it is impossible to convert them soundly. This happens, for example, with linear types;
linearity is a tricky thing and this is the reason why we chose it for our case study.

7 ADDING A FOREIGN FUNCTION INTERFACE IMPLEMENTATION
In order to make foreign calls, we have to, as described in the previous section, add � ⇠ � rules,
provide compilers to do the conversions on the boundaries, and prove the soundness lemma.
For example, we might want to invoke a I����± function that expects a positive number with a
B���D��� number, which doesn’t have a sign. We therefore want to add the following judgment:
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(Cint 7!+0,C+0 7!int ) : int ⇠ +0
The �rst conversion, Cint 7!+0, is relatively straightforward; it just wraps the expression with a

runtime sign check that fails the computation if the sign check doesn’t pass:

match (ltn e 0)with inl _{fail} inrx{x}
To prove that this is correct, we need to show that it is in EJ+0K·. Given the possible values from

VJintK·, (which we know we can reduce to), we either are running with a literal integer and an
empty store, or a variable with a singleton store mapping to an integer. When we terminate, if we
did not fail, we will have referenced the item in the store once (if we had any store), and will have
a positive integer, and thus will be in VJ+0K·, as needed.

The other conversion function,C+0 7!int (e), is actually easier! As we are given (after evaluation) a
positive integer in an empty store, so we don’t actually have to do anything—the conversion can be
the identity!
This shows that, at least, at integer types, we can call between these two languages safely –

which means, programs with these foreign calls and the realizing coercions inserted will still satisfy
the relation, and provided that the relation captures the safety from each language that we desire,
our FFI has not disturbed it!
Can we do this for more complex types? �1 ⌦ �2 ⇠ �1 ⇥ �2 is possible, provided that �1 ⇠ �1 and

�2 ⇠ �2, with the following conversions:

C�1⌦�2 7!�1⇥�2 (e) = let (x,�) in (C�1 7!�1 (x),C�2 7!�2�)
We can see that from the evaluation relation, we know that e will reduce to a pair where the values,

with given stores, are in the corresponding V relation. This then means they can be converted
using the coercions on the respective types (e.g., if the conversion were int ⇠ +0, we could use the
above conversion). The stores are the tricky part, but we know the entirety of the resulting store
is split between �1 and �2 in the pair, and the coercion means that somehow, these stores were
eliminated (if they even existed).

Going the other direction is essentially the same thing, just applying conversions in the reverse
direction.

What about arrow types? i.e., prove the following sound:

(C�1 7!�1,C�1 7!�1 ) : �1 ⇠ �1 (C�2 7!�2,C�2 7!�2 ) : �2 ⇠ �2

(C�1(�2 7!�1!�2,C�1!�2 7!�1(�2 ) : �1 ( �2 ⇠ �1 ! �2

Consider �rst going from a �1 ! �2 to a �1 ( �2. We know, from the logical relation, that we will
have an expression e that will evaluate to a lambda with no store fragment—i.e., it will be closed. To
show that that is in VJ�1 ( �2K· we need to show that given an arbitrary (�a,�) from VJ�1K·, the
lambda applied to � will be in EJ�2K· with �a as the store. From our hypothesis, we know we have
a C�1 7!�1 (·) that we can wrap around � , such that running it with �a results in a value in VJ�1K·.
That, in turn, means applying our function (which is inVJ�1 ! �2K·) will result in an expression
in EJ�2K·, and we can use our other conversion, C�2 7!�2 (·), to wrap this to get a term in EJ�2K·, and
in particular one with an empty store (which is perfectly �ne for VJ�1 ( �2K·).
The other direction, however, causes problems. By assumption, we have an expression in

EJ�1 ( �2K·, which means it reduces to a function value with some store �f . That store is the
essence of the problem. Because only a function without a store can be in VJ�1 ! �2K·. We could
inline all of the bindings (which, since our languages are pure, wouldn’t change the meaning),
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which would produce such a lambda, but we would no longer know anything about the lambda—in
particular, this means we couldn’t use our conversions, as in the other direction, to prove that our
function applied to an argument is in the relation. What this highlights is that the problem with
linear functions is actually when they are open: and indeed, the fact that our foreign function calls
work at all relies upon the functions that are called being closed.

This probably seems backwards: ones intuition is that linear functions should be easy to treat as
unrestricted functions, and that it is the unrestricted functions that would be di�cult to account for.
But note that while we were able to show a conversion for unrestricted functions, our hypothesis
was quite strong: for such a function to be able to be soundly used in a linear context, we need
to be able to convert all linear arguments to unrestricted arguments. Intuitively, this amounts to
consuming them at the call-site by copying them to an unrestricted version. Assuming that can
be done, which it certainly cannot for all types, there are no longer any linear variables we need
concern ourselves with, and this is why our unrestricted function can be used “safely”.

8 BENEFITS OF THE APPROACH
We have now shown how it is possible to take a pair of languages with compilers to a common
target and de�ne an FFI between them and prove that the FFI maintains type soundness. The
approach had several critical features:
(1) The logical relation, which allows us to prove soundness, is inhabited by target terms, which

allows us to express the behavior of both of our source languages and coercions between
them. This is how real languages work as well, as FFIs are built based on shared conventions
on whatever target platform is used.

(2) We begin with a sound basis: no interactions at all. We then only allow interactions that, by
de�nition, maintain soundness. This means, in particular, that certain types are impossible to
translate, but this re�ects the reality that certain types are unsafe to allow across boundaries
(and this is implemented in certain FFIs, e.g., Haskell’s).

(3) While our setting is idealized, it is critical that our target language does not have static
features that nonetheless are critical invariants of our source language – e.g., the sign of
integers in I����±. While we may have to instrument the target in some ways, as we did
here to add variable-use counts, the general idea is that the target can be low-level, untyped,
etc. This re�ects the reality of most compiler IRs, and the necessity that target language have
enough positive expressivity (using the authors terminology developed in [Patterson and
Ahmed 2017]) to account for any behavior in the source language. While negative expressivity
(same citation) may be useful for separate compilation and linking, in the context of this
work, most of it is instead embedded in the logical relation, and thus is an artifact of the
proof, rather than needing to exist in the target language itself.

In future work, we plan to investigate a realizability model based on a binary logical relation
rather than a unary one as we have done here. With a binary relation we can better capture
relational properties of source types. We also plan to investigate notions of type precision between
the types of the two source languages and how this a�ects migration from one language to another
and associated properties akin to the gradual guarantee in gradually typed languages. This involves
switching from a symmetric type convertibility relation to a directed re�nement. Finally, there
is much work to be done in applying this methodology to numerous pairs of practical source
languages, using this technique to design type-sound FFIs between languages.
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Integrating static typing and dynamic typing has received considerable attention in academia and industry.
Gradual typing is one approach to this integration that preserves type soundness by casting values at run-time.
For higher order values such as functions and mutable references, a cast typically wraps the values in a
proxy that performs casts when the values are used. This approach su�ers from two problems: (1) chains of
proxies can grow and consume unbounded space, and (2) statically typed code regions need to check whether
values are proxied. Monotonic references [Siek et al. 2015c] solve both problems for mutable references by
directly casting the heap cell instead of wrapping the reference in a proxy. In this paper we show how to
integrate monotonic references with the coercion-based solution to the �rst problem for other values such as
functions [Herman et al. 2007]. We present a space-e�cient version of the semantics for monotonic references,
functions, and pairs and prove an upper bound on space overhead. Furthermore, the prior semantics for
monotonic references involved storing cast expressions (not yet values) on the heap and it is not obvious how
to implement this behavior e�ciently in a compiler and run-time system. In our new semantics, only values
are written to the heap, making the semantics straightforward to implement. Finally, we provide a type safety
proof that is fully mechanized in Agda.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → General programming languages; Seman-
tics.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: gradual-typing, reduction semantics, mutable state
ACM Reference Format:
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1 WHAT ARE THE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF GRADUAL TYPING?
Gradual typing combines static and dynamic type checking, giving the programmer control over
which typing discipline to be used in each region of code [Anderson and Drossopoulou 2003;
Gronski et al. 2006; Siek and Taha 2006; Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen 2006]. Siek et al. [2015b]
describe �ve criteria for gradually typed languages, including type soundness and the gradual
guarantee. The type soundness criteria requires that the value of an expression must have the type
that was predicted by the type system. The gradual guarantee states that changing type annotations
should not change the semantics of the program, except that incorrect type annotations may induce
compile-time or run-time errors.
Type soundness is enforced, without compromising the expressive power of the language, by

performing runtime type checking at the boundaries between statically typed and dynamically
typed regions of code. This runtime overhead could be signi�cant, depending on the nature of
the language and what kind of features are supported. For instance, for languages with nominal
types, the runtime check for whether a value has a given type is e�cient and straightforward to
implement. Indeed, Muehlboeck and Tate [2017] show that Nom, a nominally-typed object-oriented
language (without generics or function types), exhibits low overheads. On the other hand, with
structural types, the runtime check can be much more complex, e.g., for higher-order values it
may involve the use of a proxy to mediate between a value and its context. For instance, casting
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a function value wraps it in a proxy [Findler and Felleisen 2002] that checks, at application sites,
whether the types of the input and output values matches that of the cast. Similarly, casting a
reference value wraps the reference in a proxy that checks at read sites if the value on the heap
could be cast to the type the context expects, and checks at write sites if the written value could be
cast to the type of the heap cell.
Using proxies to cast higher-order values causes two problems. First, each time a value of a

higher-order type crosses the boundary between a statically typed and dynamically typed code
regions, it gets wrapped in a proxy. These chains of proxies can grow without bounds, causing space
leaks Herman et al. [2007, 2010]. Furthermore, the chains of proxies can cause runtime slowdowns
to the extent of changing the asymptotic complexity of a program. Kuhlenschmidt et al. [2019]
demonstrate this problem with a simple quicksort program that is fully statically typed except for
one annotation, causing a proxy to be created around the vector being sorted at each recursive
call to the sort function. The runtimes collected from running the program on di�erent input sizes
suggest that the asymptotic complexity changes from O(n2) to O(n3).
The second problem with using proxies is the overhead of runtime dispatch on higher-order

values at use sites. At each use site, the implementation must check whether the incoming value is
proxied, and if so, perform runtime checks before and/or after processing the underlying value.
This runtime dispatch is necessary even in statically typed code regions, because a reference from a
dynamically typed region may �ow into a static region. Kuhlenschmidt et al. [2019] observe about
20% overhead in a statically-typed matrix multiplication benchmark. This problem prevents the
performance of statically-typed code in a gradually-typed programming language to be on par with
corresponding code in statically-typed programming languages.
The good news is that these two problems have been solved for the case of functions. Herman

et al. [2007, 2010] use the coercions of Henglein [1994] to compress chains by reducing sequences
of coercions to normal form and Siek et al. [2015a] de�ne a recursive function for composing
coercions in normal form. Furthermore, Siek and Garcia [2012] solve the dynamic dispatch problem
for functions, while also compressing coercions, by using a closure representation that can act as
either a regular closure or as a proxy but with a uniform calling convention. This technique is used
in Grift [Kuhlenschmidt et al. 2019].

For mutable references, Herman et al. [2007, 2010] solve the �rst problem by compressing chains
of proxies using coercions, but their design does not solve the second problem of needing runtime
dispatch to handle proxies. Siek et al. [2015c] introduce an alternative design, called monotonic
references, that does not wrap addresses in proxies and instead casts values in the heap directly,
e�ectively solving the dynamic dispatch issue. However, Siek et al. [2015c] leave as future work the
challenge of identifying a normal form for coercions with monotonic references and of developing
a function for composing such coercions. Furthermore, their monotonic heap maps addresses
to expressions that are reduced using a small-step reduction relation. (Normally only values are
stored in the heap.) It is not obvious how to implement this reduction-in-the-heap in a compiled
implementation of a gradually-typed language.

In this paper, we answer the following questions.

Q.1 How to integrate monotonic references into a space-e�cient coercion calculus?
Q.2 How to implement monotonic references in a way that only puts values in the heap?

We answer those questions by presenting a new reduction semantics for monotonic references
that is space-e�cient for functions and that writes values only to the heap. To achieve the former,
we interpret casts as coercions [Henglein 1994; Herman et al. 2007, 2010] and extend the coercion
composition operator from prior work [Siek et al. 2015a], to also compose coercions for monotonic
references. Regarding the latter, we provide a cast function that returns a value (that can then
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be written to the heap) and a list of casts on addresses that are put into a queue for subsequent
processing, making the semantics straightforward to implement.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates the problem of chains of

function proxies and the importance of space-e�ciency. Section 3 illustrates why prior work on
monotonic references wrote cast expressions to the heap. Section 4 gives an informal presentation
of our approach. Sections 5 and 6 present our approach formally and prove type safety.

2 THE PROBLEM OF CHAINS OF FUNCTION PROXIES
Proxies ensure that the type of a proxied value matches a certain type. Proxies are needed when it
is hard to check immediately if the type of a value matches some type. For instance, it is in general
impossible to check whether an arbitrary untyped function will return a Boolean without applying
it �rst. With proxies, the function gets wrapped in a proxy that performs the desired checks at
application sites. In this case, it checks if the incoming argument can be cast to the domain type of
the underlying function, and also checks if the return value could be cast to Boolean.

An important consequence of that wrapping, however, is that values could accumulate multiple
proxies when �owing through the boundaries between statically typed and dynamically typed
regions of code. Operations on such proxied values have to go through all the layers of proxies,
performing all their checks in order to access the underlying value.
This problem was �rst observed by Herman et al. [2007, 2010] in two higher-order, mutually

recursive functions. One of the functions expects a statically typed function as input and the other
expects a dynamically typed function, so implicit function casts are inserted to mediate between
the types. A function cast creates a run-time proxy wrapping the function being cast. Every time
one of the functions is called, a new proxy is created. These proxies consume space proportional to
the number of recursive calls.

With monotonic references there are no proxies on references, however the prior work did not
integrate the solutions for space e�ciency on other higher-order values such as functions [Siek
et al. 2015c]. In this paper we combine monotonic references with space-e�ciency for other values.

3 THE PROBLEM OF EXPRESSIONS ON THE HEAP
In this section we review how and why the prior semantics for monotonic references puts ex-
pressions on the heap [Siek and Vitousek 2013; Siek et al. 2015c]. Consider the following example
that creates a cycle in the heap, written in a variant of Typed Racket syntax that supports the
dynamic type Dyn to enable �ne-grained gradual typing. (Typed Racket uses the term “box” to
mean reference. The Boxof type corresponds to the Ref type.)

1 (: f Dyn)

2 (define f (lambda (x) x))

3 (: r Dyn)

4 (define r (box (cons f �())))

5 (set-box! r (cons f r)) ;; establish a cycle

6 (define (g [x : (Boxof (Pair (Dyn -> Integer) (Boxof (Pair (Integer -> Dyn) Dyn))))])

7 ((car (unbox x)) 42))

8 (g r)

On line 2, a reference is allocated at some address, call it a, and placed in variable r ; the heap cell at
a is initialized with a pair of values of dynamic type. On line 3, a cycle is created by assigning to r
another pair whose second element is r . So at this point the heap is in the following state.

{a 7! h(�x .x)h?! ?) ?i,ahRef (?⇥?) ) ?ii}
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On line 6, function � is applied to r , but � expects a reference to a pair of type

(?! Int) ⇥ Ref ((Int ! ?) ⇥?)

So a cast will be performed before proceeding with the function application. Casting the pair
updates address a with the following expression, where values are colored purple and casts that
are about to be applied are colored magenta:

a 7!
⌧
(�x .x)h?! ?) ?ih?) (?! Int)i,
ahRef (?⇥?) ) ?ih?) Ref ((Int ! ?) ⇥?)i

�

The cast on the �rst element of the pair proceeds without further ado.

a 7!
⌧
(�x .x)h?! ?) ?! Inti,
ahRef (?⇥?) ) ?ih?) Ref ((Int ! ?) ⇥?)i

�

The cast on the second element of the pair is a cast to a reference type, so it will cast address a to
the greatest lower bound (with respect to type precision) of its current type and the target type of
the cast, which amounts to:

(Int ! Int) ⇥ Ref ((Int ! ?) ⇥?)

This cast is interesting because it causes another cast on the �rst element of the pair. Proceeding
with a reduction step yields the following state.

a 7!
⌧
(�x .x)h?! ?) ?! Intih?! Int ) Int ! Inti,
a

�

In the above sequence of reductions, it was crucial that the cast on the �rst element of the pair
to ?! Int was written to the heap before the �rst element was cast again to the type Int ! ?,
enabling a greatest lower bound of Int ! Int that took both types into account.
Unfortunately, it is not obvious how to implement this process e�ciently in a compiler and

runtime system. Literally placing expressions in the heap would require a runtime representation
of abstract syntax trees and an interpreter, which would be costly to implement and rather slow to
execute.

Alternatively, one might try to cast the value in a heap cell in one big step before writing it back
to the heap, but the straightforward version of this idea is problematic because of race conditions.
In the above example, the second cast on the �rst element, to Int ! ?, would see the current type
as still ?! ?, so the greatest lower bound would be Int ! ?. This would break the monotonicity
property (and therefore type safety), because Int ! ? is not less precise than ? ! Int. In this
paper we present a re�nement of the big-step approach. The key insight is that in the process of
casting the value in a heap cell, when we come to an address, instead of immediately casting it, we
leave the address as-is and instead put the address and the target type of the cast in a queue. Once
the entire value has been processed, we write the result value back to the heap and then cast the
addresses in the queue.

4 SPACE-EFFICIENCY AND VALUES ON THE HEAP
This section describes our approach to solve the two problems explained in Sections 2 and 3.
Section 4.1 describes the design of normal coercions for monotonic references and Section 4.2
describes our design of the new reduction semantics for monotonic references that only writes
values to the heap.
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4.1 Coercions in Normal Form for Monotonic References
To answer Q.1, we extend the prior work on coercions by [Kuhlenschmidt et al. 2019], designing
normal coercions for monotonic references and extending the coercion composition operator to
handle coercions that involve monotonic references.
A monotonic reference coercion holds just a type. To cast an address with some reference

coercion Ref T , we cast the value at that address from its type to the greatest lower bound of its
type and T . For convenient access, the type of a heap cell is stored next to the cell in the heap,
and we refer to it as the run-time type information (RTTI). Casting an address with a sequence of
two reference coercions amounts to taking the greatest lower bound of the RTTI and the types
those two coercions hold. This suggest that composing two reference coercions should create a
new reference coercion that holds a type that is the result of taking the greatest lower bound of
the types of the coercions being composed. However this de�nition causes subtle changes to the
coercion grammar and typing. This will be explained in more detail in Section 5.

4.2 �eue of Suspended Casts
To answer Q.2, we developed a new dynamic semantics for monotonic references, named �refS , that
does not involve storing expressions on the heap. Instead, it uses a simple recursive function to cast
values in the heap down to values. To maintain the correctness of reference casts in the presence of
cycles, the function does not apply any inner reference casts. Instead it returns the address and puts
the inner reference cast in a queue. Reduction proceeds by examining the queue, so a suspended
cast is picked from the queue and gets applied. Applying a cast can return more suspended casts,
so those get appended to the queue. This process continues until the queue is empty.

The main insight behind this design is that the correct ordering of cast reduction is a top-down
breadth �rst traversal, as discussed in Section 3. With this semantics, the example in Section 3 can
be reduced correctly. Recall that the value at address a is allocated at type ?⇥? and is cast to

(?! Int) ⇥ Ref ((Int ! ?) ⇥?)
Because the top-level cast is a reference cast, it will be pushed to the queue. Subsequently, the cast
will be read from the queue and applied to the pair in the heap. The cast on the �rst projection
will be ?) ?! Int and will fully reduce to a value. The cast on the second projection will be
suspended by reducing to the address a and the cast itself will be pushed to the queue. So this value
will be written to the heap as follows. (The RTTI for the heap cell is written after the colon.)

{a 7! h�x .x h?! ?) ?! Inti,ai : (?! Int) ⇥ Ref ((Int ! ?) ⇥?)}
and the queue will contain the address a with the target type (Int ! ?) ⇥ ?. Subsequently, the
address and its target type will be popped from the queue. The value at the address is cast from its
RTTI to the greatest lower bound of the RTTI and the target type. This results in the following
�nal state:

{a 7! h�x .x h?! ?) Int ! Inti,ai : (Int ! Int) ⇥ Ref ((Int ! ?) ⇥?)}
Note that casting the function for the second time composed the old cast ?! ?) ?! Int and
the new one ? ! Int ) Int ! Int into one cast ? ! ? ) Int ! Int. This is a result of our
semantics being space-e�cient. (The details of this composition is omitted here to simplify the
presentation of the reduction.)
It is worth noting that the length of the queue is bounded by the size of the value being cast.

This means that the queue cannot grow without bound, so the space overhead caused by the queue
is always a constant factor. This new approach is easier to understand and is straightforward to
implement in a runtime system for gradually-typed languages.
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5 COERCIONS IN NORMAL FORM FOR MONOTONIC REFERENCES
Coercions are combinators on types, originally designed for compile-time optimization for dynamically-
typed languages [Henglein 1994]. They were later use by Herman et al. [2007, 2010] to guarantee
space-e�ciency at run-time for gradual typing. We follow suit and use coercions to guarantee
space-e�ciency in �

ref
S , answering question Q.1.

There are many semantics for coercions [Siek et al. 2009]. In this paper, we use the Lazy-D
semantics which allows any type, other than ? itself, to be injected directly to ?. Let I and � range
over types other than ?. We adapt the de�nition of coercions for monotonic references from Siek
et al. [2015c], adding a failure coercion of the form ?I, � .

c,d ::= � | I ! | I? | c ! d | c ⇥ d | Ref T | ?I, �

To review, the identity coercion � acts as the identity function. The coercion I ! is an injection into?
that tags � with the source type. The projection coercion I? projects the tagged value � from ?
to I by checking if the tag is consistent with I . If this is the case, the underlying value is returned.
The failure coercion ? signals an error when the source and target types are not consistent. The
function coercion c ! d creates a proxy around the function � that applies coercion c to the
argument and coercion d to the return value. The product coercion c ⇥ d applies coercion c to the
�rst projection and coercion d to the second projection. Finally, and most relevant to this paper,
the reference coercion Ref T casts the value in the heap to be at least as precise as T .

We now turn to identifying a normal form for coercions with monotonic references and a function
for composing them. We adapt the coercions in normal form of Kuhlenschmidt et al. [2019] (see the
appendix in the auxiliary archive). Coercions in normal form are de�ned by a grammar consisting of
three rules that enable coercion composition by a straightforward recursive function. This restricted
grammar makes sure that the longest coercion will be one that starts with a projection, followed by
a middle coercion, and ends with an injection. We adapt the normal form of Kuhlenschmidt et al.
[2019] by replacing the traditional reference coercion with one for monotonic references, removing
the duplicate identity coercion �, and moving the failure coercion from �nal coercions to middle
coercions. Figure 1 presents our coercions in normal form and how to create and compose them,
which we describe next.

Our composition function # takes two coercions in normal form as input and returns a coercion
in normal form. It relies on two helper functions: #i that composes a �nal coercion with a coercion
in normal form and returns a coercion in normal form, and #g that composes two middle coercions
and returns a middle coercion.

Composing reference coercions. Composing two traditional reference coercions is done by compos-
ing the coercions for the read and the coercions for the write [Herman et al. 2007, 2010]. Composing
two monotonic coercions is di�erent because they hold types instead that are used to cast the heap.
We merge the type of the two coercions by taking the greatest lower bound with respect to the
precision relation v (using the function u). However, the function u is partial and is unde�ned
when the two input types are not consistent. In that case we return the failure coercion ? instead,
which is why we move failure coercions into the grammar for middle coercions.

Our coercion composition function maps two well-typed coercions to a well-typed coercion.

L���� 5.1 (W��������� C����������). if c : T1 =) T2 and d : T2 =) T3, then c # d : T1 =) T3

P����. For the case Ref T #g Ref T 0: We know that T 0 v T3 by Ref T 0 : T2 =) T3. We also know
that (T uT

0) v T
0. By this and the transitivity of v, we conclude that (T uT

0) v T3. ⇤

Our proof of that composition terminates relies on the fact that the sum of the sizes of the input
coercions gets smaller at each recursive call.
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P���������� 5.2 (T���������� �� C����������). size(c # d)  size(c) + size(d)

To establish space-e�ciency, we reason about the height of the created and composed coercions.
The de�nition of height we use is di�erent from the one of Herman et al. [2007] because of the
di�erence in semantics between Lazy-UD and Lazy-D. Instead of injection and projection coercions
having a height of 1 in the former, they instead have the height of the types they carry.

L���� 5.3 (C�������� ������ �� �������). kT1 ) T2k  max(kT1k, kT2k)

P����. By induction on the coercion creation T1 ) T2. ⇤

P���������� 5.4 (C���������� ������ �� �������). kc # d k  max(kck, kd k)

P����. By Lemma 5.3 and induction on the structure of the compose function c # d . ⇤

A well-typed coercion in normal form consists of at most two sequences (three coercions or less),
so a space-e�cient coercion bounded in height is also bounded in size.

6 �
ref
S DYNAMIC SEMANTICS

In this section, we present the reduction semantics for �refS , and show how it answers both ques-
tions Q.1 and Q.2. Most of our answer to question Q.1 has been presented in Section 5. What
remains to show is how to restrict the reduction relation to use the composition function # to
combine adjacent coercions �rst before reducing expressions underneath. The approach we use is
fairly standard [Herman et al. 2007, 2010; Siek et al. 2015a; Siek and Wadler 2010]. We adjust our
notion of values, de�ned in Figure 2, to only allow at most one layer of casts. Then, a new rule for
composing coercions is introduced in the pure coercion reduction relation �!;

c , de�ned in Figure 3.
Finally, expression reduction relation �!e , de�ned in Figure 4, is restricted such that reduction is
disallowed under a sequence of two or more casts. Typically, this restriction is implemented by
introducing a notion of cast-free evaluation context that does not have a cast application innermost
and requiring the reduction of cast expressions to occur in that cast-free context. Instead, we
use frames, which is a much simpler structure than evaluation contexts, and there is no need to
worry about di�erent ways to decompose them. The frame for cast expressions is removed from
the grammar for frames, de�ned in Figure 2, and congruence rules for cast expressions is added
to �!e . Furthermore, the reduction relation is indexed by a �ag that indicates whether the cast
congruence rule is allowed (cca) in the current context or whether it is disallowed (ccd). The cast
congruence rules, C���C��� and C���C���E, require the �ag cca, and they switch the �ag of the
subexpression reduction to ccd. The rest of the rules are indexed by ccd. To allow rules indexed by
ccd to be also available in cca contexts, we include a subsumption rule, S�����, that �ips the �ag
from cca to ccd. This completes the presentation of our setup for space e�ciency.
On the other hand, answering question Q.2 requires the de�nition of the heap to be a map

from addresses to pairs of values and types (Figure 2). This is achieved by changing how reference
reduction works as follows. Instead of writing a delayed cast expression to the heap, reducing a
reference cast creates a suspended cast and put it in a queue on the side (referred to by �), without
actually changing the heap. This is done using the rule M���C��� of the program reduction
relation �!e , de�ned in Figure 4. The state reduction relation �!, de�ned in Figure 4, pauses
expression reduction if the queue is not empty and pops a suspended cast to reduce. For the
suspended cast on address a, the value mapped to this address gets cast from µ(a)rtti to µ(a)rtti uT

using the apply-cast function, de�ned in Figure 3. The latter function fully reduces the cast to a
value while also suspending any inner reference casts creating another queue of suspended casts.
The result value gets written to the heap and the new queue gets appended to the old one. This
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Coercions (in normal form) c,d ::= (I? ; i) | i
Final coercions i ::= (� ; I !) | �
Middle coercions � ::= � | c ! d | c ⇥ d | Ref T | ?

Coercion typing c : T =) T

� : T =) T

� : T =) I

� ; I ! : T =) ?
i : I =) T

I? ; i : ? =) T ? : T =) T
0

c : T 0
1 =) T1 d : T2 =) T

0
2

c ! d : T1 ! T2 =) T
0
1 ! T

0
2

c : T1 =) T
0
1 d : T2 =) T

0
2

c ⇥ d : T1 ⇥T2 =) T
0
1 ⇥T

0
2

T v T2

Ref T : Ref T1 =) Ref T2

Middle coercion creation (I )� I ) = i

(I )� I ) = �

(I )� � ) = ? if I 6̂ �

(T1 ! T2 )� T
0
1 ! T

0
2 ) = (T 0

1 ) T1) ! (T2 ) T
0
2 )

(T1 ⇥T2 )� T
0
1 ⇥T

0
2 ) = (T1 ) T

0
1 ) ⇥ (T2 ) T

0
2 )

(Ref T )� Ref T 0) = Ref T 0

Coercion creation (T ) T ) = c

(I ) ?) = � ; I !
(?) I ) = I? ; �

(?) ?) = �

(I ) � ) = I )� �

Middle coercion composition � #g � = �

? #g � = ?
� #g ? = ?
� #g � = �

� #g � = �

c ! d #g c
0 ! d

0 = (c 0 # c) ! (d # d
0)

c ⇥ d #g c
0 ⇥ d

0 = (c # c
0) ⇥ (d # d

0)
Ref T #g Ref T 0 = ? if T ⌧ T

0

Ref T #g Ref T 0 = Ref (T uT
0) if T ⇠ T

0

Final coercion composition i #i c = c

(� ; I !) #i (�? ; i) = � #i ((I )� � ) #i i)
� #i (�0 ; I !) = (� #g �

0) ; I !
� #i �

0 = � #g �
0

? #i i = ?
i #i ? = ?
� #i i = i

i #i � = i

Coercion composition c # c = c

(I? ; i) # c = I? ; (i #i c) i # c = i #i c

Type height kT k
kIntk = 1 k()k = 1 k?k = 1 kT1 ! T2k = 1 +max(kT1k, kT2k)

kT1 ⇥T2k = 1 +max(kT1k, kT2k) kRef T k = 1 + kT k

Coercion height kck
k�k = 1 k?k = 1 kRef T k = 1 + kT k kc ! d k = 1 +max(kc k, kd k)

kc ⇥ d k = 1 +max(kc k, kd k) kc ; I !k =max(kck, kI k) kI? ; ck =max(kI k, kc k)k

Fig. 1. Normal coercions and their operations
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Uncoerced Values u ::= k | �(x : T ). e | h�,�i | a
Values � ::= u | uhc ! di | uh� ; I !i
Heap µ ::= ; | µ(a 7! � : T )
SuspendedCasts � ::= ; | (a,T );�
Frames F ::= 2 e | � 2 | h2, ei | h�,2i | fst 2 | snd 2 |

ref 2@T | !2@T | !2 | 2 := e@T | � := 2@T

Fig. 2. Run-time structures for the space-e�icient coercion calculus

apply-cast((uhci),d) = apply-cast(u, (c # d))
apply-cast(a, (Ref T )) = just ((a,T ); ;,a)

apply-cast(u, �) = just (;,u)
apply-cast(u, (c ! d)) = just (;,uhc ! di)
apply-cast(u, (� ; I !)) = just (;,uh� ; I !i)

apply-cast(h�1,�2i, (c ⇥ d)) = just (� � �0, h� 0
1,�

0
2i)

if apply-cast(�1, c) = just (�,� 0
1),

apply-cast(�2,d) = just (�0,� 0
2)

apply-cast(_, _) = nothing

Fig. 3. apply-cast applies a coercion to a value and possibly returns a value and a queue of suspended casts.

process continues until there is no more suspended casts in the queue. Now the queue is empty,
the expression at hand can resume reduction. This way, only values are written to the heap.

State reduction. The state reduction relation �! contains 5 rules, 4 of them deal with casting
the heap with a suspended cast from the queue. A step can be taken via rule U�����H��� if the
suspended cast (a,T ) is productive, i.e. T u µ(a)rtti , µ(a)rtti, and successful, the result value of
the call to apply-cast gets written to the heap and the RTTI is updated accordingly. On the other
hand, if the cast fails, the E����1 rule reduces to error. Moreover, if the cast is not productive, i.e.
T u µ(a)rtti = µ(a)rtti, the N�C����� rule drops it from the queue. Finally, if the target type of the
suspended cast is not consistent with the RTTI, the E����2 rule reduces to error.

Note that the apply-cast function maintains space-e�ciency by composing the old coercion on
the value being cast and the new coercion.

Example. Now let’s consider how the example program in Section 3 reduces with the dynamic
semantics of �refS . The cast expression we want to reduce is:

r h(Ref ((?! Int) ⇥ Ref ((Int ! Int) ⇥?)))i
and the heap is:

a 7! hf h� ; (?! ?)!i,ah� ; (Ref (?⇥?))!ii : ?⇥?
Reduction will proceed by applying rule C���/S������ reducing the expression to the address a
and putting the cast in the queue. The queue � will be (a, (?! Int) ⇥ Ref ((Int ! Int) ⇥ ?)), ;.
Next, rule U�����H��� will be used to pop the cast from the queue, apply it to the value in the
heap, write the new value and the new RTTI to the heap, and add the inner reference cast to the
queue. The heap will be updated as follows:

a 7! hf h(� ! (Int? ; �))i,ai : (?! Int) ⇥ Ref ((Int ! Int) ⇥?)
and the queue will be (a, (Int ! Int) ⇥?), ;. Finally, reduction will apply U�����H��� to perform
the cast in the queue. The �nal heap will be:
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Pure reduction rules e �!;
e e

fst h�1,�2i �!;
e �1

snd h�1,�2i �!;
e �2

(�(x : T ).M) � �!;
e [x := �]M

(uhc ! di)� �!;
e (u (� hci))hdi

Reference operations reduction rules e, µ �!#
e e, µ,�

ref �@T , µ �!#
e a, µ(a 7! � : T ), ; if a < dom(µ) (A����)

!a, µ �!#
e µ(a)val, µ, ; (R���)

!a@T , µ �!#
e µ(a)valhµ(a)rtti ) T i, µ, ; (D��R���)

a := �, µ �!#
e Unit, µ(a 7! � : µ(a)rtti), ; (U�����)

a := �@T , µ �!#
e Unit, µ(a 7! �

0 : µ(a)rtti),� if apply-cast(�, (T ) µ(a)rtti)) = just (�,� 0)
(D��U�����)

a := �@T , µ �!#
e error, µ, ; if apply-cast(�, (T ) µ(a)rtti)) = nothing (D��U�����F���)

Program reduction rules e, µ �!e e, µ,�

S�����
M, µ �!ccd

e N , µ,�

M, µ �!cca
e N , µ,�

P���
M �!;

e N

M, µ �!ccd
e N , µ, ;

R��
M, µ �!#

e N , µ 0,�

M, µ �!ccd
e N , µ 0,�

C���/S������
apply-cast(�, c) = just (�,� 0)

� hci, µ �!ccd
e �

0, µ,�
C���/����

apply-cast(�, c) = nothing

� hci, µ �!ccd
e error, µ, ;

C���/�������
M hcihdi, µ �!ccd

e M hc # di, µ, ;

C���
M, µ �!cca

e N , µ 0,�

F [M], µ �!ccd
e F [N ], µ 0,�

C���E��
F [error], µ �!ccd

e error, µ, ;

C���C���
M, µ �!ccd

e N , µ 0,�

M hci, µ �!cca
e N hci, µ 0,�

C���C���E
errorhci, µ �!cca

e error, µ, ;

State reduction rules e, µ,� �! e, µ,�

P���R�����
e, µ �!e e 0, µ,�

e, µ, ; �! e
0, µ,�

U�����H���

T
0 = T u µ(a)rtti T

0 , µ(a)rtti
apply-cast(µ(a)val, (µ(a)rtti ) T

0)) = just (�0,� 0)
e, µ, (a,T );� �! e, µ(a 7! �

0 : T 0),� � �0

N�C�����
T u µ(a)rtti = µ(a)rtti

e, µ, (a,T );� �! e, µ,�
E����1

T
0 = T u µ(a)rtti T

0 , µ(a)rtti
apply-cast(µ(a)val, (µ(a)rtti ) T

0)) = nothing
e, µ, (a,T );� �! error, µ,�

E����2
T ⌧ µ(a)rtti

e, µ, (a,T );� �! error, µ,�

Fig. 4. Dynamic semantics for the space-e�icient coercion calculus
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a 7! hf h((� ; Int!) ! (Int? ; �))i,ai : (Int ! Int) ⇥ Ref ((Int ! Int) ⇥?)
Now the queue is empty, expression reduction will resume and the program will evaluate to 42.

6.1 Type Safety
A lot of the de�nitions and lemmas used to prove type safety are shared between �

ref
C and �refS , so to

highlight the important parts of the proof and to avoid duplication, they will be presented in the
appendix only.

De�nition 6.1 (Well-de�ned suspended casts queues). A queue of suspended casts � is well-de�ned
with respect to heap typing �, written � ` �, i� 8a,T . 8(a,T ) 2 � implies a 2 �.

The queue of suspended casts plays a role in typing as well as in reduction. More speci�cally,
the typing of values in the heap depends on both the heap typing and the queue of suspended casts.
We combine both using the following function, merge.

De�nition 6.2 (Merging Heap Typing and Suspended Casts Queue).

merge (�, ;) = �
merge (�, ((a,T );�)) = merge ((�(a 7! (T u �(a)))), �) if �(a) ⇠ T

merge (�, ((a,T );�)) = merge (�, �) if �(a) ⌧ T

De�nition 6.3 (Well-typed heaps). A heap µ is well-typed with respect to heap typing � and queue
of suspended casts �, written � | � ` µ, i� 8a,T . �(a) = T implies 9 � s .t . merge (�, �) | ; ` � : T
and µ(a) = � : T .

L���� 6.4 (P��������� ��� ����). If � ` �, then, 8 �0, s .t . � ` �0, merge (�, (� � �0)) vp
merge (�, �)
From Lemma C.4, we have the following corollary.

C�������� 6.5 (H��� ����). If � ` (a,T 0);� and � | (a,T 0);� ` µ and (merge (�, �)) | ; ` � : T
and µ(a) = � : T , then address a can be cast to type Ref (T uT 0) such that �(a 7! (T uT 0)) | � � �0 `
µ(a 7! �

0 : (T uT
0)) if such � 0 and �0 exist.

P����. By cases on the result of (apply-cast(�, (T ) (T uT
0)))):

nothing : We conclude with a cast error.
just (�0,� 0) : Let �0 = �(a 7! (T uT 0)). From (T uT 0) v T and � | (a,T 0);� ` µ we have (T uT 0) v

�(a) which implies �0 vp �. Also, by the de�nition of merge, we have merge (�0, �) =
merge (�, ((a,T 0);�)), so from that and Lemma 6.4, we have that merge (�0, (� � �0)) vp
merge (�0, �) vp merge (�, ((a,T 0);�)). Next, Lemma C.4 is applied to all values in the heap
and to � 0, so we get (merge (�0, (� � �0))) | ; ` � 0 : (T uT

0), thus �0 | � � �0 ` µ(a 7! �
0 :

(T uT
0)).

⇤

L���� 6.6 (P������� ���� ��������� �����). If � ` � and � | � ` µ and � , ; and
merge (�, �) | ; ` M : T , then 9 µ

0
s .t . M, µ,� �! M, µ 0,�0

P����. Because � is not empty, 9 a,T ,�0. s .t . � = (a,T );�0. By cases on how T and µ(a)rtti are
related, a step is taken as follows:
T ⇠ µ(a)rtti and T u µ(a)rtti , µ(a)rtti: By cases on the result of (apply-cast(µ(a)val, (µ(a)rtti )

T ))):
nothing: A step is taken via E����1.
just (�,�00): A step is taken via U�����H���.
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T ⇠ µ(a)rtti and T u µ(a)rtti = µ(a)rtti: A step is taken via N�C�����.
T ⌧ µ(a)rtti: A step is taken via E����2.

⇤

If the queue of suspended casts is empty, then the progress lemma is standard.

L���� 6.7 (P������� ���� �� ��������� �����). If � | ; ` µ and � | ; ` M : T , then either
(1) M is a value, or
(2) M = error, or
(3) 9 �,N , µ 0 s .t . M, µ, ; �! N , µ 0,�

From Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7, we assemble the full proof of progress by cases on whether the queue of
suspended casts is empty:

C�������� 6.8 (P�������). If � ` � and � | � ` µ and merge (�, �) | ; ` M : T , then either
(1) M is a value, or
(2) M = error, or
(3) 9 N , µ 0 s .t . M, µ,� �! N , µ 0,�0

L���� 6.9 (T��� ������������). If � ` � and � | � ` µ and merge (�, �) | ; ` M : T and
M, µ,� �! N , µ 0,�0, then 9 �0

s .t . �0 ` �0 and merge (�0, �0) | ; ` N : T and �0 | �0 ` µ
0 and

�0 vp/e � and merge (�0, �0) vp/e merge (�, �)
From Corollary 6.8 and Lemma 6.9, we prove type safety.

T������ 6.10 (T��� ������). If � ` � and � | � ` µ and merge (�, �) | ; ` e : T , then either
(1) e diverges, or
(2) e = error, or
(3) 9 �, �0, µ 0 s .t . e, µ,� �!⇤

�, µ 0, ; and �0 | ; ` � : T and �0 | ; ` µ
0

The semantics and proof of type safety is fully mechanized in Agda proof assistant and it is
available in the following URL:

https://github.com/deyaaeldeen/monotonic.

7 RELATEDWORK
We conjecture that the space-e�cient semantics for �refS that we de�ne in this paper yields the same
observable behavior as that of the non-space-e�cient semantics �refC , which is the semantics of
[Siek et al. 2015c] with some corrections. We de�ne �refC in Appendix B.

In the following we discuss some additional related work regarding both monotonicity and space
e�ciency.

Monotonicity. Fähndrich and Leino [2003] present a statically checkable typestate system where
objects may �ow from less restrictive to more restrictive typestates, but not vice versa. Monotonic
references is di�erent in that they require run-time checks in partially typed code regions to
maintain the monotonicity invariant.

Bierman et al. [2010] provide formal operational semantics for C] with the dynamic type added,
named FC]

4 . It uses an RTTI-based approach and subtype checks to implement casts. However, their
approach is for a class-based object-oriented language as opposed to ML-like structural reference
type that our work is based on. In particular, their work does not use the consistency relation and
instead extends the implicit type conversion relation such that a type can be cast to dynamic if it
can be cast to object.
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Rastogi et al. [2015] and Swamy et al. [2014] integrate static and dynamic typing in the context
of TypeScript with the TS? and Safe TypeScript languages. Both use a notion of monotonicity in
the heap where each object is instrumented with RTTI, but with respect to subtyping, treating ?
as a universal supertype, instead of with respect to the precision relation. Furthermore, they are
di�erent from monotonic references in that they inherit the overhead of dynamic typing because
they compile to JavaScript. Moreover, in Safe TypeScript, the object’s RTTI gets updated when a
read �eld operation is performed. In monotonic references, reading from the heap does not change
the RTTI.

Space e�ciency. Siek and Wadler [2010] represent casts by threesomes and provide a composition
operator of threesomes that uses the greatest lower bound function on types. Furthermore, they
provide a compilation from threesomes to coercions and show how to compose them based on
threesomes composition. Siek and Garcia [2012] de�ne a space-e�cient abstract machine for the
gradually-typed lambda calculus based on coercions. Greenberg [2015] Provides a composition
operator for manifest contracts, contracts that check stronger properties than simple types. However,
reference types are not addressed in all aforementioned work.

8 CONCLUSION
Monotonic references is a design for gradually-typed mutable references that improves over the
traditional design as they incur zero-overhead for reference operations in statically-typed code
regions while maintaining the full expressiveness of gradual typing. However, prior work on
monotonic references presented reduction semantics that writes cast expressions to the heap
that reduce using a small-step reduction relation. It is not straightforward to implement such a
process e�ciently in a compiler and runtime system for gradually-typed languages. Furthermore,
earlier work did not guarantee space-e�ciency, a key property to ensure runtime e�ciency in
implementations of gradually-typed languages.

In this paper, we present novel dynamic semantics for monotonic references that is space-e�cient
and that only writes values to the heap. The former is accomplished by identifying a normal form
for coercions with monotonic references and by extending the composition function accordingly.
Moreover, in our dynamic semantics, we apply a cast to a value using a simple recursive function
that suspends inner casts of references by putting them in a queue. This process is straightforward
to implement in a runtime system for a gradually-typed language. Finally, we provide a type safety
proof that is fully mechanized in Agda.
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Expressions e,M,N ::= k | �x . e | e e | he, ei | fst e | snd e | ref e | !e | e := e

Fig. 5. GTLC+syntax

Types
Base Types B ::= () | Bool | Int
Injectables I , � ::= B | T ! T | T ⇥T | Ref T
Types T , S ::= ? | I

Consistency T ⇠ T

? ⇠ T T ⇠ ? B ⇠ B
T1 ⇠ T2

Ref T1 ⇠ Ref T2

T1 ⇠ T3 T2 ⇠ T4

T1 ! T2 ⇠ T3 ! T4

T1 ⇠ T3 T2 ⇠ T4

T1 ⇥T2 ⇠ T3 ⇥T4

Shallow consistency T ^ T

?^ T T ^? B ^ B
Ref T1 ^ Ref T2 T1 ! T2 ^ T3 ! T4 T1 ⇥T2 ^ T3 ⇥T4

Type preciseness T v T

T v ? B v B
T1 v T2

Ref T1 v Ref T2

T1 v T3 T2 v T4

T1 ! T2 v T3 ! T4

T1 v T3 T2 v T4

T1 ⇥T2 v T3 ⇥T4

Static types I T

I B
I T

I Ref T
I T1 I T2
I T1 ! T2

I T1 I T2
I T1 ⇥T2

Meet operation (greatest lower bound) T uT = T

?uT = T u? = T B u B = B

Ref T1 u Ref T2 = Ref (T1 uT2)
(T1 ⇥T2) u (T3 ⇥T4) = (T1 uT3) ⇥ (T2 uT4)

(T1 ! T2) u (T3 ! T4) = (T1 uT3) ! (T2 uT4)

Fig. 6. Types and their operations

A TYPE SYSTEM OF GTLC+

The syntax of the surface language, GTLC+, is given in Figure 5. GTLC+ has functions and pairs in
addition to references. Figure 6 describes supported types and relations and functions on them. We
use the symbol ? to represent the dynamic type. Consistency and type preciseness relations are
typical [Siek and Taha 2006; Siek et al. 2015b; Wadler and Findler 2009]. Shallow consistency [Siek
and Wadler 2010] is needed to implement lazy error detection. The unary relation I holds for types
that do not contain ?. Finally, the u function computes the greatest lower bound of the input types.
As with any other gradually-typed language, GTLC+ is compiled to a statically-typed cast

calculus, by inserting casts. The cast calculus uses coercions [Henglein 1994] for cast speci�cation.
Figure 7 presents the syntax and the type system. Addresses a are required by ruleWT�A��� to
have a type Ref T where �(a) v T . This restriction makes sure for each address a, 8r = a and
r : Ref T , that �(a) ⇠ T , i.e. the types of all references are always consistent with the type of the
value in the heap. Expression forms for operations on references are unusual in that there are two
forms for each operation, one to be used in fully static code regions and the other to be used in
other regions [Siek et al. 2015c]. In particular, !e and e := e correspond to load and store machine
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Expressions e,M,N ::= k | �(x : T ). e | e e | he, ei | fst e | snd e | e hci |
a | ref e@T | !e | !e@T | e := e | e := e@T | error

Typing environment � ::= ; | �,x : T
Heap typing � ::= ; | �,a : T

Expression typing � | � ` M : T

� | � ` k : ����(k)
(x : T ) 2 �

� | � ` x : T
� | � ` M : T1 ! T2 � | � ` N : T1

� | � ` M N : T2
� | �,x : T1 ` M : T2

� | � ` �(x : T1).M : T1 ! T2

� | � ` M : T1 � | � ` N : T2
� | � ` hM,N i : T1 ⇥T2

� | � ` hM,N i : T1 ⇥T2

� | � ` fstM : T1

� | � ` hM,N i : T1 ⇥T2

� | � ` sndM : T2

� | � ` M : T
� | � ` refM@T : Ref T

� | � ` M : Ref T IT
� | � ` !M : T

� | � ` M : Ref T 6I T
� | � ` !M@T : T

� | � ` M : Ref T � | � ` N : T IT
� | � ` M := N : ()

� | � ` M : Ref T � | � ` N : T 6I T
� | � ` M := N@T : ()

WT�A���
�(a) v T

� | � ` a : Ref T � | � ` error : T
� | � ` M : T c : T =) T

0

� | � ` M hci : T 0

Fig. 7. Syntax and type system of the coercion calculus

instructions and should be used in static code regions as they do not perform any checks. This is
true because monotonic references have a unique canonical form which is just addresses, so unlike
proxied references [Herman et al. 2007, 2010], there is no dynamic dispatch on whether the address
is proxied. Also, by the typing rule for addresses WT�A���, the type of a heap cell must be as
precise as or more precise than all references to it, so it must be the case that the type of the value in
the heap matches the type of the statically typed reference. On the other hand, !e@T and e := e@T

are reserved for other code regions where the reference type is not static. The type annotation T
records the type of the reference. The type of the value in the heap might be more precise thanT , so
a cast is needed between them. Asking the programmers to use both forms would be inconvenient.
Fortunately, the compiler can automatically select which form to emit. Cast insertion, de�ned in
Figure 8, is a type-directed compilation from GTLC+ to the coercion calculus including compiling
to the right form of a reference operation based on the type of the reference. Rules CI�SR��� and
CI�SW���� check if the reference type is static to compile the operation form to the corresponding
e�cient one. Rules CI�R��� and CI�W���� compile to the other forms. The CI�A��������� rule
compiles the allocation form to one that records the reference type. The recorded type annotation
is used to initialize the run-time type information (RTTI) of the heap cell. The other rules for typing
and cast insertion are standard.
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Cast insertion � | � ` M ,! N : T

� | � ` k ,! k : ����(k)
(x : T ) 2 �

� | � ` x ,! x : T

� | x : T1, � ` M ,! N : T2
� | � ` �(x : T1).M ,! �(x : T1).N : T1 ! T2

� | � ` M ,! M
0 : T1 ! T2 � | � ` N ,! N

0 : T 0
1

� | � ` M N ,! M
0 (N 0hT 0

1 ) T1i) : T2
� | � ` M ,! M

0 : ? � | � ` N ,! N
0 : T

� | � ` M N ,! (M 0h?) (?) ?)i) (N 0hT ) ?i) : ?
� | � ` M ,! M

0 : T1 � | � ` N ,! N
0 : T2

� | � ` hM,N i ,! hM 0,N 0i : T1 ⇥T2

� | � ` M ,! N : T1 ⇥T2

� | � ` fstM ,! fst N : T1

� | � ` M ,! N : T1 ⇥T2

� | � ` sndM ,! snd N : T2
� | � ` M ,! N : ?

� | � ` fstM ,! fst (N h?) ?⇥?i) : ?
� | � ` M ,! N : ?

� | � ` sndM ,! snd (N h?) ?⇥?i) : ?

CI�A���������
� | � ` M ,! N : T

� | � ` refM ,! ref N@T : Ref T
CI�SR���

� | � ` M ,! N : Ref T IT
� | � ` !M ,! !N : T

CI�R���
� | � ` M ,! N : Ref T
� | � ` !M ,! !N@T : T

� | � ` M ,! N : ?
� | � ` !M ,! !(N h?) Ref ?i)@? : ?

CI�SW����
� | � ` M ,! M

0 : Ref T � | � ` N ,! N
0 : T IT

� | � ` M := N ,! M
0 := N

0 : ()

CI-Write
� | � ` M ,! M

0 : Ref T � | � ` N ,! N
0 : T 0

T ⇠ T
0

T , T 0

� | � ` M := N ,! M
0 := (N 0hT 0 ) T i)@T

0 : ()
� | � ` M ,! M

0 : ? � | � ` N ,! N
0 : T

� | � ` M := N ,! (M 0h?) Ref ?i) := (N 0hT 0 ) ?i)@? : ()

Fig. 8. Compiling GTLC+ to the coercion calculus

B DYNAMIC SEMANTICS OF �
ref
C

Monotonic references were �rst introduced in terms of an abstract machine mechanized in Is-
abelle/HOL [Siek and Vitousek 2013]. Later, Siek et al. [2015c] presented a reduction semantics for
monotonic references based on coercions along with the addition of blame tracking. However, The
latter had a few minor problems that �refC �x.

• The grammar for casted values1 does not allow casts on other casted values. However, the
rule C���R��1 in the cast reduction relation reads a casted value from the heap and then

1�refC uses the term delayed casts instead to avoid confusion with values that have casts on them
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Coercions c,d ::= � | I ! | I? | c ! d | c ⇥ d | Ref T | ?I, �

Inert coercions c " ::= I ! | c ! d

Active coercions c # ::= � | I? | c ⇥ d | Ref T | ?I, �

Coercion typing c : T =) T

� : T =) T I ! : I =) ? I? : ? =) I

I ⌧ �

?I, � : I =) �

c : T 0
1 =) T1 d : T2 =) T

0
2

c ! d : T1 ! T2 =) T
0
1 ! T

0
2

c : T1 =) T
0
1 d : T2 =) T

0
2

c ⇥ d : T1 ⇥T2 =) T
0
1 ⇥T

0
2 Ref T 0 : Ref T =) Ref T 0

Coercion creation (T ) T ) = c

(T ) T ) = �

(I ) ?) = I ! (?) I ) = I?

(I ) � ) = ?I, � if I 6̂ �

(T1 ! T2 ) T
0
1 ! T

0
2 ) = (T 0

1 ) T1) ! (T2 ) T
0
2 )

(T1 ⇥T2 ) T
0
1 ⇥T

0
2 ) = (T1 ) T

0
1 ) ⇥ (T2 ) T

0
2 )

(Ref T ) Ref T 0) = Ref T 0

Fig. 9. Simple coercions and their operations

wraps it in another cast expression that is written to the heap. �refC �xes this issue by changing
the grammar of delayed casts to allow casts on delayed casts (Figure 10).

• A casted value could reduce to an expression that has an inner error using a congruence rule.
Such expression is not a casted value and can not be written to the heap. The state reduction
relation has a rule to handle reduction to an error expression but does not have one to handle
reduction to expressions that have an inner error. �refC �xes this issue by updating the E����
rule to make sure the result delayed cast could be decomposed into a context and an error
expression.

• The type preservation lemma, the second item in Lemma 2, relates the old heap typing and
the new heap typing with the precision relation on heap typing (De�nition 1). However, this
does not account for the fact that the heap could grow by creating new references. �refC �xes
this issue by recognizing that the heap typing could move along two orthogonal dimensions,
it could become either more precise (De�nition C.1) or larger (De�nition C.2). The type
preservation lemma is updated accordingly (Lemma C.18).

The variant of the semantics of �refC
2 and associated type safety proof is fully mechanized in Agda

proof assistant. Figure 9 presents simple coercions and their operations. Inert coercions, denoted
c ", form values without checking at the time of the cast. Injection and function coercions are inert
coercions. On the other hand, all other coercions do not form values and are called active coercions,
denoted c #.
Figure 10 presents the de�nition of values, delayed casts, heaps, evolving heaps, and frames.

Figures 11 and 12 presents the reduction rules for the cast calculus with simple coercions. The
symbol ; indicates a reduction relation that does not relate heaps. The symbol # indicates a
reference reduction relation.

C TYPE SAFETY FOR �
ref
C

We prove type safety for the corrected version of �refC (de�ned in Appendix B).

2The di�erence is state reduction relation has more verbose rules in the mechanized version
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Run-Time Structures
Values � ::= k | �(x : T ). e | h�,�i | a | � hc "i
Delayed Casts dc ::= � | dc hci | hdc,dci
Heap µ ::= ; | µ(a 7! � : T )
Evolving Heap � ::= µ | � (a 7! dc : T )
Frames F ::= 2 e | � 2 | h2, ei | h�,2i | fst 2 | snd 2 | 2hci |

ref 2@T | !2@T | !2 | 2 := e@T | � := 2@T

Evaluation Contexts E ::= ; | F, E

Fig. 10. Run-Time structures for the simple coercion calculus

Pure coercion reduction rules e �!;
c e

� h�i �!;
c �

� hI !ih�?i �!;
c � hI ) � i

� h?I, � i �!;
c error

h�1,�2ihc ⇥ di �!;
c h�1hci,�2hdii

Cast reduction rules e,� �!c e,�

P���C���
M �!;

c N

M,� �!c N ,�

C���R��1
� (a) = dc : T1 T1 ⇠ T2 T1 uT2 , T1

ahRef T2i,� �!c a,� (a 7! dc hT1 ) (T1 uT2)i : T1 uT2)

C���R��2
� (a)rtti ⇠ T � (a)rtti uT = � (a)rtti

ahRef T i,� �!c a,�
C���R��3

� (a)rtti ⌧ T

ahRef T i,� �!c error,�

C���c
M,� �!c N ,� 0

F[M],� �!c F[N ],� 0
C���E��c E[error],� �!c error,�

Fig. 11. Dynamic semantics for casts in the simple coercion calculus

We �rst recognize that the heap typing can move along two orthogonal dimensions, it could
become either more precise (De�nition C.1) or its domain can grow (De�nition C.2)3. Combining
both relations results in one, vp/e , that fully captures how the heap typing changes after each step,
called Heap Typing Progress (De�nition C.3).

De�nition C.1 (Precision relation on heap typings). �0 vp � i� dom(�0) = dom(�) and �(a) = T
implies �0(a) = T 0 where T 0 v T .

De�nition C.2 (Extension relation on heap typings). � ve �0 i� dom(�) ✓ dom(�0) and �(a) =
�0(a).
De�nition C.3 (Progress relation for heap typings). �0 vp/e � if �0 vp � or � ve �0.

Lemma C.4 asserts that expression typing is preserved when moving to a more precise heap
typing. Similarly, Lemma C.5 asserts that expression typing is also preserved when moving to
a larger heap typing. Corollary C.6 combines both lemmas and asserts that expression typing is
preserved when the heap typing changes with respect to the vp/e relation.
3We ignore garbage collection and assume heaps can not become smaller
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Pure reduction rules e �!;
e e

fst h�1,�2i �!;
e �1

snd h�1,�2i �!;
e �2

(�(x : T ).M) � �!;
e [x := �]M

(�1hc ! di)�2 �!;
e (�1 (�2hci))hdi

Reference operations reduction rules e, µ �!#
e e,�

ref �@T , µ �!#
e a, µ(a 7! � : T ) if a < dom(µ) (NSEA����)

!a, µ �!#
e µ(a)val, µ (R���)

!a@T , µ �!#
e µ(a)valhµ(a)rtti ) T i, µ (D��R���)

a := �, µ �!#
e Unit, µ(a 7! � : µ(a)rtti) (U�����)

a := �@T , µ �!#
e Unit, µ(a 7! � hT ) µ(a)rttii : µ(a)rtti) (D��U�����)

State reduction rules e,� �! e,�

P���
M �!;

e N

M, µ �! N , µ
M���

M, µ �!#
e N ,�

M, µ �! N ,�

C���
M,� �! N ,� 0

F[M], µ �! F[N ],�
C���E��

E[error], µ �! error,�

C���
e, µ �!c e 0,�

e, µ �! e
0,�

E����
� (a) = dc : T dc,� �!c E[error],� 0

e,� �! error,� 0

N�RTTIC�����

� (a) = dc : T dc,� �!c dc 0,� 0

�
0(a)rtti = T

e,� �! e,� 0(a 7! dc
0 : T )

RTTIC������

� (a) = dc : T dc,� �!c dc 0,� 0

�
0(a)rtti , T

e,� �! e,� 0

Fig. 12. Dynamic semantics for the simple coercion calculus

L���� C.4 (S������������ ���. ��� ���� ������ ���������). If � | � ` e : T and �0 vp �,
then �0 | � ` e : T .

P����. For the case of addresses: From �0 vp � and the WT����� rule and transitivity of v, we
have �0(a) v T . Therefore �0 | � ` a : T . ⇤

L���� C.5 (W�������� ���. ��� ���� ������ ���������). If � | � ` e : T and � ve �0, then
�0 | � ` e : T .
P����. For the case of addresses: we have �0(a) v T from � ve � and the WT����� rule.

Therefore �0 | � ` a : T . ⇤

C�������� C.6 (W�������� ���. ��� ���� ������ ��������). If � | � ` e : T and �0 vp/e �,
then �0 | � ` e : T .

P����. By applying Lemmas C.4 and C.5 in the cases of vp and ve respectively. ⇤
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Heaps are well-typed when the delayed casts inside respect heap typing.

De�nition C.7 (Well-typed heaps). A heap � is well-typed with respect to heap typing �, written
� ` � , i� 8a,T . �(a) = T implies 9 dc s .t . � | ; ` dc : T and � (a) = dc : T .
From Lemma C.4, we have the following corollary.

C�������� C.8 (H��� ����). If � ` � and � (a) = dc : T and T 0 v T , then a can be cast to Ref T 0

such that �(a 7! T
0) ` � (a 7! (dc hT ) T

0i) : T 0).
P����. Let �0 = �(a 7! T

0) and dc 0 = dc hT ) T
0i. From T

0 v T and � ` � we have T 0 v �(a)
which implies �0 vp �. Next, Lemma C.4 is applied to all delayed casts in the heap and to dc 0, so
we get �0 | ; ` dc 0 : T 0, thus �0 ` � (a 7! dc

0 : T 0). ⇤

Similarly, from Lemma C.5, we have the following corollary.

C�������� C.9 (H��� ���������). If � ` µ and � | ; ` � : T and a < dom(�), then � can be
added at a such that �(a 7! T ) ` µ(a 7! � : T ).

P����. Let �0 = �(a 7! T ). We have � ve �0 from a < dom(�). Next, Lemma C.5 is applied
to all values in the heap and to � to get �0 | ; ` � : T . We add � to the heap at address a, thus
�0 ` µ(a 7! � : T ). ⇤

Lemma C.10 shows that coercions are either inert or active.

L���� C.10 (I���� ��� ������ ���������). 8c : T =) T
0, c " or c #

Active coercions do not create values, so it better be the case that they can take a step. Lemma C.11
asserts this fact:

L���� C.11 (A����� ���� ��������). If � ` � and � | ; ` � : T and c : T =) T
0 and c #, then

9 e ,� 0 s .t . � hci,� �!c e,� 0

P����. By case analysis on c #. In the case of monotonic reference coercion, � must be some
address a, and � hRef T 0i takes a step via �!c . In particular:
C���R��1 if T 0 ⇠ � (a)rtti and T 0 u � (a)rtti , � (a)rtti.
C���R��2 if T 0 ⇠ � (a)rtti and T 0 u � (a)rtti = � (a)rtti.
C���R��3 if T 0 ⌧ � (a)rtti.

⇤

The following lemma proves that a delayed cast can take step if it is not a value.

L���� C.12 (R�������� ������� ���� ��������). If � ` � and � | ; ` dc : T and dc is not a
value, then 9 e ,� 0 s .t . dc,� �!c e,� 0

P����. By case analysis on dc .
Case � Contradiction by the premise that dc is not a value.
Case dc 0hci By cases on whether dc 0 is a value

Case �es We know that dc is not a value, so it must be the case that c is neither an injection
or a function coercion, so Lemma C.11 is applied.

Case no The induction hypothesis is applied to dc and a step is taken via C���c .
Case hdc1,dc2i It must be the case that either or both projections are not values, so the induction

hypothesis is applied to �rst projection that is not a value and a step is taken via C���c .
⇤
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However this is not true for arbitrary cast expressions because inert coercions form values.
C�������� C.13 (C��� ��������). If � ` � and � | ; ` � : T and c : T =) T

0, then either
(1) � hci is a value, or
(2) 9 e , � 0 s .t . � hci,� �!c e,� 0

P����. By Lemma C.10, c is either c " or c #. In the case of the former, we conclude that � hci is
a value. Otherwise, Lemma C.11 is applied. ⇤

If a delayed cast took a reduction step, the result expression should be another delayed cast or an
erroneous expression.
L���� C.14 (R�������� ������� ���� ������������). If � ` � and � | ; ` dc : T and

�0 | ; ` e : T and �0 ` � 0 and dc,� �!c e,� 0, then either
(1) e is a delayed cast, or
(2) e = E[error]

we prove progress when the heap contains at least one delayed cast that is not a value.
L���� C.15 (P������� ���� �������� ����). If � ` � and � is not a normal heap and � | ; `

M : T , then 9 �
0
s .t . M,� �! M,� 0

P����. Because � is not normal, then 9 a,dc s .t . � (a)val = dc anddc is not a value. By LemmaC.12,
dc takes a step to an expression e . By Lemma C.14, there are two cases:
Case e = E[error] : A step is taken via E����.
Case e is a delayed cast : By cases on whether � (a)rtti = � 0(a)rtti

Case � (a)rtti = � 0(a)rtti A step is taken via NoRTTIChange
Case � (a)rtti , � 0(a)rtti A step is taken via RTTIChanged

⇤

Progress in the case of a normal heap is standard.
L���� C.16 (P������� ���� ������ ����). If � ` µ and � | ; ` M : T , then either
(1) M is a value, or
(2) M = error, or
(3) 9 N ,� s .t . M, µ �! N ,�

P����. By Lemma C.13 and standard induction on the typing derivation. ⇤

From Lemmas C.15 and C.16, we assemble the full proof of progress by cases on whether the heap
is in a normal state:

C�������� C.17 (P�������). If � ` � and � | ; ` M : T , then either
(1) M is a value, or
(2) M = error, or
(3) 9 N ,� 0 s .t . M,� �! N ,� 0

L���� C.18 (T��� ������������). If � ` � and � | ; ` M : T and M,� �! N ,� 0, then
9 �0

s .t . �0 | ; ` N : T and �0 ` � 0 and �0 vp/e �

From Corollary C.16 and Lemma C.18, we prove type safety.
T������ C.19 (T��� ������). If � ` � and � | ; ` e : T , then either
(1) e diverges, or
(2) e = error, or
(3) 9 �, �0,� 0 s .t . e,� �!⇤

�,� 0 and �0 | ; ` � : T and �0 ` � 0
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1 INTRODUCTION
Around 2006, several groups of researchers proposed ways to integrate dynamic typing and static
typing, notably gradual typing [Siek and Taha 2006], hybrid typing [Knowles and Flanagan 2010],
migratory typing [Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen 2006], and multi-language interoperability [Gray
et al. 2005; Matthews and Findler 2007]. Researchers usually de�ne the semantics of gradually
typed languages by translation to an intermediate language with casts, such as the blame calculus
[Wadler and Findler 2009] and other cast calculi [Siek et al. 2009]. Unfortunately, straightforward
implementations of casts on higher-order values (functions, objects, etc.) impose signi�cant runtime
overheads that can change the asymptotic space complexity of a program [Herman et al. 2010].
There are several known space-e�cient cast representations, with various strengths and weaknesses
[Garcia 2013; García-Pérez et al. 2014; Kuhlenschmidt et al. 2018; Siek et al. 2015; Siek and Garcia
2012; Siek and Wadler 2010]. The current state of the art includes

• threesomes [Garcia 2013; Siek and Wadler 2010],
• supercoercions [Garcia 2013], and
• coercions in normal form [Siek et al. 2015; Siek and Garcia 2012].

These systems compress casts using a compose operator. Threesomes and supercoercions are good
for mechanized metatheory because their compose operators are structurally recursive, making
them easy to de�ne in a proof assistant such as Agda. In contrast, the coercions in normal form
have compose operators that are not structurally recursive, which makes it more di�cult to de�ne
in Agda, requiring what amounts to an explicit proof of termination. On the other hand, coercions
in normal form are easier to understand than threesomes (with a strange labeled bottom type), and
supercoercions (10 di�erent kinds).

WGT20, January 25, 2020, New Orleans
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This paper presents a new cast representation, named hypercoercions, that is good for both
mechanizedmetatheory and good for implementation. The composition operator for hypercoercions
is de�ned by structural recursion and hypercoercions are suggestive of a bit-level representation
that minimizes the need for pointers and �ts all �rst-order casts into 64 bits. We present two �avors
of hypercoercions to support the two blame tracking strategies from the literature: D and UD [Siek
et al. 2009]. With the D strategy, only down casts (casts from ? to some other types) are subject to
blame. With the UD strategy, however, some up casts are also blamable. We are interested in the D
blame tracking strategy because it comes with a more straightforward notion of safe cast compared
to UD [Siek et al. 2009], which is why D was chosen in the Grift compiler [Kuhlenschmidt et al.
2018]. We are also interested in UD because it plays a prominent role in the gradual typing literature
[Wadler and Findler 2009]. The UD hypercoercions were inspired by the supercoercions of Garcia
[2013] (hence the name) and the D hypercoercions were inspired by the normal forms of Siek and
Garcia [2012]. The semantics of casts can be lazy or eager [Siek et al. 2009]. In this paper, we focus
on lazy cast strategies because we suspect that they are more e�cient than eager strategies and
because New et al. [2019] show that the eager strategies are incompatible with �-equivalence of
functions.
Of course, an alternative cast representation must be proved correct. This paper presents steps

toward a general framework for proving equivalence of cast calculi and, in particular, proves that an
abstract machine using Lazy D hypercoercions is equivalent to an abstract machine using standard
Lazy D casts [Siek et al. 2009]. We conjecture that the framework can be generalized to Lazy UD
and that it can be applied to coercions in normal form, threesomes, and supercoercions.

To summarize, the primary contributions of this paper are:

• hypercoercions, a new cast representation, which has a structurally recursive composition
and a memory representation more compact than space-e�cient coercions.

• a framework in Agda for proving the correctness of Lazy D cast representations.
• a formal proof that Lazy D hypercoercions respect the semantics of the Lazy D cast calculus.

In Section 2 we review cast calculi and coercions. We present hypercoercions in Section 3. We
present a framework for proving the correctness of Lazy D cast representations in Section 4 and
use it to prove the correctness of Lazy D hypercoercions in Section 5.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we �rst review lazy cast calculi (Section 2.1), where we present an abstract machine
that is employed in our framework (Section 4). Then we review coercions and their normal forms
(Section 2.2), which motivates and inspires the design of hypercoercions (Section 3).

2.1 Cast Calculi
Syntax and Static Semantics. The syntax and static semantics are the same for the Lazy D and

Lazy UD cast calculi. They are reviewed in Fig. 1. As usual, the important features are the cast
expressions, e hT1 )l

T2i, which are responsible for runtime type checking, and blame expressions,
blame l , that raise errors. Polarities of blame labels is not treated but are straightforward to
incorporate. The syntax and static semantics is the same as that of Siek et al. [2009] except for a
few minor exceptions:

• We add sum, product, and unit types.
• We separate types into those with a type constructor at the top, the pretypes (Unit, functions,
products, and sums), versus the dynamic type ? (a.k.a. Dyn or ?).
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Syntax
Types T , S ::= ? | P
Pre-types P ::= Unit | T � T | T ⇥T | T +T
Terms e ::= x | unit | �T!T

x .e | (e e) | consT⇥T e e | fst e | snd e
| inl

T+T
e | inrT+T e | case e e e | e hT )l

T i | blame l

Consistency T1 ⇠ T2

? ⇠ ? ? ⇠ P P ⇠ ?

Unit ⇠ Unit

S1 ⇠ S2 T1 ⇠ T2

S1 ! T1 ⇠ S2 ! T2

S1 ⇠ S2 T1 ⇠ T2

S1 ⇥T1 ⇠ S2 ⇥T2

S1 ⇠ S2 T1 ⇠ T2

S1 +T1 ⇠ S2 +T2

Term typing � ` e : T

. . .
� ` e : T1 T1 ⇠ T2

� ` e hT1 )l
T2i : T2 � ` blame l : T

Fig. 1. Syntax and static semantics of the cast calculi.

• We annotate the type of many expressions explicitly because we refer to them in the dynamic
semantics. These expressions include cons expressions, left injections, right injections, and
lambda abstractions.

As usual, the source T1 and target types T2 of a cast e hT1 )l
T2i are required to be consistent,

written T1 ⇠ T2. The consistency relation is standard and de�ned in Fig. 1.

Dynamic Semantics. The dynamic semantics of a cast calculus is typically de�ned with a reduction
semantics. Here we use a CEK machine [Felleisen and Friedman 1986] instead because the �rst
author is more familiar with CEK machines and believes that a CEK machine is more convenient
to use for the space-e�cient semantics in Section 4.2 (a major point of space-e�ciency is about
compressing continuations). So using an abstract machine for the cast calculi in this section makes
it easier to prove the correctness of the space-e�cient machines. Of course, one should prove that
the abstract machine presented here is equivalent to the standard reduction semantics for cast
calculi, but we have not yet done so.

Fig. 3 de�nes the transition relation of the CEK machine and Fig. 2 gives a grammar for machine
states s , including a de�nition of values � and value typing. The transitions involving casts are
highlighted in red and described in more detail below. The other transitions are standard for a
CEK machine for an extended simply typed lambda calculus. Recall that CEK machines involve
two kinds of transitions, (1) those that dive further into an expression (looking for a redex) and
push an entry onto the continuation, and (2) those that return a value to the current continuation
and possibly perform a computation. Corresponding to (1) and (2), the machine state is either in
an evaluating he, E,�i or continuing h�,�i con�guration, respectively. Additionally, there is the
Halt o con�guration, where the machine halts with an observable (o). Observables include all
value constructors, blame, and dyn, as in Siek and Garcia [2012]. The function converting values to
observables (obser�e(�) = o) is de�ned in the obvious way.
Let � range over values. A value is either the unit, a function, a pair, a left injection, a right

injection, or a casted value. Value typing rules restrict the casts in casted values. If the cast is between
pre-types, source and target types must have the same type constructor at the top (P1 ^ P2). If
the cast is from a pre-type to the dynamic type, the pre-type must be injectable. The de�nition of
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Machine state and other runtime data structures
Environments E ::= a partial function {hx ,�i, . . . }
Values � ::= unit | h�x .e, Ei | cons � � | inl � | inr � | � hci
Casts c ::= T )l

T

Injectable types (Lazy D) I ::= P

Injectable types (Lazy UD) I ::= Unit | ? � ? | ?⇥? | ?+?
Observables o ::= dyn | unit | fun | cons | inl | inr | blame l
Cast results r ::= succ � | fail l
States s ::= he, E,�i | h�,�i | Halt o
Continuations � ::= stop | [consT⇥T ⇤ he, Ei]� | [consT⇥T � ⇤]� | [inlT+T ⇤]�

| [inrT+T ⇤]� | [⇤ he, Ei]� | [� ⇤]� | [fst ⇤]�
| [snd ⇤]� | [case ⇤ he, Ei he, Ei]� | [case � ⇤ he, Ei]�
| [case � � ⇤]� | [⇤hci]�

Shallow-consistency T ^ T

?^ ? ?^ P P ^?

Unit^ Unit T11 ! T12 ^ T21 ! T22 T11 ⇥T12 ^ T21 ⇥T22 T11 +T1 ^ S2 +T2

Value typing � : T

. . .
� : I

� hI )l ?i : ?
� : P1 P1 ^ P2

� hP1 )l
P2i : P2

Fig. 2. Definition of machine state and auxiliary data structures.

injectable types depends on blame strategies: for the Lazy D strategy, every pre-type is injectable;
for the Lazy UD strategy, a pre-types is injectable if all its sub-parts are the dynamic type.
The transition relation s 7�!X s is parameterized over appl�Cast to allow for the di�erences

between D and UD. When evaluating a cast expression, the machine moves the cast to the continu-
ation and evaluates the inner expression. To apply a casted function, the machine �rst casts �1 (the
operand), then applies �2 (the underlying function) to the casted operand, and then �nally casts
the return value. To take out the �rst (resp. second) part of a casted pair, the machine �rstly takes
out the �rst (resp. second) part of � , the underlying pair, and cast the result. To case split a casted
injection, the machine moves the cast from the injection to continuations functions. To cast a value,
the machine invokes appl�Cast on the value. If the cast succeeds (succ � 0), the machine returns
the result to the next continuation. If the cast fails (fail l ), the machine halts with the blame label.
The re�exive transitive closure of reduction (s 7�!⇤

X s) and evaluation (e�al§(e)) are stan-
dard [Felleisen and Flatt 2007].

De�nition 2.1 (Lazy D CEK Machine). The Lazy D CEK machine, written D, is the CEK machine
of Fig. 3 using the appl�Cast for Lazy D de�ned in Fig. 4. We write the transition relations of this
machine as s 7�!D s and s 7�!⇤

D s and write the evaluation function as e�alD(e) = o.

We conjecture that D agrees with the Lazy D cast calculus of Siek et al. [2009].

P���������� 2.2 (D �� �������������). If s1 7�!D s2 and s1 7�!D s3 then s2 = s3.

Next, we de�ne the CEK Machine for Lazy UD. The only di�erence with respect to Lazy D is
in the de�nition of the applyCast function, in which a cast whose source or target is the dynamic
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Transition s 7�!X s

he hT1 )l
T2i, E,�i 7�!X he, E, [⇤hT1 )l

T2i]�i
hx , E,�i 7�!X hE(x),�i

hunit, E,�i 7�!X hunit,�i
h�T1!T2x .e, E,�i 7�!X hh�x .e, Ei,�i

hconsT1⇥T2 e1 e2, E,�i 7�!X he1, E, [consT1⇥T2 ⇤ he2, Ei]�i
hinlT1+T2 e, E,�i 7�!X he, E, [inlT1+T2 ⇤]�i
hinlT1+T2 e, E,�i 7�!X he, E, [inrT1+T2 ⇤]�i

h(e1 e2), E,�i 7�!X he1, E, [⇤ he2, Ei]�i
hfst e, E,�i 7�!X he, E, [fst ⇤]�i
hsnd e, E,�i 7�!X he, E, [snd ⇤]�i

hcase e1 e2 e3, E,�i 7�!X he1, E, [case ⇤ he2, Ei he3, Ei]�i
hblame l , E,�i 7�!X Halt (blame l)

h�1, [consT1⇥T2 ⇤ he2, Ei]�i 7�!X he2, E, [consT1⇥T2 �1 ⇤]�i
h�2, [consT1⇥T2 �1 ⇤]�i 7�!X hcons �1 �2,�i

h�, [inlT1+T2 ⇤]�i 7�!X hinl �,�i
h�, [inrT1+T2 ⇤]�i 7�!X hinr �,�i
h�1, [⇤ he2, Ei]�i 7�!X he2, E, [�1 ⇤]�i

h�2, [(h�x .e, Ei) ⇤]�i 7�!X he, E[x := �2],�i
h�1, [�2hT1 � T2 )l

T3 � T4i ⇤]�i 7�!X h�1, [⇤hT3 )l
T1i][�2 ⇤][⇤hT2 )l

T4i]�i
hcons �1 �2, [fst ⇤]�i 7�!X h�1,�i

h� hT1 ⇥T2 )l
T3 ⇥T4i, [fst ⇤]�i 7�!X h�, [fst ⇤][⇤hT1 )l

T3i]�i
hcons �1 �2, [snd ⇤]�i 7�!X h�2,�i

h� hT1 ⇥T2 )l
T3 ⇥T4i, [snd ⇤]�i 7�!X h�, [snd ⇤][⇤hT2 )l

T4i]�i
h�1, [case ⇤ he2, Ei he3, Ei]�i 7�!X he2, E, [case �1 ⇤ he3, Ei]�i

h�2, [case �1 ⇤ he3, Ei]�i 7�!X he3, E, [case �1 �2 ⇤]�i
h�3, [case (inl �) �2 ⇤]�i 7�!X h�, [�2 ⇤]�i
h�3, [case (inr �) �2 ⇤]�i 7�!X h�, [�3 ⇤]�i

h�3, [case � hT1 +T2 )l
T3 +T4i �2 ⇤]�i 7�!X h� 0

3, [case � �
0
2 ⇤]�i

where � : T
and �20 = �2hT3 � T )l

T1 � T i
and �30 = �3hT4 � T )l

T2 � T i

h�, [⇤hci]�i 7�!X

(
h� 0,�i if appl�Cast(�, c) = succ �

0

Halt (blame l) if appl�Cast(�, c) = fail l

h�, stopi 7�!X Halt obser�e(�)

Evaluation e�alX(e) = o
he, ;, stopi 7�!⇤

X Halt o

e�alX(e) = o

Fig. 3. Dynamic semantics of the cast calculi as a CEK machine. The transitions that involve casts are
highlighted in red.
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appl�Cast(�, c) = r

appl�Cast(�,?)l ?) = succ �

appl�Cast(� hP1 )l1 ?i,?)l2 P2) = appl�Cast(�, P1 )l2 P2)
appl�Cast(�, P )l ?) = succ � hP )l ?i

appl�Cast(�, P1 )l
P2) = succ � hP1 )l

P2i if P1 ^ P2
appl�Cast(�, P1 )l

P2) = fail l if P1 6̂ P2

Fig. 4. Definition of appl�Cast for Lazy D

applyCast(�, c) = r

applyCast(�,?)l ?) = succ �

applyCast(�, P )l ?) = succ � hP )l
I ihI )l ?i if I ⇠ P , I , P

applyCast(�,?)l
P) = succ � h?)l

I ihI )l
Pi if I ⇠ P , I , P

applyCast(� hI )l ?i,?)l
I ) = succ �

applyCast(� hI1 )l ?i,?)l
I2) = fail l if I1 , I2

applyCast(�, P1 )l
P2) = succ � hP1 )l

P2i if P1 ^ P2

Fig. 5. Definition of applyCast for Lazy UD.

Injectable types (Lazy D) I ::= T � T | Unit
Injectable types (Lazy UD) I ::= ? � ? | Unit
Coercions c ::= I ! | I?l | � | ?l | c; c | c � c

normal coercions ĉ ::= ĉ � ĉ | I?l ; ĉ � ĉ | ĉ � ĉ; I ! | I?l ; ĉ � ĉ; I ! | I?l ;?l

| � | I?l | I ! | I?l ; I ! | ?l

Fig. 6. Syntax of coercions and normal forms à la Siek and Garcia [2012].

type ? is always split into two casts that go through an injectable type, that is, a type in which all
sub-components are the dynamic type, such as ?! ?.
De�nition 2.3 (Lazy UD CEK Machine). The Lazy UD CEK machine, written UD, is the CEK

machine of Fig. 3 using the appl�Cast for Lazy UD de�ned in Fig. 5. We write the transition relations
of this machine as s 7�!UD s and s 7�!⇤

UD s and write the evaluation function as e�alUD(e) = o.
We conjecture thatUD agrees with the Lazy UD cast calculus of Siek et al. [2009].

P���������� 2.4 (UD �� �������������). If s1 7�!D s2 and s1 7�!UD s3 then s2 = s3.

2.2 Coercions and Normal Forms
In this section, we review the coercions [Henglein 1994; Herman et al. 2010] and the normal
form of Siek and Garcia [2012] to motivate the design of hypercoercions. We omit sum types and
product types in this section because Siek and Garcia [2012] did not discuss them. We assume a
basic familiarity with coercions, and suggest that readers unfamiliar with coercions to familiarize
themselves with Siek and Garcia [2012] and Siek et al. [2015].

Fig. 6 reviews the grammar for coercions, written c . To review, an injection I ! takes a value from
an injectable type I to type ?. An injectable type is simply a type that can be cast directly to and
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Syntax of Hypercoercions
Injectable types (Lazy D) I ::= P

Injectable types (Lazy UD) I ::= Unit | ? � ? | ?⇥? | ?+?
Hypercoercions c ::= id? | h my t

Heads h ::= � | ?l
Middles m ::= Unit | c � c | c ⇥ c | c + c
Tails t ::= � | ! | ?l

Hypercoercion typing c : T =) T

id? : ? =) ?
h : T1 =) P1 m : P1 =) P2 t : P2 =) T2

h
my t : T1 =) T2

Head typing h : T =) P

� : P =) P ?l : ? =) I

Middle typing m : T =) T

Unit : Unit =) Unit

c1 : T3 =) T1 c2 : T2 =) T4

c1 � c2 : T1 � T2 =) T3 � T4
c1 : T1 =) T3 c2 : T2 =) T4

c1 ⇥ c2 : T1 ⇥T2 =) T3 ⇥T4

c1 : T1 =) T3 c2 : T2 =) T4

c1 + c2 : T1 +T2 =) T3 +T4

Tail typing t : P =) T

� : P =) P ! : I =) ? ?l : P =) T

Fig. 7. Definition of hypercoercions (HC)

from?. The de�nition of injectable types depends on the blame strategy. With Lazy D, all pre-types
are injectable. With Lazy UD, only ? � ? and Unit are injectable. A projection I?l takes a value
from type ? to type I , or halts the program and blames l if the value is of a di�erent type. The
coercion � is the identity, ?l is the coercion that always fails and blames l , and (c1; c2) applies c1
and then c2 in sequence. The function coercion c1 � c2 applies c1 to the argument of a function
and c2 to the return value.

Coercions come with a reduction relation so it is natural to ask about their normal forms. Fig. 6
de�nes the syntax of coercion in normal form, written ĉ . Conceptually, a coercion in normal form
has three parts, all of which are optional. It may start with a projection I?l , followed by a function
coercion, and then concluded with an injection I ! or a failure ?l . While this is a simple idea, there
are 10 clauses in the de�nition for ĉ!

3 DEFINITION OF HYPERCOERCIONS
This section presents our �rst contribution, the de�nition of hypercoercions. The design of hy-
percoercions is motivated by the observation that a normal coercion has at most three parts.
Hypercoercions make this structure explicit: a hypercoercion c is either id?, the identity cast for?,
or it contains three parts: a head, middle, and tail, as de�ned in Fig. 7.

• The head h is either a projection or the no-op,
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• the middlem involves coercions that preserve a type constructor, i.e., coercions between
function, pair, sum types, and unit types, and

• the tail t is either an injection, a failure, or the no-op.
There is a close correspondence between middle coercions and type constructors. We generalize
shallow-consistency to middlesm ^m in the obvious way.
Subsection 3.1 de�nes the id , seq, and cast functions that construct Lazy D hypercoercions.

Subsection 3.2 de�nes Lazy UD counterparts. The functions that apply hypercoercions to values are
de�ned later in Section 5, after we introduce the framework and its new space-e�cient de�nition
of values in Section 4.

3.1 Lazy D Hypercoercions
Fig. 8 de�nes the functions id , seq, and cast that construct Lazy D hypercoercions. We use these
functions to satisfy the Cast abstract data type de�ned in Section 4. Fig. 8 also de�nes some auxiliary
functions.
The seq operator is de�ned in terms of coercion composition, which is the key to compressing

coercions and maintaining space-e�ciency. A composition operator for coercions typically requires
the target type of the �rst coercion to match the source type of the second. However, it is useful to
relax this restriction for the D blame tracking strategy. We shall need optional blame labels, written
` , that range over � or l . The label is mandatory when the target type of the �rst coercion does not
match the source type of the second. Then we write the composition of hypercoercions as c1 #` c2.
When both c1 and c2 are id?, their composition is also id?. If the head of c2 is a projection, the
result is c2. Otherwise, we need a label to build the projection. Since the head of c2 is the no-op, its
source type must be a pretype. Thus we know ` must be a label and we put it in the projection.
When c1 ends with a failure, the composition is c1 itself. In all the remaining cases, c1 does not
end with a failure. Whenm1 andm2 have di�erent top constructors (m1 6̂ m2), the result is a
failure coercion, which needs a label. When c2 starts with a projection, we blame the projection
for casting a value to a shallowly inconsistent type. When c2 starts with the no-op, we know `
must be a label, which is blamed for composing shallowly inconsistent hypercoercions. The last
two cases composem1 andm2 with the auxiliary functionm #` m, which assumes its inputs have
the same top constructor. The de�nition ofm #` m is a straightforward structural recursion. Going
back to the last two cases of c1 #` c2. When c2 starts with a projection, we do not know whether
the target type ofm1 matches the source ofm2. So we use the l in the projection to compose the
middlesm1 #l m2. When c2 starts with the no-op, we compose the middles using `.

The de�nitions of id(T ) and cast(T1, l ,T2) are straightforward, although cast(T1, l ,T2) is unusual
in its use of id and composition.
A proof of correctness for hypercoercions (in Section 4.3) relies on the following two basic

properties of hypercoercions.

P���������� 3.1 (L��� D H������������� F��� �M�����). For all c : T1 =) T2, c1 : T1 =) T2,
c2 : T2 =) T3, and c3 : T3 =) T4,

(1) seq(id(T1), c) = c ,
(2) seq(c, id(T2)) = c , and
(3) seq(seq(c1, c2), c3) = seq(c1, seq(c2, c3)).
P����. Part (1) and (2) are by induction on c . Part (3) is by induction on c2 and case analysis on

c1 then c3. ⇤

P���������� 3.2 (L��� D I������� C����). For all T and l , cast(T , l ,T ) = id(T )
P����. By induction on T . ⇤
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Optional labels ` ::= � | l

Composition of hypercoercions c #` c = c

id? #` id? = id?

id? #` ?l 0 my t = ?l 0 my t

id? #l �
my t = ?l my t

h
my ?l 0 #` c = h

my ?l 0

h
my t #` id? = h

my! if 8l .t , ?l

h1
m1y t1 #` ?l

m2y t2 = h1
m1y ?l ifm1 6̂ m2 and 8l .t1 , ?l

h1
m1y t1 #l �

m2y t2 = h1
m1y ?l ifm1 6̂ m2 and 8l .t1 , ?l

h1
m1y t1 #` ?l

m2y t2 = h1
m1#lm2y t2 ifm1 ^m2 and 8l .t1 , ?l

h1
m1y t1 #` �

m2y t2 = h1
m1#`m2y t2 ifm1 ^m2 and 8l .t1 , ?l

Composition of middles m #` m =m

Unit #` Unit = Unit

c1 � c2 #` c3 � c4 = c3 #` c1 � c2 #` c4
c1 ⇥ c2 #` c3 ⇥ c4 = c1 #` c3 ⇥ c2 #` c4
c1 + c2 #` c3 + c4 = c1 #` c3 + c2 #` c4

seq(c, c) = c

seq(c1, c2) = c1 #� c2
id(P) =m

id(Unit) = Unit

id(T1 � T2) = id(T1) � id(T2)
id(T1 ⇥T2) = id(T1) ⇥ id(T2)
id(T1 +T2) = id(T1) + id(T2)

id(T ) = c

id(?) = id?

id(P) = �
id (P )y �

cast(T , l ,T ) = c

cast(T1, l ,T2) = id(T1) #l id(T2)

Fig. 8. Lazy D Hypercoercions

3.2 Lazy UD Hypercoercions
Hypercoercions for the UD blame tracking strategy have the same syntax as for D (Fig. 7), but the
de�nitions of id , cast , and seq, di�er from D. Again, the seq operator (Figure 9) is de�ned in terms
of composition, but here composition c1 # c2 makes the usual assumption that the target type of c1
matches the source type of c2. The de�nition of composition for UD is particularly straightforward.
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Composition of hypercoercions c # c = c

c # id? = c

id? # h2
m2y t2 = h2

m2y t2

h1
m1y � # �

m2y t2 = h1
m1#m2y t2

h1
m1y! # ?l

m2y t2 =

(
h1

m1#m2y t2 ifm1 ^m2

h1
m1y ?l otherwise

h1
m1y ?l # h2

m2y t2 = h1
m1y ?l

Composition of middles m #m =m

Unit # Unit = Unit

c ! d # c
0 ! d

0 = (c 0 # c) ! (d # d 0)
c ⇥ d # c

0 ⇥ d
0 = (c # c 0) ⇥ (d # d 0)

c + d # c
0 + d 0 = (c # c 0) + (d # d 0)

Shallow consistency of middles m ^m

Unit^ Unit (c ! d)^ (c 0 ! d
0) (c ⇥ d)^ (c 0 ⇥ d

0) (c + d)^ (c 0 + d 0)
seq(c, c) = c

seq(c1, c2) = c1 # c2
id(P) =m

id(Unit) = Unit

id(T1 � T2) = id(T1) � id(T2)
id(T1 ⇥T2) = id(T1) ⇥ id(T2)
id(T1 +T2) = id(T1) + id(T2)

id(T ) = c

id(?) = id?

id(P) = �
id (P )y �

Fig. 9. Lazy UD Hypercoercions

The �rst two lines say that id? acts as the identity on both the left and right. The third line handles
the case when both the tail of c1 and the head of c2 are no-ops, in which case the middles typesm1
andm2 are composed via an auxiliary composition operator. This compose operator for middle
coercions assumes that its inputs are shallowly consistent. The fourth line handles the important
case when the tail of c1 is an injection and the head of c2 is a projection. If the two middle coercions
are shallowly consistent, then they can be composed. If not, the tail of the result is a failure coercion
with the projection’s label. The last line handles the case when the tail of c1 is a failure, in which
case the result of composition is c1.

The de�nition of id is straightforward (Figure 9) .

P���������� 3.3 (L��� UD H������������� F��� � M�����). For all c : T1 =) T2, c1 : T1 =)
T2, c2 : T2 =) T3, and c3 : T3 =) T4,

(1) seq(id(T1), c) = c ,
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castToDyn(P , l) = c

castToDyn(?, l) = id?

castToDyn(P , l) = �
my!

wherem = castToInj(P , l , ground(P))

castFromDyn(P , l) = c

castFromDyn(?, l) = id?

castFromDyn(P , l) = ?l my �

wherem = castFromInj(ground(P), l , P)

castToInj(P , l , I ) =m

castToInj(Unit, l , Unit) = Unit

castToInj(T1 ! T2, l ,?! ?) = castFromDyn(T1, l) ! castToDyn(T2, l)
castToInj(T1 ⇥T2, l ,?⇥?) = castToDyn(T1, l) ⇥ castToDyn(T2, l)
castToInj(T1 +T2, l ,?+?) = castToDyn(T1, l) + castToDyn(T2, l)

castFromInj(I , l , P) =m

castFromInj(Unit, l , Unit) = Unit

castFromInj(?! ?, l ,T1 ! T2) = castToDyn(T1, l) ! castFromDyn(T2, l)
castFromInj(?⇥?, l ,T1 ⇥T2) = castFromDyn(T1, l) ⇥ castFromDyn(T2, l)
castFromInj(?+?, l ,T1 +T2) = castFromDyn(T1, l) + castFromDyn(T2, l)

cast(T , l ,T ) = c

cast(?, l ,T2) = castFromD�n(T2, l)
cast(T1, l ,?) = castToD�n(T1, l)

cast(Unit, l , Unit) = �
Unity �

cast(T1 ! T2, l ,T3 ! T4) = �
c1!c2y � where c1 = cast(T3, l ,T1)

and c2 = cast(T2, l ,T4)
cast(T1 ⇥T2, l ,T3 ⇥T4) = �

c1⇥c2y � where c1 = cast(T1, l ,T3)
and c2 = cast(T2, l ,T4)

cast(T1 +T2, l ,T3 +T4) = �
c1+c2y � where c1 = cast(T1, l ,T3)

and c2 = cast(T2, l ,T4)

Fig. 10. cast and its auxiliary functions for Lazy UD.

(2) seq(c, id(T2)) = c , and
(3) seq(seq(c1, c2), c3) = seq(c1, seq(c2, c3)).

P����. See the Agda proof at the following URL:
https://github.com/jsiek/gradual-typing-in-agda/blob/master/HyperCoercions.agda

⇤

The cast function is de�ned in Figure 10. Prior presentations of this function do not use aux-
iliary functions, as we do here. The reason that we introduce the auxiliary functions castToDyn,
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castFromDyn, castToInj, and castFromInj, is to ensure that each of them is structurally recursive,
which makes them straightforward to de�ne in Agda.

P���������� 3.4 (L��� UD I������� C����). For all T and l , cast(T , l ,T ) = id(T )
P����. By induction on T . ⇤

3.3 Compact Representation of Hypercoercions
Hypercoercions enable a bit-level representation that is particularly compact for identity coercions
and coercions that project from base types or inject to base types. (Here Unit is the only base type,
but in a real language the base types would include integers, Booleans, etc.) We conjecture that
such coercions occur more frequently than the more complex coercions (e.g. between function
types), especially because such coercions appear in the leaves of complex coercions.
Futhermore, values of base types are often stored in CPU registers, so it would be nice for

coercions on base types to also �t in registers, that is, in 64 bits, so that applying a coercion to
a value of base type would not require access to main memory, which is an order of magnitude
slower than accessing registers on a modern CPU. Coercions involving non-base types, such as
function types, may be arbitrarily deep, so in those cases, the hypercoercion representation has to
be a pointer to a heap-allocated structure.

Here is a sketch for the bit-level representation for hypercoercions.
• 1 bit to di�erentiate between id? and three-part coercions.
• 1 bit to di�erentiate between middle coercions of base type versus non-base type.
• If the middle is of non-base type, then 61 bits represent a pointer to a heap-allocated structure.
Heap allocated structures are usually 8-byte aligned, so there are 3 unused bits in a pointer.

• If the middle is of base types, then the remaining 62 bits are used to represent the head (25
bits), middle (11 bits), and tail (26 bits).
– The head requires 1 bit to di�erentiate between � and ?l and then 24 bits could be used for
the label l .

– The middle would use 11 bits to di�erentiate all the base types.
– The tail requires 2 bits to di�erentiate between � , !, and ?l , and could use 24 bits for the
label l .

The bits for blame labels represent an index into a table of blame information. In the event
that a program requires too many blame labels, then the implementation can fallback to
using the heap-allocated structure for more coercions.

4 A FRAMEWORK FOR PROVING CORRECTNESS OF CAST REPRESENTATIONS
This section presents our second contribution, a framework for proving the correctness of cast
representations, especially space-e�cient ones. Section 5 applies this framework to prove the
correctness of the Lazy D hypercoercions.
The framework includes an abstract data type named Cast ADT (Section 4.1), and a CEK ma-

chine S(C) that is parameterized over Cast ADTs (Section 4.2). This machine is space-e�cient
provided that the Cast ADT implementation performs compression. We conjecture that all cast
representations de�ned in the literature are instances of this ADT. The framework is available at
the following URL:

https://github.com/LuKC1024/hypercoercion-and-framework-wgt2020/tree/master/Proof
In Section 4.3 we prove that, for any instance C of the Cast ADT, if C satis�es a more re�ned

abstract data type for Lazy D casts, then S(C) is equivalent to D, that is,
e�alS(C)(e) = o if and only if e�alD(e) = o
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We conjecture that all of the cast representations in the literature for Lazy D (supercoercions,
coercions in normal form, threesomes) are instances of the Lazy D Cast ADT. We are working on a
similar theorem for Lazy UD cast representations.

We then apply this framework to Lazy D hypercoercions H (Section 5), where we show that H is
an instance of the Lazy D Cast ADT, and therefore

e�alS(H )(e) = o if and only if e�alD(e) = o
Before turning to the de�nition of the abstract data types, we �rst give the de�nition of values

and cast results used by the S(C), as they are mentioned in the de�nition of the ADTs. The DynI (�)
stands for values that are cast to the dynamic type, as in Wadler and Findler [2009].

De�nition 4.1 (Values and cast results for the S(C) machine).

Values � ::= unit | h�x . e, c, c, Ei | cons � hci � hci | inl � hci | inr � hci | DynI (�)
Cast results r ::= succ � | fail l
Environments E ::= a partial function {hx ,�i, . . . }
Let � range over values. In X we have one value constructor for all casted values. In S(C),

however, we do not have this generic value constructor, instead, we push casts into the ordinary
values. Thus non-casted values in X correspond to values in S(C) where casts are identities. For
instance, (cons �1 �2) corresponds to (cons � 0

1hid(T1)i � 0
2hid(T2)i).

Cast results (r ) and environments (E) are the same as for X. Value typing (� : T ) is de�ned in the
obvious way.

4.1 The Cast Abstract Data Types
The Cast Abstract Data Type, de�ned below, captures the set of operators that a cast representation
C must provide for it to be used with the S(C) machine. The �rst three operators enable S(C) to
construct casts so we call them cast constructors. The fourth and last operator enables S(C) to apply
casts to values.

De�nition 4.2 (Cast Abstract Data Type (Cast ADT)). A cast abstract data type is a setCast , which
is indexed by two types, with four operators:

id(T ) = c constructs an identity cast from a type
seq(c, c) = c composes two casts
cast(T , l ,T ) = c constructs a cast from a source type, a label, and a target type
appl�Cast(�, c) = r applies a cast to a value, producing a cast result

We use the syntax c : T1 =) T2 to mean c is in the set Cast T1 T2 and we say “c is from T1 to T2”.

Next, we de�ne the Lazy D Cast ADT, which captures the further requirements that are needed
for the theorem that establishes equivalence to D. Property (1) below states that id(T ) acts as the
identity function. Property (2) states that seq(c, c) acts as a sequence of casts. Properties (3) through
(11) state that cast(T1, l ,T2) acts like the Lazy D appl�Cast for X (Fig. 4).

De�nition 4.3 (Lazy D Cast ADT). A Cast is a Lazy D Cast if:
(1) If � : T then appl�Cast(�, id(T )) = succ �

(2) If � : T1 and c1 : T1 =) T2 and c2 : T2 =) T3
then appl�Cast(�, seq(c1, c2)) = appl�Cast(�, c1) � ��

0.appl�Cast(� 0, c2)
where

succ � � f = f (�)
fail l � f = fail l

(3) If � : T1 and T1 6̂ T2, then appl�Cast(�, cast(T1, l ,T2)) = fail l
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(4) If � : ?, then appl�Cast(�, cast(?, l ,?)) = succ �

(5) If � : P , then appl�Cast(DynP (�), cast(?, l , P 0)) = appl�Cast(�, cast(P , l , P 0))
(6) If � : P , then appl�Cast(�, cast(P , l ,?)) = succ (DynP (�))
(7) If � : Unit, then appl�Cast(�, cast(Unit, l , Unit)) = succ �

(8) If (h�x . e, c1, c2, Ei) : T1 � T2, then
appl�Cast(h�x . e, c1, c2, Ei, cast(T1 � T2, l ,T3 � T4))
= succ (h�x . e, seq(cast(T3, l ,T1), c1), seq(c2, cast(T2, l ,T4)), Ei)

(9) If (cons �1hc1i �2hc2i) : T1 ⇥T2, then
appl�Cast(cons �1hc1i �2hc2i, cast(T1 ⇥T2, l ,T3 ⇥T4))
= succ (cons �1hseq(c1, cast(T1, l ,T3))i �2hseq(c2, cast(T2, l ,T4))i)

(10) If (inl � hci) : T1 +T2, then
appl�Cast(inl � hci, cast(T1 +T2, l ,T3 +T4)) = succ (inl � hseq(c, cast(T1, l ,T3))i)

(11) If (inr � hci) : T1 +T2, then
appl�Cast(inr � hci, cast(T1 +T2, l ,T3 +T4)) = succ (inr � hseq(c, cast(T2, l ,T4))i)

4.2 A Space-e�icient CEK Machine
S(C) is a space-e�cient CEK machine parameterized over the Cast ADT (C). The key di�erences
between S(C) and X are the places where casts can accumulate at runtime, that is, values and
continuations. The di�erences regarding values was discussed above (De�nition 4.1). We de�ne
contiuations below, with � ranging over continuations and k ranging over pre-continuations. Pre-
continuations are like the continuations in X, but there is no constructor for casts. A continuation
is now a pre-continuation pre�xed with a cast.

De�nition 4.4 (Continuations for the S(C) machine).

Continuation � ::= [⇤hci]k
Pre-continuations k ::= stop | [consT⇥T ⇤ he, Ei]� | [consT⇥T � ⇤]� | [inlT+T ⇤]�

| [inrT+T ⇤]� | [⇤ he, Ei]� | [� ⇤]� | [fst ⇤]� | [snd ⇤]�
| [case ⇤ he, Ei he, Ei]� | [case � ⇤ he, Ei]� | [case � � ⇤]�

Continuations in D have zero or more casts at the top. In S(C), however, every continuation
has exactly one cast at the top. Continuations in X that have no casts at the top correspond to
continuations in S(C) whose casts are identities. Continuations in X that have many casts at the
top correspond to continuations in S(C) where those casts are composed by seq(c, c).

Fig. 11 de�nes the transition relation s 7�!S(C) s . They rely on functions provided by C to work
with casts. When evaluating a cast expression, the machine extends the continuation with cast
cast(T1, l ,T2). The function ext(c,�) composes c with the cast at the top of k by calling seq. To
construct a function, the machine �lls the casts with ids. To return a value to a continuation, the
machine �rst applies the top cast to the value. If the application fails, the machine halts with the
blame label from the failure. Otherwise, the machine handles the pre-continuation with cont . When
the machine constructs a pair, a left injection, or a right injection, it �lls the casts with id as well,
just like how it did for functions. To apply a function, the machine applies the domain cast c1 to the
operand �2, extends the continuation with the codomain cast c2, and evaluates the function body.
To take out the �rst part of a pair, the machine returns the �rst value to a continuation extended
with the �rst cast. Taking out the second part of a pair is similar. To case split a variant, the machine
�rst looks at the variant value. If the variant is a left injection, the machine composes the cast in
the left injection with the domain cast of the �rst continuation function, then move to a state that
will apply the new function to the value in the left injection. The case for right injections is similar.

Re�exive transitive closure of reduction (s 7�!⇤
S(C) s) and evaluation (e�alS(C)(e) = o) are the

same as for X.
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Build continuation wrap(k) = �

wrap(k) = [⇤hid(T1)i]k where k : T1 =) T2

Extend continuation ext(c,�) = �

ext(c1, [⇤hc2i]k) = [⇤hseq(c1, c2)i]k
Transition s 7�!S(C) s

he hT1 )l
T2i, E,�i 7�!S(C) he, E, ext(cast(T1, l ,T2),�)i
hx , E,�i 7�!S(C) hE(x),�i

hunit, E,�i 7�!S(C) hunit,�i
h�T1!T2x .e, E,�i 7�!S(C) hh�x . e, id(T1), id(T2), Ei,�i

hconsT1⇥T2 e1 e2, E,�i 7�!S(C) he1, E,wrap([consT1⇥T2 ⇤ he2, Ei]�)i
hinlT1+T2 e, E,�i 7�!S(C) he, E,wrap([inlT1+T2 ⇤]�)i
hinrT1+T2 e, E,�i 7�!S(C) he, E,wrap([inrT1+T2 ⇤]�)i

h(e1 e2), E,�i 7�!S(C) he1, E,wrap([⇤ he2, Ei]�)i
hfst e), E,�i 7�!S(C) he, E,wrap([fst ⇤]�)i
hsnd e, E,�i 7�!S(C) he, E,wrap([snd ⇤]�)i

hcase e1 e2 e3, E,�i 7�!S(C) he1, E,wrap([case ⇤ he2, Ei he3, Ei]�)i
hblame l , E,�i 7�!S(C) Halt (blame l)

h�, [⇤hci]ki 7�!S(C)

(
cont(� 0,k) if appl�Cast(�, c) = succ �

0

Halt (blame l) if appl�Cast(�, c) = fail l

Apply continuation cont(k,�) = s

cont([consT1⇥T2 ⇤ he2, Ei]�,�1) = he2, E,wrap([consT1⇥T2 �1 ⇤]�)i
cont([consT1⇥T2 �1 ⇤]�,�2) = hcons �1hid(T1)i �2hid(T2)i,�i

cont([inlT1+T2 ⇤]�,�) = hinl � hid(T1)i,�i
cont([inrT1+T2 ⇤]�,�) = hinr � hid(T2)i,�i
cont([⇤ he2, Ei]�,�1) = he2, E,wrap([�1 ⇤]�)i

cont([(h�x . e, c1, c2, Ei) ⇤]�,�2) =

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

he, E[x := � 0], ext(c2,�)i
if appl�Cast(�2, c1) = succ �

0

Halt l

if appl�Cast(�2, c1) = fail l

cont([fst ⇤]�, cons �1hc1i �2hc2i) = h�1, ext(c1,�)i
cont([snd ⇤]�, cons �1hc1i �2hc2i) = h�2, ext(c2,�)i
cont([case ⇤ he2, Ei he3, Ei]�,�1) = he2, E,wrap([case �1 ⇤ he3, Ei]�)i

cont([case �1 ⇤ he3, Ei]�,�2) = he3, E,wrap([case �1 �2 ⇤]�)i
cont([case (inl � hci) (h�x . e, c1, c2, Ei) ⇤]�,�3) = h�,wrap([(h�x . e, seq(c, c1), c2, Ei) ⇤]�)i
cont([case (inr � hci) �2 ⇤]�, (h�x . e, c1, c2, Ei)) = h�,wrap([(h�x . e, seq(c, c1), c2, Ei) ⇤]�)i

cont(stop,�) = Halt obser�e(�)

Fig. 11. Space-e�icient CEK machineS(C)
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P���������� 4.5 (S(C) �� �������������). If s1 7�!S(C) s2 and s1 7�!S(C) s3 then s2 = s3.

4.3 S(C) Is Equivalent to D, Provided C Is an Instance of the Lazy D ADT
In this section, we prove that for all C , if C is a Lazy D Cast ADT, then

e�alS(C)(e) = o if and only if e�alD(e) = o
The main work of the proof is in a lemma that establishes a weak bisimulation between S(C) andD.
The bisimulation goes more smoothly if we require two more properties of the cast representation:
that the casts form a monoid (the id and seq operators) and that the cast constructor is equivalent
to the identity operator when applied to an identical source and target type. However, the �nal
theorem does not require these two properties because we can prove 1) that S(C1) and S(C2) are
equivalent for any two Lazy D Cast ADTs C1 and C2 (Proposition 4.12), and 2) there is an instance
of the Lazy D Cast ADT, named L, that is a monoid and satis�es the two extra properties, and is
therefore equivalent to D (Lemma 4.14). So by transitivity, for any Lazy D Cast ADT C we have
e�alS(C)(e) = o if and only if e�alD(e) = o .
4.3.1 Weak Bisimulation between S(C) and D. We shall prove that if an instance of Cast ADTC is
Lazy D, is a monoid, and if cast(T , l ,T ) = id(T ), then there is a weak bisimulation between S(C)
and D. We de�ne monoid as follows.

De�nition 4.6 (Monoid). A Cast ADT is a monoid if for all c1 : T1 =) T2, c2 : T2 =) T3, and
c3 : T3 =) T4,

(1) seq(id(T1), c1) = c1,
(2) seq(c1, id(T2)) = c1, and
(3) seq(seq(c1, c2), c3) = seq(c1, seq(c2, c3)).
Fig. 12 de�nes the bisimulation relation s1 ⇡ s2, where s1 2 S(C) and s2 2 D. It is the smallest

congruence relation that also includes the pairs induced by the rules in Fig. 12. One nice aspect of
using abstract machines for this proof is that the expressions in the machine are simply related by
syntactic equality. The bisimulation relation is mutually de�ned on continuations, written � ⇡ � : T ,
where T is their source type, and values, written � ⇡ � : T , where T is their type. If k ⇡ � : T ,
adding an identity cast on top of k gives a related continuation. This handles the way in which
S(C) useswrap to push identity coercions onto continuations whereasD does not. We remark that
this bisimulation relation is unusual in that it uses some ADT operations in its de�nition, such as
id , cast , and seq, which is necessary because S(C) and the bisimulation is parameterized over the
Cast ADT. If [⇤hci]k1 ⇡ �2 : T , extending the right-hand side with a cast T1 )l

T2 and sequencing
cast(T1, l ,T2) with c on the left-hand side, produces related continuations. This takes care of the
di�erence between the transition rules for e hT1 )l

T2i on the two machines.
The bisimulation relation for values is designed to make Lemma 4.7 true, that is, if �1 ⇡ �2, then

appl�CastS(C)(�1, cast(T1, l ,T2)) ⇡ appl�CastD(�2,T1 )l
T2)

So if two values of type I are related, injecting them to ? gives related values. To relate to a closure
in D, the closure in S(C) must have identities as its casts. If a closure on the left is related to a
value, we can apply equivalent casts on both sides to obtain related values. The rules for products
and sums are similar. Lemma 4.7 is used in our bisimulation proof to handle the transitions that
apply casts to values.

L���� 4.7 (appl�Cast P�������� B�����������). Assume C implements Lazy D Cast ADT, �1 is
a value in S(C), �2 is a value in D, and �1 ⇡ �2 : T1,

appl�CastS(C)(�1, cast(T1, l ,T2)) ⇡ appl�CastD(�2,T1 )l
T2)
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� ` E ⇡ E

; ` ; ⇡ ;

� ` E1 ⇡ E2
�1 ⇡ �2 : T

�,x : T ` E1[x := �1] ⇡ E2[x := �2]
s ⇡ s

� ` e : T
� ` E1 ⇡ E2
�1 ⇡ �2 : T

he, E1,�1i ⇡ he, E2,�2i Halt o ⇡ Halt o

� ⇡ � : T

k ⇡ � : T
[⇤hid(T )i]k ⇡ �

[⇤hci]k1 ⇡ �2 : T2
[⇤hseq(cast(T1, l ,T2), c)i]k1 ⇡ [⇤hT1 )l

T2i]�2

� ⇡ � : T
�1 ⇡ �2 : I

DynI (�1) ⇡ �2hI )l ?i : ?

unit ⇡ unithUnit )l
Uniti : Unit

�,x : T1 ` e : T2
� ` E1 ⇡ E2

h�x . e, id(T1), id(T2), E1i ⇡ h�x .e, E2i : T1 � T2

h�x . e, c1, c2, Ei ⇡ �2 : T1 � T2

h�x . e, c 01, c 02, Ei ⇡ �2hT1 � T2 )l
T3 � T4i : T3 � T4

c
0
1 = seq(cast(T3, l ,T1), c1)
c
0
2 = seq(c2, cast(T2, l ,T4))

�1 ⇡ �2 : T1 �3 ⇡ �4 : T2
cons �1hid(T1)i �3hid(T2)i ⇡ cons �2 �4 : T1 ⇥T2

cons �1hc1i �3hc2i ⇡ �2 : T1 ⇥T2

cons �1hc 01i �3hc 02i ⇡ �2hT1 ⇥T2 )l
T3 ⇥T4i : T3 ⇥T4

c
0
1 = seq(c1, cast(T1, l ,T3))
c
0
2 = seq(c2, cast(T2, l ,T4))

�1 ⇡ �2 : T1
inl �1hid(T1)i ⇡ inl �2 : T1 +T2

inl �1hci ⇡ �2 : T1 +T2 c
0 = seq(c, cast(T1, l ,T3))

inl �1hc 0i ⇡ �2hT1 +T2 )l
T3 +T4i : T3 +T4

�1 ⇡ �2 : T2
inr �1hid(T2)i ⇡ inr �2 : T1 +T2

inr �1hci ⇡ �2 : T1 +T2 c
0 = seq(c, cast(T2, l ,T4))

inr �1hc 0i ⇡ �2hT1 +T2 )l
T3 +T4i : T3 +T4

Fig. 12. Bisimulation between S(C) and D
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P����. Case splitting whether T1 is shallowly consistent with T2. If yes, case splitting how they
are shallowly consistent. Then apply properties (3) - (11) of Lazy D Cast when applicable. ⇤

We now come to the main lemma, the weak bisimulation between S(C) and D.

L���� 4.8 (W��� B����������� ������� S(C) ��� D). If C implements Lazy D Cast ADT and
C is a monoid and cast(T , l ,T ) = id(T ) and s1 ⇡ s2 then either

(1) s1 = Halt o and s2 = Halt o for some o, or
(2) s1 7�!+S(C) s3 and s2 7�!+D s4 and s3 ⇡ s4 for some s3 and s4

P����. We proceed by case analysis on s1 ⇡ s2.
Case

Halt o ⇡ Halt o
This is case (1).

Case

� ` e : T
� ` E ⇡ E 0

� ⇡ �
0 : T

he, E,�i ⇡ he, E 0,� 0i
This is case (2). By case analysis on e .

Case
� ⇡ �

0 : T
� ⇡ �

0 : T
h�,�i ⇡ h� 0,� 0i

This is case (2). In this case we have the following reduction in S(C).

h�,�i = h�, [⇤hci]ki

7�!S(C)

(
cont(�1,k) if appl�Cast(�, c) = succ �1

Halt (blame l) if appl�Cast(�, c) = fail l

We proceed by induction on [⇤hci]k ⇡ �
0 : T .

Subcase k ⇡ �
0 : T

[⇤hid(T )i]k ⇡ �
0 In this case, from the property (1) of Lazy D Cast ADT (De�-

nition 4.3)
appl�Cast(�, c) = appl�Cast(�, id(T )) = succ �

Thus,
h�,�i = h�, [⇤hid(T )i]ki 7�!S(C) cont(�,k)

We will show shortly that if � ⇡ �
0 : T and k ⇡ �

0 : T then there exists an s
0 such that

cont(�,k) ⇡ s
0 and h� 0,� 0i 7�!D s

0.

Subcase
[⇤hc1i]k1 ⇡ �

0
1 : T2

[⇤hseq(cast(T1, l ,T2), c1)i]k1 ⇡ [⇤hT1 )l
T2i]� 0

1

In this case, from the property (2)

of Lazy D Cast ADT (De�nition 4.3)

appl�Cast(�, c) = appl�Cast(�, seq(cast(T1, l ,T2), c1))
= appl�Cast(�, cast(T1, l ,T2)) � �� .appl�Cast(�, c1)

In the D machine, we have the following reduction,

h� 0,k 0i = h� 0, [⇤hT1 )l
T2i]� 0

1i 7�!D

(
h� 0

1,�
0
1i if appl�Cast(� 0,T1 )l

T2) = succ �
0
1

Halt (blame l) if appl�Cast(� 0,T1 )l
T2) = fail l
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By Lemma 4.7, appl�Cast(�, cast(T1, l ,T2)) ⇡ appl�Cast(� 0,T1 )l
T2). When both cast

applications fail, both machines transition to halting states with the same blame label.
When both cast applications succeed, we apply the induction hypothesis.

Now we prove the missing part: if � ⇡ �
0 : T and k ⇡ �

0 : T then there exists an s
0 such that

cont(�,k) ⇡ s
0 and h� 0,� 0i 7�!D s

0. We proceed by case analysis on k ⇡ �
0 : T .

Many cases are trivial. The interesting cases are eliminations (e.g. function applications, pair
projections). Due to space limitation, we only illustrate the general idea with function applications:

�1 ⇡ �
0
1 : T1 � T2

�1 ⇡ �
0
1 : T2

[�1 ⇤]�1 ⇡ [� 0
1 ⇤]� 0

1

We proceed by induction on the �1 ⇡ �
0
1 : T1 � T2.

Case

�,x : T1 ` e : T2
� ` E ⇡ E 0

h�x . e, id(T1), id(T2), Ei ⇡ h�x .e, E 0i : T1 � T2

cont(�,k) = cont(�, [h�x . e, id(T1), id(T2), Ei ⇤]�1)
= he, E[x := �], ext(id(T2),�1)i
= he, E[x := �],�1i

The �rst step is substitution of variables. The second step is by the property (1) of De�nition 4.3.
And the third and �nal step is by the property (1) of De�nition 4.6.

h� 0,� 0i = h� 0, [h�x .e, E 0i ⇤]� 0
1i

7�!D he, E 0[x := � 0],� 0
1i

Case
h�x . e, c3, c4, Ei ⇡ �

0
2 : T1 � T2

h�x . e, c1, c2, Ei ⇡ �
0
2hT1 � T2 )l

T3 � T4i : T3 � T4

c1 = seq(cast(T3, l ,T1), c3)
c2 = seq(c4, cast(T2, l ,T4))

cont(�,k) = cont(�, [h�x . e, c1, c2, Ei ⇤]�1)

=

(
he, E[x := �1], ext(c2,�)i if appl�Cast(�, c1) = succ �1

Halt l if appl�Cast(�, c1) = fail l

By property (3) of Monoid (De�nition 4.6), we have

ext(c2,�) = ext(c4, ext(cast(T2, l ,T4),�))
By property (2) of Lazy D Cast ADT (De�nition 4.3), we have

appl�Cast(�, c1) = appl�Cast(cast(T3, l ,T1),�) � �� .appl�Cast(c3,�)
In the D side, we have the following reduction

h� 0,� 0i = h� 0, [� 0
2hT1 � T2 )l

T3 � T4i ⇤]� 0
1i

7�!D h� 0, [⇤hT3 )l
T1i][� 0

2 ⇤][⇤hT2 )l
T4i]� 0

1i

7�!D

(
h� 0

3, [� 0
2 ⇤][⇤hT2 )l

T4i]� 0
1i if appl�Cast(� 0,T3 )l

T1) = succ �
0
3

Halt (blame l) if appl�Cast(� 0,T3 )l
T1) = fail l

By Lemma 4.7, appl�Cast(�, cast(T3, l ,T1)) ⇡ appl�Cast(� 0,T3 )l
T1). When both cast appli-

cations fail, both machines transition to halting states with the same blame label. When both
cast applications succeed, we apply the induction hypothesis.

⇤
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C�������� 4.9 (W��� B����������� ������� S(C) ��� D, ������������). Assume C imple-
ments Lazy D Cast ADT and C is a monoid and cast(T , l ,T ) = id(T ), s1 ⇡ s

0
1,

(1) If s1 7�!S(C) s for some s , then s 7�!⇤
S(C) s2, and s

0
1 7�!+D s

0
2, s2 ⇡ s

0
2 for some s2 and s 02.

(2) If s 01 7�!D s
0 for some s 0, then s 0 7�!⇤

D s
0
2, and s1 7�!+S(C) s2, s2 ⇡ s

0
2 for some s2 and s 02.

(3) s1 = Halt o if and only if s 01 = Halt o

P����. By applying Lemma 4.8 on s1 ⇡ s
0
1 and case analysis. ⇤

C�������� 4.10 (C���������� ��S(C)). SupposeC is an instance of the Cast ADT and the Lazy D
ADT, C is a monoid, and cast(T , l ,T ) = id(T ). If ; ` e : T and o : T , then

e�alS(C)(e) = o if and only if e�alD(e) = o

P����. By the de�nitions of e�al , we need to show

he, ;,wrap(stop)i 7�!⇤
S(C) Halt o if and only if he, ;, stopi 7�!⇤

D Halt o

Obviously, the initial states are related in the bisimulation relation.

he, ;,wrap(stop)i ⇡ he, ;, stopi
So we can generalize our goal, and prove that if s1 ⇡ s

0
1

s1 7�!⇤
S(C) Halt o if and only if s 01 7�!⇤

D Halt o

Let us prove left to right �rst. We proceed by induction on s1 7�!⇤
S(C) Halt o.

• s1 = Halt o implies s 01 = Halt o by Lemma 4.8.
• If s1 7�!S(C) s and s 7�!⇤

S(C) Halt o for some s , by Lemma 4.8, there exists s2 and s 02 such
that s1 7�!+S(C) s2 and s

0
1 7�!+D s

0
2 and s2 ⇡ s

0
2. The transition s1 7�!+S(C) s2 must be a pre�x

of s1 7�!+S(C) Halt o because S(C) is deterministic (Proposition 4.5) and halting states are
stuck. So we can apply our induction hypothesis on s2 ⇡ s

0
2

The other direction is similar. ⇤

4.3.2 S(C1) and S(C2) are equivalent ifC1 andC2 are Lazy D. We prove the equivalence among two
S(C) machines with a strong bisimulation. The bisimulation relation is the smallest congruence
relation that also includes the rules below.

cast1(T1, l ,T2) ⇡ cast2(T1, l ,T2) id1(T ) ⇡ id2(T )
c1 ⇡ c2 c3 ⇡ c4

seq1(c1, c3) ⇡ seq2(c2, c4)
L���� 4.11 (S����� B����������� ����� S(·)). Assume C1 and C2 implements Lazy D Cast

ADT s1 2 S(C1), s2 2 S(C2), s1 ⇡ s2,
(1) If s1 = Halt o then s2 = Halt o

(2) If s2 = Halt o then s1 = Halt o

(3) If s1 7�!S(C1) s3 then s2 7�!S(C2) s4 and s3 ⇡ s4 for some s4
(4) If s2 7�!S(C2) s4 then s1 7�!S(C1) s3 and s3 ⇡ s4 for some s3

P����. This proof is straightforward. The key ideas are undoing uses of seq with the property
(2) of Lazy D Cast ADT, and handling all uses of cast with properties (3)-(11). ⇤

P���������� 4.12 (E��������� �� T�� L��� D C��� ADT�). Assume C1 and C2 implements
Lazy D Cast ADT. If ; ` e : T and o : T then

e�alS(C1)(e) = o if and only if e�alS(C2)(e) = o
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P����. Without loss of generality, assume e�alS(C1)(e) = o and prove e�alS(C2)(e) = o.
By the de�nition of e�alS(C), we know

he, ;,wrap(stop)i 7�!⇤
S(C1) Halt o

By induction on this reduction sequence and Lemma 4.11, we have
he, ;,wrap(stop)i 7�!⇤

S(C2) Halt o

that is, e�alS(C2)(e) = o ⇤

4.3.3 The L instance of the Lazy D Cast ADT. The L cast representation is de�ned in Fig. 13. Casts
in L are lists of steps (s), where every step is like a cast in D. The function appl�Cast applies steps
from left to right. Steps are restricted by its typing rule such that its source and target are di�erent.
This restriction is necessary to show cast(T , l ,T ) = id(T ). With this representation of casts, the
operator id produces an empty list of steps and seq appends two lists of steps.

P���������� 4.13 (L P���������).
(1) L is an instance of the Lazy D ADT
(2) L is a monoid
(3) cast(T , l ,T ) = id(T )
P����. Part (1) is straightforward because property (1) and (2) are trivially true and because

appS e�ectively repeats property (3) - (11). Part (2) is true because lists are known to be a monoid
with respect to append. Part (3) follows immediately from the de�nition of cast(T , l ,T ) ⇤

L���� 4.14 (L �� C������ ���. D). If ; ` e : T and o : T , then
e�alS(L)(e) = o if and only if e�alD(e) = o

P����. Immediately from Correctness of S(C) (Corollary 4.10) and Properties of L (Proposi-
tion 4.13). ⇤

4.3.4 Correctness of S(C).
T������ 4.15 (S(C) �� C������ ���. D). SupposeC is a Lazy D Cast ADT. If ; ` e : T and o : T

then
e�alS(C)(e) = o if and only if e�alD(e) = o

P����. Immediately from Equivalence of Lazy D Cast ADTs (Lemma 4.12) and L is Correct wrt.
D (Lemma 4.14) ⇤

5 CORRECTNESS PROOF OF LAZY D HYPERCOERCIONS
In this section, we prove Lazy D hypercoercions are correct. First, we de�ne appl�Cast(�, c) to
make it an instance of Cast ADT, then prove that it is also Lazy D, and �nally apply Theorem 4.15
to �nish the proof.
Fig. 14 de�nes appl�Cast(�, c) for Lazy D hypercoercions. Applying the identity cast for the

dynamic type succeeds immediately. If the value is injected and the cast is not the identity cast, then
appl�Cast projects the value and relies on appl�Middle to ensure that value is shallow consistent
with target type of the head. Regardless of whether or not the value is projected, appl�Cast applies
the middle, then apply the tail if the middle succeeds. We denote by r � f to mean that if r is
succ � , the result is f (�), otherwise, the result is the failure. In the de�nition ofappl�Middle(�, `,m),
we generalize shallow-consistency to compare middles and values (� ^ m) in the obvious way.
When a value is shallowly inconsistent from the middle, it is the result of projecting a value that
was shallowly inconsistent with the expected type of the projection in the head. Thus, a blame label
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Syntax
Casts c ::= [] | s :: c
Steps s ::= T )l

T

Steps Typing s : T =) T

T1 , T2
T1 )l

T2 : T1 =) T2

Casts typing c : T =) T

[] : T =) T

s : T1 =) T2 c : T2 =) T3

s :: c : T1 =) T3

seq(c, c) = c

seq([], c) = c

seq(s :: c 0, c) = s :: seq(c 0, c)

id(T ) = c

id(T ) = []

cast(T , l ,T )

cast(T1, l ,T2) = [] if T1 = T2
cast(T1, l ,T2) = T1 )l

T2 :: [] if T1 , T2

appS(�, s) = r

appS(�,?)l ?) = succ �

appS(� hP1 )l1 ?i,?)l2 P2) = succ � if P1 = P2
appS(� hP1 )l1 ?i,?)l2 P2) = appS(�, P1 )l2 P2) if P1 , P2

appS(�, P )l ?) = succ DynP (�)
appS(�, Unit )l

Unit) = succ �

appS(h�x . e, c1, c2, Ei,T1 � T2 )l
T3 � T4) = succ (h�x .b, c 01, c 02, Ei)

where c 01 = seq(cast(T3, l ,T1), c1)
and c 02 = seq(c2, cast(T2, l ,T4))

appS(cons �1hc1i �2hc2i,T1 ⇥T2 )l
T3 ⇥T4 = succ (cons �1hc 01i �2hc 02i)

where c 01 = seq(c1, cast(T1, l ,T3))
and c 02 = seq(c2, cast(T2, l ,T4))

appS(inl � hci,T1 +T2 )l
T3 +T4) = succ (inl � hseq(c, cast(T1, l ,T3))i)

appS(inr � hci,T1 +T2 )l
T3 +T4) = succ (inr � hseq(c, cast(T2, l ,T4))i)

appS(�, P1 )l
P2) = fail l if P1 6̂ P2

appl�Cast(�, c) = r

appl�Cast(�, []) = succ �

appl�Cast(�, s :: c) = appl�Step(�, s) � �� .appl�Cast(�, c)

Fig. 13. The L Lazy D Cast ADT
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appl�Cast(�, c) = r

appl�Cast(�, id?, ) = succ �

appl�Cast(DynP (�), ?l
my t) = appl�Middle(�, l ,m) � �� .appl�Tail(t ,�)

appl�Cast(�, � my t) = appl�Middle(�, �,m) � �� .appl�Tail(t ,�)

appl�Middle(�, `,m) = r

appl�Middle(unit, `, Unit) = succ unit

appl�Middle(h�x . e, c1, c2, Ei, `, c3 � c4) = succ (h�x . e, (c3 #` c1), (c2 #` c4), Ei)
appl�Middle(cons �1hc1i �2hc2i, `, c3 ⇥ c4) = succ (cons �1h(c1 #` c3)i �2h(c2 #` c4)i)

appl�Middle(inl � hc1i, `, c3 + c4) = succ (inl � h(c1 #` c3)i)
appl�Middle(inr � hc2i, `, c3 + c4) = succ (inr � h(c2 #` c4)i)

appl�Middle(�, l ,m) = fail l if � 6̂ m

appl�Tail(�, t) = r

appl�Tail(�,?l ) = fail l

appl�Tail(�, �) = succ �

appl�Tail(�, !) = succ (DynP (�))

Fig. 14. Lazy D hypercoercion’s appl�Cast

l must have been pass in as ` and is to blame. Finally if a failure in appl�Middle has not occurred
then appl�Tail(�, t) interprets the tail, t , to the appropriate cast of the value � .

L���� 5.1 (L��� D H������������ �� � L��� D C��� ADT).

P����. See the Agda proof at the following URL:
https://github.com/LuKC1024/hypercoercion-and-framework-wgt2020/tree/master/Proof ⇤

T������ 5.2 (L��� D H������������ R������ D). If ; ` e : T and o : T

e�alS(H )(e) = o if and only if e�alD(e) = o

P����. Immediately from that every Lazy D Cast ADT is correct ( Theorem 4.15) and that Lazy
D hypercoercion is a Lazy D Cast ADT (Lemma 5.1). Alternatively, from Lemma 4.10, Lemma 5.1,
Proposition 3.1, and Proposition 3.2 ⇤

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new cast representation, hypercoercions, in two �avors, Lazy D and
Lazy UD. Hypercoercions have a structurally recursive composition operator and have a more
compact memory representation in comparison to coercions in normal form.
We also present steps toward the �rst framework for proving the correctness of cast represen-

tations. The framework includes abstract data types for cast representations (Cast ADT and its
re�nement Lazy D Cast ADT), a parameterized abstract machine S(C), and a theorem which states
that S(C) is equivalent to D when C is a Lazy D Cast ADT. We conjecture that Lazy D threesomes
and Lazy D coercions in normal form are instances of the Lazy D Cast ADT.

Finally, we proved that Lazy D hypercoercions (H ) is a Lazy D Cast ADT. By using our framework,
we showed that it is a correct cast representation because S(H ) is equivalent to D.
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Herman et al. (2007, 2010) pointed out that the insertion of run-time checks into a gradually typed program
could hamper tail-call optimization and, as a result, worsen the space complexity of the program. To address
the problem, they proposed a space-e�cient coercion calculus, which was subsequently improved by Garcia,
et al. (2009) and Siek et al. (2015). The semantics of these calculi involves eager composition of run-time checks
expressed by coercions to prevent the size of a term from growing. However, it relies also on a nonstandard
reduction rule, which does not seem easy to implement. In fact, no compiler implementation of gradually
typed languages fully supports the space-e�cient semantics faithfully.

In this paper, we study coercion-passing style, which Herman et al. have already mentioned, as a technique
for straightforward space-e�cient implementation of gradually typed languages. A program in coercion-
passing style passes “the rest of run-time checks” around—just like continuation-passing style (CPS), in which
“the rest of computation” has been passed around—and (unlike CPS) composes coercions eagerly. We give
a formal coercion-passing translation from �S by Siek et al. to �S1, which is a new calculus of �rst-class
coercions tailored for coercion-passing style, and prove correctness of the translation. We also implement our
coercion-passing style transformation for the Grift compiler developed by Kuhlenschmidt et al. and give a
preliminary experimental result.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: coercion calculus, coercion-passing style, dynamic type checking,
gradual typing
ACM Reference Format:
Yuya Tsuda, Atsushi Igarashi, and Tomoya Tabuchi. 2020. Space-E�cient Gradual Typing in Coercion-Passing
Style. In Informal Proceedings of the �rst ACM SIGPLAN Workshop on Gradual Typing (WGT20). ACM, New
York, NY, USA, 27 pages.

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Space-E�iciency Problem in Gradual Typing
Gradual typing [Siek and Taha 2006; Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen 2006] is one of the linguistic
approaches to integrating static and dynamic typing. Allowing programmers to mix statically
typed program fragments and dynamically typed fragments in a single program, it advocates the
“script to program” evolution. Namely, software development starts with simple, often dynamically
typed scripts, which evolve to more robust, fully statically typed programs through intermediate
stages of partially typed programs. To make this evolution work in practice, it is important that the
performance of partially typed programs at intermediate stages is comparable to that of the two
ends, that is, dynamically typed scripts and statically typed programs.
However, it has been pointed out that gradual typing su�ers from serious e�ciency problems

from both theoretical and practical view points [Herman et al. 2007, 2010; Takikawa et al. 2016]. In
particular, Takikawa et al. [2016] showed that even the state-of-the-art gradual typing implementa-
tion could show catastrophic slowdown for partially typed programs due to run-time checking to
ensure safety. Worse, such slowdown is not easy to predict because it depends on implicit run-time
checks inserted by the language implementation and it requires fairly deep knowledge about the
underlying gradual type system to understand how run-time checks are inserted and how they

WGT20, January 25, 2020, New Orleans
2020. ACM ISBN 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM.
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behave. Since then, several pieces of work have investigated the performance issues [Bauman et al.
2017; Feltey et al. 2018; Kuhlenschmidt et al. 2019; Muehlboeck and Tate 2017; Rastogi et al. 2015;
Richards et al. 2017].
Earlier work by Herman et al. [2007, 2010] pointed out a related problem. They showed that,

when values are passed between a statically typed part and a dynamically typed part many times,
delayed run-time checks may accumulate and make space complexity of a program worse than an
unchecked semantics.
To make the discussion more concrete, consider the following mutually recursive functions

(written in ML-like syntax):

let rec even (x : int) : ? =

if x = 0 then truehbool!i else (odd (x - 1))hbool!i
and odd (x : int) : bool =

if x = 0 then false else (even (x - 1))hbool?pi
Ignoring the gray part, which will be explained shortly, this is a tail-recursive de�nition of functions
to decide a given integer is even or odd, except that the return type of one of the functions is written
?, which is the dynamic type, which can be any tagged value. This de�nition expresses a situation
where a statically typed function and a dynamically typed function calls each other.1 The gray part
represents inserted run-time checks, written by using Henglein’s coercion syntax [Henglein 1994]:
truehbool!i means that (untagged) Boolean value true will be tagged with bool to make a value of
the dynamic type and (even (x - 1))hbool?pi means that the value returned from recursive call
even (x - 1) will be tested whether it is tagged with bool—if so, the run-time check removes the
tag and returns the untagged Boolean value; otherwise, it results in blame, which is an uncatchable
exception (with label p to indicate where the check has failed).

The crux of this example is that the insertion of run-time checks has broken tail recursion: due
to the presence of hbool!i and hbool?pi, the recursive calls are not in tail positions any longer. So,
according to the original semantics of coercions [Henglein 1994], evaluation of odd 10 as follows:

odd 10 7�!⇤ (even 9)hbool?pi
7�!⇤ (odd 8)hbool!ihbool?pi
7�!⇤ (even 7)hbool?pihbool!ihbool?pi
7�! . . .
7�!⇤ falsehbool!ihbool?pi · · · hbool!ihbool?pi
7�!⇤ false

Thus, the size of a term being evaluated is proportional to the argument n at its longest, whereas
unchecked semantics (without coercions) allows for tail-call optimization and constant-space
execution. This is the space-e�ciency problem of gradual typing.

1.2 Space-E�icient Gradual Typing
Herman et al. [2007, 2010] also presented a solution to this problem. In the evaluation sequence
of oddn above, we could immediately “compress” nested coercion applications M hbool!ihbool?pi
before computation of the target term M ends, because hbool!ihbool?pi—tagging immediately
followed by untagging—does virtually nothing. By doing so, we can maintain that the order of
the size of a term in the middle of evaluation is constant. This idea is formalized in terms of a
“space-e�cient” extension of the coercion calculus [Henglein 1994]. Since then, a few space-e�cient
coercion/cast calculi have been proposed [Siek et al. 2009, 2015; Siek and Wadler 2010].

1In this sense, the argument of even should have been ?, too, but it would clutter the code after inserting run-time checks.
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odd 4
7�!⇤ (even 3)hbool?pi
7�! (odd (3 � 1))hbool!ihbool?pi
7�! (odd (3 � 1))hbool! # bool?pi
= (odd (3 � 1))hidbooli
7�! (odd 2)hidbooli
7�! (even (2 � 1))hbool?pihidbooli
7�! (even (2 � 1))hbool?p # idbooli
= (even (2 � 1))hbool?pi
7�! (even 1)hbool?pi
7�! . . .

oddk (4, idbool)
7�! evenk (4 � 1, bool?p ;; idbool)
7�! evenk (4 � 1, bool?p)
7�! evenk (3, bool?p)
7�! oddk (3 � 1, bool! ;; bool?p)
7�! oddk (3 � 1, idbool)
7�! oddk (2, idbool)
7�! evenk (2 � 1, bool?p ;; idbool)
7�! evenk (2 � 1, bool?p)
7�! evenk (1, bool?p)
7�! . . .

Fig. 1. Reduction from odd 4 in �S (le�) and reduction from odd (4, idbool) in �S1 (right).

Among them, Siek et al. [2015] have proposed a space-e�cient coercion calculus �S. �S is
equipped with a composition function that compresses consecutive coercions. The coercion compo-
sition is achieved as a simple recursive function thanks to the restriction of coercions to canonical
ones. We show evaluation of odd 4 according to the �S semantics in the left of Figure 1.2 Here,
s # t is a meta-level operation that composes two coercions s, t (into the canonical form) and yields
another coercion that corresponds to their sequential composition. This composition function
enables us to prevent the size of a term from growing.

However, in order to ensure that nested coercion applications are always merged, the operational
semantics of �S relies on a nonstandard reduction rule and nonstandard evaluation contexts.
Although it does not cause any theoretical problems, it does not seem easy to implement—in
particular, its compilation method seems nontrivial.

1.3 Our Work: Coercion-Passing Style
In this paper, we study coercion-passing style for space-e�cient gradual typing. Just as continua-
tion-passing style, in which “the rest of the computation” is passed around as �rst-class functions
and every function call is at a tail position, a program in coercion-passing style passes “the rest
of the run-time checks” around and every function call is at a tail position. Actually, the idea of
coercion-passing style has already been listed as one of the possible implementation techniques by
Herman et al. [2007, 2010] but it has not been well studied nor formalized.
We use the even/odd example above to describe our approach to the problem. Here are the

even/odd functions in coercion-passing style.

let rec evenk (x, �) =

if x = 0 then truehbool! ;; �i else oddk (x - 1, bool! ;; �)
and oddk (x, �) =

if x = 0 then falseh�i else evenk (x - 1, bool?p ;; �)

Additional parameters named � are for �rst-class coercions, which are supposed to be applied
to return values as in falseh�i. We often call these coercions continuation coercions. Coercion
applications such as truehbool!i and (oddk (x - 1))hbool!i at tail positions in the original
program are translated to coercion compositions such as truehbool! ;; �i and oddk (x - 1,

2Strictly speaking, bool! and bool?p are abbreviations of idbool; bool! and bool?p ; idbool, respectively, in �S.
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bool! ;; �), respectively. When � is bound to a concrete coercion, it will be composed with bool!
before it is applied. Similarly to programs in CPS, function calls pass (composed) coercions.

With these functions in coercion-passing style, the evaluation of oddk (4, idbool) (where idbool is
an identity coercion, which does nothing) proceeds as in the left of Figure 1. Since tagging followed
by untagging (with the same tag) actually does nothing, bool! ;; bool?p composes to idbool by the
(meta-level) coercion composition bool! # bool?p.

Similarly to the �S semantics described above, coercion composition in the argument takes place
before a recursive call, thus the size of coercions stays at the constant order, overcoming the space
e�ciency problem. A nice property of our solution is that the evaluation is standard call-by-value.

Contributions. Our contributions in this paper are summarized as follows.

• In the context of the space-e�ciency problem of gradual typing, we develop a new space-
e�cient coercion calculus �S1 with �rst-class coercions.

• We formalize a coercion-passing translation from (a slight variant of) space-e�cient coercion
calculus �S [Siek et al. 2015] to the new calculus �S1.

• We prove correctness of the coercion-passing translation.
• We implement the coercion-passing translation on top of the Grift compiler [Kuhlenschmidt
et al. 2019], and conduct a preliminary experiment.

Outline. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the space-e�cient coercion
calculus �S [Siek et al. 2015] in Section 2. We introduce a new space-e�cient coercion calculus
with �rst-class coercions �S1 in Section 3, formalize a translation into coercion-passing style as a
translation from �S to �S1, and prove correctness of the translation in Section 4. We discuss our
implementation of coercion-passing translation on top of the Grift compiler [Kuhlenschmidt et al.
2019] and show a preliminary experimental result in Section 5. Finally, we discuss related work in
Section 6 and conclude in Section 7. Proofs of the stated properties can be found in the full version:
https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.02414.

2 SPACE-EFFICIENT COERCION CALCULUS
In this section, we review the space-e�cient coercion calculus �S [Siek et al. 2015], which is the
source calculus of our translation. Our de�nition di�ers from the original in a few respects, as we
will explain later. For simplicity, we do not include (mutually) recursive functions and conditional
expressions in the formalization but it is straightforward to add them; in fact, our implementation
includes them.
Main novelties of �S over the original coercion calculus �C [Henglein 1994] are (1) space-

e�cient coercions, which are canonical forms of coercions, whose composition can be de�ned by a
straightforward recursive function and (2) operational semantics in which a sequence of coercion
applications are collapsed eagerly—even before they are applied to a value [Herman et al. 2007,
2010; Siek et al. 2009].
Basic forms of coercions are inherited from �C [Henglein 1994], which provides (1) identity

coercions idA (where A is a type), which do nothing; (2) injections G!, which add a type tag G to
a value to make a value of the dynamic type; (3) projections G?p, which test whether a value of
the dynamic type is tagged with G, remove the tag if the test succeeds, or raise blame labeled p
if it fails; (4) function coercions c1 ! c2, which, when they are applied to a function, coerce an
argument to the function by c1 and a value returned from the function by c2; and (5) sequential
compositions c1; c2, which apply c1 and c2 in this order. Space-e�cient coercions restrict the way
basic coercions are combined by sequential composition; they can be roughly expressed by the
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Variables x, y Constants a, b Operators op Blame labels p
Base types � ::= int | bool | . . .

Types A,B,C ::= ? | � | A ! B
Ground types G,H ::= � | ?! ?

Space-e�cient coercions s, t ::= id? | G?p; i | i
Intermediate coercions i ::= g;G! | g | ?GpH

Ground coercions g, h ::= idA (if A , ?) | s ! t (if s , id or t , id)
Delayed coercions d ::= g;G! | s ! t (if s , id or t , id)

Terms L,M,N ::= V | op(M,N ) | M N | M hsi | blame p
Values V ,W ::= x | U | U hhdii

Uncoerced values U ::= a | �x .M
Type environments � ::= ; | �, x : A

Fig. 2. Syntax of �S.

following regular expression:

(G?p; )?(id� + (s1 ! s2))(;G0
!)?

(where � is a base type, s1 and s2 stand for space e�cient coercions, (· · · )? stands for an optional
element, and + for alternatives). As already mentioned, an advantage of this form is that (meta-
level) sequential composition (denoted by s1 # s2) of two space-e�cient coercions results in another
space-e�cient coercion (if the composition is well typed). For example, the composition

((G1?
p; )?(id� + (s1 ! s2));G2!) # (G3?

p0 ; (id� + (s3 ! s4))(;G4!)?)
will be

((G1?
p; )?(id� + ((s3 # s1) ! (s2 # s4)))(;G4!)?)

if G2 = G3—that is, tagging with G2 is immediately followed by inspection whether G2 is present.
Notice that the resulting coercion conforms to the regular expression again. (The other case where
G2 , G3 means the projection G3?

p0 will fail; we will explain such failures later.)
The operational semantics includes the following reduction rule

F [M hsihti] �! F [M hs # ti]
where F is an evaluation context that does not include nested coercion applications and whose
innermost frame is not a coercion application. This rule intuitively means that two consecutive
coercions at the outermost position will be composed even before M is evaluated to a value. This
eager composition avoids a long chain of coercion applications in an evaluation context.

2.1 Syntax
We show the syntax of �S in Figure 2. The syntax of �S extends that of the simply typed lambda
calculus (written in gray) with the dynamic type and (space-e�cient) coercions.

Types, ranged over by A, B,C, include the dynamic type?, base types �, and function types A ! B.
Base types � include int (integer type) and bool (Boolean type) and so on. Ground types, ranged
over by G,H , include base types � and the function type ?! ?. They are used for type tags put on
values of the dynamic type [Wadler and Findler 2009]. Here, the ground type for functions is always
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?! ?, re�ecting the fact that many dynamically typed languages do not include information on
the argument and return types of the function in its type tag.
As we have already discussed, �S restricts coercions to only canonical ones, namely space-

e�cient coercions s, whose grammar is de�ned via ground coercions g and intermediate coercions
i. Ground coercions correspond to the middle part of space-e�cient coercions; unlike the original
�S, ground coercions include identity coercions for any function types—such as id�!�—and exclude
“virtually identity” coercions such as id� ! id� . Although these two coercions are extensionally the
same, they reduce in slightly di�erent ways: applying id�!� to a function immediately returns the
function, whereas applying id� ! id� results in a wrapped function whose argument and return
values are monitored by id� , which does nothing. Adopting idA for any A simpli�es our proof
that the coercion-passing translation preserves the semantics. An intermediate coercion adds an
optional injection to a ground coercion. Coercions of the form ?GpH trigger blame (labeled p) if
applied to a value. They emerge from coercion composition

((G1?
p; )?(idA + (s1 ! s2));G2!) # (G3?

p0 ; (idA + (s3 ! s4))(;G4!)?)

where A , ? and G2 , G3, which means the projection G3?
p0 is bound to a failure. The composition

results in (G1?
p; )??G1p0G3 , which means that, unless the optional projection fails—blaming p—it fails

with p0. Finally, space-e�cient coercions are obtained by adding optional projection to intermediate
coercions. id? is a special coercion that does not conform to the regular expression above. Strictly
speaking, an injection, say int!, has to be written idint; int! and a projection, say int?p, has to be
written int?p; idint. We often omit these identity coercions in examples.

Terms, ranged over by L,M,N , include values V , primitive binary operations op(M,N ), function
applications M N , coercion applications M hsi, and coercion failure blame p. The term M hsi coerces
the value of M with coercion s at run time. The term blame p denotes a run-time type error caused
by the failure of a coercion (projection) with blame label p.

Values, ranged over by V ,W , include variables x, uncoerced values U , and coerced values U hhdii.
Uncoerced values, ranged over by U , include constants a of base types and lambda abstractions
�x .M . Unlike �C, where values can involve nested coercion applications, there is at most one
coercion in a value—nested coercions will be composed. Coerced values U hhdii have two forms:
injected values U hhg;G!ii and wrapped functions U hhs ! tii. The check of function coercion is
delayed until wrapped functions are applied to a value [Findler and Felleisen 2002; Henglein 1994;
Siek and Taha 2006].
Unlike many other studies on coercion and blame calculi, we syntactically distinguish coerced

valuesU hhdii fromU hdi (similarly toWadler and Findler [2009]). This distinction plays an important
role in our correctness proof; roughly speaking, without the distinction, U hdihti would allow two
di�erent interpretations: an application of t to a value U hdi or two applications of d and t to a value
U , which would result in di�erent translation results. We also note that variables x are considered
values, not uncoerced values, since they can be bound to coerced values at function calls. In other
words, we ensure that values are closed under value substitution.

As usual, applications are left-associative and � extends as far to the right as possible. We
do not commit to a particular choice of precedence between function applications and coercion
applications. So, we will always use parentheses to disambiguate terms likeM N hti. The term �x .M
binds x in M as usual. The de�nitions of free variables and �-equivalence of terms are standard,
and thus we omit them. We identify �-equivalent terms.

The metavariable � ranges over type environments. A type environment is a sequence of pairs of
a variable and its type.
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Well-formed coercions c : A B

G! : G  ? CT�I��
G?p : ? G

CT�P���
A , ? A ⇠ G G , H

?GpH : A B
CT�F���

idA : A A
CT�I�

c1 : A0  A c2 : B B0

c1 ! c2 : A ! B A0 ! B0 CT�F��
c1 : A B c2 : B C

(c1; c2) : A C
CT�S��

Term typing � `S M : A

� ` a : ty(a) T�C����
ty(op) = �1 ! �2 ! � � ` M : �1 � ` N : �2

� ` op(M,N ) : � T�O�

(x : A) 2 �

� ` x : A
T�V��

�, x : A ` M : B
� ` �x .M : A ! B

T�A��
� ` M : A ! B � ` N : A

� ` M N : B
T�A��

� ` M : A s : A B
� ` M hsi : B T�C��

; ` U : A d : A B
; ` U hhdii : B T�C��V ; ` blame p : A

T�B����

Fig. 3. Typing rules of �S.

2.2 Type System
We give the type system of �S, which consists of three judgments for type consistency A ⇠ B,
well-formed coercions c : A B, and typing � `S M : A. The inference rules (except for A ⇠ B) are
shown in Figure 3. (We omit the subscript S on ` in rules, as some of them are reused for �S1.)

The type consistency relation A ⇠ B is the least re�exive and symmetric and compatible relation
that contains A ⇠ ?. As this is standard [Siek and Taha 2006], we omit inference rules here. (We
have them in the full version.)

The relation c : A B means that coercion c, which ranges over all kinds of coercions, converts
a value from type A to type B. We often call A and B the source and target types of c, respectively.
The rule (CT�I�) is for identity coercion idA. The rule (CT�I��) is for injection G!, which converts
type G to type?. The rule (CT�P���) is for projection G?p , which converts type? to type G. The rule
(CT�F��) is for function coercion c1 ! c2. If its argument coercion c1 converts type A0 to type A and
its return-value coercion c2 converts type B to type B0, then function coercion c1 ! c2 converts type
A ! B to type A0 ! B0. In other words, function coercions are contravariant in their argument
coercions and covariant in return-value coercions. The rule (CT�F���) is for failure coercion ?GpH .
Here, the source type is not necessarily G but can be any nondynamic type A consistent with G
because the source type of a failure coercion may change during coercion composition. For example,
the following judgments are derivable:

(idint; int!) ! (int?p; idint) : ?! ?  int ! int
??!?pint : int ! bool  int

Proposition 1 below, which is about the source and target types of intermediate coercions and
ground coercions, is useful to understand the syntactic structure of space-e�cient coercions. In
particular, it states that neither the source nor target type of ground coercions g is the type ?.

P���������� 1 (S����� ��� T����� T����).
(1) If i : A B then A , ?.
(2) If g : A B, then A , ? and B , ? and there exists a unique G such that A ⇠ G and G ⇠ B.
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The judgment � `S M : A means that the �S-term M is given type A under type environment �.
When clear from the context, we sometimes write ` for `S with the subscript S omitted. We adopt
similar conventions for other relations (such as 7�!S) introduced later.

The rules (T�C����), (T�O�), (T�V��), (T�A��), and (T�A��) are standard. Here, ty(a)maps constant
a to a base type �, and ty(op) maps binary operator op to a (�rst-order) function type �1 ! �2 ! �.
The rule (T�C��) states that if M is given type A and space-e�cient coercion s converts type A
to B, then coercion application M hsi has type B. The rule (T�C��V) is similar to (T�C��), but for
coerced values U hhdii. The rule (T�B����) allows blame p to have an arbitrary type A. Here, type
environments are always empty ; in (T�C��V) and (T�B����). It is valid because the terms U hhdii
and blame p arise only during evaluation, which runs a closed term. In other words, these terms
are not written by programmers in the surface language, and also they do not appear as the result
of coercion insertion.

2.3 Operational Semantics
2.3.1 Coercion Composition. The coercion composition s # t is a recursive function that takes
two space-e�cient coercions and computes another space-e�cient coercion corresponding to
their sequential composition. We show the coercion composition rules in Figure 4. The function is
de�ned in such a way that the form of the �rst coercion decides which rule to apply.
The rules (CC�I�D��L) and (CC�P���L) are applied when the �rst one is not an intermediate

coercion. The rules (CC�I��I�), (CC�C�������), (CC�C�������), and (CC�F���L) are applied when
the �rst one is a (nonground) intermediate coercion, in which case another intermediate coercion
is yielded. Here, (CC�C�������) and (CC�C�������) perform tag checks if an injection and a
projection meet. If type tags do not match, a failure coercion arises.
Failure coercions are necessary for eager coercion composition not to change the behavior of

ordinary coercion calculus �C. The term M hG!ihH?
pi (if G , H ) in �C evaluates to blame p—after

M evaluates to a value. By contrast, the two coercions G! and H?
p in the termM hidG ;G!ihH?

p; idH i
are eagerly composed in �S. Raising blame p immediately would not match the semantics of �C if
M evaluates to another blame. ?GpH must raise blame p only after M evaluates to a value.
The rules (CC�F���R) and (CC�I��R) are applied when a ground coercion and an intermediate

coercion are composed to another intermediate coercion. The rules (CC�F���L) and (CC�F���R)
represent the propagation of a failure to the context, somewhat similarly to exceptions. The rule
(CC�I��R) represents associativity of sequential compositions but # is propagated to the inside.

The rules (CC�I�L), (CC�I�R), and (CC�F��) are applied when two ground coercions are composed
to another ground coercion. They are straightforward except that idA ! idB has to be normalized
to idA!B (CC�F��).

We present a few examples of coercion composition below:

(idbool; bool!) # (bool?p; idbool) = idbool # idbool = idbool

(id?!?; (?! ?)!) # (int?p; idint) = ??!?pint

((�?p; id� ) ! (id�0 ; �0!)) # ((id� ; �!) ! id?) = ((id� ; �!) # (�?p; id� )) ! ((id�0 ; �0!) # id?)
= id� ! (id�0 ; �0!)

These examples involve situations where an injection meets a projection by (CC�C�������) or
(CC�C�������). The third example is by (CC�F��).

(�?p; id� ) # (id� ; �!) = �?p; (id� # (id� ; �!)) = �?p; ((id� # id� ); �!) = �?p; (id� ; �!)
(id� ; �!) # (�?p; (id� ; �!)) = id� # (id� ; �!) = (id� # id� ); �! = id� ; �!
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Evaluation contexts E ::= F | F [⇤ hsi]
F ::= ⇤ | E[op(⇤,M)] | E[op(V , ⇤ )] | E[⇤M] | E[V ⇤]

Coercion composition s # t = s0

id? # t = t CC�I�D��L
(G?p; i) # t = G?p; (i # t) CC�P���L

(g;G!) # id? = g;G! CC�I��I�
(g;G!) # (G?p; i) = g # i CC�C�������

(g;G!) # (H?
p; i) = ?GpH if G , H CC�C�������

?GpH # s = ?GpH CC�F���L

g # ?GpH = ?GpH CC�F���R
g # (h;H!) = (g # h);H! CC�I��R

idA # g = g if A , ? CC�I�L
g # idA = g if A , ? and g , idA CC�I�R

(s ! t) # (s0 ! t 0) =
(
idA!B if s0 # s = idA and t # t 0 = idB
(s0 # s) ! (t # t 0) otherwise

CC�F��

Reduction M e�!S N M c�!S N

op(a, b) e�! � (op, a, b) R�O�
(�x .M)V e�!M[x := V ] R�B���

(U hhs ! tii)V e�! (U (V hsi))hti R�W���
U hidAi c�! U R�I�

U h?GpH i c�! blame p R�F���
U hdi c�! U hhdii R�C��

M hsihti c�!M hs # ti R�M����C
U hhdiihti c�! U hd # ti R�M����V

Evaluation M e7�!S1 N M c7�!S1 N

M e�! N
E[M] e7�! E[N ] E�C��E

M c�! N
F [M] c7�! F [N ] E�C��C

E , ⇤
E[blame p] e7�! blame p

E�A����

Fig. 4. Reduction/evaluation rules of �S.

As the fourth example shows, a projection followed by an injection does not collapse since the
projection might fail. Such a coercion is simpli�ed when it is preceded by another injection (the
�fth example).
The following lemma states that composition is de�ned for two well-formed coercions with

matching target and source types.
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L���� 2. If s : A B and t : B C, then (s # t) : A C.

2.3.2 Evaluation. We give a small-step operational semantics to �S consisting of two relations on
closed terms: the reduction relation M �!S N for basic computation, and the evaluation relation
M 7�!S N for computing subterms and raising errors.

We show the reduction rules and the evaluation rules of �S in Figure 4. The reduction/evaluation
rules are labeled either e or c. The label e is for essential computation, and the label c is for coercion
applications. As we see later, this distinction is important in our correctness proof. We write �!S
for e�!S [ c�!S, and 7�!S for e7�!S [ c7�!S. We sometimes call e7�!S and c7�!S e-reduction and
c-reduction, respectively.
The rule (R�O�) applies to primitive operations. Here, � is a (partial) function that takes an

operator op and two constants a1, a2, and returns the resulting constant of the primitive operation.
We assume that if ty(op) = �1 ! �2 ! � and ty(a1) = �1 and ty(a2) = �2, then � (op, a1, a2) = a and
ty(a) = � for some constant a.
The rule (R�B���) performs the standard call-by-value �-reduction. We write M[x := V ] for

capture-avoiding substitution of V for free occurrences of x in M . The de�nition of substitution is
standard, which we omit.
The rule (R�W���) applies to applications of wrapped function U hhs ! tii to value V . In this

case, we �rst apply coercion s on the argument to V , and get V hsi. We next apply function U to
V hsi, and get U (V hsi). We then apply coercion t on the returned value, hence (U (V hsi))hti.

The rule (R�I�) represents that identity coercion idA returns the input value U as it is. The rule
(R�F���) applies to applications of failure coercion ?GpH to uncoerced value U , which reduces to
blame p. The rule (R�C��) applies to applications U hdi of delayed coercion d to uncoerced value U ,
which reduces to a coerced value U hhdii.

The rules (R�M����C) and (R�M����V) apply to two consecutive coercion applications, and the
two coercions are merged by the composition operation. These rules are key to space e�ciency.
Thanks to (R�M����V), we can assume that there is at most one coercion in a value. The outermost
nested coercion applications are merged by (R�M����C).

Now, we explain evaluation contexts, ranged over by E, shown in the top of Figure 4. Following
Siek et al. [2015], we de�ne them in the so-called “inside-out” style [Danvy and Nielsen 2001;
Felleisen et al. 1988]. Evaluation contexts represent that function calls in �S are call-by-value and
that primitive operations and function applications are evaluated from left to right. The grammar
is mutually recursive with F , which stands for evaluation contexts whose innermost frames are
not a coercion application, whereas E may contain a coercion application as the innermost frame.3
Careful inspection will reveal that both E and F contain no consecutive coercion applications. As
usual, we write E[M] for the term obtained by replacing the hole in E with M . Similarly for F [M].
(We omit their de�nitions.)

We present a few examples of evaluation contexts below:

F1 = ⇤ E1 = F1[⇤ hsi] = ⇤ hsi
F2 = E1[V ⇤] = (V ⇤ )hsi E2 = F2[⇤ hti] = (V (⇤ hti))hsi
F3 = E2[⇤M] = (V ((⇤M)hti))hsi

We then come back to evaluation rules: The rules (E�C��E) and (E�C��C) enable us to evaluate the
subterm in an evaluation context. Here, (E�C��C) requires that computation of coercion applications
is only performed under contexts F—otherwise, the innermost frame may be a coercion application,

3F[⇤ hsi] (instead of F[⇤ hf i]) in the de�nition of E �xes a problem in Siek et al. [2015] that an identity coercion applied
to a nonvalue gets stuck (personal communication).
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in which case (R�M����C) has to be applied �rst. For example, U hdihti reduces to U hd # ti rather
than U hhdiihti. The rule (E�A����) halts evaluation of a program if it raises blame.

Example 3. Let U be �x . (xhint?pi + 2)hint!i. Term ((U hint! ! int?pi) 3)hint!i evaluates to
5hhint!ii as follows:

(U hint! ! int?pi) 3 7�! ((U hhint! ! int?pii) 3)hint!i by (R�C��)
7�! (U (3hint!i))hint?pihint!i by (R�W���)
7�! (U (3hint!i))hint?p; id; int!i by (R�M����C)
7�! (U (3hhint!ii))hint?p; id; int!i by (R�C��)
7�! (3hhint!iihint?pi + 2)hint!ihint?p; id; int!i by (R�B���)
7�! (3hhint!iihint?pi + 2)hint!i by (R�M����C)
7�! (3hidi + 2)hint!i by (R�M����V)
7�! (3 + 2)hint!i by (R�I�)
7�! 5hint!i by (R�O�)
7�! 5hhint!ii by (R�C��)

2.4 Properties
We state a few important properties of �S, including determinacy of the evaluation relation and type
safety via preservation and progress [Wright and Felleisen 1994]. We write 7�!⇤

S for the re�exive
and transitive closure of 7�!S, and 7�!+S for the transitive closure of 7�!S. We say that �S-term M
diverges, denoted by M *S, if there exists an in�nite evaluation sequence from M .

Proofs of the stated properties are in the full version.

L���� 4 (D����������). If M 7�!S N and M 7�!S N 0, then N = N 0.

T������ 5 (P�������). If ; `S M : A, then one of the following holds.
(1) M 7�!S M 0 for some M 0.
(2) M = V for some V .
(3) M = blame p for some p.

T������ 6 (P�����������). If ; `S M : A and M 7�!S N , then ; `S N : A.

C�������� 7 (T��� S�����). If ; `S M : A, then one of the following holds.
(1) M 7�!⇤

S V and ; `S V : A for some V .
(2) M 7�!⇤

S blame p for some p.
(3) M *S.

3 SPACE-EFFICIENT FIRST-CLASS COERCION CALCULUS
In this section, we introduce �S1, a new space-e�cient coercion calculus with �rst-class coercions;
�S1 serves as the target calculus of the translation into coercion-passing style. The design of �S1 is
tailored to coercion-passing style and, as a result, �rst-class coercions are not as general as one
might expect: for example, coercions for coercions are restricted to identity coercions (e.g., id� � ).
Since coercions are �rst-class in �S1, the use of (space-e�cient) coercions s is not limited to

coercion applicationsM hsi; they can be passed to a function as an argument, for example. We equip
�S with the in�x (object-level) operator M ;; N to compute the composition of two coercions: if M
and N evaluate to coercions s and t, respectively, then M ;; N reduces to their composition s # t,
which is another space-e�cient coercion. The type of (�rst-class) coercions from A to B is written
A B.4

4In �S, is the symbol used in the three-place judgment form c : A B, whereas is also a type constructor in �S1.
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Variables x, y,� Type variables X , Y
Types A,B,C ::= ? | � | A B | A ) B | X

Ground types G,H ::= � | ?) ?
Space-e�cient coercions s, t ::= id? | G?p; i | i
Intermediate coercions i ::= g;G! | g | ?GpH

Ground coercions g, h ::= idA (if A , ?) | s ) t (if s , id or t , id)
Delayed coercions d ::= g;G! | s ) t (if s , id or t , id)

Terms L,M,N ::= V | op(M,N ) | L (M,N ) | let x = M inN
| M ;; N | M hN i | blame p

Values V ,W ,K ::= x | U | U hhdii
Uncoerced values U ::= a | �(x,�).M | s

Type environments � ::= ; | �, x : A

Fig. 5. Syntax of �S1.

In �S1, every function abstraction takes two arguments, one of which is a parameter for a
continuation coercion to be applied to the value returned from this abstraction. For example,
�x . 1 in �S corresponds to �(x,�). 1h�i in �S1—here, � is a coercion parameter. Correspondingly, a
function application takes the form M (N , L), which calls function M with an argument pair (N , L),
in which L is a coercion argument, which is applied to the value returned from M . For example,
(f 3)hsi in �S corresponds to f (3, s) in �S1; (f 3) (without a coercion application) corresponds to
f (3, id).

The type of a function abstraction in �S1 is written A ) B, which means that the type of the �rst
argument is the type A and the source type of the second coercion argument is B. An abstraction
is polymorphic over the target type of the coercion argument; so, if a function of type A ) B
is applied to a pair of A and B  C, then the type of the application will be C. Polymorphism
is useful—and in fact required—for coercion-passing translation to work because coercions with
di�erent target types may be passed to calls to the same function in �S. Intuitively, A ) B means
8X .A ⇥ (B X ) ! X but we do not introduce 8-types explicitly because our use of 8 is limited to
the target-type polymorphism. However, we do have to introduce type variables for typing function
abstractions.

Following the change to function types, function coercions in �S1 take the form s ) t. Roughly
speaking, its meaning is the same: it coerces an input to a function by s and coerces an output
by t. However, due to the coercion passing semantics, there is slight change in how t is used at a
function call. Consider f hhs ) tii, i.e., coercion-passing function f wrapped by coercion s ) t. If
the wrapped function is applied to (V , t 0), V is coerced by s before passing to f as in �S; instead of
coercing the return value by t, however, t is prepended to t 0 and passed to f (together with the
coerced V ) so that the return value is coerced by t and then t 0. In the reduction rule, prepending t
to t 0 is represented by composition t ;; t 0.

3.1 Syntax
We show the syntax of �S1 in Figure 5. We reuse the same metavariables from �S. We also use � for
variables, and K for values.
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Well-formed coercions (replace) c : A B
c1 : A0  A c2 : B B0

c1 ) c2 : A ) B A0 ) B0 CT�F��

Term typing (excerpt) � `S1 M : A

s : A B
� ` s : A B

T�C���
� ` M : A B � ` N : B C

� ` M ;; N : A C
T�C��

� ` M : A � ` N : A B
� ` M hN i : B T�C��

; ` U : A ; ` d : A B
; ` U hhdii : B T�C��V

�, x : A,� : B X ` M : X (X does not appear in �,A,B)
� ` �(x,�).M : A ) B

T�A��

� ` M : A �, x : A ` N : B
� ` let x = M inN : B

T�L��
� ` L : A ) B � ` M : A � ` N : B C

� ` L (M,N ) : C T�A��

Fig. 6. Typing rules of �S1.

We replaceA ! BwithA ) B and addA B and type variables to types. The syntax for ground
types and space-e�cient, intermediate, ground, and delayed coercions is the same except that! is
replaced with), similarly to types. As we have mentioned, we replace abstractions and applications
with two-argument versions. We also add let-expressions (although they could be introduced as
derived forms) and coercion compositionM ;;N . The syntax for coercion applications is nowM hN i,
where N is a general term (of type A B). Uncoerced values now include space-e�cient coercions.

The term �(x,�).M binds x and � inM , and the term let x = M inN binds x in N . The de�nitions
of free variables and �-equivalence of terms are standard, and thus we omit them. We identify
�-equivalent terms.

The de�nition of type environments, ranged over by �, is the same as �S.

3.2 Type System
The type system of �S1 is straightforward adaption of that of �S. Main rules are shown in Figure 6.

The relation c : A B is mostly the same as that of �S. We replace the rule (CT�F��) as shown.
As in �S, function coercions are contravariant in their argument coercions and covariant in their
return-value coercions.

The judgment � `S1 M : A means that term M of �S1 has type A under type environment �. The
rules (T�C����), (T�O�), (T�V��), and (T�B����) are the same as �S, and so we omit them. The rule
(T�L��) is standard.

The rules (T�A��) and (T�A��) look involved but the intuition that A ) B corresponds to
8X .A ⇥ (B X ) ! X should help to understand them. The rule (T�A��) assigns type A ) B to
an abstraction �(x,�).M if the body is well typed under the assumption that x is of type A and � is
of type B X for fresh X . The type variable X should not appear in �,A, B so that the target type
can be polymorphic at call sites. The rule (T�A��) for applications is already explained.
The rule (T�C���) assigns type A B to space-e�cient coercion s if it converts a value from

type A to type B. The rules (T�C��) and (T�C��V) are similar to the corresponding rules of �S, but
adjusted to �rst-class coercions.
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Evaluation contexts E ::= ⇤ | E[⇤ (M,N )] | E[V (⇤,N )] | E[V (W ,⇤)]
| E[op(⇤,M)] | E[op(V , ⇤ )] | E[let x = ⇤ inM]
| E[⇤ ;;M] | E[V ;;⇤] | E[⇤ hMi] | E[V h⇤ i]

Coercion composition (replace) s # t = s0

(s ) t) # (s0 ) t 0) =
(
idA)B if s0 # s = idA and t # t 0 = idB
(s0 # s) ) (t # t 0) otherwise

CC�F��

Reduction M e�!S1 N M c�!S1 N

op(a, b) e�! � (op, a, b) R�O�
(�(x,�).M) (V ,W ) e�!M[x := V ,� := W ] R�B���
(U hhs ) tii) (V ,W ) e�! let� = t ;;W inU (V hsi,�) R�W���

let x = V inM c�!M[x := V ] R�L��
s ;; t c�! s # t R�C��

U hidAi c�! U R�I�

U h?GpH i c�! blame p R�F���
U hdi c�! U hhdii R�C��

U hhdiihti c�! U hd ;; ti R�M����V

Evaluation M e7�!S1 N M c7�!S1 N

M X�! N X 2 {e, c}
E[M] X7�! E[N ]

E�C��
E , ⇤

E[blame p] e7�! blame p
E�A����

Fig. 7. Reduction/evaluation rules of �S1.

3.3 Operational Semantics
The composition function s # t is mostly the same as that of �S. We only replace (CC�F��) as
shown in Figure 7. As in �S, function coercions are contravariant in their argument coercions and
covariant in their return-value coercions.

Similarly to �S, we give a small-step operational semantics to �S1 consisting of two relations on
closed terms: the reduction relation M �!S1 N and the evaluation relation M 7�!S1 N . We show
the reduction/evaluation rules of �S1 in Figure 7. As in �S, they are labeled either e or c. We write
�!S1 for

e�!S1 [
c�!S1 , and 7�!S1 for

e7�!S1 [
c7�!S1 .

The rules (R�O�) and (R�B���) are standard. Note that (R�B���) is adjusted for pair arguments.
We write M[x := V ,� := K] for capture-avoiding simultaneous substitution of V and K for x and �,
respectively, in M .
The rule (R�W���) applies to applications of wrapped function U hhs ) tii to value V . Since

coercion s is for function arguments, it is applied to V , as in �S. Additionally, we compose coercion
t on the return value with continuation coercionW . Thus, V hsi and t ;;W are passed to function
U . Note that we use a let expression to evaluate the second argument t ;;W before V hsi. It is a
necessary adjustment for the semantics of �S and �S1 to match.
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The rule (R�L��) is standard; it is labeled as c because we use let-expressions only for coercion
compositions. The rule (R�C��) applies to coercion compositions s ;; t, which is evaluated by
meta-level coercion composition function s # t. The rules (R�I�), (R�F���), (R�C��), and (R�M����V)
are the same as �S.

Now, we explain evaluation contexts, ranged over by E, shown in the top of Figure 7. In contrast
to �S, evaluation contexts are standard in �S1. The de�nition of evaluation contexts E represents
that function calls in �S1 are call-by-value, and primitive operations, function applications, coercion
compositions, and coercion applications are all evaluated from left to right.
We then come back to evaluation rules: The evaluation rules (E�C��) and (E�A����) are the

same as �S. (However, evaluation contexts in (E�C��) are more straightforward in �S1.)
Finally, we should emphasize that we no longer need (R�M����C) in �S1. So, �S1 is an ordinary

call-by-value language and its semantics should be easy to implement.

Example 8. Let U be �(x,�). let� 0 = int! ;; � in (xhint?pi + 2)h� 0i, which corresponds to the
�S-term �x . (xhint?pi + 2)hint!i in Example 3. In fact, we will obtain this term as a result of our
coercion-passing translation de�ned in the next section. The term (U hint! ) int?pi) (3, int!)
evaluates to 5hhint!ii as follows:

(U hint! ) int?pi) (3, int!)
7�! (U hhint! ) int?pii) (3, int!) by (R�C��)
7�! let� 00 = int?p ;; int! inU (3hint!i,� 00) by (R�W���)
7�! let� 00 = int?p; id; int! inU (3hint!i,� 00) by (R�C��)
7�! U (3hint!i, (int?p; id; int!)) by (R�L��)
7�! U (3hhint!ii, (int?p; id; int!)) by (R�C��)
7�! let� 0 = int! ;; (int?p; id; int!) in (3hhint!iihint?pi + 2)h� 0i by (R�B���)
7�! let� 0 = int! in (3hhint!iihint?pi + 2)h� 0i by (R�C��)
7�! (3hhint!iihint?pi + 2)hint!i by (R�L��)
7�! (3hidi + 2)hint!i by (R�M����V)
7�! (3 + 2)hint!i by (R�I�)
7�! 5hint!i by (R�O�)
7�! 5hhint!ii by (R�C��)

It is easy to see that the steps by (R�M����C) in Example 3 are simulated by (R�C��) followed by
(R�L��).

3.4 Properties
We state a few properties of �S1 below. Their proofs are in the full version.

L���� 9 (D����������). If M 7�!S1 N and M 7�!S1 N 0, then N = N 0.

T������ 10 (P�������). If ; `S1 M : A, then one of the following holds.
(1) M 7�!S1 M 0 for some M 0.
(2) M = V for some V .
(3) M = blame p for some p.

T������ 11 (P�����������). If ; `S1 M : A and M 7�!S1 N , then ; `S1 N : A.

C�������� 12 (T��� S�����). If ; `S1 M : A, then one of the following holds.
(1) M 7�!⇤

S1
V and ; `S1 V : A for some V .

(2) M 7�!⇤
S1
blame p for some p.

(3) M *S1 .
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Type translation �(A) = A0

�(?) = ? �(�) = � �(A ! B) = �(A) ) �(B)
Coercion translation �(s) = s0

�(idA) = id�(A)
�(g;G!) = �(g);�(G)!
�(G?p; i) = �(G)?p;�(i)
�(s ! t) = �(s) ) �(t)
�(?GpH ) = ?GpH

Value translation �(V ) = V 0

�(x) = x
�(a) = a

�(�x .M) = �(x,�). (K JMK�)
�(U hhdii) = �(U )hh�(d)ii

Term translation C JMK = M 0 K JMKK = M 0

C JV K = �(V )
C JMAK = K JMKid�(A) if M is not a value

K JV KK = �(V )hKi T��V��
K Jop(M,N )KK = op(C JMK,C JN K)hKi T��O�

K JM N KK = (C JMK) (C JN K,K) T��A��
K JM hsiKid = K JMK�(s) T��C��I�
K JM hsiKK = let� = �(s) ;; K in (K JMK�) if K , id T��C��

K Jblame pKK = blame p T��B����

Fig. 8. Translation into coercion-passing style (from �S to �S1).

4 TRANSLATION INTO COERCION-PASSING STYLE
In this section, we formalize a translation into coercion-passing style as a translation from �S to �S1
and state its correctness. As its name suggests, this translation is similar to transformations into
continuation-passing style (CPS transformations) for the call-by-value �-calculus [Plotkin 1975].

4.1 Definition of Translation
We give the translation into coercion-passing style by the translation rules presented in Figure 8.
In order to distinguish metavariables of �S and �S1, we often use blue for the source calculus �S.
When we need static type information in translation rules, we write MA to indicate that term M
has type A. Thus, strictly speaking, the translation is de�ned for type derivations in �S.
Translations for types �(A) and coercions �(s) are very straightforward, thanks to the special

type constructor ): they just recursively replace type/coercion constructor ! with).
Value translation �(V ) and term translation K JMKK are de�ned in a mutually recursive manner.

In K JMKK , M is a �S-term whereas K is a �S1-term, which is either a variable or a �S1-coercion.
K JMKK returns a �S1-term—in coercion-passing style—that applies K to the value of M .

Value translation �(V ) is rather straightforward: every function �x .M is translated to a �S1-ab-
straction that takes as the second argument � a coercion which is to be applied to the return value.
So, the body is translated by term translation K JMK�.
We now describe the translation for terms. We write K JMKK for the translation of �S-term

M with continuation coercion K . We �rst explain the basic transformation scheme given by the
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following simpler rules:

K 0JV KK = �(V )hKi T�0�V��
K 0Jop(M �1 ,N �2 )KK = op(K 0JMKid�1 ,K 0JN Kid�2 )hKi T�0�O�

K 0JMA!B NAKK = (K 0JMKid�(A!B)) (K 0JN Kid�(A),K) T�0�A��
K 0JM hsiKK = let� = �(s) ;; K in (K 0JMK�) T�0�C��

K 0Jblame pKK = blame p T�0�B����

(We put a prime on K to avoid confusion.)
The rule (T�0�V��) applies to valuesV , wherewe apply coercionK to the result of value translation

�(V ).
The rule (T�0�O�) applies to primitive operations op(M,N ). We translate the arguments M and

N with identity continuation coercions by K 0JMKid and K 0JN Kid and pass them to the primitive
operation. The given continuation coercion K is applied to the result. Translating subexpressions
with id is one of the main di�erences from CPS transformation.While continuations in continuation-
passing style capture the whole rest of computation, continuation coercions in coercion-passing
style capture only the coercion applied right after the current computation. Since neither M nor N
is surrounded by a coercion, they are translated with identity coercions of appropriate types. (Cases
where a subexpression itself is a coercion application will be discussed shortly.) Careful readers may
notice at this point that left-to-right evaluation of arguments is enforced by the semantics (or the
de�nition of evaluation contexts) of �S, not by the translation. In other words, the correctness of
the translation relies on the fact that �S evaluation is left-to-right and call-by-value. This is another
point that is di�erent from CPS transformation, which dismisses the distinction of call-by-name
and call-by-value.

The rule (T�0�A��) applies to function applications M N . We translate function M and argument
N with identity continuation coercions just like the case for primitive operations. We then pass the
continuation coercion K as the second argument to function K 0JMKid.

The rule (T�0�C��) applies to coercion applications M hsi. We can think of the sequential compo-
sition of �(s) and K as the continuation coercion for M . Thus, we �rst compute the composition
�(s) ;; K , bind its result to �, and translate M with continuation �. The let-expression is necessary
to compose �(s) and K before evaluating K 0JMK�. In general, it is not necessarily the case that
K 0JMKK evaluates K �rst, so if we set K 0JM hsiKK = (K 0JMK(�(s) ;; K)), then the order of
computation would change by the translation and correctness of translation would be harder.

Lastly, the rule (T�0�B����) de�nes the translation of blame p with continuation K as blame p.
The translation K 0 seems acceptable but, just as naive CPS transformation leaves administrative

redexes, it leaves many applications of id, which we call administrative coercions. We expect M
and K 0JMKK behave “similarly” but administrative redexes make it hard to show such semantic
correspondence. So, we will optimize the translation so that administrative coercions are eliminated,
similarly to CPS transformations that eliminates administrative redexes [Appel 1992; Danvy and
Filinski 1992; Danvy and Nielsen 2003; Plotkin 1975; Sabry and Felleisen 1993; Sabry and Wadler
1997; Wand 1991].

The bottom of Figure 8 shows the optimized translation rules. The idea to eliminate administrative
coercions is close to the colon translation by Plotkin [1975]: we avoid translating values with
administrative coercions. So, we introduce an auxiliary translation function C JMK, which returns
�(V )—without a coercion application—ifM is a value V and returnsK JMKid otherwise. Translation
rules for primitive operations and function applications are adapted so that they use C JMK to
translate subexpressions. We also split the rule for coercion applications according to whether K is
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id or not. The rule (T��C��I�), which applies if K is id, optimizes the trivial composition �(s) # id
away.

We present a few examples of the translation below:

�(5) = 5
�(�x . x + 1) = �(x,�). (x + 1)h�i

K J(�x . x) 5Kint! = (�(x,�). xh�i) (5, int!)
K J((�x . x) 5)hint!iKint?p = let� = int! ;; int?p in (�(x,�). xh�i) (5,�)

The following example shows the translation of the �S-term in Example 3 will be the �S1-term
in Example 8.

Example 13. Let U be a �S-term �x . (xhint?pi + 2)hint!i.
�(U ) = �(x,�). (K J(xhint?pi + 2)hint!iK�)

= �(x,�). let� 0 = int! ;; � in (K J(xhint?pi + 2)K� 0)
= �(x,�). let� 0 = int! ;; � in (C Jxhint?piK + C J2K)h� 0i
= �(x,�). let� 0 = int! ;; � in ((K Jxhint?piKid) + 2)h� 0i
= �(x,�). let� 0 = int! ;; � in ((K JxKint?p) + 2)h� 0i
= �(x,�). let� 0 = int! ;; � in (xhint?pi + 2)h� 0i

K J((U hint! ! int?pi) 3)Kid = (K J(U hint! ! int?pi)Kid) (K J3Kid, id)
= (K JU K(int! ! int?p)) (3, id)
= (�(U )hint! ) int?pi) (3, id)

4.2 Correctness of Translation
Having de�ned the translation, we now state its correctness properties with auxiliary lemmas.
(Their proofs are in the full version.)

To begin with, the translation preserves typing. Here, we write �(�) for the type environment
satisfying the following:

(x : A) 2 � if and only if (x : �(A)) 2 �(�).
T������ 14 (T���������� P�������� T�����). If � `S M : A, then �(�) `S1 (K JMKid�(A)) :

�(A).
As for the preservation of semantics, wewill prove the following theorem that states the semantics

is preserved by the translation:

T������ 15 (T���������� P�������� S�������). If ; `S M : �, then
(1) M 7�!⇤

S a i� K JMKid� 7�!⇤
S1
a;

(2) M 7�!⇤
S blame p i� K JMKid� 7�!⇤

S1
blame p; and

(3) M *S i� K JMKid� *S1 .
To prove this theorem, it su�ces to show the left-to-right direction (Theorem 16 below) for

each item because the other direction follows from Theorem 16 together with other properties: for
example, if ; `S M : � and K JMKid� *S1 , then M can neither get stuck (by type soundness of �S)
nor terminate (as it contradicts the left-to-right direction and the fact that 7�!S1 is deterministic).

T������ 16 (T���������� S��������). Suppose � `S M : A.
(1) If M 7�!⇤

S V , then K JMKid 7�!⇤
S1
�(V ).

(2) If M 7�!⇤
S blame p, then K JMKid 7�!⇤

S1
blame p.
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(3) If M *S, then K JMKid *S1 .

A standard proof strategy would be to show that single-step reduction in the source language is
simulated by multi-step reduction in the target language. In fact, we prove the following lemma:

L���� 17 (S���������).
(1) If M e7�!S N , then K JMKid e7�!S1

c7�!⇤
S1

K JN Kid.
(2) If M c7�!S N , then K JMKid c7�!⇤

S1
K JN Kid.

M � e
S
//

K J_Kid

✏✏

N

K J_Kid

✏✏
K JMKid � e

S1
// � c ⇤

S1
// K JN Kid

M � c
S
//

K J_Kid

✏✏

N

K J_Kid

✏✏
K JMKid � c ⇤

S1
// K JN Kid

Whereas a single-step e-reduction in �S is translated to one or more steps in �S1 starting from an
e-reduction step, a single-step c-reduction in �S can be translated to zero steps in �S1. An example
is 0hint!ihidi c7�!S 0hint!i; the two terms both translate to 0hint!i by removing id. Still an in�nite
reduction sequence in �S is preserved by translation because c-reduction is terminating (proved in
the full version) and there is an in�nite number of e-reductions.
As is the case for simulation proofs for CPS translation [Appel 1992; Danvy and Filinski 1992;

Danvy and Nielsen 2003; Plotkin 1975; Sabry and Felleisen 1993; Sabry and Wadler 1997; Wand
1991], this simulation property5 is quite subtle. We discuss this subtlety below.

First, it is important that the translation removes administrative identity coercions by distin-
guishing values and nonvalues in C JMK. For example, (�x . x) 5 e7�! 5 holds in �S but the translation
K 0J(�x . x) 5KK without removing administrative redexes would yield (�(x,�). xh�i)hidi (5hidi,K),
which performs c-reduction before calling the function. More formally, we prove the following
lemma, which means the redex in the source is also the redex in the target.

L���� 18.
(1) For any F , there exist E 0 such that for any M , K JF [M]Kid = E 0[C JMK].
(2) For any F and s, there exists E 0 such that for any M , K JF [M hsi]Kid = E 0[K JMK�(s)].

To prove this lemma, the rule (T��C��ID) also plays an important role: for example, if we removed
(T��C��ID) and used (T��C��) for all coercion applications, K J(1 + 1)hint!iKid would translate to
let� = int! ;; id in (1 + 1)h�i, which performs c-reduction before adding 1 and 1, which is the �rst
thing the original term (1 + 1)hint!i will do.
Second, optimizing too many (identity) coercions can be break simulation. Consider M def

=

(((�x .M1)hhid� ! �!ii) a)h�?pi and N def
= ((�x .M1) (ahid�i))h�!ih�?pi, for which M 7�!S N holds by

(R�W���). Then,

K JMKid = ((K J�(x,�).M1K�)hhid� ) �!ii) (a, �?p)
7�!S1 let� 0 = �! ;; �?p in (K J�(x,�).M1K�) (ahid�i,� 0)
= K JN Kid.

5If we had been interested only in that translation preserves term equivalence, we could have simpli�ed the technical
development by, say, removing the distinction between U hsi and U hhsii. However, simulation is crucial to show that
divergence is preserved by translation.
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At one point, we de�ned the translation (let’s call it K 00) so that applications of identity coercions
would be removed as much as possible, namely,

K 00JN Kid = let� 0 = �! ;; �?p in (K 00J�(x,�).M1K�) (a,� 0)
(notice that hid�i on a is removed). Although K 00JMKid and K 00JN Kid reduced to the same term,
we did not quite have K 00JMKid 7�!+ K 00JN Kid as we had expected.

Third, the distinction between U hsi and U hhsii is crucial to ensure that substitution commutes
with the translation:

L���� 19 (S�����������). If � < FV (M) [ FV (V ), then (K JMK�)[x := �(V ),� := K] c7�!⇤
S1

K JM[x := V ]KK .

Roughly speaking, if we identi�ed a value U hhsii and an application U hsi of s to an uncoerced
value U , the term U hsihti would allow two interpretations: an application of t to a value U hsi and
applications of s and t to U and committing to either interpretation would break this property.

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
We have implemented the coercion-passing translation described in Section 4 and the semantics of
�S1 for Grift [Kuhlenschmidt et al. 2019], an experimental compiler for gradually typed languages.
GTLC+, the language that the Grift compiler implements, supports integers, �oating-point numbers,
Booleans, higher-order functions, local binding by let, (mutually) recursive de�nitions by letrec,
conditional expressions, iterations, sequencing, and mutable references. The compiler supports
di�erent run-time check schemes, those based on type-based casts [Siek and Taha 2006] and space-
e�cient coercions [Siek et al. 2015]. Note that, although space-e�cient coercions are supported,
only nested coercions on values are composed; in other words, (R�M����C) is not implemented.
Thus, implicit run-time checks may break tail calls and seemingly tail-recursive functions may
cause stack over�ow.
We modify the compiler phases for run-time checking based on the space-e�cient coercions.

After typechecking a user program, the compiler inserts type-based casts to the program and
converts type-based casts to space-e�cient coercions, following the translation from blame calculus
�B to �S [Siek et al. 2015]. Our implementation performs the coercion-passing translation after the
translation into �S. It is straightforward to extend the translation scheme to language features that
are not present in �S. For example, here is translation for conditional expressions:

K Jif M then N1 else N2KK = if (K JMKid) then (K JN1KK) else (K JN2KK).
Intermediate languages used in Grift already supports �rst-class coercions, making it straightfor-
ward to implement our approach. We modify another compiler phase that generates operations
on coercions such as M ;; N and (R�W���). The current implementation, which generates C code
and uses clang6 for compilation to machine code, relies on the C compiler to perform tail-call
optimizations. We have found the original compiler’s handling of recursive types7 hampers tail-call
optimizations, so our implementation does not deal with recursive types. We leave their implemen-
tation for future work.

We have conducted a preliminary experiment to measure the overhead of the coercion-passing
translation. The benchmark programs we have used are the tail-recursive even–odd functions in
direct style:

6https://clang.llvm.org/
7The C function to compose coercions takes a pointer to a stack-allocated object as an argument and writes into the object
when recursive coercions are composed.
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(letrec ([even (lambda ([n : A1]) : A3
(if (= 0 n) #f

(odd (- n 1))))]

[odd (lambda ([n : A2]) : A4
(if (= 0 n) #t

(even (- n 1))))])

(odd n))

and its CPS-transformed version:

(letrec ([evenk (lambda ([n : A1] [k : (A3 -> A3)]) : A3
(if (= n 0) (k #t)

(oddk (- n 1) k)))]

[oddk (lambda ([n : A2] [k : (A4 -> A4)]) : A4
(if (= n 0) (k #f)

(evenk (- n 1) k)))])

(oddk n (lambda ([v : Bool]) : Bool v)))

We run the former with the original and modi�ed compilers and the latter with the original for all
combinations of A1 and A2, which are either Int or Dyn, and A3 and A3, which are either Bool or
Dyn. They result in 48 di�erent con�gurations. We call the direct-style program compiled by the
original compiler Base, the direct-style program compiled by the modi�ed compiler CrcPS, the CPS
program compiled by the original compiler CPS.

First, we have con�rmed that, as n increases, 12 of 16 con�gurations of Base cause stack over�ow.8
In the four con�gurations that survived, both A3 and A4 are set to Bool. CrcPS never causes stack
over�ow for any con�guration. For CPS, 8 of 16 con�gurations cause stack over�ow. In all the
crashed con�gurations A3 and A4 are di�erent.

To our surprise, Base causes stack over�ow even when A3 = A4 = Dyn and CPS crashes for some
con�gurations. We have found that it is due to the typing rule of Grift for conditional expressions.
In Grift, if one of the branches is given a static type, say Bool, and the other is Dyn, the whole
if-expression is given the static type and the compiler inserts a cast from Dyn to the branch of type
Dyn. In the direct-style program where both A3 and A4 are Dyn, the two then-branches are always
Boolean constants and the recursive calls in the two else-branches involve casts from Dyn to Bool,
hence the insertion of projections bool?p. However, since the return types are declared to be Dyn,
the whole if-expressions are cast back to Dyn, inserting injections bool!. Thus, every recursive call
involves a projection immediately followed by an injection, as shown below, eventually causing
stack over�ow.

(letrec ([even (lambda ([n : Dyn]) : Dyn

(if (= 0 nhint?p1i) #f

(odd (- nhint?p2i 1))hbool?p3i)hbool!i)]
[odd (lambda ([n : Dyn) : Dyn

(if (= 0 nhint?p4i) #t

(even (- nhint?p5i 1))hbool?p6i)hbool!i))])
(odd n))

Similarly, a projection and an injection are inserted implicitly to the CPS program with A3 , A4,
causing stack over�ow.
8The size of the run-time stack is 32MB.
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Fig. 9. A comparison of the normalized average running time with respect to Base. (Larger bars are slower.)
For each group, the four black/white circles represent whether each Ai is static (represented by a black circle)
or dynamic (by a white circle).

Now, we show running time of di�erent con�gurations, measured by taking the average of 1,000
runs. We run these programs on a machine with 2.6 GHz Intel Core i5 and 8 GB memory. The
generated C code is compiled by clang version 10.0.1 with -O2 so that tail-call optimization is
performed. The size of the run-time stack is set to 32MB, as we have already mentioned.
Figure 9 shows the overhead (normalized average running time) for each con�guration. The

overhead is computed by dividing the average running time of CrcPS or CPS by that of Base. (We
set the argument n = 106, which is below the threshold to cause a stack over�ow.)
Overall, the normalized average running time of CrcPS is between 0.64–2.61. The reason why

CrcPS is faster than Base in some con�gurations is not very clear. The performance of CPS (ranging
between 0.26–17.7 except for one extreme case , where A1 = A2 = Int and A3 = A4 = Dyn)
seems less stable than CrcPS. It turns out that, in the extreme con�guration, Base (and CrcPS)
su�er from implicit coercions for if-expressions, as discussed above, but CPS does not have such
coercions.

Figure 10 shows performance lattices [Takikawa et al. 2016] for each program. Each performance
lattice shows the average running time, normalized with respect to the dynamically typed version

. Base and CrcPS are similar: the performance gets better as more static types are used. Even
partially typed programs show better performance compared to the dynamically typed version

at the bottom. This is probably because even and odd in direct style do not use higher-order
casts, to which much slowdown is often attributed. In fact, the performance of CPS, which uses
higher-order functions and casts, depends highly on whether A3 and A4 are the same.

6 RELATEDWORK
The idea of �rst-class coercions is also found in Cretin and Rémy [2012]. Their language F� is
equipped with abstraction over coercions. However, their coercions are not for gradual typing but
for parametric polymorphism and subtyping polymorphism.
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0.264x 0.265x 0.157x 0.167x

0.39x 0.50x 0.51x 0.50x 0.52x 0.31x

0.619x 0.604x 0.801x 0.804x

1x

0.00214x

0.262x 0.1x 0.24x 0.235x

0.525x 0.34x 0.50x 0.35x 0.50x 0.48x
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0.0111x
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Fig. 10. Performance la�ices. The four black/white circles represent whether each Ai is static (represented by
a black circle) or dynamic (by a white circle).

6.1 Space-E�icient Coercion/Cast Calculi
As we have already mentioned, it is fairly well known that coercions [Henglein 1994] and
casts [Wadler and Findler 2009] hamper the tail-call optimization and make the space complexity
of the execution of a program worse than the execution under an unchecked semantics. We discuss
below a few pieces of work [Garcia 2013; Herman et al. 2007, 2010; Siek et al. 2009, 2015; Siek and
Wadler 2010] addressing the problem.

To the best of our knowledge, Herman et al. [2007, 2010] were the �rst to observe the space-
e�ciency problem of inserted dynamic checks. They developed a variant of Henglein’s coercion
calculus with semantics such that a sequence of coercion applications is eagerly composed to reduce
the size of coercions. However, their coercion composition operator is de�ned to be associative,
equating (c1; c2); c3 and c1; (c2; c3); thus, an algorithm for computing coercion composition was not
very clear. They did not take blame tracking [Findler and Felleisen 2002] into account, either.

Later, Siek et al. [2009] extended Herman et al. [2007, 2010] with a few di�erent blame tracking
strategies. The issue of identifying (c1; c2); c3 and c1; (c2; c3) remained. According to their terminol-
ogy, our work, which follows previous work [Siek et al. 2015], adopts the UD semantics, which
allows only ?! ? as a tag to functional values, as opposed to the D semantics, which allows any
function types to be used as a tag.
Siek and Wadler [2010] introduced threesomes to a blame calculus. Threesome casts have a

third type (called a mediating type) in addition to the source and target types; a threesome cast
is considered a downcast from the source to the mediating type, followed by an upcast from the
mediating to the target. Threesome casts allow a simple recursive algorithm to compose two
threesome casts but blame tracking is rather complicated.

Garcia [2013] gave a translation from the threesome calculus to a coercion calculus and the two
solutions are equivalent. They introduced supercoercions and a recursive algorithm to compute
composition of supercoercions but they were complex, too.
Siek et al. [2015] proposed yet another space-e�cient coercion calculus �S, in which they

succeeded in developing a simple recursive algorithm for coercion composition by restricting
coercions to be in certain canonical forms—what they call space-e�cient coercions. They also
gave a translation from blame calculus �B to �S (via Henglein’s coercion calculus �C) and showed
that the translation is fully abstract. As we have discussed already, our �S has introduced syntax
that distinguishes an application U hsi of a coercion to (uncoerced) values from U hhdii for a value
wrapped by a delayed coercion. Such distinction, which can be seen some blame calculi [Wadler and
Findler 2009], is not just an aesthetic choice but crucial for proving correctness of the translation.
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All the above-mentioned calculi adopt a nonstandard reduction rule to compose coercions or
casts even before the subject evaluates to a value, together with a nonstandard form of evaluation
contexts and as a result it has not been clear how to implement them e�ciently. Herman et al. [2007,
2010] sketched a few possible implementation strategies, including coercion passing but details were
not discussed. Siek and Garcia [2012] showed an interpreter which performs coercion composition
at tail calls. Although not showing correctness of the interpreter, their interpreter would give a hint
to direct low-level implementation of space-e�cient coercions. Our work addresses the problem of
the nonstandard semantics in a di�erent way—by translating a program into coercion-passing style.
The di�erence, however, may not be so large as it may appear at �rst: in Siek and Garcia [2012],
a state of the abstract machine includes an evaluation context, which contains the information
on a coercion to be applied to a return value and such a coercion roughly corresponds to our
continuation coercions. More detailed analysis of the relationship between the two implementation
schemes is left for future work.

Kuhlenschmidt et al. [2019] built an experimental compiler Grift for gradual typingwith structural
types. It supports run-time checking with the space-e�cient coercions of �S but does not support
composition of coercions at tail positions. We have implemented our coercion-passing translation
for the Grift compiler.
Greenberg [2015] has studied the same space-e�ciency problem in the context of manifest

contract calculi [Greenberg et al. 2010, 2012; Knowles and Flanagan 2010] and proposed a few
semantics for composing casts that involve contract checking. Feltey et al. [2018] have recently
implemented Greenberg’s eidetic contracts on top of Typed Racket [Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen
2008] but, similarly to Kuhlenschmidt et al. [2019], composition is limited on a sequence of contracts
applied to values.

There are other recent work for making gradual typing e�cient [Bauman et al. 2017; Muehlboeck
and Tate 2017; Rastogi et al. 2015; Richards et al. 2017] but as far as we know, none of them addresses
the problem caused by run-time checking applied to tail positions. Additionally, Castagna et al.
[2019] implemented a virtual machine for space-e�cient gradual typing in presence of set-theoretic
types, but without blame tracking. They address the problem caused by casts applied to tail positions
by an approach similar to the one in the interpreter by Siek and Garcia [2012]. They implemented
their virtual machine and evaluated their implementation by benchmarks such as the even/odd
program.

6.2 Continuation-Passing Style
Obviously, our coercion-passing style translation is inspired by continuation-passing style trans-
lation, �rst formalized by Plotkin [1975]. However, coercions represent only a part of the rest of
computation and are, in this sense, closer to delimited continuations [Danvy and Filinski 1990].
Roughly speaking, translating a subexpression with id corresponds to the reset operation [Danvy
and Filinski 1990] to delimit continuations. Unlike (delimited) continuations, which are usually
expressed by �rst-class functions, coercions have compact representations and compactness can be
preserved by composition.
Wallach and Felten [1998] proposed security-passing style to implement Java stack inspec-

tion [Lindholm and Yellin 1999]. The idea is indeed similar to ours: each function is augmented by
an additional argument to pass information on run-time security checking.

In CPS, it is crucial to eliminate administrative redexes to achieve a simulation property [Appel
1992; Danvy and Filinski 1992; Danvy and Nielsen 2003; Plotkin 1975; Sabry and Felleisen 1993;
Sabry and Wadler 1997; Wand 1991], which says that a reduction in the source is simulated by
a sequence of (one-directional) reductions in the translation. Simulation is usually achieved by
applying di�erent translations to an application M N , depending whether M and N are values or
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not. In addition to such value/nonvalue distinction, our coercion-passing translation also relies on
whether a given continuation coercion is id or not when a coercion application is translated.

Continuation-passing style eliminates the di�erence between call-by-name and call-by-value but
our coercion-passing style translation works only under the call-by-value semantics of the target
language because coercions have to be eagerly composed. It would be interesting to investigate
call-by-name for either the source and/or the target language.

7 CONCLUSION
We have developed a new coercion calculus �S1 with �rst-class coercions as a target language of
coercion-passing style translation from �S, an existing space-e�cient coercion calculus. We have
proved the translation preserves both typing and semantics. To achieve a simulation property, it is
important to reduce administrative coercions, just as in CPS transformations. Our coercion-passing
style translation solves the di�culty in implementing the semantics of �S in a faithful manner
and, with the help of �rst-class coercions, makes it possible to implement in a compiler for a
call-by-value language. We have modi�ed an existing compiler for a gradually typed language and
conducted a preliminary experiment. We have con�rmed that our implementation successfully
overcomes memory over�ow caused by coercions at tail positions, which Kuhlenschmidt et al.
[2019] did not support. Although the overhead is not small, causing slowdown of 2.61 times at
maximum, the overall performance is stable under di�erent type annotations and tends to be better
than manually CPS translated programs.
Aside from completing the implementation by adding recursive types, which the original Grift

compiler supports, more e�cient implementation is an obvious direction of future work. Our
coercion-passing style translation introduces a lot of identity coercions and optimizing operations
on coercions will be necessary.

From a theoretical point of view, it would be interesting to extend the technique to gradual typing
in the presence of parametric polymorphism [Ahmed et al. 2011, 2017; Igarashi et al. 2017; Toro et al.
2019; Xie et al. 2018], for which a polymorphic coercion calculus has to be studied �rst—Kießling
and Luo [2003]; Luo [2008], who study coercive subtyping in polymorphic settings, may be relevant.
The present design of �S1 is geared towards coercion-passing style. For example, in �S1, trivial
(namely identity) coercions for coercion types A B are allowed; passing coercions to dynamically
typed code is prohibited; variables cannot appear as an argument to coercion constructors, like
x ) s. It may be interesting to study more general �rst-class coercions without such restrictions.
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Static veri�cation tools for recursive heap data structures impose signi�cant annotation burden on developers.
This is true even when verifying a simple function that inserts an element at the end of a linked list. Gradual
veri�cation was introduced to allow developers to deal with this burden incrementally, if at all. It draws from
research on gradual typing to produce a veri�cation system that supports imprecise speci�cations along a
continuum. Our work extends the prior approach to gradual veri�cation to support the speci�cation and
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1 INTRODUCTION
Traditional static veri�cation techniques often rely on user speci�cations of system components
(method or function pre- and postconditions, loop invariants, etc.) expressed in some logic (e.g.
Hoare logic [Hoare 1969]) to ensure a software system adheres to its speci�cations at run time.
Techniques aimed at verifying the manipulation of recursive heap data structures (trees, linked-lists,
graphs, etc.) are based on either implicit dynamic frames (IDF) [Smans et al. 2009] or separation
logic [Reynolds 2002] extended with recursive abstract predicates [Parkinson and Bierman 2005]
or higher order encodings. Without a resource logic and recursive predicates it is impossible
to statically and modularly verify any interesting properties of programs containing such data
structures (e.g. whether a list remains sorted before or after manipulation or whether a tree is
a binary tree before or after manipulation). Unfortunately, tools implementing these techniques
require a signi�cant annotation e�ort to support inductive proofs of correctness. This is true even
for a simple function that inserts an element at the end of a linked list.

Fortunately, Bader et al. [2018] introduced a sound veri�cation approach that allows developers
to deal with speci�cation burdens incrementally, if at all. Bader et al. draw on research in gradual
typing [Garcia et al. 2016; Siek and Taha 2007, 2006] to produce gradual veri�cation, which extends a
static veri�cation system with support for imprecise speci�cations – a static speci�cation joined with
?. The resulting static veri�cation system warns only about inconsistencies between speci�cations
and code; it does not produce warnings due to missing information in speci�cations. Instead,
missing information is dynamically veri�ed. Gradual veri�cation adheres to gradual guarantees that
ensure developers can choose their desired level of precision without arti�cial constraints imposed
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by the veri�cation technology. These guarantees are inspired by the corresponding gradual typing
properties formulated by Siek et al. [2015].
This paper builds on prior work [Bader et al. 2018] by exploring the applicability of gradual

veri�cation to programs manipulating recursive heap data structures. This exploration involves
walking through multiple attempts at verifying linked list insertion with an extended gradual veri-
�cation approach that is currently under development. Each attempt focuses on ways developers
could reduce or ignore annotation burden. Unique challenges for gradual veri�cation based on
IDF and recursive abstract predicates arise from this process: 1) ? in imprecise speci�cations must
represent accessibility predicates and predicate instances needed for static veri�cation, 2) accessi-
bility predicates and predicate instances must be dynamically veri�ed, and 3) dynamically verifying
speci�cations with accessibility predicates and predicate instances can incur signi�cant runtime
overhead. To overcome these challenges, we suggest: 1) adjusting Bader et al.’s concretization
de�nition for gradual formulas to rely on an iso-recursive interpretation of predicate instances and
require that concretizations of gradual formulas be self-framed, 2) verifying accessibility predicates
by tracking and updating a set of heap locations at runtime and verifying predicate instances
equi-recursively, and 3) using language design to avoid particular speci�cations that incur runtime
overhead and exploring further optimizations in future work.

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. The annotation burden induced by statically verifying
linked list insertion is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 illustrates how this burden can be reduced
or eliminated with gradual veri�cation by using examples, and Section 4 discusses challenges and
solutions to supporting such examples. Finally, Sections 5 and 6 further relate this paper to prior
work and discuss future work, respectively.

2 THE BURDEN OF STATIC VERIFICATION
We will use the program in Example 2.1 to illustrate why burdensome speci�cations are often
required when statically verifying programs containing recursive heap data structures. The program
implements a linked list and two methods, insertLast and insertLastHelper, for inserting an
element at the end of a list. Notice that insertLastHelper iteratively traverses a list for insertion.

Example 2.1.
class Node { int val; Node next; }

class List {

Node head;

void insertLast(int val)

{

if (this.head == null) {

this.head = new Node(val ,null);

} else {

insertLastHelper(val);

}

}

void insertLastHelper(int val)

{

Node y = this.head;

while (y.next != null)

{ y = y.next; }

y.next = new Node(val ,null);

}

}

Verifying insertLast and insertLastHelper requires specifying the shape of the lists they
manipulate. For example, we can prohibit cyclic lists – which might cause nontermination – by
specifying that each heap location in the list is separate from the others. This can be achieved by
using implicit dynamic frames (IDF) [Smans et al. 2009] extended with recursive abstract predicates
[Parkinson and Bierman 2005]. IDF extends speci�cations with accessibility predicates (acc(x.f))
each denoting permission to access a heap location (o.f where x maps to the object o with �eld f).
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It also employs the separating conjunction ⇤ that forces accessibility predicates to refer to di�erent
heap locations. With these tools, IDF allows us to reason freely about the heap locations that we
can be explicit about. For locations that we cannot or do not want to be explicit about (because
they are statically unknown or because listing them would break data abstraction), we can use
abstract predicates. Abstract predicates are boolean functions de�ned by a name, arguments, a
de�nition (body), and a scope; and recursive abstract predicates are abstract predicates whose bodies
are de�ned recursively. Then, the speci�cations we are looking for are:

predicate valid(List l) = acc(l.head) ⇤ ListSeg(l.head,null) and
predicate ListSeg(Node from, Node to) = if (from == to) then true

else acc(from.val) ⇤ acc(from.next) ⇤ ListSeg(from.next,to)

The predicate instance valid(l) can provide all the accessibility predicates for list l separated
by the separating conjunction. valid(l)’s body directly provides acc(l.head) and relies on the
ListSeg(l.head,null) predicate instance to provide the rest recursively until the list terminates.
To prohibit cyclic lists, we would like to only specify the preconditions of insertLast and

insertLastHelper as valid(this). Unfortunately, static veri�cation tools require additional
external (pre- and postconditions) and internal (loop invariants, fold and unfold statements, and
lemmas) speci�cations to verify these methods. The full set of speci�cations are given in Figure 1,
highlighted in grey (and inspired by Smans et al. [2009]). Note that the speci�cations of insertLast
and insertLastHelper are minimal and yet the ratio of lines of speci�cation code (LoSC) to lines
of program code (LoPC) is 48:19 (253%). A functionally complete speci�cation would ensure that
after the method executes, the list has the same elements in the same order except that the new
item is appended at the end. Of course, verifying this would require even more annotations.

Tools implementing IDF enforce that only one accessibility predicate is held across a call stack for
each heap location dereferenced in the call stack. They also require heap locations dereferenced in
source code to have corresponding accessibility predicates. Therefore during veri�cation at method
boundaries, accessibility predicates required by callees’ preconditions are passed to the callee.
Since callers may want to access corresponding heap locations after calls, callees’ postconditions
must give back received accessibility predicates. This forces insertLast and insertLastHelper’s
postconditions to contain valid(this). Additionally, both internal and external speci�cations must
contain accessibility predicates for each heap location used within them, and such speci�cations
are called self-framed formulas. For example, acc(x.f) ⇤ x.f = 2 is self-framed while x.f = 2 is
not.
Similarly to recursive typing, static veri�cation tools must reason about predicate instances

either equi-recursively or iso-recursively. The intuitive equi-recursive semantics treats predicate
instances as their complete unrollings. Unfortunately, unrolling recursive predicate instances like
ListSeg(l,null) completely often requires statically-unknown information, e.g. when the list
l terminates. As a result, predicate instances are treated iso-recursively, i.e. as permissions to
access their bodies. Since predicate instances are not equivalent to their bodies, unfold and fold

statements have to be used to explicitly specify when a proof requires the predicate instance
and when it requires the body. Figure 1 contains many examples of fold and unfold statements
for valid(this) and ListSeg predicate instances illustrating the approach and its unwieldiness
(VeriFast [Jacobs et al. 2011] su�ers from this approach). Furthermore, an iso-recursive semantics
forces tools to implement the (unfolding [predicate instance] in [formula]) construct
to allow predicate bodies to frame formulas. For example, insertLastHelper’s precondition
valid(this) ⇤ unfolding valid(this) in this.head != null uses the construct to allow
valid(this) to frame this.head != null; conversely, valid(this) ⇤ this.head != null is
not self-framed with an iso-recursive semantics.
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Fig. 1. The static specifications for Example 2.1.

class Node { int val; Node next; }

class List {

Node head;

predicate valid(List l) =

acc(l.head) ⇤ ListSeg(l.head,null)

predicate ListSeg(Node from, Node to) =

if (from == to) then true else

acc(from.val) ⇤ acc(from.next) ⇤
ListSeg(from.next,to)

void insertLast(int val)

requires valid(this)

ensures valid(this)

{

unfold valid(this);

if (this.head == null) {

this.head = new Node(val ,null);

fold ListSeg(this.head.next,null);

fold ListSeg(this.head,null);

fold valid(this);

} else {

fold valid(this);

insertLastHelper(val);

}

}

void insertLastHelper(int val)

requires valid(this) ⇤
unfolding valid(this) in

this.head != null

ensures valid(this)

{

unfold valid(this);

Node y = this.head;

fold ListSeg(this.head,y);

unfold ListSeg(y,null);

while (y.next != null)

invariant y != null ⇤ acc(this.head) ⇤
ListSeg(this.head,y) ⇤
acc(y.val) ⇤ acc(y.next) ⇤
ListSeg(y.next,null);

{

Node x = y;

y = y.next;

fold ListSeg(x.next,y);

fold ListSeg(x,y);

unfold ListSeg(y,null);

appendLemma(this.head, x, y);

}

y.next = new Node(val ,null);

fold ListSeg(y.next.next,null);

fold ListSeg(y.next,null);

fold ListSeg(y,null);

appendLemma(this.head, y, null);

fold valid(this);

}

void appendLemma(Node a, Node b, Node c)

requires ListSeg(a,b) ⇤ ListSeg(b,c) ⇤
(if (c == null) then true

else acc(c.next))

ensures ListSeg(a,c) ⇤
(if (c == null) then true

else acc(c.next))

{

if (a == b) {

} else {

unfold ListSeg(a,b);

appendLemma(a.next, b, c);

fold ListSeg(a,c);

}

}

}

To reason about loops tools must also rely on loop invariants, which are hard to develop.
insertLastHelper’s loop invariant is quite complex, because it must provide accessibility pred-
icates for each heap location accessed in the loop body, be self-framed, be preserved by the
loop body, and provide enough information to prove that valid(this) is held at the end of
insertLastHelper. The resulting loop invariant is y != null ⇤ acc(this.head) ⇤
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ListSeg(this.head,y) ⇤ acc(y.val) ⇤ acc(y.next) ⇤ ListSeg(y.next,null), which segments
the accessibility predicates of a list into four parts using ListSeg predicate instances. valid(this)
can be achieved from these segments if tools prove transitivity of ListSeg, i.e. ListSeg(a,b) ⇤
ListSeg(b,c) ) ListSeg(a,c). Tools cannot prove inductive proofs like this themselves, so
the proof is encoded in an appendLemma method.

3 GRADUAL VERIFICATION OF RECURSIVE HEAP DATA STRUCTURES IN ACTION
Section 2 demonstrates just how burdensome specifying recursive heap data structures for static
veri�cation can be. Gradual veri�cation [Bader et al. 2018] is a promising approach that, if extended,
could allow developers to deal with this burden incrementally. Of course, developers could also
choose not to push all the way to a fully statically veri�ed system.
Gradual veri�cation applies Garcia et al. [2016]’s Abstracting Gradual Typing framework to a

simple static veri�cation system extended with gradual formulas. A gradual formula is either a static
formula (a precise formula) or a static formula joined with ? (an imprecise formula), similarly to
gradual re�nement types [Lehmann and Tanter 2017]. This produces a static veri�cation system that
supports partially speci�ed code via imprecise formulas. The key to this system is the concretization
of gradual formulas to the set of static formulas that they represent. A static formula represents a set
containing only itself and an imprecise formula represents a potentially in�nite set of static formulas
that are satis�able and imply its static part. Then static veri�cation operators, such as formula
implication, are extended with this interpretation in mind ( f) ). For example, x � 0 ^ ? f) x � 50
is true, because x � 50 is among the formulas represented by x � 0 ^ ?, and obviously implies
x � 50. On the other hand, x � 0 ^ ? e; x < 0, because no formula represented by x � 0 ^ ? can
imply x < 0, i.e. the static part is respected. This leads to a static veri�cation system that can reject
clearly invalid programs, and will optimistically accept interpretations of gradual formulas that
may not be true at runtime. Soundness is preserved by dynamically verifying such interpretations
(x � 50) at appropriate places, similarly to how casts enforce static assumptions in gradual typing.
Ideally, gradual veri�cation systems should also adhere to gradual properties similar to those for
gradual typing [Siek et al. 2015]. The rest of this section uses examples to illustrate how gradual
veri�cation could reduce the speci�cation burden of Example 2.1.

3.1 A simple a�empt at static verification
The speci�cations provided in Example 3.1 below (highlighted in grey and yellow) heavily rely
on imprecise formulas to avoid specifying the separation of heap locations in a list, as this can
be di�cult for developers who are new to IDF and recursive abstract predicates. In particular,
the valid predicate is de�ned as the unknown formula ?. With this, as long as the valid(this)
predicate instances are unfolded and folded on entry and exit to the methods and the loop invariant
also relies on ?, ListSeg becomes unnecessary for verifying heap accesses. ? optimistically justi�es
any missing accessibility predicates statically, which are then veri�ed dynamically. As a result, the
lines of speci�cation code needed to specify and verify insertLast and insertLastHelper has
been signi�cantly reduced compared to Figure 1 (from 48:19 (LoSC:LoPC), 253% to 13:19, 68%).
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Example 3.1.
class Node { int val; Node next; }

class List {

Node head;

predicate valid(List l) = ?

void insertLast(int val)

requires valid(this)

ensures valid(this)

{

unfold valid(this);

if (this.head == null) {

this.head = new Node(val ,null);

fold valid(this);

} else {

fold valid(this);

insertLastHelper(val);

}

}

void insertLastHelper(int val)

requires valid(this) ⇤
unfolding valid(this) in

this.head != null

ensures valid(this)

{

unfold valid(this);

Node y = this.head;

while (y.next != null)

invariant ? ⇤ y != null

{ y = y.next; }

y.next = new Node(val ,null);

fold valid(this);

}

}

Figure 2 illustrates how gradual veri�cation should operate to support this methodology. It
contains conditions from applying a strongest postcondition rule to each statement, highlighted
in purple. The strongest postcondition calculus essentially applies the rules to the static part of a
gradual formula and carries through or appends ? to the resulting static formula when appropriate.
However, special considerations are made for fold statements when the predicate instance being
folded has an imprecise body, for method call statements when the corresponding method’s
precondition is imprecise, and for loops when their loop invariants are imprecise. Figure 2 also
contains checks with veri�ed information, highlighted in green and red. Green checks are veri�ed
statically and red checks are veri�ed dynamically. Checks are generated to ensure heap accesses
are valid, loop invariants are in fact loop invariants, predicate bodies or instances are available
before corresponding fold or unfold statements, and method preconditions are available before
corresponding calls. If static information is available to satisfy a check, then it is statically veri�ed.
If ? can provide missing information to satisfy a check that has not been statically veri�ed, then it
is dynamically veri�ed. Otherwise, veri�cation of the check fails. Notably, there are a signi�cant
number of red checks involving accessibility predicates. This is expected, as the developer has
chosen not to specify that information.

Perhaps a developer would rather not specify fold and unfold statements in Example 3.1. Changing
insertLast and insertLastHelper’s preconditions to ? or appending ? to their preconditions
allows ? to justify the missing information needed for veri�cation without folding and unfolding
valid(this). In fact, fold and unfold statements can be omitted as long as their omission does
not cause static veri�cation to fail. As illustrated, achieving this condition is easier with more
imprecision.

3.2 An involved a�empt at static verification
The speci�cations in Example 3.2 represent a reasonable attempt by a developer to specify and verify
the separation of heap locations in lists for insertLast and insertLastHelper. The developer
speci�es valid’s body as acc(l.head) ⇤ ListAcc(l.head) where ListAcc’s declaration is
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Fig. 2. The gradual verification of Example 3.1.

class Node { int val; Node next; }

class List {

Node head;

predicate valid(List l) = ?

void insertLast(int val)

requires valid(this)

ensures valid(this)

{

valid(this)

unfold valid(this);

? f) acc(this.head)

if (this.head == null) {

? ⇤ acc(this.head) ⇤ this.head == null

this.head = new Node(val ,null);

? ⇤ acc(this.head) ⇤ this.head != null ⇤
acc(this.head.val) ⇤ acc(this.head.next) ⇤
this.head.val == val ⇤ this.head.next == null

f) ?

fold valid(this);

? ⇤ valid(this) ⇤ unfolding valid(this) in

this.head != null ⇤ this.head.val == val ⇤
this.head.next == null

} else {

? ⇤ acc(this.head) ⇤ this.head != null

f) ?

fold valid(this);

? ⇤ valid(this) ⇤
unfolding valid(this) in

this.head != null

f) valid(this) ⇤
unfolding valid(this) in

this.head != null

insertLastHelper(val);

? ⇤ valid(this)

}

}

void insertLastHelper(int val)

requires valid(this) ⇤
unfolding valid(this) in

this.head != null

ensures valid(this)

{

valid(this) ⇤
unfolding valid(this) in

this.head != null

) valid(this)

unfold valid(this);

? ⇤ this.head != null f) acc(this.head)

Node y = this.head;

? ⇤ this.head != null ⇤ y == this.head

f) ? ⇤ acc(y.next) ⇤ y != null

while (y.next != null)

invariant ? ⇤ y != null

{

? ⇤ y != null ⇤ y.next != null

f) acc(y.next)

y = y.next;

? ⇤ y != null

f) ? ⇤ y != null

}

? ⇤ this.head != null ⇤
y != null ⇤ y.next == null

f) acc(y.next)

y.next = new Node(val ,null);

? ⇤ this.head != null ⇤ y != null ⇤
acc(y.next) ⇤ y.next != null ⇤
acc(y.next.val) ⇤ acc(y.next.next) ⇤
y.next.val == val ⇤ y.next.next == null

f) ?

fold valid(this);

? ⇤ valid(this) ⇤
unfolding valid(this) in ...

f) valid(this)

}

}

predicate ListAcc(Node root) = if (root == null) then true else

acc(root.val) ⇤ acc(root.next) ⇤ ListAcc(root.next)

The developer uses the valid predicate to specify the methods, adding pre- and postconditions,
unfold and fold statements for valid and ListAcc, and a loop invariant. But alas, she is not sure
how to utilize her loop invariant y != null ⇤ acc(y.val) ⇤ acc(y.next) ⇤ ListAcc(y.next) and
the program statements after the while loop to prove valid(this). Instead of trying to �gure this
out, the developer lets the postcondition of insertLastHelper be ? in the meantime. Ultimately,
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Example 3.2’s speci�cations are nice, because the developer can reason in terms of a list predicate
rather than list segments and does not need a lemma. This reduces the lines of speci�cation code
needed to specify and verify insertLast and insertLastHelper compared to Figure 1 (from 48:19
(LoSC:LoPC), 253% to 25:19, 132%).

Example 3.2.
class Node { int val; Node next; }

class List {

Node head;

predicate valid(List l) =

acc(l.head) ⇤ ListAcc(l.head)

predicate ListAcc(Node root) =

if (root == null) then true else

acc(root.val) * acc(root.next)

* ListAcc(root.next)

void insertLast(int val)

requires valid(this)

ensures valid(this)

{

unfold valid(this);

if (this.head == null) {

this.head = new Node(val ,null);

fold ListAcc(this.head.next);

fold ListAcc(this.head);

fold valid(this);

} else {

fold valid(this);

insertLastHelper(val);

}

}

void insertLastHelper(int val)

requires valid(this) ⇤
unfolding valid(this) in

this.head != null

ensures ?

{

unfold valid(this);

Node y = this.head;

unfold ListAcc(y);

while (y.next != null)

invariant y != null ⇤ acc(y.val) ⇤
acc(y.next) ⇤ ListAcc(y.next)

{

y = y.next;

unfold ListAcc(y);

}

y.next = new Node(val ,null);

fold ListAcc(y.next.next);

fold ListAcc(y.next);

fold ListAcc(y);

}

}

Figure 3 contains the gradual veri�cation of Example 3.2. Static veri�cation is now used every-
where except to prove that valid(this) holds after insertLast is called. Dynamic veri�cation
is used instead, because the postcondition of insertLastHelper was weakened (i.e. made less
precise) from valid(this) to ? to allow veri�cation without signi�cant annotation burden.

4 CHALLENGES
This section discusses challenges with developing a gradual veri�cation system from a static
veri�cation system supporting IDF and recursive abstract predicates. This section also presents
proposed solutions to those challenges.

4.1 Static verification
All gradual veri�cation systems must adhere to the static gradual guarantee [Bader et al. 2018;
Siek et al. 2015], which states that reducing the precision of speci�cations never breaks static
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Fig. 3. The gradual verification of Example 3.2.

class Node { int val; Node next; }

class List {

Node head;

predicate valid(List l) =

acc(l.head) ⇤ ListAcc(l.head)

predicate ListAcc(Node root) =

if (root == null) then true else

acc(root.val) * acc(root.next)

* ListAcc(root.next)

void insertLast(int val)

requires valid(this)

ensures valid(this)

{

valid(this) ) valid(this)

unfold valid(this);

acc(this.head) ⇤ ListAcc(this.head)

) acc(this.head)

if (this.head == null) {

acc(this.head) ⇤ ListAcc(this.head) ⇤
this.head == null

this.head = new Node(val ,null);

acc(this.head) ⇤ this.head != null ⇤
acc(this.head.val) ⇤ acc(this.head.next) ⇤
this.head.next == null

) if (this.head.next == null) then true

else ...

fold ListAcc(this.head.next);

acc(this.head) ⇤ this.head != null ⇤
acc(this.head.val) ⇤ acc(this.head.next)

⇤ List(this.head.next)

) acc(this.head.val) ⇤ acc(this.head.next)

⇤ List(this.head.next)

fold ListAcc(this.head);

acc(this.head) ⇤ List(this.head)

) acc(this.head) ⇤ List(this.head)

fold valid(this);

valid(this) ) valid(this)

} else {

acc(this.head) ⇤ ListAcc(this.head) ⇤
this.head != null

) acc(this.head) ⇤ ListAcc(this.head)

fold valid(this);

valid(this) ⇤
unfolding valid(this) in

this.head != null

) valid(this) ⇤
unfolding valid(this) in

this.head != null

insertLastHelper(val);

? f) valid(this)

}

}

veri�cation. In Figures 2 and 3 (Secs. 3.1 and 3.2) static veri�cation will fail if ? doesn’t provide
the missing information highlighted in red. Similarly, static veri�cation will fail if speci�cations
are not self-framed. In Figure 2, both user and tool generated speci�cations are not self-framed: ?
⇤ y != null ⇤ y.next != null and valid(this) ⇤ unfolding valid(this) in this.head

!= null. Note, valid(this) ⇤ unfolding valid(this) in this.head != null would be
self-framed if the body of valid(this) contained acc(this.head), but it does not. Therefore, ?
must provide missing accessibility predicates and predicate instances for veri�cation and framing.

Solution. First, formulas, such as valid(this) ⇤ unfolding valid(this) in this.head

!= null where valid(this)’s body is imprecise, can be thought of as ? ⇤ valid(this) ⇤
this.head != null. Then, Bader et al. [2018]’s concretization de�nition for gradual formulas can
be extended to allow ? to represent missing accessibility predicates and predicate instances. The
new de�nition should rely on an iso-recursive interpretation of predicate instances and require that
all precise formulas represented by gradual formulas be self-framed. Since equi-recursive styled
veri�cation operators and predicates require statically unknown information in implementation,
an iso-recursive interpretation of predicate instances is chosen.
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Fig. 3. The gradual verification of Example 3.2 (continued).

void insertLastHelper(int val)

requires valid(this) ⇤
unfolding valid(this) in

this.head != null

ensures ?

{

valid(this) ⇤
unfolding valid(this) in this.head != null

) valid(this)

unfold valid(this);

acc(this.head) ⇤ ListAcc(this.head) ⇤
this.head != null

) acc(this.head)

Node y = this.head;

acc(this.head) ⇤ ListAcc(this.head) ⇤
this.head != null ⇤ y == this.head

) ListAcc(y)

unfold ListAcc(y);

acc(this.head) ⇤ this.head != null ⇤
y == this.head ⇤ acc(y.val) ⇤
acc(y.next) ⇤ ListAcc(y.next)

) acc(y.next)

) loop invariant

while (y.next != null)

invariant y != null ⇤ acc(y.val) ⇤
acc(y.next) ⇤ ListAcc(y.next)

{

y != null ⇤ acc(y.val) ⇤ acc(y.next) ⇤
ListAcc(y.next) ⇤ y.next != null

) acc(y.next)

y = y.next;

ListAcc(y) ⇤ y != null

) ListAcc(y)

unfold ListAcc(y);

acc(y.val) ⇤ acc(y.next) ⇤
ListAcc(y.next) ⇤ y != null

) y != null ⇤ acc(y.val) ⇤
acc(y.next) ⇤ ListAcc(y.next)

}

acc(this.head) ⇤ this.head != null ⇤
acc(y.val) ⇤ acc(y.next) ⇤ ListAcc(y.next) ⇤
y != null ⇤ y.next == null

) acc(y.next)

y.next = new Node(val ,null);

y != null ⇤ acc(y.val) ⇤ acc(y.next) ⇤
y.next != null ⇤ acc(y.next.val) ⇤
acc(y.next.next) ⇤ y.next.next == null

) true

fold ListAcc(y.next.next);

y != null ⇤ acc(y.val) ⇤ acc(y.next) ⇤
y.next != null ⇤ acc(y.next.val) ⇤
acc(y.next.next) ⇤ ListAcc(y.next.next)

) acc(y.next.val) ⇤ acc(y.next.next) ⇤
List(y.next.next)

fold ListAcc(y.next);

y != null ⇤ acc(y.val) ⇤ acc(y.next) ⇤
List(y.next)

) acc(y.val) ⇤ acc(y.next) ⇤ ListAcc(y.next)

fold ListAcc(y);

y != null ⇤ ListAcc(y)

f) ?

}

}

4.2 Dynamic verification
For gradual veri�cation systems to be sound, any accessibility predicates or predicate instances
supplied by ? during static veri�cation must be dynamically veri�ed. Furthermore, any runtime
system extended with dynamic veri�cation must adhere to the dynamic gradual guarantee, which
states that reducing the precision of speci�cations does not change the observable behavior of the
runtime system.
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Solution. To facilitate veri�cation of accessibility predicates, runtime systems can track and
update a set of heap locations at every program point that indicate accessibility. Heap locations
are added to this set when objects are created and removed from this set and passed to callees if
they are required by preconditions at method boundaries. Preconditions that are imprecise or hide
imprecision in predicate instances require all the heap locations of the caller’s set, because ? may
represent any accessibility predicate not already given statically which refers to one of those heap
locations. This may not be ideal, so an extra speci�cation construct (we call this the “hold" construct)
can be employed before method calls to make explicit, using corresponding accessibility predicates,
what heap locations should be kept by callers. When callees �nish executing, accumulated heap
locations are passed back to the caller. Then, if an accessibility predicate refers to a heap location
in this set at a program point it is veri�ed at that program point. Predicate instances are veri�ed
equi-recursively. During this process nested ?s may be ignored, if missing framing information is
accounted for and veri�ed.
An equi-recursive evaluation of predicate instances is the natural choice for runtime systems,

since equi-recursive predicates mirror the structure of the program. In fact, an iso-recursive styled
runtime system would break the dynamic guarantee when heuristics to infer fold and unfold
statements fail. However, an equi-recursive styled dynamic veri�cation system incurs runtime
overhead. For example, runtime veri�cation is exponential for certain formulas containing logical
disjunction _ and accessibility predicates and for predicate instances whose de�nitions contain
duplicate recursive predicate instances joined with ^. Worse even, is if predicate instances do not
terminate.

Solution. In any of these cases, we suggest not producing such formulas for veri�cation. In
particular, disjunction can be replaced by conditionals containing only boolean expressions in their
conditions. We are still working on termination detection measures in the face of imprecision.
Beyond the aforementioned challenges, we have yet to explore runtime performance for our
extended gradual veri�cation system. This is important future work.

5 RELATEDWORK
We have already compared our work to the most-closely related research, including work on the
underlying logics [Parkinson and Bierman 2005; Reynolds 2002; Smans et al. 2009] and the theory
of gradual typing and gradual veri�cation [Bader et al. 2018; Garcia et al. 2016; Lehmann and Tanter
2017; Siek and Taha 2007, 2006; Siek et al. 2015]. Therefore, we will focus on providing a more
detailed comparison of our approach to its predecessor and to other related work.

Bader et al. [2018]’s work on gradual veri�cation outlines an IDF extension in an accompanying
technical report. We take inspiration from this work for our own work and formal system, but every
piece of the formal system in the technical report is extended or redesigned in non-trivial ways to
support recursive predicates and programs with loops and conditionals. New de�nitions are also
introduced. The decisions to support both an iso-recursive styled static veri�cation system and
an equi-recursive styled dynamic veri�cation system, imprecise predicate bodies, and imprecision
regarding fold and unfold statements motivate these extensions.

Other related work includes gradual type systems that include notions of ownership or linearity,
as IDF can be viewed in these ways. In gradual typestate [Garcia et al. 2014; Wol� et al. 2011]
permissions to objects are passed linearly from one function to another without duplication. Strong
permissions that are lost due to imprecise speci�cations can be regained through a runtime check,
so long as a con�icting permission does not exist. Sergey and Clarke [2012]’s gradual ownership
approach allows developers to specify containment relationships between objects signifying owner-
ship. An owned object cannot be accessed from outside its owner. These relationships are checked
statically if possible and dynamically otherwise. Neither of these e�orts bene�ted from the AGT
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framework [Garcia et al. 2016], which led to principled design choices in our work. Also, it is
unclear whether the gradual guarantees of Siek et al. [2015] hold in these proposals.
Additionally, Nguyen et al. [2008] leveraged static information to reduce the overhead of their

runtime checking approach for separation logic. They do not try to report static veri�cation
failures, because their technique cannot not distinguish between failures due to inconsistent
speci�cations and failures due to incomplete speci�cations. Also, their runtime checking approach
forces developers to specify matching heap footprints in pre- and postconditions to avoid false
negatives.

There is also related work focused on making static veri�cation more usable. In particular, Furia
and Meyer [2010] infer candidate loop invariants by using heuristics to weaken postconditions
into invariants. Therefore, their approach cannot infer invariants not expressible as weakenings of
postconditions. Gradual veri�cation does not try to infer invariants directly, but rather infers missing
information required for veri�cation and not supplied by invariants in a principled way. Additionally,
developers can use Dafny’s [Leino 2010] assume and assert statements to debug speci�cations
similar to how they debug programs with print statements [Lucio 2017]. Unlike gradual veri�cation,
this approach does not reduce speci�cation burden and requires manual elicitation and veri�cation
of missing speci�cations needed for veri�cation. Further, a signi�cant number of tools (Smallfoot
[Berdine et al. 2005], jStar [Distefano and Parkinson J 2008], Chalice [Leino et al. 2009]) rely on
heuristics to infer fold and unfold statements for veri�cation. Incorporating heuristics into gradual
veri�cation is likely complicated by imprecise speci�cations. However, it is a promising direction
for future work.

6 CONCLUSION
Gradual veri�cation provides a promising solution to the static veri�cation burden imposed by
tools supporting recursive heap data structures. However, unique challenges must be overcome
for gradual veri�cation to support IDF and recursive predicates: 1) ? in imprecise speci�cations
must represent accessibility predicates and predicate instances needed for static veri�cation, 2)
accessibility predicates and predicate instances must be dynamically veri�ed, and 3) dynamically
verifying speci�cations with accessibility predicates and predicate instances can incur signi�cant
runtime overhead. Possible solutions to these challenges are: 1) adjusting Bader et al. [2018]’s
concretization de�nition for gradual formulas to rely on an iso-recursive interpretation of pred-
icate instances and require that concretizations of gradual formulas be self-framed, 2) verifying
accessibility predicates by tracking and updating a set of heap locations at runtime and verifying
predicate instances equi-recursively, and 3) using language design to avoid particular speci�cations
that incur runtime overhead and exploring further optimizations in future work.

We have formalized a gradual veri�cation system supporting IDF and recursive abstract predicates
based on this work. It is sound and we are con�dent it adheres to the gradual guarantees (proofs
of the gradual guarantees are still in progress). Going forward, a prototype will be developed and
used as a means to evaluate the formal system and explore practical implementation challenges,
such as runtime performance. It will also be used to explore gradual veri�cation’s impact on static
veri�cation education.
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The designers of static analyses used in industry often try to reduce the number of false positives reported
by the analysis through increased engineering e�ort, user-provided annotations, and/or weaker soundness
guarantees. To produce a static analysis with little engineering e�ort, reduced false positives, and strong
soundness guarantees in a principled way, we adapt the “Abstracting Gradual Typing” framework to the
abstract-interpretation based program analysis setting. As a case study, we take a simple static data�ow
analysis that relies on user-provided annotations and has nullability lattice N @ > (where N means “de�nitely
not null” and > means “possibly null”) and extend it by adding ? as a third abstract value. The question mark
explicitly represents “optimistic uncertainty” in the analysis itself, supporting a formal soundness property
and the “gradual guarantees” laid out in the gradual typing literature. To evaluate our gradual null-pointer
analysis, we implement it as a Facebook Infer checker and compare it against the existing null checkers in
Facebook Infer. A preliminary set of experiments show evidence of reduced false positives. We then generalize
this example into a system that gradualizes any data�ow analysis in the same way: augmenting the lattice
while retaining the properties that permit it to be used in the standard data�ow analysis �xpoint algorithm.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A signi�cant proportion of software defects can be eliminated by a relatively specialized set of
analyses. For instance, 53.8–57.1% of crash-causing defects in Mozilla and Apache Web Server as
of 2006 were found to be memory bugs, and 37.2–41.7% of those were speci�cally NULL pointer
dereferences [Li et al. 2006]. Static analysis could be used to �nd these defects, but sound tools—that
is, those without false negatives—do not scale well, and burden developers with too many false
positives [Emanuelsson and Nilsson 2008], which cause inconsistent use of static analysis tools in
industry [Johnson et al. 2013]. To avoid these issues, state-of-the-art null-pointer analysis tools
make use of modularity, user-provided annotations, and strategic unsoundness [Banerjee et al.
2019]. However, this unsoundness is generally unformalized, which makes it di�cult to extend
to analyses for other defects besides NULL pointer dereferences. In response, this work lays the
groundwork for a general framework of gradual static analyses using concepts from the gradual
typing literature.1

1An extended abstract for this work appeared in the SPLASH 2019 proceedings [Estep 2019].
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Recent work by Bader et al. [2018] draws on research in gradual typing [Garcia et al. 2016;
Siek and Taha 2007, 2006] to produce a sound and more user-friendly approach to formal veri�-
cation called gradual veri�cation. Gradual veri�cation extends a static veri�cation system with
support for imprecise speci�cations – a partial speci�cation joined with ? representing unspeci�ed
information, similarly to gradual re�nement types [Lehmann and Tanter 2017] – using Garcia
et al. [2016]’s Abstracting Gradual Typing framework. The resulting veri�cation system warns
only about inconsistencies between speci�cations and code; it does not produce warnings due to
missing information in speci�cations. Instead, missing information is dynamically veri�ed. Gradual
veri�cation adheres to gradual guarantees (inspired by corresponding gradual typing properties
formulated by Siek et al. [2015]) that ensure developers can choose their desired level of precision
without arti�cial constraints imposed by the veri�cation technology.

This paper explores a novel territory for gradual program reasoning: the gradual program
analysis setting produces sound analyses that reduce false positives through user- or tool-provided
annotations and runtime checks in a principled way. We present a case study that consists of
gradualizing a simple null-pointer analysis based on abstract interpretation [Cousot and Cousot
1977]. Its lattice is extended to support two conceptions of uncertainty at once. The original lattice
already permits pessimistic uncertainty, in which the analysis assumes the worst and issues a static
warning whenever it determines that the program may go wrong. Our larger set also permits
optimistic uncertainty, in which the analysis issues no static warning but instead inserts a runtime
check to prevent the program from going wrong. The choice between pessimistic and optimistic
uncertainty is determined by user-provided annotations.

Introducing optimistic uncertainty must necessarily reduce false positives, which is our primary
goal as mentioned above. Our experiments using a custom Facebook Infer checker on Java code
show that we reduce false positives not just in comparison to sound static analyses, but also
in comparison to unsound analyses used in industry. The other bene�t of our approach is that
the programmer can choose where to use optimistic uncertainty and where to use pessimistic
uncertainty by placing annotations in their code, so they can choose to get analysis results where
it would be useful, and avoid most false positives everywhere else.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, in section 2, describe our gradual program

analysis framework outside the context of any speci�c analysis, along with some of the formal
properties that it satis�es. Then in section 3, we take a simple, standard null-pointer analysis on a
Java-like language, and gradualize it using our framework. Finally, in section 4, we present some
preliminary empirical �ndings related to the gradual null-pointer analysis, before listing related
work in section 5 and concluding with a discussion of future work in section 6.

2 GENERAL FRAMEWORK AND PROPERTIES
2.1 Static Analysis
We start with a set V�� of possible variables. We then assume that we have a programming language,
which consists of (among other things) a family I���A�� of instruction sets, parametrized by a
nonempty set A�� of annotations. Annotations do not a�ect the behavior of the program, but will
be used by the static (and later, gradual) analysis. A program in this language is a directed graph on
the set of vertices V���, with a mapping ���� : V��� ! I���A��. This graph is the control-�ow
graph of the program, so essentially, an edge fromu 2 V��� to� 2 V���means that, if the program
is currently at u, execution could proceed to vertex � after u is executed. If a vertex has multiple
outgoing edges, it is a branch point; the edge that is actually taken when the program executes
would depend on the program state and the concrete semantics of the language.

We also assume that we have a static analysis for this language, which has three parts:
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for Instruction i in program

input[i] = output[i] = >
output[programStart] = initialDataflowInformation

worklist = { firstInstruction }

while worklist is not empty

take an instruction i off the worklist

input[i] = tk 2preds(i) output[k]

newOutput = F(i, input[i])

if newOutput , output[i]

output[i] = newOutput

for Instruction j in succs(i)

add j to worklist

Fig. 1. Kildall’s worklist algorithm for the null-pointer analysis.

• A semilattice A��� of abstract values with partial order v and join function t
• A family of �ow functions ����A�� : I���A�� ⇥ S����A�� ! S����A�� (where S����A�� =
V�� * A��), parametrized by the set of annotations A��, where it can be assumed that
A�� ◆ A���

• A family of safety functions ����A�� : V��⇥I���A�� ! A���, where again it can be assumed
that A�� ◆ A���

From these three analysis parts, we take an individual program with A�� = A��� and use Kildall’s
worklist algorithm [Kildall 1973], outlined in Figure 1, to arrive at our analysis �xpoint ���� :
V��� ! S����A��. At a high level, we start by mapping each vertex V��� to the empty map
ú 2 S����A��; then repeatedly

(1) choose some vertex � 2 V���,
(2) use our current mapping � : V��� ! S����A�� to get � = � (�) 2 S����A��,
(3) run that through our �ow function to get � 0 = ����A��(����(�),� ),
(4) update to get � 0 where for each edge from � to some node u we have � 0(u) = � (u) t � 0.

In that last step we elementwise let (�1 t �2)(x) = �1(x) t �2(x) for �1,�2 2 S����A��.
After this algorithm terminates, the �nal results ���� tell us, for each program point in � 2 V���

and each variable in x 2 V��, some abstract value a 2 A��� that “contains” all the possible values
which x could take on at � when the program is run. If a 6v ����A��(x , ����(�)), then the analysis
has deemed that variable “unsafe” at that point, and we issue a warning to the programmer. The
analysis should also come with a proof that some semantic property holds if no warnings are issued.

Our framework lifts A��� to a larger set ùA��� such that A��� is a subsemilattice of ùA���, then
uses it to de�ne a new static analysis using this larger set of abstract values. This lifting is detailed
in the following subsection. Also as explained in Subsection 2.2, we obtain a lifted ordering ev and
join et on ùA���, which we can then use to lift the rest of the analysis.
We now accept programs using the extended set of annotations A�� = ùA���, and again apply

Kildall’s �xpoint algorithm to arrive at g���� : V��� ! S����ùA���. As we will �nd, the pair (ùA���,et)
is a semilattice in the same way that (A���,t) is, so we can simply replace t with et in step 4 of
the inner loop. Then after the �xpoint algorithm terminates, we use ev instead of v to determine
when to issue a static warning.
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2.2 Semila�ice Li�ing
The AGT methodology provides the general setup for lifting our semilattice. To give meaning to
gradual abstract elements from ùA��� ◆ A���, AGT requires an injective function � : ùA��� !
P+(A���). To ensure that the gradual analysis is a conservative extension of the static one, it must
be the case that � (a) = {a} whenever a 2 A���. To maximize �exibility of the gradual analysis, we
must have some element ? 2 ùA��� such that � (?) = A���. This � then automatically induces lifted
predicates such as ev:

ea ev eb i� 9a 2 � (ea),b 2 � (eb) s.t. a v b

Then as mentioned above, this lifted ordering appears in the second stage of the analysis: given a
table of abstract values for each variable at each program point, how do we determine when to give
a static warning? But for the �rst stage, ev is insu�cient. Observe that ? ev a ev ? for all a 2 ùA���,
so ev is not a partial order. Thus we cannot use ev to induce a join for use in the �xpoint algorithm.
To address this, we must be able to lift functions on ùA���, not just predicates. We are given a

function t : A��� ⇥ A��� ! A��� and two elements ea,eb 2 ùA���, and we want to produce some
eaeteb 2 ùA���. Via AGT, our �rst step is to construct the set {atb : a 2 � (ea)^b 2 � (eb)} 2 P+(A���).
Thus we need a function � : P+(A���) ! ùA���. In AGT, this � forms a Galois connnection with � ,
so the following must hold:

For any ba 2 P+(A���) and eb 2 ùA���,
(1) ba ✓ � (�(ba)) and

(2) ba ✓ � (eb) =) � (�(ba)) ✓ � (eb).
It can be shown that if � exists, it must be unique. Speci�cally,

�(ba) = ��1
©≠≠≠≠
´

Ÿ
eb 2ùA���
� (eb)◆ba

� (eb)
™ÆÆÆÆ
¨

where ��1 is well-de�ned because � is injective, but is only a partial function because � is not
necessarily surjective; thus, � might not necessarily exist. But if it does, we can then de�ne the
lifted join

ea eteb = �({a t b : a 2 � (ea) ^ b 2 � (eb)})
to use in the �xpoint algorithm.

So far, we have glossed over the construction of ùA��� itself, other than the fact that it must be a
superset of A���[ {?}. It should now be clear that the details of this construction are an important
design choice, since a poor choice of ùA��� can prevent the existence of � . Notice also that the
characteristics of � determine the characteristics of et, which are used in the proofs of termination
and soundness of the analysis:

• Commutativity: a t b = b t a, so for instance, the analysis is the same regardless of whether
the “then” branch or the “else” branch of an if-statement is analyzed �rst.

• Idempotency: a t a = a, so for instance, the analysis remains the same when an if-then-else-
statement with both empty branches is inserted.

• Transitivity: a t (b t c) = (a t b) t c , so for instance, the analysis is the same regardless of
whether a nested if-clause conditions on x �rst and then �, or the other way around.

In fact, these are exactly the conditions for t to be the join operation of a semilattice structure.
Furthermore, for the �xpoint computation to terminate, that semilattice must have �nite height.
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>

A B

>
A?

A

?
B

B?
>

A?

A ?

B?

B

Fig. 2. Le�: The original (unli�ed) semila�ice.Middle: The li�ed semila�ice ordering, where each directed
edge a ! b means a ev b. (Self-loops are omi�ed.) This li�ed relation is no longer a partial order. Right: The
semila�ice structure induced by the li�ed join et. Specifically, this is the Hasse diagram of the partial order
{(a,b) : a et b = b}.

We have already mentioned that the lifted relation ev does not form a semilattice. However, the
surprising, and novel, result of this work is that the lifted join et does form a semilattice, but only if
the lifted set ùA��� is chosen correctly.
Commutativity is trivially satis�ed. Our set ùA��� cannot contain any element ea such that � (ea)

is not a subsemilattice of A���, since that breaks idempotency. We also cannot in general chooseùA��� = A��� [ {?}, because this produces a non-associative join on even simple semilattices such
as A��� = {A,B,>} where A,B @ > but A a B and B a A. (See Figure 2 for an illustration of a
“correct” lifting of this semilattice, which adjoins more than just one element.) On the other hand,
we cannot let ùA��� contain an element for every subsemilattice (or even just for every convex
subsemilattice; see Cheong and Jones [2003]) of ùA���, since then ùA��� with et might not have
�nite height even if A��� with t has �nite height.

To satisfy all of our constraints, we choose
ùA��� = A��� [ {?} [ {a? : a 2 A���} where � (a?) = {b 2 A��� : a v b}

since it can be shown that if A��� has �nite height h, then this choice of ùA��� always has an
abstraction function, yielding a et operation which induces a semilattice structure with height h + 1.
Note that in this lifting,

>? = > because � (>?) = {a 2 A��� : > v a} = {>} = � (>),
and similarly if L has a bottom element ? then

?? = ? because � (??) = {a 2 A��� : ? v a} = A��� = � (?).
This means that if A��� has n elements then ùA��� has either 2n or 2n � 1 elements.

2.3 Runtime Checks
The above theory de�nes the static part of our gradual analysis framework. It is usable on its own as
a method to reduce false positives by providing the programmer with a broader set of annotations
which support both pessimistic and optimistic uncertainty. Our prototype, described in Section 4,
only implements the static part of the analysis, and does not insert runtime checks because program
transformation is not supported by the Infer framework. However, it is “unsound”, in that the
absence of warnings from a gradual analysis does not provide the same semantic guarantee provide
by the underlying static analysis. To remedy this, one can add runtime checks based on the analysis
results. This subsection will not be quite as rigorous as 2.1, but should be straightforward enough
given the rest of the theory already described.
First, we concretize our set of absolute values via a set of concrete (runtime) values V�� and a

concretization function ���� : A��� ! P+(V��). We will then assume that, for each a 2 A���, the
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predicate �� ✓ V�� ⇥ A��� de�ned by

c �� a () c 2 ����(a)
is computable. We also assume that we have �����A�� : V�� ⇥ A��� ! I���A�� such that the
semantics of �����A��(x ,a) are to get the value c 2 V�� currently held locally by x , then if c �� a,
continue along the control �ow graph; or if ¬(c �� a), step into a dedicated error state.
After we run our �xpoint algorithm to get our analysis results g���� and ensuring that there

are no static warnings, we transform the input program by inserting these runtime checks.
Speci�cally, for every � 2 V���, let � = g����(�); then for every x 2 V��, let ea = � (x). Let
b =

√
� (����ùA���(x , ����(�))). If it isn’t the case that a v b for every a 2 � (ea), then insert a new

vertex u before � such that ����(u) = �����A��(x ,b). Iterate this process until no troublesome
points remain.
If (as in our null-pointer case study) the set of concrete values is the set of pointers, and A���

only distinguishes null from non-null, this is e�ciently computable. But for instance, an analysis
of a language with higher-order functions would be more di�cult to gradualize, since �� would
be undecidable. This problem is not intractable, and has been discussed at length in the gradual
typing literature. However, it is by no means trivial, and would require further research to adapt it
to our data�ow analysis setting.

3 CASE STUDY: A SIMPLE NULL-POINTER ANALYSIS
We will now illustrate our general framework in the context of null-pointer analysis. First, recall
that Section 2 de�nes a program as its control �ow graph. A complete illustration of our formal
framework would fully de�ne the instruction set for this control-�ow-graph-based IR and and
a conversion from source code to this IR. However, for brevity, we will instead just display the
Java source code (see Figure 3), and include portions of the explicit formalism where it would be
relevant.

An example execution of this code might be as follows:
java Bucket.java maple pecan grape almond walnut cherry apricot

The output would look something like this:
2 of apricot wood

5 of cherry pie

1 of walnut wood

5 of almond pie

5 of grape pie

5 of pecan pie

7 of maple wood

0 of apple wood

Exception in thread �main� java.lang.NullPointerException

at Bucket.main(Bucket.java :45)

This program handles Buckets, each of which can hold some amount of either chopped wood of
some woodType, or baked pies of some pieFlavor. Thus, its contents can be either edible or not.
A bucket can also be nested inside of some parent bucket. The chop method adds to the bucket
one unit of a speci�c woodType, discarding the previous contents of the bucket if they are not of the
same woodType. The bake method adds �ve pies of a speci�c pieFlavor to the bucket, discarding
any previous contents because even pies of the same �avor would be less fresh than these new pies.
The main method takes in a list of plant types, and for each one, repeatedly either chops wood
from that plant of that type or bakes pies using the fruit from that plant. It also nests all of these
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1 class Bucket {

2 @Nullable Bucket parent = null;

3 @NonNull Boolean edible = Boolean.FALSE;

4 String woodType = �apple�;

5 String pieFlavor = null;

6 @NonNull Integer amount = 0;

7
8 void chop(@NonNull String woodType) {

9 this.edible = Boolean.FALSE;

10 this.pieFlavor = null;

11 if (! woodType.equals(this.woodType ))

12 this.amount = 0;

13 this.woodType = woodType;

14 this.amount ++;

15 }

16
17 void bake(@NonNull String pieFlavor) {

18 this.edible = Boolean.TRUE;

19 this.woodType = null;

20 this.pieFlavor = pieFlavor;

21 this.amount = 5;

22 }

23
24 public static void main(@NonNull String [] args) {

25 java.util.List <Bucket > buckets = new java.util.LinkedList <>();

26 buckets.add(new Bucket ());

27 for (String name : args) {

28 Bucket bucket = new Bucket ();

29 double cap = 10* Math.random ();

30 for (int i = 0; i < cap; i++) {

31 if (Math.random () < 0.5)

32 bucket.chop(name);

33 else

34 bucket.bake(name);

35 }

36 bucket.parent = buckets.get (0);

37 buckets.add(0, bucket );

38 }

39 System.out.print(buckets.get (0). amount );

40 for (Bucket bucket : buckets) {

41 String type = bucket.edible

42 ? bucket.pieFlavor + ��pie�

43 : bucket.woodType + ��wood�;

44 System.out.println(��of�� + type);

45 System.out.print(bucket.parent.amount );

46 }

47 }

48 }

Fig. 3. An example program.
, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: January 2020.
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x ,�, z 2 V��
a,b 2 A��
m 2 M�����
f 2 F����
� 2 C����
n 2 N

I���A�� ::= methodm(x1@a1, . . . ,xn@an) | x := null | x := true

| x := false | x := n | x := �.f @a | x := �.f @a
| x.f @a := � | x := new �
| x := �.m@a(�1@b1, . . . ,�n@bn)
| x := �.m@a(z1@b1, . . . , zn@bn) | if x | if not x
| return x@a | . . .

Fig. 4. Some portions of I���A�� for our null-pointer analysis case study.

buckets inside each other. Finally, in the second loop, it goes through and displays the contents of
each bucket, using the nestedness to access the amount of items in the next bucket before reaching
it in the iteration. The reader will note that this results in a NullPointerException at the end of
the list.
To analyze this program for null pointers, we will start with a pure static analysis, and then

gradualize it via the framework from subsection 2.1. The set V�� is what one would expect; after
that, the �rst step is to de�ne our set of instructions, of which we show part in Figure 4. (The
sets of M�����, F����, and C���� names are straight forward just as V�� was.) For an example
of a control-�ow graph in this language, see the translation of the chop method in Figure 5. Each
method forms its own separate connected component of the control-�ow graph.

Then for the analysis itself, we must �rst have a semilattice of abstract values (see Figure 6). In
this case, we need only two: >, which can represent any pointer, and N , which can represent any
non-null pointer. In our syntax, we represent these as @Nullable and @NonNull respectively. After
we gradualize this semilattice, we will have a third value ?, which we represent via the annotation
@Unknown (omitted by convention in the source code, but present in the control-�ow graph IR, as
seen in Figure 5). Then to complete the initial static analysis, we also need a �ow function and a
safety function. Partial versions of ����A�� and ����A�� are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

The last step in this case study is to liftA��� to ùA��� and apply the resulting gradual analysis. The
lifted semilattice itself is shown in Figure 6. Here are some observations of the result of analyzing
the program from Figure 3 via ùA���, ����, and ����:

• Since the �elds edible and amount are @NonNull, the analysis doesn’t complain when they
are (implicitly) deferenced in lines 14 and 41.

• Since the parameter woodType in the chopmethod is @NonNull, the analysis doesn’t complain
when it is dereferenced (to call equals) in line 11.

• Since the �elds woodType and pieFlavor are not explicitly annotated, they are implicitly
marked as @Unknown (that is, “?”) by the analysis. Intuitively, this means that the analysis
knows that they could possibly be null, so it doesn’t complain when they are explicitly
assigned null values in lines 10 and 19; but on the other hand, since they aren’t explicitly
marked as @Nullable, the analysis also doesn’t complain when they are dereferenced in
lines 42 and 43 for concatenation.
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method chop(woodType@NonNull)

this.edible@NonNull := false

this.pieFlavor@Unknown := null

current := this.woodType@Unknown

condition := woodType.equals@Unknown(current@Unknown)

if condition if not condition

zero = 0

this.amount@NonNull = zero

this.woodType@Unknown = woodType

plusOne = this.amount@NonNull

one = 1

plusOne = Integer.sum@Unknown(plusOne@Unknown, one@Unknown)

this.amount@NonNull = plusOne

Fig. 5. A possible control-flow graph for the chop method.

>

N

?

N >

>

?

N

Fig. 6. Le�: The original null-pointer semila�ice. Middle: The li�ed semila�ice ordering, where each directed
edge a ! b means a ev b. (Self-loops are omi�ed.) Right: The semila�ice structure induced by the li�ed join et.

• The for loops on lines 27–38 and lines 40–46 implicitly use iterators, which are part of the
Java standard library and thus not annotated with @Nullable or @NonNull. Thus, all their
method parameters and return values are given the “?” (that is, @Unknown) annotations by
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����A��(x := null,� ) = � [x 7! >]
����A��(x := �.f @a,� ) = � [x 7! a;� 7! N ]
����A��(x.f @a := �,� ) = � [x 7! N ]
����A��(x := new �,� ) = � [x 7! N ]

����A��(x := �.m@a(z1@b1, . . . , zn@bn),� ) = � [x 7! a]

Fig. 7. Part of a possible flow function for a null-pointer analysis.

����A��(�,x := �.f @a) = N

����A��(x ,x.f @a := �) = N

����A��(�,x.f @a := �) = a

����A��(zi ,x := �.m@a(z1@b1, . . . , zn@bn)) = bi
����A��(x , return x@a) = a

Fig. 8. Part of a possible safety function for a null-pointer analysis.

default, so the analysis doesn’t complain when name is passed as a NonNull parameter in
lines 32 and 34, or when bucket is dereferenced on lines 41–43 and 45.

• Finally, since the �eld parent is explicitly @Nullable, the analysis complains when it it
dereferenced on line 45.

As noted in the last bullet point, the analysis thus only raises one warning for this code, on line 45,
and that warning turns out to be a true positive, as evidenced by the NullPointerException that
results when this program is run.

4 PRELIMINARY EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
We used the abstract interpretation framework in Facebook’s Infer tool to build a prototype of a
gradual null pointer analyzer for Java, which we’ll call “Graduator”, based on the development
presented above. To evaluate this prototype, we used the 18 repositories which Uber used to evaluate
theirN���A��� analysis tool [Banerjee et al. 2019]. Facebook has two existing null-pointer checkers
in Infer, called Eradicate and Nullsafe; we ran those along with Graduator on the 15 repositories of
those 18 which we were able to successfully build, with the following results:

• Eradicate gave 1489 static warnings.
• Nullsafe gave 654 static warnings.
• Graduator gave 228 static warnings.

These are all repositories for which N���A��� reports no static errors, and Uber has found no
instances of null-pointer dereferences caused by a false negative in their tool. According to Banerjee
et al. [2019]: “N���A��� aims to have no false negatives in practice for code that it checks, while
reducing the annotation burden wherever possible. N���A���’s checks to ensure @NonNull �elds
are properly initialized . . . are unsound, but also require far fewer annotations than a previous sound
checker . . . . Similarly, N���A��� unsoundly assumes that methods are pure, i.e., side-e�ect-free
and deterministic . . . . In both cases, we hvae validated that neither source of unsoundness seems to
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lead to real-world NPEs for Uber’s Android apps, based on crash data from the �eld.” Thus, it seems
fairly reasonable to assume that these are all false positives. We examined all these 2371 warnings
by hand, and found only 57 that could possibly be true positives; all the rest were due to systematic
imprecision in the analysis tools.

In these results we see weak evidence that our Graduator tool tends to produce fewer false posi-
tives than Facebook’s existing null-pointer analysis tools. However, since the analyzed repositories
were already believed not to contain null pointer errors, it is still very unclear whether Graduator is
preferable to Eradicate or Nullsafe, since it is possible that Graduator has a signi�cantly higher false
negative rate, at least in the static portion. Experiments on buggy repositories should be performed
to compare the false negative rates of Graduator with other tools.

5 RELATEDWORK
We have already related our work to the most-closely related research, including work on abstract
interpretation [Cousot and Cousot 1977], the �xpoint algorithm [Kildall 1973], gradual typing
properties [Siek et al. 2015], constructing gradual type systems from static ones [Garcia et al. 2016],
gradual veri�cation [Bader et al. 2018], and current null-pointer analysis tools [Banerjee et al. 2019].
We empirically compared Graduator to existing Facebook Infer checkers in Section 4. Here we

discuss the approaches behind similar tools. TheGranullar type system fromBrotherston et al. [2017]
extends a static pluggable type system that enforces null-safety via @Nullable and @NonNull type
annotations with support for the @Dynamic type similar to ?. The resulting type system generates
runtime checks whenever a @Dynamic reference is pseudo-assigned to a @NonNull reference.
This guarantees that null-pointer exceptions cannot occur in checked code when interacting with
unchecked software components. Our approach di�ers from Granullar’s approach in that we do not
draw boundaries between checked and unchecked code; every �eld, argument, and return value is
either implicitly ?, explicitly N or >. Thus, our approach is more �ne-grained.

N���A��� [Banerjee et al. 2019] reduces the annotation burden of static pluggable type checking
for null-pointer exceptions through targeted unsound assumptions. They aim for no false negatives
in practice on checked code. Of course, this di�ers from our approach by not trying to be sound.
Instead of letting optimistic assumptions go unchecked, we inject corresponding runtime checks to
verify them.

Some related work in gradual typing is as follows. The concept of gradual union types has been
explored by Toro and Tanter [2017]. This is related in that null-pointer analyses can be thought of
in terms of �ow-sensitive union types. Toro and Tanter [2017] provides a novel construct yielding
the bene�ts from both tagged and untagged unions. Interestingly, when re�ned using the speci�c
example of nullable pointers, these new gradual unions are essentially the same as the treatment
of nullable pointers in modern programming languages: static checking for nullability is nearly
absent, so checks must be performed at runtime. In comparison, our approach provides a bit more
static information.

Another related e�ort in gradual typing, is recent work on gradual re�nement types [Lehmann
and Tanter 2017]. In that approach, the AGT methodology is applied to a functional language in
which types can be re�ned by logical predicates drawn from a decidable logic. The present work
is in a di�erent context, namely �rst-order imperative programs as opposed to higher-order pure
functional programs. This di�erence has an impact on the technical development. Additionally, we
provide a runtime semantics designed for the gradual program analysis setting (similar to work on
gradual veri�cation [Bader et al. 2018]), rather than adapting the evidence-tracking approach set
forth by the AGT methodology and used for gradual re�nement types.
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6 CONCLUSION
While the AGT framework has been very successful in a variety of formal type systems, this
is its �rst application to program analysis. We show how to gradualize an arbitrary data�ow
analysis to demonstrate the applicability of the AGT framework in the analysis setting; this lays
the groundwork for the gradualization of far more sophisticated analyses than the simple case
study demonstrated above.
The draw of AGT in general is that it tends to yield results that are about as good as (or better

than) what one would reach from an initial, intentional e�ort to gradualize the system. But AGT is
essentially a mechanical process, so it removes a lot of the error-prone nature of the gradualization
work. The fact that the prototype of our case study ends up behaving similarly to state-of-the-art
tools like Facebook Infer is an encouraging indicator that this line of work may be fruitful, although
more rigorous evaluation needs to be done in the near future.
As mentioned in section 4, more experiments should be performed to determine whether the

static false negative rate of our approach is tolerable. However, these false negatives only make
our tool unsound in the absence of dynamic checks. We have outlined a basic theory for insert
runtime checks, but it would be desirable to have a more general theory that doesn’t require a
computable “��” predicate; perhaps such a theory should take inspiration from transient gradual
typing [Vitousek et al. 2017]. Finally, while our gradual analysis framework is general and can be
applied to arbitrary data�ow analyses, that generality could be made more composable by recasting
our work as an abstract interpretation component in the sense developed by Keidel and Erdweg
[2019].
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This paper introduces �dB, a blame calculus with dependent types. It supports dependent functions, predicate
re�nement at all types, the dynamic type, and full blame tracking. It is inspired by and extends previous work
on hybrid types and Sage, by Flanagan and others; manifest contracts, by Greenberg, Pierce, and Weirich;
and blame calculus by Wadler and Findler. While previous work only allows re�nement over base types, �dB
supports re�nement over any type. We introduce novel techniques in order to prove blame safety for this
language, including a careful analysis that reduces open judgments on terms to closed ones on values, and the
idea of ‘subtyping with a witness’, which �x �aws in the previous work of Wadler and Findler. These technical
contributions mean that we can achieve a completely operational account of the metatheory of our language,
and thereby avoid the need to intertwine operational and semantic models which bedevils the work on hybrid
types and manifest contracts.
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�delity. In Informal Proceedings of the �rst ACM SIGPLAN Workshop on Gradual Typing (WGT20). ACM, New
York, NY, USA, 22 pages.

1 INTRODUCTION
Today half the research community is attempting to make typing more precise, via dependent types,
while the other half is attempting to make typing less precise, via gradual types. Our concern here
is with gradual dependent types, which aim to achieve both.

Our concerns are notmerely academic. Developers are paying increasing attention to dependently-
typed systems such as Coq, Agda, Idris, and F?, while vendors are rolling out gradually-typed
languages such as Microsoft’s TypeScript, Facebook’s Hack, and Google’s Dart, and established
languages such as Racket, C#, and Python are adding features for gradual typing.

A long line of work addresses gradual dependent types.
Findler and Felleisen [2002] introduced contracts for higher-order programming languages. A

�at contract ensures that a value satis�es a predicate, and a function contract ensures that its
argument and result each satisfy a contract. They also introduced blame tracking, where blame
can fall either on the term contained in the contract (positive blame) or the context containing the
contract (negative blame). Extension of blame tracking to higher-order functions, where blame
behaves covariantly on the range and contravariantly on the domain, was one of their key insights.
They also consider dependent function contracts, where the contract for the result depends upon
the value of the argument.

Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen [2006] and Matthews and Findler [2007] both apply contracts to
integrate typed and untyped code, and both show blame safety: if a contract fails, blame must lie
with the untyped code. Each requires a sophisticated proof based on operational equivalence.
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Siek and Taha [2006] applied contracts to integrate static and dynamic typing, coining the phrase
“gradual typing” to describe such systems.

Ou et al. [2004] applied contracts to integrate dependent typing with ordinary typing, performing
dynamic checks to ensure an ordinary typed value conforms to the more precise dependent type.
They required that the validity of every predicate in a re�nement type can be decided at compile
time.
Flanagan [2006] applied contracts to allow more �exible dependent types, called hybrid types.

Rather than requiring that every predicate in a dependent type can be decided at compile time, they
mix static veri�cation and dynamic checking to support arbitrarily expressive predicates. Knowles
et al. [2006] describes Sage, a language that supports both hybrid and gradual types. Flanagan
[2006] supports subsumption, forcing the de�nitions of typing and subtyping judgements to be
mutually dependent. Knowles and Flanagan [2010] observes that Flanagan [2006] is ill-de�ned, due
to a typing judgement appearing to the left of an implication in a subtyping judgement, violating
monotonicity, and resolve the problem by relying on a denotational semantics for types to ensure
their de�nitions are well founded.
Greenberg et al. [2010, 2012] introduce the names latent and manifest to distinguish contracts

from hybrid types, and observe there are two possible formulations of latent systems that they
dub lax and picky. Like Knowles and Flanagan [2010] they support subsumption, and rely on a
denotational semantics of types to ensure their de�nitions are well founded. They give translations
between the lax and picky latent systems and the manifest system, showing that some translations
can be exact while others will overapproximate.

Siek and Taha [2006], Ou et al. [2004], and Flanagan [2006] all feature a similar translation from
a surface language to a core calculus with casts, where casts act as the analogue of contracts. None
of them features blame tracking; in Siek and Taha [2006] and Ou et al. [2004] casts are unlabelled,
while in Flanagan [2006] casts are labelled but there is no notion of positive and negative blame,
which means they cannot pin a failure to one side of a cast. As a result, all three only characterise
correctness globally: if all the casts are from subtypes to supertypes, then the program never fails.
But this characterisation is too strict for the most common use case of all three systems, since if
any dynamic check may fail then no formal guarantees apply.

Wadler and Findler [2009] de�ned a calculus similar to the core language of the three preceeding
papers. They added blame tracking, and proved a more forgiving form of blame safety: if a cast
fails, blame must lie with the less-precisely-typed side of the cast. As opposed to the global
characterisation of the three preceeding papers, blame safety can be established on a cast-by-cast
basis. Like Ou et al. [2004] and Flanagan [2006] they only permit re�nement over base types, though
they are even more restrictive in that they do not support dependent function types. Whereas
Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen [2006] and Matthews and Findler [2007] provide sophisticated proofs
of blame safety based on operational equivalence, Wadler and Findler [2009] provides a simple
proof of blame safety based on preservation and progress.
Our goal here is to combine the dependent function types studied by Flanagan [2006] and

Greenberg et al. [2010, 2012] with the blame tracking of Wadler and Findler [2009], allowing us to
establish blame safety on a cast-by-cast basis while supporting dependent function types. Unlike
these previous works, which only permit re�nements over base types, we permit re�nement over
any type. Whereas Knowles and Flanagan [2010] and Greenberg et al. [2012] support subsumption
and rely on a denotational semantics of types to ensure their de�nitions are well founded, we avoid
subsumption, permitting us to disentangle the de�nitions of typing and subtyping judgements and
to avoid reliance on a semantics of types.

Flanagan [2006] and Greenberg et al. [2010, 2012] use name-dependent typing, where types may
depend upon arbitrary terms and call-by-name evaluation is used. Here we use value-dependant
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typing, where types only depend upon values, and call-by-name evaluation is used. We follow the
development standard in other works, such as [Swamy et al. 2013]. Value-dependent typing �xes
the order of evaluation, facilitating reasoning about blame as an e�ect, as well as reasoning about
other e�ects.
Like Wadler and Findler [2009] and Greenberg et al. [2012], we have no way of checking at

compile-time that one re�nement implies another, limiting such (potentially undecidable) judge-
ments to the run-time type system. Also like Wadler and Findler [2009], all casts are explicit in the
source language, and at run-time all values of re�nement type are explicitly labeled. This gives
us a simple system, suitable as a core calculus, which has a clean metatheory with properties
such as unicity of types. In practice, one would probably also want a translation from a surface
language into this core calculus, similar to those discussed by Ou et al. [2004], Siek and Taha [2006],
and Flanagan [2006]. We believe such a translation would be the correct place to add support for
subsumption and compile-time validation that a value satis�es a re�nement, but we leave this for
future work.

We have mentioned above the main in�uences on our development. We began this work several
years ago; since then, there have been additional relevant works. Lehmann and Tanter [2017]
introduces re�nement types with support for unknown re�nements, and again is restricted to
re�nement of base types. Tanter and Tabareau [2015] and Dagand et al. [2016, 2018] present an
interoperability framework added as a library to Coq, and Eremondi et al. [2019] present a gradual
type theory with both unknown values and unknown types. These latter systems do not support
re�nement types per se, but do support the related notion of sigma types and are not restricted to
base types. None of these systems supports blame.
It turns out there are two �aws in the development of Wadler and Findler [2009], which we

describe and correct here. First, their proof of blame safety is incorrect, as there are counter-
examples to its claim that reduction preserves blame safety. Second, they fail to correctly de�ne
blame safety for open terms. We detail examples of these �aws in Section 2. The development given
here avoids these �aws, by introducing a careful analysis that reduces open judgements on terms to
closed judgements on values, and by a novel characterisation of blame safety. Whereas the earlier
work uses a subtyping relation over two types, here we use a three-place relation between a closed
value and two closed types, and a four-place relation between an open term and two open types in
a given type environment; the relations are de�ned by mutual recursion. We dub these relations
‘subtyping with a witness’.

This paper represents preliminary work. Many of the proofs have not been carried out in detail,
and accordingly we often label results as conjectures rather than propositions.

Summary of contributions.
• Whereas previous gradual type systems support either dependent types or blame safety, we
present a system that supports both.

• Whereas previous systems only support re�nement over base types, we support re�nement
over any type.

• Whereas previous systems support name-dependent typing, we support value-dependent
typing, which is better suited to programs with computational e�ects such as blame.

• Whereas previous systems support subsumption and require denotational semantics to break
circularity in the de�nition, we eschew avoid subsumption and our semantics is purely
operational.

• We reveal �aws in Wadler and Findler which are corrected in our system by introducing
an analysis that reduces open judgements on terms to closed ones on values and novel
three-place and four-place subtyping relations.
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The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 highlights the problem in the
original formulation of Blame Theorem by [Wadler and Findler 2009]. Section 3 introduces �dB
syntax, types, and reductions. Section 4 introduces our formulation of type safety for �dB. Section 5
introduces our formulation of subtyping and blame safety. Section 6 describes related work.

2 OVERVIEW
Let’s consider the type of positive integers and the type of natural numbers. Adopting the syntax
of Swamy et al. [2013], we de�ne the type of positive numbers and the type of natural numbers as
following:

Pos def
= (x : int){x > 0}

Nat def
= (x : int){x � 0}

We cast the integer 2 to the type Pos as follows:

2 : int
p
) Pos

At runtime, the cast evaluates the predicate x > 0 with x instantiated to 2, and it raises blame p if
the predicate evaluates to false. In this case, the predicate evaluates to true, so the cast returns the
following value:

2 : int V Pos

Here we writeV in place of
p
); the blame label is omitted because the predicate is now veri�ed

and cannot fail. The value type-checks only if the predicate x > 0 evaluates to true when x is
2. (In Wadler and Findler [2009], the two terms above are written as hPos (p inti 2 and 2Pos,
respectively.)

Since predicates may be arbitrarily complicated, type checking for theV construct is undecidable.
To deal with this issue, we partition our language into a compile-time subset with decidable type
checking (which includes

p
)) and a runtime superset with undecidable type checking (which adds

V). Undecidable type checking of the runtime language is not a serious issue, since the compile-
time language is decidable, translation to the runtime language preserves typing, and reduction in
the runtime language also preserves typing.

We may now take our value of type Pos and cast it to type Nat:

(2 : int V Pos) : Pos
p
) Nat

We abbreviate the above as follows:

2 : int V Pos
p
) Nat

In general, we often collapse sequences of casts (eitherV or) or both) in this way. Again the cast
succeeds, resulting in

2 : int V Nat
Indeed, any cast from type Pos to type Nat must succeed, since x > 0 implies x � 0 for any integer
x . Again, this is undecidable, but this property is used for reasoning about programs rather than
compiling.

In Wadler and Findler [2009], the fact that the cast always succeeds is indicated by writing:

Pos <: Nat

Indeed, they introduce four related notions:

A <: B A <:+ B A <:� B A <:n B
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Consider a cast from A to B with label p.
• The �rst, ordinary subtyping, holds if the cast never raises blame.
• The second, positive subtyping, holds if the cast never raises blame p.
• The third, negative subtyping, holds if the cast never raises blame �p.
• The fourth, naive subtyping, holds if type A is more precise than type B.

A term is said to be safe for p if every subterm with a cast fromA to B satis�esA <:+ B if it has label
p, and A <:� B if it has label �p. (In Wadler and Findler [2009], negative blame �p is written as p.)

To ensure the above properties, Wadler and Findler [2009] claim blame preservation: if a term is
safe for p and it reduces to another term, then the new term is also safe for p. One of the reduction
rules in that paper is (in the notation of this paper) as follows:

(V :A V (x : A){P[x]}
p
) B) �! (V :A

p
) B)

In our case, this means we have the reduction:

(2 : int V Pos
p
) Nat) �! (2 : int

p
) Nat)

But while Pos <: Nat clearly holds, int <: Nat clearly does not hold; casting any negative integer
to the natural type will fail. So even though the reduction yields a term that won’t raise blame,
it does not yield a term that is safe for blame. The claim that reductions preserve blame safety is
�awed.

Here we �x the claim by moving from a two-place relation

A <: B

where A and B are types, to a three-place relation

V :A <: B

where V is a value and A and B are types. Although int <: Nat does not hold, it will turn out that
2 : int <: Nat does hold, allowing us to present a correct proof of blame safety.

Another issue with Wadler and Findler [2009] is that if one looks closely at the de�nition of the
relations <:, <:+, and <:� it becomes clear that they only make sense for closed types, while the
notion of blame safety is de�ned on open types. In particular, that paper de�nes A <: (x : B){P[x]}
to hold only if

for every V : A if (V : A
p
) B) �!⇤ W then P[W ] �!⇤ true

(see Figure 5 of that paper). But this de�nition does not consider any free variables other than x
that might appear in P (or A or B). However, a lambda abstraction is deemed safe for p only when
its body is safe for p (see Figure 7 of that paper), and the bound variable of the lambda abstraction
appears free in its body.

Here we �x the issue by also de�ning a four-place relation

� ` M :A <: B

that holds if and only if

for every closing substitution � of �, if �(M) �!⇤ V then V :A <: B.

It will turn out that the three- and four-place relations are mutually recursive, as the four-place
relation will prove instrumental in properly de�ning the three-place relation for function types.
Wadler and Findler [2009] only considered re�nements over base types. This is because if

re�nements were permitted over function types then the subtyping relation de�ned in that paper

5
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Base Types � ::= bool | int
Types A,B,C,D ::= � | F | (x :A){P} | (x :A) ! B
Values V ,W ::= c | x | �x :A.N
Terms L,M,N , P,Q ::= V | op( ÆM) | L V | let x = M in N

| if P thenM else N | M :A
p
) B

Labels p,q ::= +` | �`
Environments � ::= · | �,x :A

Fig. 1. Compile-time language syntax.

would not be transitive. The counter-example was discovered by Greenberg and Pierce (personal
communication):

Pos ! Pos <:+ Nat ! Nat

Nat ! Nat <:+ (f : int ! int){ f 0 � 0}
Pos ! Pos 6<:+ (f : int ! int){ f 0 � 0}

The �nal subtyping relation does not hold, as the predicate will not hold, since f 0 always reduces
to blame when f has type Pos ! Pos. It will turn out that our new de�nitions �x the problem,
partly because we replace P[V ] �!⇤ true by P[V ] 6�!⇤ false, and partly because our de�nition
of closing substitution excludes from consideration terms in the environment that raise blame
rather than reducing to a value.

We can now proceed with our formal development.

3 DEPENDENT BLAME CALCULUS (�dB)
We present dependently-typed blame calculus, �dB, which integrates dependently-typed code and
simply-typed code using casts, and incorporates re�nements over arbitrary types and dependent
function types. The language is purely functional, with no mutable state and non-termination and
raising blame as the only computational e�ects.
We present �dB factored into a compile-time language (Figure 1) with with decidable type-

checking and a run-time language (Figure 3) with explicitly tagged values of re�nement type where
checking that a value satis�es a predicate may be undecidable. The run-time language is a strict
superset of the compile-time language.

3.1 Compile-Time Language
Our language is in�uenced by �H of Knowles and Flanagan [2010], blame calculus of Wadler and
Findler [2009], and value-dependency and syntax of re�nements of Swamy et al. [2013].

Our language di�ers from �H with our treatment of casts. First and foremost, we keep the blame
labels on casts in order to track blame and prove the blame theorem. Second, instead of relying on
subsumption and automatic insertions of casts we forego subsumption and require all casts to be
explicit. Such decision allows us to achieve decidable type-checking of the compile-time language
and provide a simpler formalism, as we explain in Section 3.8.

We let � range over base types, which are either integers or booleans.
We letA,B,C,D range over types: a type is either a base type �, the dynamic typeF , a re�nement

(x :A){P} of type A with a predicate P acting on x , or a dependent function (x :A) ! B, where x
of type A is bound in B.
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We let V ,W range over values, L,M,N range over terms, and P,Q range over terms that occur
as predicates.

A value is a constants c , variable x , or dependent lambda abstractions �x :A.N . Since the language
is call-by-value, a variable is always bound to a value and evaluating a variable can have no
computational e�ect (such as raising blame).

A term is either a value, an application of a built-in operator op( ÆM), an application of a dependent
function to a value LV , a non-dependent let binding letx = MinN , a conditional ifN thenMelseL,
or a cast M : A

p
) B. Following the approach to value-dependency of Swamy et al. [2013], we

restrict applications of functions to values.
We let p,q range over blame labels, and ` range over locations. A blame label is either positive

+` or negative �`. We de�ne an involutive negation on blame labels �p as follows

�(+`) = �` �(�`) = +`.
The mapping | · | from blame labels to locations is given by |(�`)| = ` = |(+`)|.

We let � range over environments, which associate variables with types.

3.2 Type System for Compile-Time Language
Each constant c and built-in operator op has a type de�ned by type(c) and type(op). Each built-in
operator op is speci�ed by a total meaning function [[op]].

For variables, we de�ne a context lookup relation, � 3 x :A, which is standard.
Lambda abstractions are dependently-typed and the argument is bound in the result type.
We restrict our applications to values as value-dependency is a well-understood technique to

reason about side-e�ects such as raising blame [Swamy et al. 2013]; since the function argument
x is bound in the result type B we substitute the argument V for x in the result type B[x := V ]
(sometimes writing B[V ] where this is unambiguous).

We restrict our let-expressions to be non-dependent via the additional clause � `ct B : tp which
ensures that B does not depend on x . By restricting our function applications to be value-dependent
and by restricting our let-expressions to be non-dependent we �x the order of evaluation on the
term level and on the type level to standard call-by-value evaluation strategy which simpli�es
reasoning in our language.

We use standard conditional expressions for the compile-time language. We will extend let and
conditional expressions in the run-time language of the next section.
Casts must be between compatible types A and B, which we write as A ⇠ B. We extend the

standard notion of compatibility to include dependent functions. It is straightforward to show that
compatibility is closed under value substitution. We further restrict our casts to be de�ned between
well-formed types, via the additional clause � `ct B : tp.

3.3 Run-Time Language
We let � range over run-time environments. These include not only the variable bindings x :A as
in the compile-time environments, but also let bindings x :A = M , and predicate bindings P . These
last two track terms bound by let-expressions and predicates tested by conditional expressions. Our
environments are similar to those of Knowles et al. [2006], but we permit let bindings to arbitrary
terms, whereas Knowles et al. restrict their bindings to values. Predicate bindings mirror those
of Ou et al. [2004]. We let � range over closed environments, which only contain let bindings
and predicate bindings, and �,� ,� range over substitutions, which map variables to values. Our
environments form the following hierarchy

� ⇢ � � � � � .
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� ctx

· ctx
� ctx � `ct A : tp

�,x :A ctx

� 3 x :A

�,x :A 3 x :A
� 3 x :A x , �

�,� : B 3 x :A

� `ctA : tp

� `ct � : tp � `ct F : tp
� `ct A : tp �,x :A `ct P : bool

� `ct (x : A){P} : tp

� `ct A : tp �,x :A `ct B : tp
� `ct (x : A) ! B : tp

A ⇠ B

� ⇠ � F ⇠ B A ⇠ F
A ⇠ B

A ⇠ (x : B){P}
A ⇠ B

(x :A){P} ⇠ B

C ⇠ A B ⇠ D

(x :A) ! B ⇠ (� :C) ! D

� `ct M :A

type(c) = A

� `ct c :A
� 3 x :A
� `ct x : A

type(op) = ÆA ! B � `ct ÆM : ÆA
� `ct op( ÆM) : B

� `ct A : tp �,x :A `ct N : B
� `ct (�x :A.N ) : (x : A) ! B

� `ct L : (x : A) ! B � `ct V :A
� `ct L V : B[x := V ]

� `ct M :A �,x :A `ct N : B � `ct B : tp
� `ct (let x = M in N ) : B

� `rt P : bool � `rt M :A � `rt N :A
� `rt (if P thenM else N ) :A

� `ct M :A A ⇠ B � `ct B : tp

� `ct (M :A
p
) B) : B

Fig. 2. Compile-time language type system.

We include substitutions in the environment hierarchy, as we later show that we can evaluate
closed environments to closing substitutions.

For the run-time language we extend the syntax with tagged dynamically-typed values V : G V
F, tagged dependently-typed values V : A V (x : A){P}, and blame terms blame p. These three
term forms may be introduced by reductions.
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Ground Types G ::= � | F ! F
Values V ,W ::= · · · | V : G V F | V : A V (x : A){P}
Terms L,M,N , P,Q ::= · · · | blame p
Environments � ::= · · · | �,x :A = M | �, P
Closed Environments � ::= · | �,x :A = M | �, P
Substitutions � , � ::= · | � , x = V
Evaluation Frames E ::= op( ÆV ,⇤, ÆM) | ⇤V | let x = ⇤ inM

| if⇤ thenM else L | ⇤ :A
p
) B

Fig. 3. Run-time language syntax

The value V : G V F represents the injection of a value V with type G into the dynamic type
F. The value V : A V (x : A){P} represent a dependently-typed value with type (x : A){P},
where the underlying value V has type A. We prohibit these two forms of values from appearing
in compile-time programs. Prohibiting the latter ensures that the compile-time language bene�ts
from decidable type-checking.

The blame expression blame p results from a failed run-time cast with blame label p. We choose
not to annotate blame expression with their types because it simpli�es the reduction rules. It would
be straightforward to make the other choice, and doing so would yield a stronger unicity result.

3.4 Run-Time Typing
Typing judgements for the run-time system are shown in Figure 4. The three occurrence of

ellipses are to be replaced by corresponding rules from the compile-time system of Figure 2, save
that occurrences of � are replaced by �.

The di�erence between let-expressions and dependent functions is also re�ected in the structure
of typing environment in our system: a � abstraction extends the environment with a variable
binding, while a let-expression extends the environment with a let binding. Conditionals are also
tracked in the environment with predicate bindings. Environments with let bindings and predicate
bindings will provide extra information useful when it comes to blame safety.

We extend the typing judgementwith rules for tagged dynamically-typed values, tagged dependently-
typed values, and blame expressions. We modify the typing rule for let expressions to track the
binding via an environment extension with a term.
The typing rule for tagged dependently-typed values is similar to the one used by Wadler and

Findler [2009], but we use a di�erent notion of entailment, as described below. Both rules used closed
environments �, which is sound because these constructs only arise from reduction, and reduction
always takes place on closed terms. One might expect one could simply use the empty environment
for these type rules, but we shall see one of the reduction rules introduces a let-expression and a
conditional on the right-hand side, hence the need for a closed environment rather than an empty
environment.
For conditional expressions we adopt the ‘Princeton’ formulation of the typing rule [Ou et al.

2004], which explicitly tracks the predicate in � such that for the then branch we record that the
predicate should hold, whereas for the else branch we record that the predicate should not hold.
We use ¬P to denote negation of a predicate, de�ned as

¬P def
= if P then false else true.
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� ctx

· · ·
� ctx � `ct M :A
�,x :A = M ctx

� ctx � `rt P : bool
�, P ctx

� 3 x :A

· · · �,x :A = M 3 x :A
� 3 x :A x , �

�,� :A = M 3 x :A
� 3 x :A

�, P 3 x :A

� `rt M :A

· · ·
� `rt M :A �,x :A = M `ct N : B � `rt B : tp

� `rt (let x = M in N ) : B

� `rt P : bool �, P `rt M :A �,¬P `rt N :A
� `rt (if P thenM else N ) :A

� `rt V :G
� `rt (V : G V F) :F

� `rt V :A � `rt (x : A){P} : tp � |= P[x := V ]
� `rt (V : A V (x :A){P}) : (x : A){P}

� `rt A : tp
� `rt blame p :A

Closed Environment Entailment. � |= P

for all � , (� �!⇤ � implies � ⇤(P) 6�!⇤ false)
� |= P

Closed Environment Reduction. � �! �0,�

M �! N

(x :A = M,�) �! (x :A = N ,�), · (x :A = V ,�) �! �, (·, x = V )
P �! Q

(P,�) �! (Q,�), · (true,�) �! �, ·

Closed Environment Evaluation. � �!⇤ �

· �!⇤ ·
� �! �0, · �0 �!⇤ �

� �!⇤ �

� �! �0, (·, x = V ) �0[x := V ] �!⇤ �

� �!⇤ x = V ,�

Fig. 4. Run-time language type system

While other work uses explicit constructs to represent casts in progress [Knowles and Flanagan
2010; Wadler and Findler 2009], we instead use the ‘Princeton’ conditional directly.

3.5 Closed Environment Evaluaion
Our notion of entailment � |= P relies on using a closed environment �, one which permits only
extensions by predicates �, P and let bindings �,x :A = M . Our notion of entailment further
depends on the successful evaluation � �!⇤ � of a closed environment � to a closing substitution
� .
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We evaluate environments to closing substitutions, by iterating reduction, and accumulating the
resulting value bindings in the eventual closing substitution. For a let binding of the form x : A = M
we take the result V of evaluating M , and for a predicate binding P we check that the predicate
evaluates to true in the current environment.

3.6 Closed Environment Entailment
We say that closed environment � entails predicate P , written � |= P if for every evaluation
� �!⇤ � to a closing substitution it is the case that � ⇤(P) 6�!⇤ false.
There is a noteworthy subtlety here. In Flanagan [2006]; Knowles and Flanagan [2010] and

Greenberg et al. [2012] one �nds the condition � (P) �!⇤ true, while in Keil and Thiemann [2015]
and our work one �nds � (P) 6�!⇤ false. The former outlaws the case where � (P) reduces to
blame or does not terminate, while the latter permits it. Switching from the former to the latter
allowed us to remove the restriction appearing in earlier work, such as Wadler and Findler [2009],
that limits re�nement to base types.

3.7 Defining substitutions �
The substitutions we use here, � , are simply �nite maps from from names to values.

We write � ⇤(�), � ⇤(M), and � ⇤(A) to denote applying substitution � to closed environments,
terms, and types respectively, with the usual Curry-style de�nition (with suitable choices of
su�ciently fresh names), as in Figure 5. The action of a substitution may be extended to eval-
uation frames, � ⇤(E), and hence redexes, in the obvious structural way, satisfying � ⇤(E[M]) =
(� ⇤(E))[� ⇤(M)].

We write [x := V ] to denote a single substitution of V for x and we write [x] to denote a single
substitution of x for x , which signi�ed a potential hole in the term

M[x := V ] def
= (·, x = V )⇤(M)

M[x] def
= (·, x = x)⇤(M)

3.8 Comparison to earlier approaches
Our de�nition of entailment is similar to the Implication rule of Knowles and Flanagan [2010], but
thanks to the absence of subsumption we are working in a simpler setting. While Knowles and
Flanagan [2010] needs to show implication between two predicates for all substitutions, we simply
need to show that for all substitutions our predicate does not evaluate to false.
The initial work on hybrid type checking [Flanagan 2006] used typing judgements to de�ne

closing substitution, however that lead to an unpermitted circularity between their typing rule,
subtyping rule, and implication rule, because the implication rule refers to closing substitutions in
the negative position of an implication. Subsequent works on hybrid type checking [Greenberg et al.
2012; Knowles and Flanagan 2010] break that circularity by providing a denotational semantics of
re�nement types and de�ning the closing substitution in terms of the denotational semantics.

We believe our system solves that problem by foregoing subsumption and factoring �dB into a
compile-time and a run-time language. As a consequence, �rst, we achieve decidable type-checking
in our compile-time language. Second, we break the circularity present in the previous systems.
We avoid the occurrence of the typing judgement in a negative position of an implication by
permitting tagged dependently-typed values only in closed contexts. In such a case there is only
a single substitution possible, therefore there is no need to quantify over all possible well-typed
substitutions available in the context.
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� ⇤(�) = �0

� ⇤(x :A = M,�) = � : � ⇤(A) = � ⇤(M), (� , x = �)⇤(�) fresh �
� ⇤(P,�) = � ⇤(P),� ⇤(�)

� ⇤(A) = B

� ⇤(�) = �

� ⇤(F) = F
� ⇤((x : A){P}) = (� : � ⇤(A)){(� , x = �)⇤(P)} fresh �

� ⇤((x : A) ! B) = (� : � ⇤(A)) ! (� , x = �)⇤(B) fresh �

� ⇤(M) = N

� ⇤(c) = c

(·)⇤(x) = x

(� , x = V )⇤(x) = V

(� , x = V )⇤(�) = � ⇤(�) if x , �
� ⇤(�x :A.N ) = ��:� ⇤(A). (� , x = �)⇤(N ) fresh �

� ⇤(V :G V F) = � ⇤(V ) :G V F
� ⇤(V :A V (x :A){P}) = � ⇤(V ) : � ⇤(A) V (� : � ⇤(A)){(� , x = �)⇤(P)} fresh �

� ⇤(op( ÆM)) = op(� ⇤( ÆM))
� ⇤(L V ) = � ⇤(L) � ⇤(V )

� ⇤(let x = M in N ) = let � = � ⇤(M) in (� , x = �)⇤(N ) fresh �
� ⇤(if P thenM else N ) = if � ⇤(P) then � ⇤(M) else � ⇤(N )

� ⇤(M :A
p
) B) = � ⇤(M) : � ⇤(A)

p
) � ⇤(B)

� ⇤(blame p) = blame p

Fig. 5. Action of substitutions on environments, types, and terms.

3.9 Dynamic Semantics
Figure 6 gives the reduction rules for �dB. We de�ne evaluation for �dB in terms of call-by-value
reduction on terms (Figure 3), similar to Wadler and Findler [2009].
Our reduction rules for the evaluation of the operators, application of lambda abstractions, let

bindings, and conditionals are standard.
Our rules for casts are reminiscent of Wadler and Findler [2009], with some technical di�erences.

The earlier work had two separate reductions for casting base types and function types toF, where
here we have a single rule which adds an intermediate cast to a compatible ground type. And the
earlier work treats casts from functions to functions as values, where here such a cast results in a
lambda abstraction, which is itself a value. Our system is shown to satisfy a property similar to the
rule of the previous system:

(V : (x : A) ! B
p
) (� : C) ! D)W �! let x = (W : C

�p
) A) inVx : B[x]

p
) D[W ]
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M �! N

op( ÆV ) �! [[op]]( ÆV ) (1)

(�x :A.N )V �! N [x := V ] (2)

let x = V in N �! N [x := V ] (3)

if true thenM else N �! M (4)

if false thenM else N �! N (5)

V : �
p
) � �! V (6)

V : F
p
) F �! V (7)

V : A
p
) F �! V : A

p
) G V F if A ,F,A ⇠ G (8)

V : G V F
p
) A �! V : G

p
) A if G ⇠ A (9)

V : G V F
p
) B �! blame p if G 6⇠ A (10)

V : A V (x : A){P}
p
) B �! V : A

p
) B (11)

V : A
p
) (� : B){Q} �! let � = (V : A

p
) B) in

ifQ then � : B V (� : B){Q} else blame p (12)

(�x :A.N ) : (x : A)!B
p
) (� : C)!D �! ��:C . let x = (� : C

�p
) A) in N : B[x]

p
) D[�] (13)

M �! N

E[M] �! E[N ] E[blame p] �! blame p

Fig. 6. Dynamic Semantics

We have standard rules to take the compatible closure under evaluation frames, and to propogate
blame through an enclosing evaluation frame.

C��������� 3.1 (D������ P�������). If M �! N and M �! N 0, with N , N 0 there is some
term L such that N �! L and N 0 �! L.

P����. The most interesting case is given byM ⌘ V : (x :A){P}
p
) (� : B){Q}. This yields the

following two paths:

• by matching on the re�nement type on the left �rst

V :A V (x :A){P}
p
) (� : B){Q}

�! V :A
p
) (� : B){Q}

�! let � = V :A
p
) B in ifQ then � : B V (� : B){Q} else blame p
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• by matching on the re�nement type on the right �rst

V :A V (x :A){P}
p
) (� : B){Q}

�! let � = V :A V (x :A){P}
p
) B in ifQ then � : B V (� : B){Q} else blame p

�! let � = V :A
p
) B in ifQ then � : B V (� : B){Q} else blame p

which are con�uent. ⇤

4 TYPE SAFETY
Every typeable term in our language has a well-formed type.

P���������� 4.1 (W���������� �����). If � `rt M :A then � `rt A : tp.

P����. By induction on � `rt M :A. ⇤

Moreover, the system enjoys unicity of types.

P���������� 4.2 (U������). LetM be a term where no subterm has the form blame for any p. If
� `rt M :A and � `rt M : B then A = B.

P����. For each term except blame there is a unique typing derivation. ⇤

It would be easy to extend the result to include blame, if blame terms explicitly carried their type.
We require slight adjustments to the usual canonical forms lemma.

L���� 4.3 (C�������� �����). Let V be a value that is well typed in the empty context.
• If · `rt V : �, then V = c with type(c) = �.
• If · `rt V : F, then V =W :G V F with · `rt W :G.
• If · `rt V : (x : A){P}, then V =W :A V (x :A){P} with · `rt W : A and · |= P[W ].
• If · `rt V : (x : A) ! B then V = �x :A.N with x : A `rt N : B.

P����. By case analysis on the typing derivation of V in the empty context. ⇤

Whereas traditional progress shows that a term well-typed in the empty context either is a value
or takes a step, here there is a third possibility, which is that it results in blame.

P���������� 4.4 (P�������). If · `rt M :A then either:
• M is a value.
• M �! N for some term N .
• M is blame p for some blame label p.

P����. By induction on the typing derivation ofM in the empty context. ⇤

It is straightforward to show that reduction of closed terms preserves types.

C��������� 4.5 (P�����������). If · `rt M :A and M �! N then · `rt N :A

P����. By case analysis over the reduction rules. The case for a reduction with left-hand side

V : A
p
) (� : B){Q}

depends crucially on the type rule for V : A V (� : A){Q} using a closed context � rather than the
empty context. ⇤
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Context Morphism. � : � �! �

· : · �! ·
� : � �! � � `r t �⇤(V ) : �⇤(A)
(�, x = �⇤(V )) : � �! (�, x :A)

� : � �! � � `r t �⇤(M) : �⇤(A)
(�, x = �) : (�,� : �⇤(A) = �⇤(M)) �! (�, x :A = M)

� : � �! � � `r t �⇤(P) : bool
� : (�, �⇤(P)) �! (�, P)

Fig. 7. Context Morphisms

4.1 Context morphisms
We now introduce additional technical machinery that lets us describe type preservation for
arbitrary as well as empty contexts, and that will prove essential in de�ning blame safety in the
next section.

Speci�cally, in addition to our analysis of entailment in closed environments, we further need a
device to enable us to pass from an arbitrary environment to such closed environments. Such a
device performs a similar role to the ordinary notion of ‘closing substitution’, or to the let-bound
values of Knowles et al. [2006], but here, we also need to pay attention to the structure of let and
predicate bindings in the environment.

The device we introduce here is an adaptation of the classical notion of context morphism from
categorical logic [Pitts 2000] and the metatheory of dependent types [Dybjer 1995; Goguen and
McKinna 1997]. In those works, context morphisms may be thought of as a kind of ‘well-typed
substitution’, � : � �! �0, where � is a mapping of variables to terms such that if x : A appears in
�0 then � (x) = M with � `rt M : A. In categorical terms, context morphisms provide a means of
reindexing a judgement typed in the target context to one typed in the source context. Reindexing
is contravariant, which is why the direction of the morphism arrow is opposite to the action of the
associated substitution. Context morphisms satisfy obvious notions of identity and composition.

Here, we introduce a specialised notion of context morphism, � : � �! �, de�ned inductively in
Figure 7. Now the substitution is restricted to yield values rather than arbitrary terms; the source
is restricted to a closed environment; both the source and target environment may contain let
bindings and predicate bindings. Our de�nition ensures that the structure of successive let and
predicate bindings in the target � is carried back into the source �, and the value bindings in �
instantiate the variable bindings in �: if x : A appears in � then �(x) = V with � `rt V : A.

We have the following easily proved property, stability of entailment under context morphisms:

L���� 4.6 (S��������). If � |= P and � : �0 �! � then �0 |= �⇤(P).
There is an obvious notion of identity morphism, �id : � �! � when source and target coincide,

where �id = · with �id⇤(M) = M . More generally, any morphism between closed environments is a
renaming, namely a substitution consisting entirely of value bindings of the form x = � where x is
a variable in a let-binding of the target and � the corresponding variable in a let-binding of the
source. The identity morphism is a renaming, and renamings are closed under composition.
We insist on the source environment being closed in order that we may consider its behaviour

under evaluation. As shown in Figure 8, we say that � is a closing substitution for �, written � : �,
if there exists a closed context � such that � : � �! � and � �!⇤ � with � = � � �.

Closing substitutions preserve types.

C��������� 4.7 (C������ S�����������). Assume a closing substitution � : �.
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Closing Substitution. � : �

� : � �! � � �!⇤ � � = � � �
� : �

Fig. 8. Closing Substitution

• If � `rt M :A then · `rt �⇤(M) : �⇤(A).
• If � `rt A : tp and � : � then · `rt �⇤(A) : tp

We expect the proofs of the above to be routine, if intricate, inductive arguments.
Having developed the above machinery, we may now generalise type preservation from closed

terms to open terms.

C�������� 4.8 (T��� ������ ��� ���� �����). Assume a closing substitution � : �. If � `rtM : A
and �⇤(M) �!⇤ N , then · `rt N : �⇤(A).

We will use the same machinery for de�ning blame safety on open terms in the next section.

5 BLAME SAFETY AND SUBTYPING
Our approach to blame safety follows that of Wadler and Findler [2009], in that we de�ne a safety
judgment and show preservation of safety under reduction. However, where that paper used
subtyping relations on pairs of types, here we use novel three-place relations on closed values
and four-place relations on open terms, which are de�ned by mutual recursion. The customary
treatment of subtyping as a two-place relation between types then arises as a derived notion.

5.1 Subtyping with a Witness
Our new concept, subtyping with a witness, is de�ned in Figure 9. We de�ne a three-place relation

between a closed term V and two closed types A and B,

V :A <: B

which presumes · `rt V : A, · `rt B : tp, and A ⇠ B. We also de�ne a four-place relation between an
environment �, an open termM , and two open types A and B,

� ` M :A <: B

which presumes � `rt M : A, � `rt B : tp, and A ⇠ B.
In fact, we de�ne four variants of subtyping:

A <: B A <:+ B A <:� B A <:n B

We also use A <:±n B to range over any of these four relations.
Our motivation in including a value in the subtyping judgement, is that a value witnesses the

possibility that we may successfully cast from the �rst type to the second type.
For our rule for subtyping from a re�nement,

V = (W :A V (x :A){P}) W :A <: B
V : (x :A){P} <: B

the Canonical Forms Lemma guarantees that a value of re�nement type must have the form
W : A V (x : A){P}, we then remove the tag and check thatW :A <: B.
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Ordinary Subtyping with a witness. V :A <: B

V : � <: � V :F <: F
V :A <: G
V :A <: F

V = (W :A V (x :A){P}) W :A <: B
V : (x :A){P} <: B

V :A <: B � : B = (V : A
•) B) |= Q

V :A <: (� : B){Q}
� :C ` � :C <: A � :C, x : A = (� :C

•) A) ` (V x) : B <: D
V : (x :A) ! B <: (� :C) ! D

Positive Subtyping with a witness. V :A <:+ B

V : � <:+ � V :A <:+ F

V = (W :A V (x :A){P}) W :A <:+ B
V : (x :A){P} <:+ B

V :A <:+ B � : B = (V : A
•) B) |= Q

V :A <:+ (� : B){Q}
� :C ` � :C <:� A � :C, x : A = (� :C

•) A) ` (V x) : B <:+ D
V : (x :A) ! B <:+ (� :C) ! D

Negative Subtyping with a witness. V :A <:� B

V : � <:� � V :F <:� F
V :A <:� G

V :A <:� B

V = (W :A V (x :A){P}) W :A <:� B

V : (x :A){P} <:� B

V :A <:� B

V :A <:� (� : B){Q}
� :C ` � :C <:+ A � :C, x : A = (� :C

•) A) ` (V x) : B <:� D

V : (x :A) ! B <:� (� :C) ! D

Naive Subtyping with a witness. V :A <:n B

V : � <:n � V :A <:n F

V = (W :A V (x :A){P}) W :A <:n B

V : (x :A){P} <:n B

V :A <:n B � : B = (V : A
•) B) |= Q

V :A <:n (� : B){Q}
x :A ` x :A <:n C � :C, x : A = (� :C

•) A) ` (V x) : B <:n D

V : (x :A) ! B <:n (� :C) ! D

Open Subtyping with a witness. � ` M :A <:±n B

for all � : �, (�⇤(M) �!⇤ V implies V : �⇤(A) <:±n �⇤(B))
� ` M :A <:±n B

Fig. 9. Subtyping with a witness
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For our rule for subtyping to a re�nement,

V :A <: B � : B = (V : A
•) B) |= Q

V :A <: (� : B){Q}
we check thatV :A <: B, the con�rm that if we castV from type A to type B the result satis�es the
predicate Q . We write • when the choice of blame label does not matter.

For our rule for subtyping between dependent functions,

� :C ` � :C <: A � :C, x : A = (� :C
•) A) ` (V x) : B <: D

V : (x :A) ! B <: (� :C) ! D

we check that the corresponding domains and ranges are also subtyping, where subtyping is
contravariant in the domain and covariant in the range. Since the ranges are dependent, we use the
judgement for open terms, in an environment where � is any value of type C , and x is the result of
casting Y from type C to type A.
For open terms, we quantify over all closing substitutions and then check the corresponding

relation on closed terms,
for all � : �, (�⇤(M) �!⇤ V implies V : �⇤(A) <: �⇤(B))

� ` M :A <: B

Properties of subtyping
It is easy to show that subtyping with a witness implies compatibility and is re�exive. It is a little
trickier to formulate transitivity.

C�������� 5.1 (P��������� �� ��������� ���� � �������).
• Compatibility: V :A <: B implies A ⇠ B.
• Re�exivity: V :A <: A.
• Transitivity: If V :A <: B and � = (V :A

•) B) ` � : B <: C then V :A <: C .
Compatibility and re�exivity hold for all four relations, and transitivity holds for ordinary and naive
subtyping.

We also adapt the Tangram property of Wadler and Findler [2009] to subtyping with a witness.
The original Tangram property consists of two factoring lemmas:

• A <: B i� A <:+ B and A <:� B,
• A <:n B i� A <:+ B and B <:� A.

In the second factoring lemma, the type on the left-hand side of the negative subtyping is swapped
with the type on the right-hand side. The �rst of these adapts straightfowardly to witnesses, while
the second uses a trick similar to that for transitivity.

C��������� 5.2 (T������ ���� � �������).
• V :A <: B i� V :A <:+ B and V :A <:� B.
• V :A <:n B i� V :A <:+ B and � = (V :A

•) B) ` � : B <:� A.

5.2 Subtyping without a witness
We can recover the two-place subtyping of Wadler and Findler [2009] by using the four-place
relation to quantify over all possible witnesses.

A <: B def
= x : A ` x :A <: B.
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This immediately yields the following corrolaries.
C�������� 5.3 (P��������� �� ��������� ������� � �������).
• Compatibility: A <: B implies A ⇠ B.
• Re�exivity: A <: A.
• Transitivity: If A <: B and B <: C then A <: C .

Compatibility and re�exivity hold for all four relations, and transitivity holds for ordinary and naive
subtyping.

C�������� 5.4 (T������ ������� � �������).
• A <: B i� A <:+ B and A <:� B, and
• A <:n B i� A <:+ B and B <:� A.

5.3 Blame Safety
We give an inductive de�nition of safety with respect to a blame label in Figure 10. The key part of
the de�nition is as follows. Assume an environment �. A cast

M : A
p
) B

is safe for p if � ` M :A <:+ B, and a cast

M : A
�p
) B

is safe for p if � ` M :A <:� B, while a cast

M : A
q
) B

with |q | , |p | is always safe for p. We also need to check that any other types or terms appearing
within the term are also safe for p.

An easy induction establishes the following Lemma:
L���� 5.5 (S��� ����� ���� ���� �����). If � `rtM : A and � `M safe p then � `A safe p.

In a similar manner to Wadler and Findler [2009] we state our blame safety result in terms of
blame safety preservation and blame safety progress. As above, our general strategy aims to prove
the result in two stages. The �rst shows safety preservation from open judgments to the empty
context:
C��������� 5.6 (B���� ������ ��� ���� �����). Assume a closing substitution � : � where

every value in � is safe, that is, if �(x) = V then · `V safe p. If � `rtM : A and � `M safe p then
· `�⇤(M) safe p.
For closed terms, we have blame safety preservation and progress.
C��������� 5.7 (B���� ������ ������������). If · `rtM : A and · `M safe p and M �! N

then · `N safe p.

C��������� 5.8 (B���� ������ ��������). If · `rtM : A and · `M safe p then M , blame p.

From these, we can then conclude the Blame Theorem of Wadler and Findler [2009].
C�������� 5.9 (B���� T������). Let C be a context of type C containing a hole of type B, and

let M be a term of type A, where p and �p do not appear in C,M , A, B, or C .

• If A <: B then C[M : A
p
) B] 6�!⇤ blame p and C[M : A

p
) B] 6�!⇤ blame �p.

• If A <:n B then C[M : A
p
) B] 6�!⇤ blame p.

• If B <:n A then C[M : A
p
) B] 6�!⇤ blame �p.
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Safety for contexts. � safe p

· safe p
� safe p � `A safe p

�,x :A safe p

� `A safe p � `M safe p

�,x :A = M safe p

� safe p � ` P safe p

�, P safe p

Safety for types. � `A safe p

� safe p

� ` � safe p
� `A safe p �,x :A ` P safe p

� ` (x : A){P} safe p
� `A safe p �,x :A `B safe p

� ` ((x : A) ! B) safe p

Safety for Terms. � `M safe p

� safe p

� ` c safe p
� ` ÆM safe p

� `op( ÆM) safe p
� safe p x 2 dom (�)

� `x safe p

�,x :A `N safe p

� ` (�x :A.N ) safe p

� `L safe p � `V safe p

� ` (L V ) safe p
� `M safe p �,x :A = M `N safe p

� ` (let x = M in N ) safe p

� ` P safe p �, P `M safe p �,¬P `N safe p

� ` (if P thenM else N ) safe p

� `M safe p � ` M :A <:+ B � `B safe p

� ` (M : A
p
) B) safe p

� `M safe p � ` M :A <:� B � `B safe p

� ` (M : A
�p
) B) safe p

� `M safe p |q | , |p | � `B safe p

� ` (M : A
q
) B) safe p

� `V safe p

� ` (V :G V F) safe p

� `V safe p � ` P safe p

� ` (V :A V (x :A){P}) safe p
q , p

� ` (blame q) safe p
there is no � such that � : �

� ` (blame p) safe p

Fig. 10. Blame Safety for Contexts, Types, and Terms

6 RELATEDWORK
Hybrid Type Checking. Hybrid type checking [Flanagan 2006] allows for writing dependently-

typed programs whose type-checking is potentially undecidable — hybrid type checker will insert
dynamic casts to ensure that the typing discipline is enforced during run-time and provides a
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guarantee that if the program is indeed well-typed it will reduce successfully. However, hybrid
type checking only permits re�nements and dependent functions over simple types.

Manifest Contracts. Greenberg et al. [2010, 2012] focus on the interplay between contracts and
hybrid type checking. Our language �dB is similar to their �H as we both �x the order of evaluation
to be call-by-value, however they need to de�ne denotational semantics of types and kinds for their
closing substitutions to break a circularity problem that would arise from the subsumption rule,
whereas we forego subsumptions and de�ne closing substitutions by composing context morphisms
and substitutions arising by evaluating closed environments.

Gradual Re�nement Types. Lehmann and Tanter [2017] present a gradually typed language with
re�nement types. Like Ou et al. [2004], Flanagan [2006], and Wadler and Findler [2009], re�nements
are only over base types, and like Ou et al. [2004], re�nements must be decidable (they use a SAT
solver), and have a strongly restricted syntax rather than ranging over arbitrary terms. Their work
is novel in that they consider unknown re�nements and apply the methodology of AGT [Garcia
et al. 2016]. They do not consider blame.

Dependent Interoperability. Tanter and Tabareau [2015] and Dagand et al. [2016, 2018] present an
interoperability framework added as a library to Coq. They do not support re�nement types per se,
but do support the related notion of sigma types and are not restricted to base types. They do not
consider blame.

Approximate Normalization for Gradual Dependent Types. Eremondi et al. [2019] present a gradual
type theory. Their work is novel in that they consider unknown values as well as unknown types,
and again they apply the methodology of AGT [Garcia et al. 2016]. As with the previous work, they
do not support re�nement types per se, but do support the related notion of sigma types and are
not restricted to base types. They do not consider blame.
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